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ABSTRACT
Since the collapse of the socialist bloc in the 1990s a movement away from a
centrally planned economy towards a market economy has been observed in the
countries of the former socialist bloc. Following the lead of the former socialist
countries the Vietnamese government has initiated a number of legal and economic
reforms in order to assist the country in the transition process. However, like other
transition countries, Vietnam faces m a n y challenges in the process of modernising the
economy so that it can fully participate in the global economy. Because accounting is
considered to be an important tool in economic management, accounting reform is a
vital item on the government reform menu. Vietnamese accounting has been gradually
changed to fit better with the n e w environment.
This study seeks to explore in detail the process of accounting change in the
Vietnamese transition economy.

It focuses on investigating the influence of both

historical and present day factors on accounting reform. Factors of particular interest
are: aspects of Vietnamese culture; the role of government; and possible impacts of
socialist ideology.
Considered an effective method in social research, ethnography has been
employed as the research method for this study. In the course of the investigation of
accounting change, participant observation and in-depth interviews have been used as
the main techniques for data collection.
Vietnam's long history of contending with foreign invasion and domination runs
parallel with a strong tradition of successfully adapting foreign ideas and artefacts to
suit local need (Vietnamisation). The study has revealed that, from a historical
perspective, the origin and development of Vietnamese accounting w a s greatly affected
by foreign countries, which had had political, ideological and economic influence on
Vietnam. The investigation has also discovered that socialist ideology and Vietnamese
culture have played very influential roles in accounting change in the current transition
economy. The study has found that ideological paradox between the socialist economic
system and the market system has caused a number of serious problems as Vietnam tries
to incorporate market accounting concepts and standards into its current accounting
system through a Vietnamising process.

xi
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

1.1 Rationale for the Study
The outset of the 1990s experienced the disintegration of the Soviet Union and the
dramatic collapse of the Eastern European socialist countries. Subsequently, an end was

to the socialist bloc's more than 70 years of existence, and a movement from the formerl
centrally planned economic systems towards market economic systems has been observed

in these countries. There are 31 socialist countries in Eastern Europe and Asia, accounti

for one-third of the world's population, in this transition process. Vietnam is one among
them. The transition economies of these countries have drawn substantial attention from

economic researchers around the world. Many studies have been carried out to identify an

analyse the main characteristics of economic reforms in the transition process including
macroeconomic stabilisation; price and market reform; restructuring and privatisation;

redefining the role of the state with emphasis on state support for the market through s

means as legal reform; institutional reform and building; the provision of a social safe

net; and the sequence of reform measures (Kornai 1990; Lipton and Sachs 1990; Blanchard,
Dornbusch et al. 1991; Fisher and Gelb 1991; Aslund 1992; Balcerowicz 1994; Aslund,
Boone et al. 1996; Fforde and De Vylder 1996; Harvie 1998a; Harvie 1998b).
In the transition process reforms undertaken in the political, social and economic

systems have dramatically changed the environment of these countries. Under the influenc

of these reforms the accounting systems of these countries have been changed to fit with
this new environment. Accounting changes in transition economies have also, therefore,

Chapter 1 Introduction

received attention from accounting researchers. The literature review undertaken for this
thesis shows that many studies of accounting changes in transition economies have brought
insights into and enrichment of this area of research (Dixon, 1992; Enthoven, 1992,
Enthoven, 1999; Schroll, 1995; Rolfe, 1995; Liberman, 1995; Lin, 2000, 2001; Lipton,
1990; Pankov, 1998; Jaruga, 1996, 1993; Garrod, 1996). However, the literature review

also suggests that while a lot of studies on accounting reforms in the transition economie

of Eastern Europe, Russia and China are available there is not a single study of the topic

countries of the former socialist bloc which are less developed like Vietnam, Cambodia and

Laos. To fill the gap and break the silence, this study has chosen Vietnamese accounting a
an object of investigation.
Another factor contributing to the selection of Vietnam as a case study in this

research is its uniqueness. Firstly, the transition process in Vietnam is different from t

of former socialist countries in Eastern Europe and Russia. While former socialist countri
in Eastern Europe and Russia have undertaken radical reforms in both the economic and the
political areas, Vietnam has carried out economic reform gradually in the absence of
political reform. The Communist Party of Vietnam (the CPV) still firmly asserts its
leadership in the managing of the country and its rejection of political pluralism. Of

importance is, therefore, the difference in ideology. The socialist ideology and the build
of socialism were abandoned in these Eastern European countries but not in Vietnam,
where, due to the leadership of the CPV and its government, the people are still building

socialism. The socialist ideology remains strong even though it is challenged by the failu
of socialism in Eastern Europe in terms of both theory and practical implementation. With
its determined socialist ideology Vietnam faces many challenges in all areas including

accounting in its transition to a market-like economy. Therefore, the study of the influen
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of the socialist ideology on accounting reform in Vietnam would be interesting and add
value to the literature on accounting change in a transition economy.
Secondly, being a less developed country, Vietnam is facing many challenges to
modernise the economy and participate in the global economy. Vietnamese authorities
understand the importance of, and highly appreciate, loans from international financial

institutions and the contribution of foreign investment, technology and management skills
and regard them as the most important factors for economic development in the transition
economy and for Vietnam's integration into the international economy. Thus, Vietnam has
had to adopt an open-door policy and undertake the 'Doi Moi' program (Program of

Renewal) to reform its legal and economic system in order to attract foreign investment a

satisfy lending requirements of international financial institutions. However, while bein

committed to the process of integration into the global economy, which is considered to b
a contemporarily unavoidable phenomenon, the Vietnamese people and their government
are very aware of, and concerned with, the possibility of losing their national identity
socialist characteristics. So the vital principle in the process of integrating into the
economy is to integrate with the outside world without being dissolved by it. Such a way

thinking possibly illustrates that the Vietnamese culture is having an effect on the tran

process and signals that cultural factors might play an important role in economic as wel
in accounting reform. Thus, the study of accounting change in Vietnam could enrich the

literature on accounting in transition economies by bringing insight into the effects, bo
positive and negative, of national culture on the accounting reform.

Chapter
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1.2 Objective of the Study
The study aims to investigate accounting reform in Vietnam in order to fill the gap in
the accounting literature on accounting change in transitional countries, especially in
developed transitional countries. Rather than just listing the outcomes of accounting
reforms and linking them to reforms undertaken in legal and economic systems, which are

considered to be the drivers of accounting reform, this study will explore the process o

accounting change in detail. However, the description of the process of accounting refor

will be limited to a discussion of financial accounting and auditing, and their regulati

provide an overall picture of accounting change in the Vietnamese environment1. The stud
will:
• Identify and analyse factors affecting accounting reform including both historical
and contemporary factors;
• Identify and examine the role of the government in accounting reforms;
• Investigate accounting change from the cultural perspective, focusing on the
identification of potentially positive and negative impacts of the Vietnamese
culture on accounting reforms;
• Examine what impacts the socialist ideology has on accounting reforms.
Highlight the problems faced by Vietnamese accounting experts in accounting reform and
offer suggestions or recommendations that might help solve these problems and speed up
accounting reform.
In this research a discussion on management accounting is not included because management accounting
and its concepts have been only recently introduced to Vietnam so that management accounting, as a practice
in the market economy, only exists in n e w accounting textbooks in universities rather than in practice.
Moreover, the discussion about its nature, contents and application is still going on among academics, policy
makers and practitioners. It will be revealed in discussions in later chapters that the lack of management
accounting development is a result of the old economic model that applied in Vietnam, the centrally planned
economic system, where management accounting had no place.
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1.3 Research Methodology
Of importance to any researcher is to determine his/her research methodology and

methods in the investigating and obtaining of knowledge. The determination of a research
methodology heavily depends on the researcher's ontological and epistemological
standpoint on what the nature of reality is and how knowledge can be obtained. The

educational background of the researcher and the impact of the research community which

the researcher belongs to are considered to be the most important factors affecting his
methodological position.
In my case, as mentioned in chapter 2, I have travelled a long journey in order to
arrive at alternative accounting research as my chosen research methodology. Factors
affecting my decision to join those engaged in alternative accounting research include

attendance of the training courses on research methodology provided at the University o
New South Wales, where I was introduced to a wide range of research methodologies

applicable to the social sciences including accounting; and my PhD program in the School

of Accounting and Finance at the University of Wollongong where alternative or critical
accounting research is very strong and has a long tradition.
In this study ethnography has been chosen as a research method. Its selection can be
justified on the following bases:
• Because culture is vital to ethnographic research it helps me explore and
investigate the impact and influence of Vietnamese culture on accounting change
in the Vietnamese transition economy.
• The interpretive nature of ethnography and its data collection techniques allows
me to approach Vietnamese accounting experts in the field in order to interpret
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their philosophical meanings and perceptions in developing and using accounting
concepts and system in the socialist and transition economy. This enables me to
evaluate the affect of socialist ideology on accounting reform in Vietnam.
In order to access the social meanings and philosophy, and to understand the activities of
Vietnamese accounting experts in accounting reform I, as an ethnographer, have to observe,

work closely with them, and directly participate in their activities in accounting reform.
this study, therefore, the most important data collection techniques are participant
observation and in-depth interview.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis
The study is presented in 10 chapters including an introduction and conclusion.
Chapter 2 deals with the research methodology and method applied in this study. It focuses
on telling the story of how and why the researcher has adopted a non-mainstream research
methodology and used it in the study. The chapter looks at the researcher's educational
background and practical experience as well as the impact of different environmental
factors of the PhD program in which the researcher is involved, in order to justify why an
alternative method has been preferred to a mainstream method, given the domination of

mainstream research in social as well as in accounting inquiry. Then attention is paid to t
identification of the reasons why ethnography is an appropriate method for this study. The
data collection techniques, namely participation observation and in-depth interviews, used
in this study are discussed from both theoretical and practical perspectives.
Chapter 3 gives an overview of the basic characteristics of socialism and the socialist
economy, which serve as background information in order to understand a socialist
accounting system. The main features of the socialist economic system to be discussed
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include: the centralisation of the political administration and economic management; the

public ownership of the means and system of production and the distribution of the nati
income; state-owned enterprises; and the problems of socialism. The chapter then goes

further by describing the basic features of socialist accounting. An outline of the nat

socialist accounting practised in the former socialist countries, especially in the Sov

Union, is offered, focusing on the designated functions and tasks of socialist accounti
and the national accounting plan.
Chapter 4 aims at providing an overview of the accounting changes in the transition
economy through a review of the literature on accounting reforms in former socialist
countries. The chapter is first devoted to describing the main characteristics of the
economy in order to set the scene for a better understanding of the process of
transformation of the accounting system. Based on the literature review, the chapter

highlights key characteristics of accounting reform including: the role of government i
accounting reform; the impact of westernisation; the intervention of western foreign

countries and international institutions; and the effects of the past on the new accoun
systems in these countries.
Chapter 5 gives the historical background and cultural characteristics of Vietnam. A

brief presentation of Vietnamese history from its first primitive state, Van Lang, to i

present, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, is offered to indicate how the Vietnamese h
been tempered through their endless struggle for freedom and independence. The chapter

also introduces the main attributes of the Vietnamese culture. This understanding, then

give a clearer insight into the characteristics of the Vietnamese and their social, pol
and economic systems at the present time.
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Chapter 6 examines the historical development and the main characteristics of
Vietnamese accounting from the establishment of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam in
1945 until the reforms in the 1980s. The chapter offers an overview of the evolution of

Vietnamese accounting from its starting point to the period of setting its foundations and
finally to its unification. It also tells the story of how Vietnamese accounting became
established in Vietnam. In addition a description of the accounting mechanism under

socialism in Vietnam is given through an introduction of the profiles of the key governmen
authorities in charge of accounting regulation and implementation. Main issues of the
socialist accounting practice are highlighted.
Chapter 7 introduces an overall picture of the transition process in Vietnam from a
centrally planned economic system to a market-like economic system, including its
justification and the major steps involved. The chapter then offers an account of major
characteristics of the transition economy in Vietnam from cultural and ideological
perspectives, highlighting the main difference of economic reform in Vietnam in

comparison with that of former socialist countries in Eastern Europe. The new structure of
the Vietnamese economy as a result of economic and legal reforms is described in detail.
Chapter 8 investigates how market accounting has been introduced into Vietnam in
the transition economy. It introduces a complex model for the development of accounting
and auditing methodology and regulation in the transition economy in Vietnam. The model
shows how new accounting concepts are incorporated into the Vietnamese accounting
system; how accounting methodology and regulations are developed and implemented in
practice; who are the key players of accounting reform and what their characteristics and
roles are. The chapter points out the main changes in accounting policy. Furthermore this
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chapter raises and analyses some important issues of accounting changes from both cultural
and ideological perspectives.
Chapter 9 deals with the development of accounting and auditing standards in
Vietnam. An overview of the Project of the Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing Standard
Development is given. The chapter then identifies the reasons why Vietnam is to develop
its own standards using international standards as a base. The Vietnamising process of

international standards is described in detail. A deep analysis of the Vietnamisation pr
is undertaken to bring to the fore the ideological paradox contained in the development
Vietnamese standards. Chapter 10 provides the conclusion and recommendations of the
study.
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been built up over time and m a d e m e more nervous and confused as described in the
following section.
2.2.1 The Confrontation between Educational Background and Practical Experience.
My educational background was based on the socialist education system. I received
my bachelor degree in accounting from the Prague Economics University in the Czech
Republic. As mentioned in Chapter 3, accounting in socialist countries was strictly
controlled by government and the same policy was applied to accounting education. Even
though in accounting textbooks accounting was considered an independent scientific
discipline with its own subjects and methodology, only a socialist accounting system was

introduced to students. Western, or market, accounting was not included in the curriculum

of universities because of the ideological bias against capitalism. Western accounting wa

considered by Marxist accountants as a tool by which capitalists manipulated the profit o
companies in order to exploit workers. The development and construction of accounting,

from the Marxist's historical-materialistic point of view, depended on the stage of histo

development of our society; the main historical stages include the primitive, chattel sla
time, capitalism and socialism. This means that each stage has had its own accounting

appropriate to its production mode. Socialist accounting, therefore, was regarded as a ve
important means of building socialism by supporting the management process at macroeconomic as well as at micro-economic levels. Accounting was taught as if it was a
technical science rather than a social one. Thus, it made students think that accounting

shared the characteristics of a natural science such as physics or chemistry. In addition
ensure that accounting was uniformly applied throughout the economic system, the

Ministry of Training and Education in socialist countries strictly controlled the content
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all accounting textbooks used in universities. Under socialism there were very few
accounting textbooks. Furthermore, there was an imbalance between the introduction of
accounting concepts and principles, and detailed accounting regulations in accounting
textbooks and accounting courses. Focus was directed to the introduction of accounting

regulations with very detailed entries (Debit/Credit) of accounting transactions so tha

graduate students were not keen to give professional judgements but concentrated on doi
bookkeeping.
After a few years working as an accounting lecturer in the Faculty of Accounting at
the National Economics University in Hanoi, I was sent to join the MBA program at the

University of Illinois, Illinois, USA; this was a result of Vietnam adopting an 'open p
a move towards the market economy. I was very deeply impressed with the MBA program
but, frankly speaking, it was a hard time for me at the beginning because of the big

differences between the western and socialist systems, resulting from totally different

social, political, economic, and ideological foundations. Thus, it was not easy to revis

redefine all concepts I had learned. Other problems came from the differences in the wa
teaching and studying. I had to change myself from a passive learner to an active one.
However, as time passed I became familiar with the western education system and was

more active in the process of learning. Among other things, I realised that the western

education system made students, for example accounting students, very critical. They we
trained to become professional accountants who knew how to make professional judgments
in regard to a variety of accounting matters. They were totally different from passive

socialist accountants, the products of the socialist education system, who were just ke
keep doing bookkeeping. I think that I benefited from a lot of things from the western

education system, especially the way of thinking. However, my general standpoint toward
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research" (Gaffikin 2000) was very strong and had a long tradition3. A s suggested by Kuhn

(1970) I, as a student trained in this paradigm (environment), was inevitably adopting the
same ontological and epistemological assumptions in determining my research
methodology. The learning and working environment in the Department of Accounting and

Finance was so friendly that it encouraged research students to talk with and ask academic

staff for assistance in any matters they were facing in their research process. I receive

of input from consulting with academic staff and it has helped to build up my confidence a

well as my research skills in alternative research. They explained to me the reasons why i

is worthy to do critical and interpretive research in accounting, what the ontological and
epistemological positions of such research are, and what benefits they bring, what

limitations they face, and the relevance of research methods for issues under investigati
have also learnt much from reading the works and theses of staff and PhD students, which
cover a wide range of perspectives and topics as well as research methods in alternative
accounting research. For example, there were critical studies using Habermas and Foucault
(Day 1993; Sawarjuwono 1995; Deo 1999), critical reflexive ethnography (Kaidonis 1996),
critical case study (Lodh 1994), ethnography-culture (Rasyid 1995; Taufu'i 1996) and
ethnography-institutional theory (Irvine 1999). All this research could be put under the

name "critical accounting research" which "is not in the strict philosophical sense but is

unified in the rejection of mainstream, positivist type research"(Gaffikin 2000 p. 17). Th

most important characteristics shared by all this critical research and their knowledge ar
that it is "historically derived, culturally determined, and acquired through language"
(Gaffikin 2000 p. 17).

The policy of the Department is very flexible in terms of research methodology. Students w h o are doing a
PhD can freely choose a research methodology which is appropriate to his/her belief on ontology and
epistemology.
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Another thing affecting m y methodological choice and expanding m y research skills
was the PhD meetings of the Accounting and Financial Department, which were held every

fortnight. Through these meetings PhD students could share their problems and experience
with academic staff and their colleagues and in return they received a lot of feedback.
my opinion, suggestions and advice from senior PhD students were very useful for new

PhD. students as they had already gone through the same process, faced the same problems

and overcome them. A significant number of references of alternative accounting research
came from their suggestions. The Doctoral Consortium, which was organised every year,
was another chance for PhD students to listen to and talk with admired and respected

academics who have numerous publications, especially in alternative accounting research.

For example, I very much enjoyed talking with C. Edward Arlington from the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro about critical accounting research and my research and I
asked him for advice on my research and suggestions for relevant references to read. It
quite a big gain for me and for my research.
In addition, my supervisors encouraged me to read widely from general philosophical
and critical works, such as Habermas and Foucault to more specific works discussing
alternative accounting research, for example, the works of Hopwood, Burchell, Laughlin
and Miller (to name just a few). These works ask for more accounting research in the
organizational context or the real world of accountants, and for researchers to be more
critical about its functions in practice. Hopwood (1983, p. 288), for example, suggests
...rather than detaching accounting from its organization setting, organizational
researchers aim to understand the meanings which are given to accounting in
particular settings, emphasising not the interpretation of an accounting given
but the more active ways in which a particular account can shape, mould and
even play a role in constructing the setting of which it forms a part.
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H o p w o o d (1983) and Miller (1994) regard accounting as a social and institutional
practice and stress the active roles of accounting in practice through which accounting

attempts to intervene, to act upon individuals, entities and processes in order to trans
them and to attain intended objectives. This is why Miller (1994, p. 1) suggests that:
ff)rom such a perspective, accounting is no longer to be regarded as a neutral
device that merely documents and reports 'the facts' of economic activity.
Accounting n o w can be seen as a set of practices that affects the type of world
w e live in the type of social reality w e inhabit, the w a y in which w e understand
the choices open to business undertakings and individuals, the w a y in which w e
manage and organize activities and processes of diverse types, and the w a y in
which w e administer the lives of others and ourselves...
Other reasons that led me to expand my reading to include the literature on research
methodology were to understand more about the ontological and epistemological

assumptions of research paradigms used by the social sciences in general and by accountin

in particular; and to grasp a sketch of the evolution of accounting research. The search
the rich literature on methodology has shown that three philosophically fundamental
assumptions — ontological, epistemological and those about human nature — are the most

important criteria which can be used to classify research into different paradigms (mode

prototypes), or perspectives (Chua 1986a). Academics have been spending a lot of time and

endeavour on the classification, analysis and comparison between these paradigms (Burre
and Morgan 1979; Guba and Lincoln 1981; Hammersley and Atkinson 1983; Lincoln and
Guba 1985; Chua 1986a; Hines 1989; Guba 1990; Denzin and Lincoln 1994; Laughlin
1995; Arbnor and Bjerke 1996; Baker and Bettner 1997; Brewer 2000; Denzin and Lincoln

2000) (to list just a few). I found these works were very useful for a novice like myself
because they were not only aiming to give a clear explanation of the contents and

characteristics of each research paradigm, as well as a comparison between them, but some
authors also gave detailed guidelines for doing empirical research in practice.
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Burrell and Morgan (1979) developed the scheme to analyse assumptions about the

nature of social science that includes the ontology of the social world (Nominalism vs.
Realism); epistemology (Anti-positivism vs. Positivism); human nature (Voluntarism vs.

Determinism); and methodology (Ideographic vs. Nomothetic). In addition, they have made

assumptions about society into those that typify society as orderly and those that typi
subject to fundamental conflict. Based on these two sets of assumptions they developed

matrix, which is simple and suffers some limitations (see for example Chua, 1986a), but

widely used and referred to in the literature. The matrix has two independent dimension
subjective-objective dimension and regulation-radical change dimension (see Figure 3.1
(Burrell and Morgan 1979). Each square of the matrix presents one of four paradigms.

These four paradigms — the radical humanist, the radical structuralist, the interpretiv
the functionalist — can be used, the authors suggest, for the analysis of a wide range
social theories.
Further refinement of the matrix of Burrell and Morgan (1979) was done by Laughlin

(1995). He developed a model for classifying empirical accounting research based on thr

dimensions: the level of theory in the methods used, the level of prior theorisation an
level of emphasis on change. Each dimension is scaled as low/medium/high in order to
better classify research paradigms in social science. His argument suggests that the
"middle-range" position, a combination of medium/medium/medium in all three
dimensions, is perhaps the most appropriate position in theorising (Laughlin 1995).
Denzin and Lincoln (1994, 2000), on the other hand, give more detailed comparison

among different paradigms in social research including: positivism, post-positivism, cr

theory, constructivism, and participatory. Their comparison of research paradigms is no

only based on the basic ontological, epistemological and methodological beliefs of each
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paradigm but also positions each paradigm in relation to selected practical issues such as
inquiry aim, nature of knowledge, knowledge accumulation, goodness or quality criteria,
value, ethics, voice, training, accommodation and hegemony (for detailed information see
(Denzin and Lincoln 2000). The focus of their work is to give a detailed account of
qualitative research including its historical origin and development and its main
characteristics. According to Denzin and Lincoln (2000, p. 8) qualitative researchers
emphasise "the socially constructed nature of reality, the intimate relationship between

researcher and what is studied" as well as the "value-laden nature of inquiry". Denzin and
Lincoln (2000, p. 8), in contrast to quantitative researchers who stress the "measurement
and the analysis of causal relationships between variables" within a "value-free

framework", look for the "answers to questions that stress how social experience is create

and given meaning". Furthermore, their work brings a lot of benefits to novice researchers
by introducing major strategies of inquiry as well as methods of collecting and analysing
empirical materials in qualitative research.
These methodological works have helped me to have a clearer picture of alternative

accounting research and its attributes in relation to other types of accounting research a
have convinced me that alternative accounting research is more meaningful than
mainstream accounting research, since it certainly enriches accounting knowledge by
suggesting new and alternative ways of theorising (Chua 1986b). All the factors mentioned
above have led me to become more familiar with the rich literature on research and
research methodology and more confident with the insights of the alternative way of doing
accounting research. I, therefore, have finally decided to join the camp of alternative
accounting researchers. Thus ethnography is chosen as a research method for my study
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based on its appropriateness to the investigation of the accounting changes in the
Vietnamese transition economy.

2.3 Ethnography
The word ethnography is made up two parts, eihno and graphy. Ethnos is a Greek
term that means a people (folk), race or cultural group (Smith 1987), and graphy means

description. Ethnography, therefore, means "a description of the folk" (Irvine 1999). It
referred as the "subdiscipline known as descriptive anthropology" which is the "social

scientific description of a people and the cultural basis of their peoplehood" (Vidich

Lyman 2000) in order to "recreate for the reader the shared beliefs, practices, artefac
knowledge, and behaviour of some groups of people" (Goetz and LeCompte 1984).
Ethnography has a long history of development and is widely used in sociology and
anthropology (see for example (Vidich and Lyman 2000); (Tedlock 2000); (Agar 1980;
Goetz and LeCompte 1984; Jacob 1987; Boyle 1994).

2.3.1 Definition
There is no big disagreement, but also no consensus of opinion, among academics
about what ethnography is (Hammersley and Atkinson 1983). While ethnography can be

shortly described as "cultural reconstruction"(Goetz and LeCompte 1984 p 3), some regar
ethnography as both a process and a product of field research (Tedlock 2000); (Boyle

1994); (Goetz and LeCompte 1984)) with stress on the centrality of extended participati

and observation (Sanday 1979). For others, however, ethnography can be defined as 'big'
or 'little' ethnography. The former is equal to qualitative research as a whole, while
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, ™
, irK)()\ For some, the term 'ethnographic
later is just restricted to field research (Brewer 2000). For s o m ,
ui _H hv the terms 'naturalistic' or 'interpretive' research
research' can be interchangeably used by trie terms
.„
-.v,v ;„ct means fieldwork or m o r e precisely " the
(Miller 1994) while, for others, ethnography just means
,„.. ,, a„ IQOOI n 4) and so, doing fieldwork is considered a
result offieldwork" (Van M a a n e n 1988), p. V «uiu ,
hallmark of ethnographic research (Agar 1980; Boyle 1994).
In accounting research, all of these terms refer to research "that pays particular
attention to the meanings and perceptions of those actors who develop and use accounting
techniques or systems in particular settings" (Miller 1994 p 15). In order to understand

social meanings and activities of people in a setting or field, the ethnographer must di

participate in their daily lives for an extended period of time in order to watch, listen
ask questions, and to collect whatever data are available, allowing him or her to gain a
understanding of the issues under investigation (Hammersley and Atkinson 1983). In my

study I prefer to follow Brewer (2000) and use the term 'little' ethnography as a general
definition of ethnography. (Brewer 2000) states:
...Ethnography is the study of people in naturally occurring settings of 'fields'
by means of methods which capture their social meanings and ordinary
activities, involving the researcher participating directly in the setting, if not
also the activities, in order to collect data in a systematic manner but without
meaning being imposed on them externally...

2.3.2 Characteristics of Ethnography
Summarising Hammersley and Atkinson (1983), Brewer (2000, p. 18-19) describes
the most basic features of ethnography as:
• the study of people's behaviour as it occurs in everyday contexts rather than
under unnatural or experimental circumstances created by the researcher;
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data that are collected by various techniques but primarily by means of

observation;
• data collection that is flexible and unstructured to avoid pre-fixed arrangements
that impose categories on what people say and do;
• focus that is normally on the single setting or group and is small in scale;
• data analysis that involves attribution of the meaning of the human actions
described and explained.
All these basic features are to help the ethnographer "recapitulate(s) the cultural scene

studied so that readers envision the same scene as was witnessed by the researcher" (Goetz
and LeCompte 1984). For traditional ethnography, description is central and must be

'thick'. 'Thick description' was the term invented by (Geertz 1973), an anthropologist, th
widely used among ethnographers. 'Thick description' means to present a throughout
account of the researched phenomena including the context, meanings and intentions
governing it, and its evolution or process. The aim of 'thick description' is to describe
present the emic or insider's perspective (Brewer 2000). According to (Denzin 1989), p.
83) 'thick description':
.. .presents detail, context, emotion, and the webs of social relationships. Thick
description involves emotionality and self-feelings. It establishes the
significance of an experience or the sequence of events. In thick description, the
voices, feelings, actions, and meanings of interacting individuals are heard. It
captures and records the voices of'lived experience'.
Critical ethnography, however, challenges this notion and encourages ethnographers "to go
beyond the production of narratives about 'natives'" of "ethnographic realism" (Irvine
1999) because 'thick description' can never present "reality as it is". Such description,
(Brewer 2000), is simply:
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f reality that could have
...(selected) from the various competing versions
J ^ ^
^.^
been produced and end up P r e s e n t i n g ^ ^ ^
£ blurred because there is
ethnographers see themselves as cameras, the picture
more than one image on the lens.
To

overcome the crisis of presentation, anti-realist ethnographers suggest 'reflexivity'

which the views of the researcher and the researched are more mutually involved (Bredo

&

Feinberg, 1982; Brewer 2000; Boyle 1994; Altheide 1998; (Hammersley and Atkinson
19*3) For example, while recognising and stressing that holism and contextuality are
among the most important characteristics of ethnographic work, Boyle (1994) pays more
attention to, and argues for the importance of, its reflexive characteristic. This means

researcher is a part of, plays a certain role in, and affects the social world he studies
such an inherent reflexive characteristic of ethnography produces a combination of emic

and etic perspectives. These insider and outsider views jointly assist the ethnographer i

developing a conceptual picture and interpretation of what happened in the research setti
(Boyle 1994). Based on my experience through the PhD project, I totally agree with

(Kaidonis 1996) as she clearly stresses the importance of reflexivity in her thesis, "a c
reflexive ethnography", by stating that:
by using reflexivity I am acknowledging that the relationship between the
knower and the k n o w n is problematic and not independent (Chua, 1986a,
Gaffikin, 1984a, V a n Maanen, 1992, to n a m e only a few).By revealing m y
thought processes I m a k e m y presence and influences in the ethnography visible.
Further, this enables the reader to engage in a dialectic, so that m y
interpretations are "always subject to multipe interpretations. They are never
beyond controversy or debate" (Van Maanen, 1992, p. 35).

And I share with her the belief that ethnographic research is "a very subjective process,
in so doing, I aim to acknowledge and celebrate the subjective nature of a reflexive

ethnography" (Kaidonis, 1996, p. 40). To highlight the reflexivity and the subjectivity o
her research she purposely uses the first person "I" instead of "the researcher" or "the
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author" in her thesis to emphasis the active role of researcher in the process of
interpretation and reinterpretation of the researched phenomena and to acknowledge the

continuous social construction of a particular reality in ethnographic research (Kaidoni
1996).

2.3.3 Why ethnography?
Literature review shows that ethnography is a frequently favoured method used in

anthropological and sociological studies of groups such as communities, tribes, associat

and organizations, as it offers a richness of detail and a depth of knowledge of culture
lacking in other forms of social research (Taufu'i 1996). Ethnography has recently been
broadened to be a useful method (or perhaps methodology) in different fields including

education, organisation studies, planning, clinical psychology, nursing, psychiatry, law
criminology, management, industrial engineering (Tedlock 2000), and accounting (Rasyid

1995; Kaidonis 1996; Taufu'i 1996; Mir 1998). For my study, I consider ethnography to be

a more appropriate research method for the collection of data than other qualitative res

methods available in alternative accounting research, such as case study, ethnomethodolo
and symbolic interactionism. I justify my choice on the grounds that culture is central

ethnographic research (Willis and Trondman 2000) (Dobbert 1982) and therefore it enables

me to explore, investigate and interpret the impact and influences of the Vietnamese cul

on accounting in the Vietnamese transition economy, one of the objectives of this study.
Another reason affecting the selection of ethnography as a relevant method for my

study is that the interpretive nature of ethnography and its data collection techniques,
as participant observation and interviews, allowed me to communicate with people in the

field in order to interpret "the meanings and perceptions of those actors who develop an
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use accounting techniques or systems in particular settings" (Miller 1994 p 15). In other

words it helped me catch the meanings of the accounting 'language' used in practice an
especially the philosophy behind them. I failed to understand these meanings by

approaching them in a mainstream/positivist way that focuses on 'taken for granted' or

conventionally defined concepts/language of accounting and on statistical technique (a
mentioned in section 2.2.1). As a result of using ethnographic approaches, however, I
able to look at the functions of accounting in the Vietnamese transition economy more
critically.
My selection of ethnography also came from the fact that I, as a PhD. student, have
been influenced by the popular trend of using an ethnographic method among PhD.
students whose research topics were similar to mine.
Finally, the reason why I have chosen ethnography as the research method was not

because I dislike quantitative methods as some qualitative researchers do; I have been

good at playing with numbers given my educational background and experience. Rather it

was chosen because, like Irvine (1999, p. 26), I did not "find numbers inherently intr

or convincing, in their bald form". And more importantly, I am a sociable person who w

more interested in the 'human' side of accounting practices than its technical side. M

interest was to find out "what lies behind them, how they were constructed, who produc
them, who uses them, and who is affected by them" (Irvine 1999 p 26).

2.4 Data Collection Techniques
From the methodological perspective it is suggested that ethnography is more than a
method of data collection and perhaps involves both method and methodology (Brewer
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2000). In order to access social meanings and understand activities of the researched
phenomena, ethnographers have to observe behaviours, work closely with informants, and
directly participate in activities within the researched settings. They often use some
combination of methods or 'triangulation' (Denzin, 1989) including participant
observation, in-depth interview, documents and discourse analyses of natural language for
data collection (Brewer 2000). The most important data collection techniques in my study,

participant observation and in-depth interview, will be discussed in the next two sections.

2.4.1 Participant Observation
As a research method for data collection, participant observation is very closely
related with ethnography, especially in classical British anthropology and the Chicago
school of sociology (Cans 1982; Brewer 2000). By using participant observation,
ethnographers stress the importance of "direct firsthand eye-witness accounts of everyday
social action" (Schwandt 1997). Through the means of being a participant, such as
watching, observing and talking in the real life of the natural research setting,
ethnographers learn about informants' interpretations, social meanings and activities

(Brewer 2000). The tasks of participant observers are discussed by (Becker 1958, p. 654) as
follows:
...the participant observer gathers data by participating in the daily life of the
group or the organization he studies. H e watches the people he is studying to
see what situation they ordinarily meet and h o w they behave in them. H e enters
into conversation with some or all of the participants in these situations and
discovers their interpretation of the events he has observed.
From the above mentioned tasks it is noted that "the main instrument of data collection in
participant observation is the researcher" (Brewer 2000 p 59). Thus, his position in the

fieldwork is very important, because it presents his dialectic relationship between the ro
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of insider (participant) and outsider (stranger and observer) (Gans 1982). Brewer (2000)
argues that the ethnographer has to keep a balance between the insider and outsider

position. That means he/she has to get closer to the researched people to understand them

and learn their social meanings and activities whilst he/she has to maintain enough dista

from them to allow adequate observation and data collection. He/she, therefore, has to be

always aware of the danger of 'going native' which could make him/her lose his/her critic
abilities and become a member of the setting. The right balance between the insider and

outsider accounts could keep him/her from the negative effects of being too cold and dist

from people in the setting while trying to reserve professional identity as a researcher.
The activities and roles of participant observation can be classified based on the
emotional relationship of ethnographers with the people in the field. Gans (1982), for

example, distinguishes three types of roles: total participant, researcher participant an

researcher. Wolcott (1988) also identifies three ideal styles of participant observers bu

slight differences: active participant, privileged participant and limited participant. T

active participant has a job to do in addition to his research; the privileged observer i

one who is known, trusted and given easy access to information about the context; and the

limited observer merely observes and asks questions but does not have a public role other
than that of a researcher (Wolcott 1988). Brewer (2000), on the other hand, uses two

dimensions — the role played by the researcher and the familiarity of the researcher with
the setting or the field — to establish a matrix of four quadrangles, including pure

participant observation, variation of participant observation, pure observant participati
and variation of observant participation.
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In m y study, m y position or role in thefieldwas quite complicated. In one setting, the
Department of Accounting Policy4, my role could be defined as something between

'limited observer' and 'privileged observer' (Wolcott 1988) because I did not play a ro

a "total researcher who observes without any personal involvement in the situation unde
study" (Gans 1982 p 54). I was, however, more an observer than a participant. I was not

assigned a particular role in the daily activities or professional functions of the DAP

could participate as an observer. Frankly speaking, I was totally satisfied with my app
role in the DAP because from my understanding of Vietnamese culture I knew that

Vietnamese organizations were never willing to allow a stranger to observe their activi
In my case I was granted access to the DAP mainly because there was very good
cooperation and a close relationship built up over a long time between it and my
Accounting Faculty6. Furthermore, I was not a 'stranger' to them in a real sense because
people in the DAP knew me in person. Actually, they were very well aware of my personal,
as well as, professional character because I had worked for them on several accounting
auditing projects. The decision to grant me access might have been based on their

consideration of both factors; I was an honest person and I could fruitfully contribute
ongoing project of developing Vietnamese auditing and accounting standards, given my

expertise in that area. In my first meeting with the DAP, the vice-head told me that I wa

the first person who had been allowed to do research and collect data in their departme

and emphasised that the reason for granting access was our long relationship and her tr

4

In my research I spent most of my time at the DAP, the most important player in the accounting reform. It
was delegated by the government to direct, organise and implement accounting reform in Vietnam.
5
There is always a fear that a stranger/outsider can uncover internal secrets of the organisation and report
them to government authorities.
5
A s discussed in the next chapter, in Vietnamese culture getting access is not an easy task. It is more effective
if it is done through s o m e sort of informal channel such as a personal letter from highly positioned authorities,
good personal relationships, or relatives.
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of me. " W e have never accepted any P h D student to do research here before", she said,
"but you are an exceptional case because we know you well and think that you can
contribute knowledge learnt abroad to our PVAAD. You can do your observation.
However, remember that you should not interrupt their daily work" (Field note).
While not taking part in the professional functions of the department as a staff

member, I was allowed to actively take part in the social activities such as meetings,

teatimes and parties. These events gave me quite a good chance to observe the real lif
the DAP in action, and leam its culture. Being a social person, I spent a lot of time

chatting with people in the department whenever I could. I found out that the chit-cha

very useful to me since it not only helped me construct a picture of what was going on

the setting and the PVAAD but it also helped me build up a good rapport with the DAP's

staff. The chit-chat during daily teatime and in restaurants when we had beer togethe
work brought me closer to the people and made my presence in the department more

apparent7. As time passed the people soon forgot I was a researcher doing a study abou

them; and more important was the fact that they knew that I was not a threat to them (
1982). Since then people felt freer to talk to me because they saw me as one of their

colleagues, and the information I received was more interesting and deeper in terms of
content. In her PhD thesis Irvine also mentions this experience: "the more frequently
observer is present, and the more taken for granted it is to have that person there,
likely it would seem that organizational members would behave in their normal way"
(Irvine 1999 p. 52). All this detailed information helped me "to understand how they

formed their opinions, and why they conducted themselves as they did" (Irvine 1999 p 5

In Vietnamese culture it is believed that having a good time and sharing a beer makes people more open,
honest and closer.
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Furthermore, m y active participant observation role allowed m e to develop a very

good relationship with key informants who helped me a lot in the data collection process
One of my key informants was my old classmate from an auditing workshop organised by
Price-Waterhouse several years ago. Occupying a head position in the auditing subdepartment, with more than 20 years of working experience in the DAP she was my main

source of 'inside' information which was not always available for an outsider like me bu
was hidden somewhere behind the scene. She was a reliable person for cross-checking

suspicious information I received, for example, from interviews. In addition she sugges

and helped me get all the historical documents needed, including legal documents, such a

accounting and auditing decrees, regulations and policies as well as informal documents,
such as memorandum of the DAP's meetings, different reports of the DAP's activities and

projects. I was deeply grateful for her help. However, I was aware of the danger that I

be influenced and see everything through her eyes, the view of an insider, which could b
blocked to reveal the taken-for-granted and common-sense nature of the everyday setting
(Gans 1982; Brewer 2000). Thus, to avoid this happening I did not always take her
information at face value but checked or experienced it myself. I also built up good

relationships with two other key informants who were secretaries of different DAP-direc
accounting and auditing projects. These two people were still young with just six years
working experience but their positions allowed them to know and have contacts with all

key experts in the accounting and auditing field. Through their assistance I got inform
about all key players making my selection of interviews easy.

8

In my thesis the term 'key informant' is used to refer to an inside person with whom I had built up so g
relationship that he/she could share with m e very select and sensitive information. In addition, he/she always
helped m e reveal informal relations and networks, identify key people for interview, and check or confirm
information.
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i -m +v,_ „rr,f^«<:innal activities of the D A P as mentioned
In addition to the passive role m the protessionai d w v m
above, I was assigned a very active role with the PVAAD. This role positioned me
somewhere between 'active participant' and 'privileged participant' (Wolcott 1988)
because it meant that the Department requested my contribution to the project as an

accounting expert who was familiar with western accounting and auditing standards even

though this was not openly stated by the DAP (Gans 1982). I attended ail the workshops
and meetings of almost all working teams of the DVAAP. Like the people in the DAP the
members of the DVAAP treated me as an accounting expert rather than a researcher. We

discussed the different issues and difficulties of the DVAAP and as a team member I tr

my best to support the project by sharing my knowledge of western accounting and audit

standards. I have to admit that in some stages, I totally felt and acted like a real t

member, an accounting expert, but not a researcher. I thought that while taking part i

Project I experienced the same feeling as Gans (1982) and Kaidonis (1996). I totally a

with them that it was very difficult to clearly distinguish the role of researcher fro
of accounting expert because "the internal pressure - and desire - to become

involved"(Gans 1982 p 55) was very strong and there was a risk of 'going native' (Brew
2000). However, only through such involvement could I really know and understand the
social and emotional incentives and pressures that affected the members of the DVAAP.

is therefore very important to keep in mind "the heart of participant observation meth
involvement and detachment" (Powdermaker 1966, quoted in (Brewer 2000 p 62) so one
can maintain a good balance between an insider and outsider account.
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In-depth Interviews

Interviewing is a very widely used technique for data collection in sociology (Burgess
1984). Interviews offer ethnographers a unique chance to discover the points of view of

others by getting into, or at least an understanding of, their social world (Irvine 1999
Interviews are being a vital complement of participant observation because they allow

ethnographers to have access to situations which are closed through time, place, or situ

(Burgess 1984). However, interviews require a great deal of ethnographers' time and effo

Irvine has set out a long list of issues ethnographers have to think about in conducting
interviews, including: "choosing whom to interview, making contact, setting up
appointments, deciding whether or not to tape-record, typing transcripts, taking notes,

learning to listen, developing questions, learning to deal with the unexpected, establis
rapport, knowing how many interviews are enough, and attention to dress and body
language" (Irvine 1999 p 46).
An interview can be classified as structured, unstructured or semi-structured.

Structured interviews, where the content and order of questions are specified in advance

are of limited value and do not allow researchers to follow up any interesting ideas whi

may create basic data for ethnographers. Thus most researchers prefer to use unstructure

or semi-structured types of interviews. Referring to Palmer (1928), Burgess (1982, p.107
argues that unstructured interviews or 'conversation "provide the opportunity for a

researcher to probe deeply, to uncover new clues, to open up new dimensions of a problem

and to secure vivid, accurate, inclusive accounts from informants that are based on pers
experience". The semi-structured interview is something between these two above-
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mentioned interviews with some questions closed, as they would be in a structured
interview, and the rest open questions.
The central importance of unstructured and semi-structured interviews is that they

give interviewees opportunities to develop their answers outside a structured format and
provide material that is not predicted by the interviewer. However, the issue of how to
process unstructured and semi-structured interviews is not simple because they must be

always kept in an established framework. It is vital to keep in mind that while they are

flexible in nature, they must be controllable. This means that the researcher has to kee

interviewees expressing their experiences and attitudes relevant to the study problem wh
encouraging them to talk about these things naturally and freely (Burgess 1982).
In my study the type of interviews used could be regarded as unstructured interviews
even though I always gave interviewees a document embracing a brief introduction of my

research topic and a list of questions one or two weeks before the day of conducting the

interviews. However, the questions on the list were very general and open-ended, serving

a guideline for the issues which would be covered in the interviews rather than a list o
structured and fixed questions. My intention was to give them time to think about the
research topic so that they, the interviewees, would be well prepared and we could save

time in the real interviews. In the real interviews, however, I played the role of a goo
listener and always encouraged interviewees to talk as much as they could, and about

whatever they thought was important to the research topic, and not to stay just within m

list of issues. But being a good interviewer did not mean being just a good listener. On
perhaps has to do more than that. One has "to know when to probe, prompt and when to
listen and remain silent, and to read the social cues from respondents and know when to
stop pushing a line of questioning" (Brewer 2000 p 66).
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I think that doing research at h o m e gave m e a lot of advantages because I k n o w m y

culture well. Knowing that Vietnamese people are not talkative I had to play a very activ

role in the interview. Open-ended questions were one way of dealing with that problem. In
addition, I sometimes asked different questions on the same issue to make interviewees

speak more. And if interviewees mentioned some interesting or important issues, I tried t

manoeuvre the interview in that direction to explore the issues in depth. Furthermore, in
Vietnamese culture, seniority and social order is highly respected so I had to know when
should play the role of a naive researcher and when the accounting expert. My role of a
naive accounting researcher who knew how to respect senior people in the accounting and
auditing field always paid off when I conducted interviews with senior and high-ranking
officials. They were willing to talk more about their experience and knowledge, as I was
good listener. I treated interviewees who were younger than me like my colleagues to

encourage them to talk. To help them overcome their inferiority complex resulting from th

fact that, in Vietnamese culture, opinions of young people are not well respected by olde
people9 I asserted that opinions of interviewees had equal value and were respected

regardless of the seniority of interviewees and I challenged them to see things criticall
Another way to make interviewees more open is to build up good rapport with them so that
they feel comfortable and confident in talking with the interviewer (Whyte 1982). In my
research I paid good attention to the issue of building a rapport with the interviewees.

9

Actually, I told the vice-head of the D A P that for m y research I was going to interview her staff and asked
for her permission. She said she would support m y interviews but I should give her a list of staff I wanted to
interview for her approval. However, in the end she suggested that I should not interview young staff because
"they are too young to speak on behalf of the D A P " . I had to spend a lot of time explaining to her that the data
from their interviews were also important to m y research, and reminded her that m y research objectives were
not to evaluate the effectiveness or efficiencies of her department's activities, and that according to ethical
principles of researchers all sensitive/classified information must be kept confidential.
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knowledge of m y o w n culture suggested I build good rapport with interviewees before the
interviews took place because Vietnamese people believe in long relationships.
How to select informants for an interview is another very important question to be
considered by ethnographers, given the huge number of people in the fieldwork. It is
suggested by Whyte (1982) that "the best informants are those who are in a position to

observed significant events and who are quite perceptive and reflective about them" (p.
114). Such key informants usually hold important positions in the setting. Based on my
participant observation and the help of my key informants, I identified the key people
interviewed from the five groups of actors who were participating in accounting reform
Vietnam. They included key governmental officials of the DAP and the Ministry of

Finance, who were in charge of the regulation and development of Vietnamese accounting;
key members of the Vietnam Accounting Association; academics teaching accounting and
auditing at universities, who were involved in the DVAAP; accounting practitioners

working at foreign as well as Vietnamese accounting firms; and accountants of enterpris

(see the Appendix 6). There were about 40 interviews undertaken with the length varying
from one to two hours.
When asking people for an interview I always preferred to talk with them in person.

By approaching people in such a way I, according to Vietnamese conservative culture, pa

them respect; the request for an interview, therefore, was more easily accepted. In mak

arrangements for an interview's time and place, however, I could use the phone. It is a

worthy to note that my position as a lecturer in the Faculty of Accounting, which was w

known for its contribution to the development of Vietnamese accounting, and my own past

contribution to the accounting field through my involvement in different projects, help

me to have very good relationships with the people in the accounting and auditing field
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Thus it was no surprise that nobody refused to be interviewed by m e . All of them seemed to

be happy and more than willing to help me. Almost all of the interviews were conducted i
the offices of the interviewees. However, some interviews were undertaken at the

interviewees' houses or at coffee shops after work because the interviewees were too bus
in their working hours.
One of the concerns of interviewers is the reliability of the information they have got

from interviews. Sometimes people do not tell the truth, they can be inconsistent in te

their stories or they can look for social approval and tell things that are socially ac

and approved rather than what they actually believe, feel or do (Brewer 2000). In my stu
I think that interviewees were on the whole honest with me when telling their stories,

although on some occasions overstating the contribution made by the individual or his or

her group was observed. I am quite sure about that because I always used multiple source

for data collection and cross-checking, and my "confidence that develops in a relationsh
over aperiod of time is perhaps the best guarantee of sincerity" (Whyte 1982 p 115).
There were 41 interviews undertaken with the length varying from one to two hours
(see Appendix 6). All interviews were conducted in Vietnamese. The interviews with

government officials, academics and auditors were tape-recorded while the interviews wi
accountants from 8 companies were recorded by note-taking10. All interviews were
transcribed by the author of this thesis and then were translated into English by the
Translating Centre of the Ministry of Justice (see Volume of Interviews).

The interviewees from companies did not feel comfortable if interviews were tape-recorded.
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2.5
j •

Conclusion

]a to£,v

fnr a researcher to determine his or her
It is not a straightforward and simple task tor a resear-ne

research methodological stance. It depends on and is influenced by a number of factors

including his/her education background, practical experience and the impact of the re
communities with which he/she is involved. All of these factors have jointly created
ontological and epistemological position and then his/her research methodology.
In my case I have made a quite long and difficult journey to meet with alternative
accounting research and choose its methodology for my study. Being trained under the

socialistic education system in a university of the Czechoslovakia Republic I was a p

of a very dogmatic system where detailed accounting regulations were paid more attenti
to than accounting concepts and principles. My tertiary education caused me a lot of

difficulties when I was sent to study in the MBA program at the University of Illinois

USA. I suffered a very hard transformation from one worldview to the other, very diffe
if not quite opposite, worldviews. However, both education systems have given me the
same feeling about accounting. Accounting was perceived as something purely technical

and had the characteristics of a natural science which was 'out there' to be discovere
Being an accounting lecturer in the Faculty of Accounting, I actively participated in

doing research and consulting services in Vietnam after returning home from the USA. T
more I was involved in doing consulting service and entering fieldwork the more I

suspected the validity of the pure technique and asocial nature of accounting as sugge
by mainstream accounting. My apprehension was not resolved until I was doing my PhD
program in Australia. The methodological courses of the Faculty of Accounting of the

UNSW, the strength and long tradition of alternative or 'critical accounting research'
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(Gaffikin 2000) of the Accounting and Financial School of the U O W , and its effective and
interesting studying environment, were reasons why I found that alternative accounting
research gives more insights into accounting knowledge and I decided to use alternative
research methodology in my study.
The selection of ethnography as a research method for my study is justified on the
grounds that ethnography is an appropriate method for studying culture, one of the main

points of my study, my interest being in discovering the human side of accounting. It is
belief that the interpretive characteristics of this method would allow me to grasp the
meaning and activities of accounting in a real life context, the transition economy in
Vietnam. Participant observation and in-depth interview were considered as appropriate
data collection techniques in my study.

CHAPTER 3

Accounting in the Socialist Economy

3.1 Introduction

This chapter aims to describe the basic features of socialist accounting. In order to d

so, the next section (section 3.2) is devoted to the discussion of the main characteri
socialist economy, which will serve as background information about the socialist
economic system. The main features of the socialist economic system to be discussed

include: the centralisation of the political administration and economic management; pu

ownership of the means and system of production, and distribution of the national incom

under socialism; state-owned enterprises (SOEs); and the problems of socialism. Section

3.3 attempts to outline the nature of socialist accounting practised in former socialis

countries, especially in the Soviet Union. Its focus is on the designated functions and
tasks of socialist accounting, and the national accounting plan.

3.2

M a i n Characteristics of the Socialist E c o n o m y

The history of the socialist bloc began in 1917 when the Soviet Union, the first

socialist country in the world, was set up by Vladimir Lenin, a proponent of Karl Marx'

theories. The period from 1917 to the early 1950's saw a number of countries, comprisin
one-third of the world's population, reject capitalism in favour of socialism as a new

of society. Socialism, according to the Marxist-Leninist theory, is one of the five for
society: the primitive communal, the slave-owning, the feudal, the capitalist and the
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socialist11. Marxist-Leninist theorists argue that each social system or society is

characterised by its own distinctive productive forces and relation of production. Produ

forces are defined as the relationship of people to the objects of production, the mean

production and the products of production. The relation of production refers to the soc
relationships of people in the production process. The main differences between the

capitalist economic system and the socialist economic system are the method of ownershi
of the means of production and the mechanism employed in performing economic

activities. In the latter, private ownership of the means of production was abolished, a
market was no longer a mechanism for the allocation of resources and the determination

production. Instead, the means of production were under the control of the state and th

economic system functioned through central planning, exemplified by the Soviet economic

model. The main features of the socialist economies were the centralisation of the polit

administration and economic management, the state and collective ownership of the means

of production, and the centralised reallocation of the national income (Ash and Strittma
1992).
The following aims at describing the main features of the socialist economy and its
problems.

3.2.1 The Centralisation of Political Administration and Economic Management.
To understand the whole system of a former socialist country one should look at the
importance of the role of the Communist Party. Being a single-party leadership, the
11

According to the Marxist-Leninist theory, socialism and communism are two phases of one and the same
social system. Socialism is the preliminary stage during which two forms of ownership of the means of
production still exist: the state and collective ownership. In communism, a higher stage, collective ownership
is abandoned so that all means of production belong to the state, and the fundamental principles governing
society are switched from 'from each according to his abilities, to each according to his work' to 'from each
according to his abilities, to each according to his needs' (Ash, E. and R. Strittmatter (1992). Accounting in
the Soviet Union. N e w York, Praeger.
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Communist Party firmly controlled both the political administration and the economic

management as well as the social life of the country. This centralisation of power w
fact, power in the hand of a small group of the Party's leaders, the Political Bureau.

the highest political power, the Politburo was the body that set up government and i

apparatus, from central to local organisations. It is noteworthy that the Party's powe

influence did not stop at the top but was strengthened by its control of all vital man

positions throughout the state mechanism, from the government bureaucracy like ministr
and institutions at ministry level to the state-owned enterprises. All important

appointments, promotions and discharges were decided by different bodies of the Part
Furthermore, in every government organisation as well as in state-owned enterprises

always existed, along with its administrative management, a Party's unit in charge o

supervision it. This controlling mechanism was found to be very effective because al

officials and managers were party members and were required to implement the Party's

orders. "This blurred distinction between party and state", as suggested by Young (1999
160), "gave rise to the term party-state to describe the GDR and other countries in
Soviet bloc".
In the socialist economy, the most vital decisions of the economic system, such as

what to produce and in what quantity, were not determined by demand and supply, as i

market economy, but by the state. The central planning system12 was supposed to funct

as shown in Figure 3-1. The Council of Ministers, the highest state authority, acted

instructions of the Politburo in the determination of economic policies and the manage

of the national economy. The instructions of the Politburo might include vital econo
For more detailed descriptions of the centrally planned economy see, for instance, Wiles, P. J. d. 1. F.
- Economic institutions n n m p ^ Oxford, Blackwell, Ellman, M . (1979). Socialist planning.
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press..

(1977)
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indicators such as the growth rate of the national income and its sub-categories,
consumption, investment, defence and important goods. The State Planning Commission
(SPC), a Council subordinate, was in charge of the development of (1) the final co-

ordination of the drafted plans; (2) the reconciliation of the long, medium and the sho
term plans; and (3) the recommendation to the Council in cases of conflict between

ministries (Young 1999). In practice the national plans were set up based on the princi

'two down, one up'. This principle can be described as follows: the SPC initially devel
a draft of the national plans13 based on previous economic achievements, the assessment

the unrealised potential of built-in productive capacity, and the local and the intern

political conditions in combination with the Party's instruction. The initial draft th
disaggregated and passed downwards through the planning pyramid along the hierarchy

from ministries to enterprises, the basic element of the socialist economic system. The
lower levels had to carefully study the plans, and had the "right" to propose/request

adjustments. Then, based on the combination of the upward information with the previous

instructions, the SPC finalised the national plans, detailed them, and again passed the
downwards through the hierarchy. The detailed plans imposed by the SPC were considered
to be state decrees. That is why the name the 'command planning' or the 'command
economy' usually denoted a centrally planned economy.

13

Bailey (1988) notes that the national plan was drafted in terms of the physical quantities of input and output
and not recalculated in monetary values, by multiplying the planned quantities by prices, until the final
version of the national plans was being completed. It is noteworthy that price in the socialist economy was no
longer considered vital information required by enterprise managers for their decision making on resource
allocation. That means price was no longer a function of supply and demand, but it was formally fixed by the
state based on the planned average cost of production and a small profit markup.
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Figure 3-1 The economic hierarchy
Politburo
Instructions

I

State Planning
Commission

Ministries

Chief Administrations

Enterprises

Commands
•

Proposal and information

(Source: Jeffries, 1990, Figure 1.1, p. 6)

The duration of the national plans varied from monthly to 15 or 20 years but the basic

plan was a five-year plan. Monthly, quarterly and annual plans were operational, howe

the medium five-year plans and the perspective plans (more than 15 years duration) we

much more aggregated. The national plans were drawn up by using the 'System of Balanc
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of the National Economy' or in short the 'Material Product System' ( M P S ) . The M P S was

a system of the general balances including the 'Balance of Production and Consumption o
the National Products and Income' (the General Material Balance); the 'Balance of

Production, Distribution, Redistribution, and the final consumption of the National Prod
and Income' (the General Financial Balance); the 'Social Labour Balance'; the 'Fixed
Asset Balance and Indication of National Assets'; the 'Import and Export Balance'; and
'Inter-Industry Balance' or the 'National Economic Balance' (see Tran, 2000 for more

details). For example, in a simplified 'Material Balance' form a rough balance of a speci
good was set up with regards to its main sources of supply and demand. The supply side

included the production, the stocks at the beginning of the plan period, and the import

these goods. On the other hand, the intermediate and final use presented the demand for

these particular goods. In other general balance forms, for example the 'Inter-Industry

Balance'15, the allocation of materials, including raw materials, intermediate goods and
capital goods as the non-material inputs of an enterprise, was managed. The selling and

buying enterprises were matched centrally, and allocation certificates were issued for e
enterprise to specify the quantity of the goods and the suppliers. Consequently, all

enterprises had a centrally imposed detail plan that resembled the shape of a technical

14

M P S was developed by the Soviet statisticians in the 1920s and it was used in the Soviet Union from the
beginning of the 1930s. It was promoted and used in other socialist countries. The theoretical methodology
for calculating general economic indicators and setting up general balance sheets of M P S was based on the
Marxist theory of the social reproduction and its scheme and other theories of Marx, Engels and Lenin, such
as the theory of labour value, the theory of labour and its social assignment, the theory of added value and its
allocation between social classes etc. Tran, V. T., N . D. Nguyen, et al. (2000). Kinh te Viet n a m 1955-2000.
Tinh toan moi. phan tich moi. (The Vietnamese Economy 1955-2000: N e w W a v of Accounting and
Analysis'). H a noi, N h a xuat ban thong ke.
15
In this balance form, one enterprise was a supplier of a number of enterprises (output) while it was a buyer
from other enterprises (input). This balance form was actually a matrix of inputs and outputs of all enterprises
in the national economy.
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financial plan (Jeffries 1990). Fforde and D e Vylder (1996, p.31) summarised this when
they said that:
...(a) general characteristic of the system was the use of compulsion to extract
economic resources and concentrate them in priority areas. The typical
transaction between economic agents was not based upon the agents' o w n
calculations of the relative advantages of alternatives between which they
would then choose. Instead, transaction meant the delivery and receipt of
products in order to implement planners' legally obligatory targets.

The central planning mechanism for conducting economic activities in the former sociali
countries had turned their economic systems into a resource constrained economy, which
was fundamentally different from the demand constrained economy of the capitalist
countries as defined by the Hungarian economist, Kornai (1990, quoted in Bailey, 1988,
p.7):
An economy is demand constrained if for most of the time, the output levels of
most firms are constrained by demand. Conversely, an economy is resource
constrained if most firms, most of the time, are prevented from supplying more
output by their inability to secure more resources, that is, inputs (of either
labour, materials, or capital).
Bailey (1988) claims that the resource constrained economy could effectively realise a
limited number of goals accorded high priority (during wars). It was, however, not as
efficient as the demand constrained economy in regard to the utilisation of resources.
Unlike enterprises in the demand constrained economy aiming to expand profits, the
enterprises in the resource constrained economy tried to expand production (see Figure
2).
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Figure 3-2 Socialism vs. Capitalism
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(Source: Bailey, 1988, p. 8)

3.2.2

The Public Ownership of the M e a n s of Production and the System of

Production and Distribution of the National Income Under Socialism.
One of the most important attributes of the socialist economy, which distinguished
socialism from capitalism, was the socialist or the public ownership of the means of
production. This characteristic helps explain why the socialist state, as a principle

held the right to centrally control the economy. There were two major types of sociali
ownership: state and collective ownership. Personal ownership also existed but it was
limited to personal property such as houses, cars, TVs and so on. To carry their

economically or administratively imposed functions or duties, SOEs were given, for lon

term use, the necessary assets required to fulfil their missions. These assets were u

land, buildings, machines and financial resources. However, in principle, these assets

turned out to be the property of state enterprises. The state, as the real and the onl

owner, still retained the right to dispose of them at its will whenever it needed them
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other purposes. Even collective farms and enterprises set up on a co-operative basis, where
their members were commonly considered to be co-owners, could not totally control the
disposal of their properties (Ash and Strittmatter 1992).
Under socialism where state ownership governed, the state budget played a very
important role in managing the national economy. Jaruga (1996, p. 12) claims that:
the greater the centralization of economic planning and control the greater the
degree of redistribution of finance through the national budget, which provides
a substitute for the market mechanism; the more use that is m a d e of the market
mechanism the less is the redistribution of finance through the state budget, as
was the casefirstin Yugoslavia and Hungary and then in Poland.
According to Marx's economic theory the whole economy was divided into the productive

sector and the non-productive sector. The productive sector included: agriculture, indus

construction, transport, trade, forestry, municipal service and aquaculture. The SOEs in

sector were divided into two groups. The first group consisted of those enterprises whic
were supposed to aim at the maximisation of their economic efficiency and theoretically
be self-financing, autonomous and self-managing. The second group included the public
utility enterprises and the infrastructure enterprises whose primary objective was not
maximisation but to serve the public as effectively as possible. This group was heavily
subsidised by the state budget (Jaruga 1996). The non-productive sector included: the

state administration, the internal security, the national defence, education, health, sp

social welfare. According to socialist economic theory, only SOEs in the productive sect
could create national income by supplying goods and services. And the non-productive

sector was considered a non-material production sphere because it could not create natio

income. Its activities were in the consumption stage. Figure 3-3 gives the general model

the production and the distribution of the national products and the national income. Th
model shows that all social products were provided by the industries in the productive
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sector. The national income was calculated by deducting material consumption from the

social products. In the primary distribution the national income was distributed to labou
the form of salary (V) and the rest was the general social income (M). One part of the
general social income was allocated to different nondistributed enterprise funds (Ml).

Other parts were submitted to the state budget as a sales tax, income tax and fixed asset'
depreciation. In this model State Budget was considered as a centre undertaking the
redistribution of the national income among SOEs, organisations and members of the
socialist economy.

3.2.3 State-Owned Enterprises.
Functioning in an environment where the economic system was centrally planned and
controlled, price ceased to be relevant information for resources allocation, and as all

means of production were under state control, the state-owned enterprises of the socialist

countries lost the characteristics of their counterparts in the capitalist economy. Rathe
being independent economic entities which could make their own decisions relating to the
basic questions of what to produce and in what quantities, based on the demand and supply
principles of a market economy, state-owned enterprises (SOEs) were functionally
designed as a part of a complex machine, the socialist economic system, operating
according to the national plans. This meant that SOEs turned out to be production units

compulsorily required to fulfil the so-called 'technical, industrial and financial plans'

than to pursue profit targets (Jeffries 1990). These operational plans (annual, quarterly
monthly), were, in fact, disaggregated parts of the national economic plan and usually

addressed the output in terms of quantity. The fulfilment of the output requirement impose
on a state-owned enterprise by higher authorities was considered to be a mandatory
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requirement. This was vital in the sense that most of the production w a s used as the input

for other SOEs, and was needed to balance the supply and demand of the socialist econom
as described in the previous part (the 'inter-enterprise balance'). On the input side,

operational plans determined the material-technical supplies and the labour needed. In
words, as Bailey (1988) states, "the management of industrial enterprises loses its
commercial dimension and is restricted to a technical dimension" (p. 2).
However, SOEs, to a certain extent, were economically independent entities. While
examining the organisation and the management control of the SOEs in the Soviet Union,

Berry (1984) lists a number of elements of the economic independence of these SOEs give
by the state:
(1) assignment of a set of tasks in order to fulfill the economic plan; (2)
provision of real resources, such as the basic means of production, which are
represented by the ustavni (charter) fund; (3) access to settlement account in the
state bank, Gosbank; (4) endowment of certain rights similar to those of a U.S.
corporation, which "include the right to o w n property, to enter into binding
contracts, and to sue and be sued"; and (5) the right and obligation to issue
various reports including a balance sheet that "serves as an instrument of
control for superior organizations" (Berry 1984).
On the road to the building of socialism more financial independence was given to SOEs
order to let them function more effectively. SOEs were financially more separate and
accountable units, functioning according to a so-called 'Economic accountability'16
principle. (Nguyen 1988) refers to 'Economic accountability' as an economic concept,

which has the following characteristics. First, its aim was to ensure the high speed of

production development under the central administration of the state through the system
national economic plans as mandatory norms. Second, 'economic accountability'

The 'economic accountability' principle meant that enterprises must undertake their state-assigned business
activities (plans) effectively, that is, their revenue (or the value of their output) must exceed their expenditure
(the value of inputs), producing net income and/or added value and contributing to socialist accumulation and
expanded reproduction.
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necessitated a thorough commitment to the economical principle

including commitment

to the improvement of production equipment and its capacity. Finally, 'economic

accountability' obliged enterprises to thoroughly follow the principle of benefit distrib
based on the contribution of the work force. Material incentives, as well as material

responsibilities18 with spiritual encouragement, were employed to increase productivity a
to make employees more concerned with their production.
To fulfil its designated functions a state-owned enterprise was allocated funds
(budgetary grants) from the state budget to finance the fixed capital required and the
working capital needed. The state bank, the sole bank operating in the banking service,
monopolised the granting of short term credits providing nominal interest rates that were

just high enough to cover the administrative costs of the state bank. Nevertheless, the s

bank strictly controlled the use of granted capital through the accounts of enterprises p
at branches of the state bank. The term 'control by the rouble' was used to name the
strategic external control position occupied by the banking system, which, in the Soviet
Union, had the power of the purse in overseeing an enterprise's financial transactions.
There were two types of banks functioning in the Soviet economy, the state bank and the

investment bank. Both of these banks conducted two types of supervisory functions: control
and audit.

17

The economical principle was: to achieve the production target with the least cost. That meant the focus of
the state-owned enterprises w a s not profit but cost saving. Standard costs (or normative costs) were used as a
tool for cost control.
18
T o motivate the work force, the enterprise's profit was allocated to certain 'economic stimulation' funds,
which were used as resources for bonuses and other tangible benefits to the work force. Material
responsibility meant that if an enterprise failed to fulfil their imposed plans and other operating requirements
it would be materially penalised, for example by an increase in the interest rates of bank loans. The failures of
the plan's fulfilment might include the violation of contract provisions, late delivery and not resolving
financial obligation in time (Berry, M . (1984). Accounting in socialist countries. International Accounting. H.
P. Holzer. N e w York, Haroer & R o w : 409-452.
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Figure 3-3 Production and distribution of national products and national income
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(Source: Tran, Nguyen, et al. 2000, Figure 3, p. 45)

The state bank, Gosbank, was delegated the power to control the amount of cash in

circulation and handled almost all cash transactions with the view that any disconform
with the plan should not be permitted. The
investment bank, Stroybank, was in charge of
financing thefixedassets of state-owned enterprises (Berry 1984).
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The 'economic accountability' or 'financial self-sufficiency' principle of S O E s was

just a theoretical concept rather than a practical one because the soft budget constr
a common syndrome of SOEs19. Despite some achievements in the process of building
socialism, SOEs were, as Jeffries (1990) argues, faced with some problems that were

deeply in their nature and proposed functions. The first problem was the disregard o

needs of users. Because an enterprise's duty was to produce but not to sell, the qua

products was emphasised at the expense of their quality. In addition, consumer perce

of the products in regard to their physical indicators, function and appearance, were

focus of enterprises. The second issue was a penchant to understate productive capac

Directors of enterprises tended to give misleading information about feasible output

order to have a 'slack' plan, entitling their enterprises to bonuses for outputs in e

the planned target. Nevertheless, directors, being aware of the 'ratchet effect', ne

exceeded the planned target too much because the performance of the present year cou
used as the base for calculating the planned target for the following year. Another

came from the hoarding of labour and non-labour inputs. This tactic was used by dire

to avoid the supply problems relating to the material allocating system. Consequently

were serious problems such as "tolkachi (expediters, unofficial supply agents, who b

with each other among other things) and a powerful inducement to self-sufficiency in

supply of input" (Jeffries, 1990, p. 14). The next problem was defined as 'storming'

rush to fulfil a plan at the end of the plan's period, provoked by such things as bo

incentives and the need to avoid postponement of supplies from other enterprises. Th

19

The soft budget constraint was a chronic problem of the socialist system where the government was
committed to full employment through the preservation of existing jobs. The government, therefore,
employed taxes and subsidies to redistribute income among enterprises, and to prevent money-losing
enterprises from going bankrupt (Fischer & Gelb, 1991).
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issue was an anti-innovation bias at the micro-level resulting from a lack of competitive
pressure and adverse effects of state controlled prices on value indicators.
In summary, and as Jeffries (1990) concludes, the socialist economy was burdened by
conflict between the interests of SOEs, the users and the state. In addition, there was
incapability by the central planners to precisely determine what was needed in
disaggregated detail because the price system no longer had this information role.

3.2.4 The Problems of Socialism.
While the Soviet model achieved considerable success for some decades including:

the increase of output, the attainment of industrialisation, the provision of basic educ

housing, jobs for the entire working population, the ability to avoid severe chronic cyc
recession, relatively equal income distribution, an extensive welfare system, and nearuniversal access to basic consumer goods and services, it suffered economic and social
instability and intrinsic inefficiency. For example, Aslund (1992) points out that the

socialist economy had a series of apparent problems from its very beginning, including t

prevalence of shortages; the high cost of growth and the tendency for efficiency to decl

the expansion of heavy industry; then, at the expense of the consumer industry, the lack
incentives for technical development and innovation; and the devastation of the
environment.
Over time, these problems were not abolished but worsened. Most countries of the

socialist bloc experienced falling growth rates and faced entire stagnation toward the e
the 1980s (see Table 3-1). Consequently, the whole socialist bloc started a massive
transition of their planned economic systems towards the market system.
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Table 3-1: Gross Domestic Product ( G D P ) Growth Rates, 1989-1991

Percentage change in real G D P

1989

1990

1991

Soviet Union

3.0

-2.3

-17.0

Romania

-5.8

-7.4

-12.0

Poland

0.2

-12.0

-8.0

Hungary

-0.2

-4.0

-7.5

Czechoslovakia

0.7

-0.4

-16.4

Bulgaria

-0.5

-11.8

-22.9

Sources: International Monetary Fund (IMF); Economic Commission for Europe Q3CE), Economic Survey of
Europe in 1991-1992 (New York: United Nations, 1992) (IMF and E C E 1992)

3.3 T h e M a i n Characteristics of Accounting in Socialist Countries.
Accounting is conditioned by the environment of the society in which it functions.
The practice of accounting is inevitably influenced by the framework of the political and
economic institutions as well as the culture of a given society, which both place demands
upon the accounting functions and its process of evolution because of cultural and
institutional changes (Bailey, 1988).
The accounting systems previously used in the former socialist countries, even
though not identical, were very similar since they were based on the Soviet model (Rolfe &
Doupnik, 1995). N e w members of the post-war socialist bloc looked to their biggest
brother, the Soviet Union, for ideological and methodological leadership in the early stages
of designing their accounting systems. Brzezin and Jaruga (1988) differentiate two periods
within the evolution of accounting in European socialist countries:
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1.1945-1956, the period of direct influence of Soviet accounting on the
development of uniform accounting in other socialist countries;
2.1956 onwards, the period during which each socialist country tried to
set up its own accounting system by modifying the Soviet accounting
system.

This section, therefore, while representing some basic features of socialist accounting

in a centrally planned economy, will be primarily based on the Soviet Union's accountin

system with some references to the accounting systems of other former socialist countri

3.3.1 The Economic Data Processing System (Economic Accounting System)
In the centrally planned economy the importance of economic data processing was

clearly conceived by socialist economists and accountants. In the early process of bui

socialism in the Soviet Union, V. I. Lenin had visualised the vital role of the econom
processing in managing the socialist economy. He stressed that "accounting and control

was the main thing required for "arranging" the smooth working, the correct functioning

the first phase of communist society" (quoted in (Makarov 1986), p.2). As an instrument
the central economic management system, the subject of economic data processing was

extended socialist reproduction. The system was designed "to observe, measure, register

process, and transmit information of the economic activities in order to effectively m
the social production" (Nguyen 1991).
At the beginning of the 1930s, this unified system was established and used through
out all enterprises in the Soviet Union (Makarov 1986). In theory, it was designed to
integrate micro and macro accounting into a single accounting system, the economic
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accounting system of state-owned enterprise, so that it could satisfy both the microeconomic and macro-economic information need (Brzezin and Jaruga 1988).
More specifically, economic data processing consisted of three systems: the

operational-technical data processing system, statistical data processing (statistics) a

accounting data processing (accounting). The operational-technical data processing syste
was used to observe and record and control individual operations or economic activities

order to continually direct them. The statistical data processing system was to study th
quantitative characteristics of a mass of social-economic events and processes in
conjunction with their qualitative characteristics in order to learn the nature and the
principle of the development of these social-economic events and processes. The
accounting data processing system aimed at recording and controlling all assets, funds,

the production cycles in the process of fulfilling the national economic plan. In the ea

stage of the building of socialism, it was believed by socialist theoreticians that in t

directing of economic activities, accounting data would be replaced by statistical data,

which identified and specified basic needs. Nevertheless, it was later recognized that t

systems had to be closely interrelated in the processing and recording of the data about

economic activities of enterprises so that they all could create a single unified system

which data supplied by one system was supplemented by the data of the other systems; onl
the accounting system was regarded as a system that could provide comprehensive,
authentic and reliable financial and micro-economic information. In most socialist

countries, this theoretical standpoint of the combination of accounting and statistics w

enhanced in practice, so the form, content and frequency of financial reports were joint
determined by the Central Statistical Offices and Ministries of Finance. Theoretically,
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financial reports in the socialist economy served, as suggested by Jaruga, the following
objectives:
• macro-economic control and statistics for the Central Statistical Office;
• financial policy and control by the Ministry of Finance;
• control by national banks;
• control by supervisory state agencies (central and local) (Jaruga, 1996).

Accounting, in other words, was considered to be a reliable source for the compilati

central statistics and the aggregation of information from which central authorities
develop a plan for the national economy.
3.3.2 The Centrally Regulated Accounting System.
Unlike western countries, where accounting regulation and development rests on

professional accounting bodies, socialist accounting was considered to be a tool for

economic management, and was centrally regulated by the state which was both the sol
owner and manager of the socialist economy. In all socialist countries, except East
Germany20, the Department of Accounting Policy21 of the Ministry of Finance was the
government authority responsible for the development of accounting methodology, and
was in charge of the operation of the standardised accounting system throughout the

national economy. On behalf of the Ministry of Finance, the Department of Accounting

Policy had to work closely with the Central Statistical Administration as well as th

(Be^T^)6™1^ ^

Department of

Accounting Policy belonged to the State Statistics Administration

nam^s XTJl^^T^ W6rf different fr0m 0ne socialist countl* t0 another- to ^me countrie
S h o d o l o T l T 'T F0r.,e^ample' in Vi6tnam *had been named *" Department of Accounting
w f 1 3 ^ w6' T ^ 19^88" N ° Wftis named *« Apartment of Accounting Policy. In the forme?
r ^ a ^ T ^ r W a s ; a m e d ™ e Department of Accounting and Reporting, which later changed to the
Department of Accounting and Reporting Methodology. In Poland, it was the Department of Accounting
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Planning Commission in administering accounting, by issuing different accounting
regulations and instructions (Ash and Strittmatter 1992). To support and advise the

Department of Accounting Policy, the Ministry of Finance of the Soviet Union set up t
Accounting and Reporting Methodological Council involving accounting experts from

industries, educational and research institutions. The Finance Scientific Research In

as a unit of the Ministry of Finance co-operated with the Department of Accounting Po
in developing and reviewing the national chart of accounts (Bailey 1988).
In order to integrate and to have a comprehensive and steady structure on a national
basis, the accounting functions had been diffused throughout the socialist economy.
Although Figure 3-4 shows the organisation of Polish accounting mechanism, it can be

used as a general model, requiring only slight modification to represent the accounti

mechanisms of different socialist economies. For example, in some socialist countries

was no place for private enterprises even on a small scale like the Polish case. Figu
shows that the Department of Accounting had the highest authority in directing the

accounting of all types of entities of the economy including the state-owned business

enterprises, collectives, budget organisations, banks and other institutions. Regulat
instructions issued by the Department of Accounting were sent to all sections of the

socialist economy through the subordinate departments of accounting of other ministri

through chief accountants, who were responsible for the functioning of the accounting

system of enterprises budget organisations in their ministries. The subordinate depar

of accounting of other ministries might propose certain adjustments to the accounting

and methods to accommodate their industry's special business conditions. However, any

such changes were to be allowed only with the approval of the Department of Accountin

Policy of the Ministry of Finance. Bailey (1988, p.177) notes that "the more centrali
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the control of the national economy so the more detailed are the accounting regulations
issued to the enterprises". The role of the centrally regulated accounting system was to

ensure the uniformity of the valuing and allocating methods, the classifying of transact

and the preparing of official financial reports so that accounting information was not on

useful for national economic planning purposes but also for different kinds of state cont
(Bailey, 1995).

3.3.3 The Functions and Tasks of Accounting in Socialism.
The differences between the demand constrained economy of capitalism, based on
private ownership and the market mechanism, and the resource constrained economy of
socialism, based on state ownership and a centrally planned economic mechanism, are the
main factors affecting the objectives and the structures of "the accounting system, the

of the accounting function, the processing of accounting data, the use made of data and t
role of the accounting specialist" (Bailey 1988)22.
Given accounting's role as an instrument in economic management, mainly in macro-

economic management, the objectives of accounting in the socialist countries were differe
in principle from those in the western countries. The socialist accounting system was

intended to provide the economic and statistical information needed in the central planni
and control of the national economy. The key functions of accounting, therefore, were to

control operations in order to achieve planned targets through the use of resources and t
protect socialist property.

ee Bailey (1988) for a detailed comparison between the accounting system of the socialist countries and
accounting system of the capitalist countries.
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Chapter 3 Accounting in the Socialist Economy

In an accounting textbook the tasks of accounting in the socialist economy were very
clearly defined:
. To safeguard socialist property. The accounting system had to issue strict
regulations and set up relevant accounting procedures to observe and control
the positions and the movements of enterprise money and assets;
• To promote the application of the economic accountability principle in the
enterprise activities;
• To exactly calculate the production and product cost. Cost accounting was
aimed at providing information for controlling and reducing cost;
• To ensure that the economic principle was followed in the process of fulfilling
the assigned plans of the enterprise;
• To control the accumulation process of socialist wealth (Makarov, 1986).
Certain requirements were also established to standardise the form of accounting
information. Marakov describes five requirements that accounting information had to
satisfy. Firstly, it had to be uniform and comparable. To be a suitable base for

comparison, accounting data had to be in agreement with the figures of imposed plans.
Agreement between the planned figures and the realised figures, based on accounting
data, made the assessment of the fulfilment of the imposed plans of individual
enterprises, of segments of industry, and of the whole national economy easier.
Therefore, it was very useful for those who were directing and controlling the

implementation of imposed plans. The uniformity of the accounting data facilitated th

comparison of data of individual enterprises and of segments of industry with data at

national level. But more important was that uniformity enabled the aggregation of dat

for industries, administrative offices, ministries, regions and the national economy.
Secondly, accounting information had to be timely and ready for use in economic
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management. It had to be submitted to government authorities in time to fix any
departures from plans. Thirdly, as a basis for making plans, accounting information

to be accurate and objective. Misleading accounting information was considered to be

fraudulent and was punishable by law. It was required that accounting information h

to be complete. That is, accounting had to reflect all activities and processes unde

in an enterprise. However, this did not mean that everything had to be included in a

enterprise's accounting books and statements but only the figures (information) whi

were necessary for directing and controlling the fulfilment of enterprise's plans. F
accounting information had to be clear and understandable. This requirement was to

allow enterprise workers to understand the actual situation of the enterprise in or
participate in the management process (Makarov 1986).

3.3.4 The National Accounting Plan.
To ensure that the accounting system fulfilled its objectives and tasks, the

Department of Accounting Policy issued the national accounting plan2 (or the nationa

accounting policy) to direct, control and regulate accounting practice throughout th
economy. The aim of the national accounting plan was to assist the centralised

administration of the socialist economy by providing the collection, classification,
recording, aggregation and reporting of accounting data in a standardised manner
(Pankov and Bailey 1998). The special features of the national accounting plan were

compulsory nature and its uniformity. It consisted of four elements: the standard fo
of the original accounting documents (like sales invoice, cash receipt and others);
accounting books (journal, general ledger and other accounting books); the national
chart of accounts; the authorised procedures for recording, classification and

In Vietnam the name is slightly different. It is called the Uniform Accounting Policy.
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summarisation of data in the accounting books; and the standard form of the periodica]
accounting reports (Bailey 1988).
The national chart of accounts included three charts of accounts designed for three

types of organisations, namely: business enterprises (state-owned enterprises), financi
institutions, and budgeted organisations. Therefore, SOEs were required to use an
identical national chart of accounts. The national chart of accounts for the state
enterprises in general had nine or ten classes. Each account had a title and numerical
code (see Table 3-2 and 3-3 for the national charts of accounts of the Soviet Union,
Germany, Poland, Hungary, and Cuba):
1. Fixed assets
2. Production stocks
3. Production costs
4. Finished products, goods for resale and sales
5. Monetary assets
6. Settlements
7. Financial result and profit utilisation
8. Funds and reserves
9. Bank credits and financing
10. Off-balance sheet accounts

Pankov (1998) suggests that it is obvious right away that, unlike eharts of aeeounts of
market accounting, the Belarusian chart of accounts did not segregate assets and
liabilities, revenues and expenditures into separate classes. However, like the Soviet

Union's chart of accounts, it was organised according to the flow of assets through the
reproduction cycle. The production capacity was obtained (Class 1), the production
inputs obtained (stock of production materials) (Class 2) and put into the production
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process so that production costs came into existence (Class 3) and finished products

were acquired (Class 4). Exchange activities with third parties resulted in c

monetary assets (Class 5) or in changes of outstanding settlements (Class 6).

financial results were determined (Class 7) and profits were distributed to d

funds and reserves (Class 8). When they were needed, financial resources were

from banks (Class 9). Class 10 included accounts for assets, which were not ow

an enterprise but under its possession. These accounts were called off-balanc

accounts because they were not included in the double-entry system and they a
outside the balance sheet.

In each class of the chart of accounts there were several account levels. On t

first level were the synthetic (general) accounts (see the number of syntheti
the Soviet Union's Chart of Accounts in Table 3-2); on the second level were
analytic (detail) accounts of the synthetic accounts.
Table 3-2 The revised Chart of Accounts of Soviet Union in 1986
Account class

Number

N u m b e r of control
accounts
3

I

Basic mean

II

Production stocks

11

III

Production expenditures

13

IV

Finished output, commodities and realisation

14

V

Monetary resources

5

VI

Currents accounts

15

VII

Financial results and utilization of profits

5

VIII

Funds and reserves

5

rx

Bank credits and other finance

7

(Source: Bailey, 1988, p. 141)
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Table 3-3 Charts of accounts for four m e m b e r nations of the council for mutual
economic assistance
Group East Germany Poland Hungary Cuba
0

Fixed assets

Fixed assets and
investments

1

Material circulating assets

Pecuniary

and

and bank accounts

incomplete

capital

assets

Fixed assets

Fixed assets and other
noncirculating resources

investments
2

Financial
assets

3

1

circulating
and

deferred

Receivables,
payables,
claims

Natural expense items

Inventories

Costs

to

be

allocated
losses

Financial means, claims,

Pecuniary

and liabilities

other assets in circulation

Funds

Owned

production

Products

Expenses

(classified by

)

inventories
Revenues
Profits

(production)

Credits, obligations, and

Basic funds and

Cost of goods (services

Funds, profits, and losses

Special

assets and
and

financing

Results of non-production

financial

B a n k credits for norm

reserves
Other
credits

activities

prepaid settlements

and equivalent

circulating

Overhead

activities

assets and

financial sources

nature

of

circulating

assets

and

Allocated costs

Results

Normed

and

expenses

Settlements

Inventories

and

results

Cost

of

activities

rendered)

miscellaneous costs
purpose Sales
revenues

Revenues

Costs

and

and

Results

filnds miscellaneous

(Source: Berry, 1984, Table 18.1 p. 419)
The analytic accounts might be detailed further depending on the needs of
enterprise management. The balances of the synthetic accounts were usually used for
the preparation of thefinancialreports. The data of the analytic accounts were very
detailed and were use&l for managing and controlling the business activities of an
enterprise.

Another feature of the chart of accounts to be observed from its structure was the
mix of financial accounts and cost accounts. This meant that financial accounting and
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cost accounting were interdependent and integrated into a single system. It was very
different from western accounting where the distinction between the financial
accounting system and the management accounting system is very clearly defined by
the nature of their information and their users.
Each synthetic account had a title and a numerical code so that an identical

account system was used throughout the economy. The structure and the content of ea
account were also clearly defined by the national accounting plan, including the

definition of an account; and what should be recorded on the Credit and what on the

Debit of the account. The national accounting plan also listed all possible transa
which should be recorded, and a very detailed double-entry prescription for each

transaction with corresponding accounts. In the Soviet Union, the Schema of General

Ledger Account Correspondent was developed to show the combinations of all possible
correspondence permitted for general accounts (Ash and Strittmatter 1992). The

increasing standardisation and simplification of the socialist accounting system ha
made it become a system of routines. Rolfe (1995) observed that in the socialist

accounting system "the focus was on the legal form of accounting transaction rather

than on their economic substance. As such, the accountant was not required to exerc

judgment or question whether transactions were being accounted for in a manner that
adequately reflected their economic substance" (p. 225). Consequently, socialist

accounting was considered by western experts to be bookkeeping rather than accounti
(Bailey 1988).
To make the bookkeeping and the inspection of accounting data easier, the format

of all accounting records, the process of recording transactions as well as the pr

for the complete cycle of accounting were also standardised by the Ministry of Fina

The Ministry of Finance printed and freely provided blank primary documents, journa

7(1
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general ledger and financial reports to enterprises for use in their accounting work. In
the Soviet Union, for example, the Journal-Voucher accounting system had been
developed by Soviet experts and used, from 1960, throughout the country. It quickly

diffused into other socialist countries. It was introduced into Vietnam in the begin
of the 1970s.
The Journal-Voucher system consisted of 12 basic journal vouchers that covered

all synthetic accounts of the chart of accounts. Each voucher was designed for one or
some synthetic accounts. The interesting characteristics of the journal voucher was

it combined the advantages of an accounting journal with those of a general ledger in

a single accounting record so that accounting information was classified according to
both time and systematic order. Figure 3-5 shows the flow of data in the JournalVoucher system. Every day data from the primary documents were directly entered into

the journal vouchers, the detail account cards, the auxiliary statements and work ta
The data from the latter group of records were then posted monthly to the journal

vouchers and also used for the preparation of the financial reports. The data from th

journal vouchers were posted monthly to the general ledgers. Then the general ledgers

were cross-checked by the turnover and the balance of the detail accounts. As shown i

Figure 3-5, the financial reports were prepared based on the data of at least three m

accounting records: general ledgers, auxiliary statements and work tables, and journa
vouchers (Berry 1984).
The national accounting plan also defined the structure and content of the uniform
accounting reports that enterprises had to submit to the government authorities at

various intervals (monthly, quarterly and yearly) in order to satisfy the information

needs of the central authorities in the administration of the planned economy. In the
Soviet Union, for example, the government organisations who were supposed to receive
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these reports were "(a) their superior organizations; (b) Gosbank and Stroybank; (c)
designated TsSU24 organs; and (d) local organs of the Ministry of Finance" (Holzer
1984).
Figure 3-5 T h e Journal Voucher System

Primary
documents

Detail
account cards
(some areas)

Cash
vouchers

Cash book

Auxiliary
statements
and work
tables

Journal voucher

Turnover and
balance
statements
for detail
accounts

i
General
ledger

Daily posting
Balance sheet and
other reports .

Monthly posting
Cross-checking

(Source Nguyen, Quang Quynh, 1991, Figure 4.5, p. 332)
24

TsSU is the abbreviation of the Central Statistical Administration.
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The list of the accounting reports that had to be submitted by enterprises is in
Table 3-4. As shown in Table 3-4, the accounting reports are mixed up with the

financial reports and with the cost reports and other reports. The accounting rep

systems of the other socialist countries was similar to that of the Soviet Union'
Table 3-4 Main accounting reports
Form No Title
1 Balance Sheet for Basic Activity of an Industrial Enterprise
2 Supplement to the Balance Sheet
3 Movement of the Charter Fund
4 Training of Cadres
5 Production Expenses (without Intraplant Turnover)
6 Cost of Marketable Output
Production Service and Administration Expenses
8 Output Plan Fulfilment
9 Labour Plan Fulfilment
1

° Movement of Means of Financing and Special Funds

11

Movement of Fixed Assets and the Amortisation Fund

12

Sales of Output

14

Managerial Apparatus Expense

20

Profit and Loss

(Source: Berry, M. 1984, p. 422).
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The uniform accounting reporting system of Czechoslovakia included not only the
balance sheet and the profit and loss account but also eight to ten supplementary

statements regarding various aspects of an enterprise's activities (Schroll 1995). S

(1995, p. 828) remarks that the profit and loss account of the Czechoslovak accounti
...was not prepared for the needs of the enterprise but to satisfy the
needs of the central authorities through the generation of macroeconomic statistics. In the profit and loss account expenses were
classified by elements of cost. Revenues were classified so as to
reveal the flows in different sectors of the economy, such as
production, trade and transport. The profit and loss account was
intended to serve as a basis for the computation of the principal
macro-economic indicator, such as national product, national income
and so on.

Like the profit and loss account, the balance sheet of socialist accounting was also

important device for the state authorities to synthesise macro-economic indicators a

to control the use of the enterprise's authorised funds. The balance sheet of social

accounting had a similar structure to that of western accounting but had a different
description and classification (Ash and Strittmatter 1992). The left hand side gave

information about the types and the volumes of assets of the enterprise. On the righ

hand side was information about financing sources (see Table 3-5). However, the list

order of assets and liabilities was not based on their liquidity like that of the a
balance sheet in the United States or Australia. Ash (1992) notes that:
the order of items on the asset side of the Soviet balance sheet is
designed to underscore the enterprise's strengths, whereas the order of
items on the liabilities side indicates the priority of claims to the
assets. The claims of the state are always presentedfirst(p.77).

Another feature of the balance sheet of socialist accounting that significantly diff

from that of western accounting was the statutory requirement of the balance for eac

section of the balance sheet. As shown in Table 3-5, for example, the figure of Fixe

and Detached Assets section had to be equal to the figure of Statutory Fund for Fixe

Assets, and the value of the Inventory and Prepayments had to be the same as the val
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of the Statutory Fund for Current Assets. The sectional balance served as a controlling

device for superior authorities to oversee the proper use of the assigned funds by th

subordinate enterprises. The financial principles of the socialist budget system req
that an enterprise's funds had to be used according to their specifically intended

purposes and might not to be used for other purposes (Davidson, Gelardi et al. 1996).

Being very closely connected to the financial system of an enterprise, accounting was
therefore, supposed to be designed to effectively support its functions. It was also
observed that because of the rigidity of the accounting regulations of the national
accounting plan there was no distinction between accounting income and taxable
income (Rolfe, 1995).
Table 3-5 Balance sheet structure

ASSETS
Investment operations

FUNDS and LIABILITIES
Investment funds, investment bank loans,
and payables

Fixed and detached

Statutory fund for fixed assets

Inventories and prepayments

Statutory fund for current assets

Receivables from customers

Short-term bank loans
Payables to suppliers

Cash and other receivables

Other payables

Profit allocated

Financial results (profit)

Assets for special purpose activities

Funds and liabilities of special purpose
activities

(Source: Brzezin and Jaruga, 1988, Diagram 4, p.56).
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3.4 Conclusion
The socialist accounting system was developed and centrally controlled by state
authorities in order to serve as an instrument in the management of the centrally

economy. The key functions of socialist accounting were supposed to facilitate the
implementation of the plans, the economical use of resources in the fulfilment of

planned targets and the protection of socialist properties. Socialist accounting w

highly standardised and simplified through the introduction and the implementation
the national accounting plan throughout the socialist economy. While the benefits
uniform and rigid accounting system were obvious for the macro-management in

compiling national statistics, controlling the implementation of the plan and prot

socialist property, it had not been so useful as a source of information for micro
management. Accounting under socialism was downgraded to bookkeeping. The next
chapter will review accounting changes in transition economies.

CHAPTER 4
Economy

Accounting Changes in a Transition

4.1 Introduction
The 1990s saw a movement away from the formerly centrally planned economic

system towards the market economic system in countries of the former socialist bloc. Si

then, the new term 'the transition economy' or 'transformation economy' has been used b

economists to describe the economy where the production and allocation of all resources

that were once controlled by state planning, are now being decentralised and privatised
(World-Bank 1996). There are 31 countries in Eastern Europe and Asia in this transition
stage, comprising one-third of the world's population25. In the transition process the
changes undertaken in the political, social and economic systems have dramatically

affected the accounting systems of these countries so that they are brought more inline
the accounting systems of the market economies. This chapter aims at providing an

overview of the accounting changes in the transition economies. The next section descri

the main characteristics of a transition economy, setting the scene for a better unders

of the process of transformation of the accounting system. The third section focuses on

review of the literature of accounting in the transition economy and its characteristic

Transition economies in Europe and the former Soviet Union:
Central and Eastern European countries: Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Yugoslavia (FYR),
Macedonia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia
Baltic: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
- Newly Independent States ( M S ) : Armenia. Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic,
Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan
Transition economies in Asia: China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar, Laos.
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4.2 The Transition Economy
The main characteristic of the 31 transition countries is their choice to abandon
central planning as the principle mode of organising their economies and to move to a
market oriented economy with the dominance of private ownership as the means of
production. In most of these countries, the 'transition' has involved major political
transformation, and in some, but not all, it is observed that there is a shift from a

party autocratic system to a multi-party democracy. In countries in Asia, such as Chin
Vietnam, and Lao People's Democratic Republic, however, the political system has been
largely left intact while transition is undertaken. Besides the political differences

transition economies exhibit great variety in initial conditions, such as the level of
development, the physical and population size, the natural resource endowment, the

external environment, and the cultural and historical background. Consequently, despi

similarity of ultimate objectives and basic direction of changes, the actual transitio
former socialist countries has significantly differed in regard to the implementation
government policies and its results.
The major elements required for transition to be successful are, as Harvie (1998a)
suggests, generally agreed upon among economists. However, there is big disagreement

over their sequencing. There are economists who support the 'big bang' approach to the
implementation of economic reform while there are others who advocate a gradual
approach to transition.

4.2.1 Key Issues in the Process of Transition
There is concurrence over the key elements of the process of transition among
economists. The list of major elements of economic reform consists of: macroeconomic
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stabilisation; price and market reform; restructuring and privatisation, focusing on small

and large-scale privatisation of state-owned enterprises (SOEs); redefining the role o
state with emphasis on market support, such as legal reform, institutional reform and
building, and the provision of a social safety net (Harvie 1998a).
Macroeconomic stabilisation is an important component in the menu of transition

from a centrally planned to a market economy, especially for countries with large inte

and external economic imbalances. Its achievement requires the use of appropriate fisc
and monetary policies. It is clear from the experience of some Central and Eastern
European countries, as well as the countries with market economies with large public

sectors, that tightening fiscal and credit policies can reduce inflation and the curre

account. However, Fisher and Gelb (1991) warn that there are some differences reflecti

the different microeconomic incentive structures in the two systems. For enterprises i

transition economies that know no bottom-line, their responses, which stabilisation po
rely on, may not be the same as those of their counterparts in the market economy.

Stabilisation policies, as Fisher and Gelb (1991) suggest, should focus on several mai

problems. The first problem of the socialist economy by its nature relates to the soft

constraints. Under the socialist economic system, directors of SOEs were not concerned
about their profits, and for some time they were not even aware of them because their
objective was to fulfil planned targets, usually in quantitative measures, imposed by

authorities. To deal with this issue the imposition of a hard budget constraint was ne

eliminate several practices: the subsidies from the government that were used to offse

losses of SOEs; public sector wage control; and the credit ceilings administered by th
government and central banks. The second problem was the money overhang that is

understood to be the amount of income consumers had kept on hand because there had bee
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nothing to buy with it. T o solve this problem several solutions have been suggested, such as

currency reform; inflation; raising interest rates; and the sale of public property to

public. The third issue is concerned with external balance and exchange rates. In orde

achieve economic stabilisation, transition countries are advised to change exchange ra
and expose their economies to the world market (Fisher & Gelb, 1991).
In market economies, liberalisation usually means eliminating price controls and

relaxing trade protection in some sectors. For transition economies, however, liberali

is undertaken to a greater extent to eliminate state orders and procurement, the state

production and trading monopolies, and the centralised allocation of foreign exchange.

Furthermore, the entry into production, services, and trade should be free. This freed

suggested by the World Bank, might include the right to open a new business, to expand
break up an existing business, and to change product mix, suppliers, customers, or
geographical base. By 1995 many countries in Central and Eastern Europe and the newly

independent states (NIS) were fundamentally market economies in regard to basic elemen

such as open trade, current account convertibility, and liberal policies toward new en
private business. In contrast, the East Asian countries were less liberalised because
extensive government controls on foreign trade and entry (World-Bank 1996).
Privatisation and enterprise restructuring are considered to be key components in the

transition process. Their main features are the establishment of private property righ

agricultural and industrial sectors, the abolishment of state monopolies, and the shut

down of non-profitable enterprises. Kornai (1990) argues that the privatisation of SOE
a pressing matter for several reasons. Firstly, it creates a level playing ground for

private sector, facilitating better functioning of the market economy. Secondly, it ta

the chronic shortages in the economies that have resulted from a severe bottleneck pro
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SOEs. Thirdly, the government administration has been badly organised and the staff

insufficiently educated for many tasks and so it is very important to bring in a large

sector, comprising both new enterprises and privatised SOEs, which will be able to respo

to new demands with a flexible supply. Finally, privatisation is to be considered as a s
of finance if SOEs can be sold out to prospective buyers.
Aslund (1992) looks at the method of privatisation and suggests that transition
economies should not follow the privatisation model applied in western countries. He

points out two reasons. The first is the scale of the privatisation. Western privatisati

involved a small number of enterprises over several years while the transition economies

have to privatise thousands of SOEs. Second, privatisation in western countries has take
place within established market economies, characterised by dominant private ownership,

market compatible legal system and market-oriented thinking. Not surprisingly, the con
that attracts most dispute is the method of privatisation of SOEs. For large and medium

enterprises the methods of privatisation are sale to outsiders, insider buyouts and in

voucher programs. Each method of privatisation has its advantages and disadvantages. For
example, sale to outsiders which has proved successful in developed market economies
seems to be costly and slow and far more difficult to implement in transition economies
because of the limitation of domestic capital and incapability of the accounting system
provide asset evaluation. In contrast, insider buyouts are relatively fast and easy to
implement and widely used as an alternative to the sale to outsiders. In this model,
employees and their families can use vouchers and cash to buy major stakes in their own
enterprises. However, this model also has disadvantages such as unevenness in the

distribution of benefits and the reduction of government revenue because of the low pric
The voucher programs attempt to share the assets of SOEs as equally as possible among
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voucher holders through the distribution of vouchers across the population. The advantages
of this model is that privatisation can be massively and quickly accomplished while
equality is also obtained. Nevertheless, it brings no revenue to the government and
introduces unclear implications for corporate governance.
The Czech Republic was the first country to apply the voucher program model of
privatisation and was followed by other countries such as Lithuania, Poland, Romania,
Russia, Latvia, and Mongolia (World-Bank 1996). The report of the World Bank shows a

considerable shift to the private economy in these countries including new entry and t

privatisation of SOEs. According to Harvie (1998a) nine countries in Central and Easte

Europe and the newly independent states (NIS) had private sectors controlling more tha

half of their economic activities. Ownership development in East Asia, however, diverg

in another way. In China, ownership takes many forms including collectives, joint vent
between state and foreign private enterprises, foreign funded enterprises, domestic
enterprises, and SOEs. The non-state sector has been experiencing a very high pace of
growth since the start of economic reform, and is now contributing a bigger share to

China's GDP than that of the state sector. Vietnam, however, is the only country whose
state sector has increased its share in the economy (Harvie, 1998b).
The last element on the menu of economic transition is the reform and building of
institutions. It is obvious that the old institutions of the centrally planned system
longer appropriate for a market-oriented economy and so a new institutional framework

the transition economy is required. This involves the shift of the role of the state f

direct ownership and control over means of production and distribution towards an indi
regulatory role. A new legal system with means to enforce it must be created in order
up and apply the rules of the game, enhance commercial certainty, generate incentives
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efficiency, lower transaction costs and control crime and corruption. In addition the ne

created roles of the state require strong financial institutions to encourage saving and
channel it to its most productive uses, and powerful government support to complement a

set of economic activities. Harvie (1998b) suggests a high correlation among three facto

the extent and the duration of economic liberalisation, ownership reform and the rapidit
institution reform. He, however, points out that in current practice institution reform
to be slow and faced with a number of difficulties because it is "lagging behind other
reforms and corruption remains an acute concern in some countries" (1998b, p. 11)

Difficulties faced include the banking sector's shortage of expertise needed for commerc

activities; non-performing loans in their assets portfolios; and the pervasiveness of "t
relationship between the SOEs and the banking system during the period of central

planning" while "poor debt recovery mechanism" (p.l 1) limits other kind of financing; t
infant stage of the reforms in tax administration, public administration, fiscal

decentralisation, and "frequent confusion over the roles of the executive, the legislatu
and the constitutional court" (Harvie, 1998b, p. 11).

4.2.2 Two Approaches of Transition: 'Big Bang' vs. 'Gradualism'
One of the big disagreements about the transition to market economy among

economists is the issue relating to its speed and the sequence of reform measures. Despi
the widespread debate the discussion focuses on two approaches, namely 'big bang' or

'shock therapy' and 'gradualism'. The 'big bang' approach denotes radical reforms that a

to eliminate all remains of the old central planning system as quickly as possible. Many
countries in Central and Eastern Europe are adopting this approach. In contrast, the
'gradual' approach means that reform is best spread over time to prevent economic
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disruption such as inflation and unemployment that are the usual outcomes of the 'big
bang' approach. China and Vietnam are followers of the second model.
Supporters of the 'big bang' approach (such as (Komai 1990; Lipton and Sachs 1990)

(Blanchard, Dornbusch et al. 1991; Balcerowicz 1994; Aslund, Boone et al. 1996) belie

that the conditions for long-term stabilisation and systematic transformation could b

reached only at the cost of serious short-term recession and decline in living standa

Their basic argument is that the interlinkage and complementarity of components of re

are so important that they must be undertaken simultaneously in order to be fully eff

The 'big bang' approach can also avoid policy uncertainty that may bring inefficiency

as lack of investment and asset stripping before privatisation, resulting from the de
implementation of a long menu of reform actions. Furthermore, as suggested by
Balcerowicz (1994), during a period of extraordinary politics, a political window of
opportunity can be exploited by a new regime's elite to facilitate decisions and
implementation of reform. For the transition to be successful the proponents of 'big
stress stabilisation and liberalisation. So, besides the use of restrictive monetary
policy to combat budget deficits and external disequilibria, price liberalisation is

for macro-economic stabilisation and for micro-economic restructuring (Lipton and Sac
1990; Berg and Sachs 1992).
On the other hand, proponents of the gradual approach (Dewatripont and Roland

1992; McKinnon 1992; Coricelli and Milesi-Ferretti 1993; Nuti and Portes 1993; Aghion

and Blanchard 1994) produce the following reasons. First, it is a question of time. I
impossible to implement all measures in a short period of time because some measures

be swiftly set in place, such as the macro-economic stabilisation of price liberalisa

others need time for the build-up of human and physical capital, such as banking syst
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reform, tax system reform, the emergence of new enterprises and the acceptance of often
complex legislation such as business law. Second, costs, both economic and social, can
harm the transition process. These costs include those arising from the abolition of

inefficient enterprises like the destruction of physical and human capital, the pain and
danger of sudden and massive unemployment, and other changes to life's pattern. The

gradual approach can avoid this through the diffusion of these fixed costs over a longer

period of time, diluting their impact (McKinnon, 1992). Third, the political costs can b
reduced or avoided because the gradual approach makes it possible to Pareto-compensate
each group of potential losers (Dewatripont & Roland 1992; (Murrell 1992).
China and Vietnam are interesting cases of 'gradualism' where the major reforms of

the planning system, especially in agriculture, have been taking place since the early 1
Both countries have been dedicated to establishing market mechanisms in determining

resource allocation whilst maintaining the socialist character of their economic systems

The most important attribute of this economic system is primacy of state ownership along
with a strong but secondary place for market types of ownership. The vital difference

between the transition of countries in Europe and of those in East Asia is the fact that
both economic and political reform are on the menu of the first group, only economic
reform is undertaken in the latter. Communist parties, therefore, still have political
the management of these countries. However, Harvie (1998, p. 6) suggests that:
(i)n both of the Asian countries there is considerable decentralisation of
economic power, which has resulted in substantial difficulties for the centre in a
number of areas and in particular with regard to macroeconomic management
tor these authoritarian Asian economies, political legitimacy and the
maintenance of support in particular from the rural sector, required reform
measures to produce rapid beneficial outcomes and a correspondingly higher
priority, m comparison to their European counterparts, for the maintenance of
social cohesion. Hence a more gradual and pragmatic approach was
appropriate.
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The dispute over the two approaches is still continuing, though there seems to be
more support for the 'big bang' school (Wyplosz 1999). Figure 4.1 gives a summary of

main reform issues as well as their proposed sequencing. It is obvious that the econo

transition in practice requires a gradual approach but not measure-by-measure. It is
sequence of groups of measures. Macro-economic stabilisation must be the first focus

followed by price liberalisation to determine resource allocation, a crucial functio

market economy; trade reform including fast integration into the world market; small

privatisation; and legal and institutional reform to build the framework needed for t
emerging market-oriented economy. This group is 'a minimum Big Bang' menu (Harvie,

1998) and then, later on in the transition process, it is timely to take the second g
measures, including reform of the labour market, the banking and finance sector, and

privatisation of large SOEs. Wyplosz (1999, p. 11) argues that the division between t

approaches is not as straightforward as it initially seemed to be because "even the m

determined policy-makers had to phase in their Big Bang policies, while those governm
that start slowly soon had to accelerate, under pressure from inflation and mounting
resistance by vested interests".

4.3 Accounting in the Transition Economy: a Literature Review.
As mentioned previously the social-economic as well as the political reforms in

former socialist countries have transformed the centrally planned economic system int

more market-like economic system. The need to move to the market economy is considere
to be a primary driving force of change in all area within the socialist countries.
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economic reforms, the restructuring of the banking and financing system has reduced the

role of the state as a source of funds while increasing the importance of commercial ban
capital markets and other sources of capital and loan funds. As a result, the newly

introduced capital structure of enterprises has developed into more diversified forms of
ownership. In addition, various types of business transactions common to the market

economy, such as the leasing of assets, real estate evaluation, foreign exchange transa

and enterprise mergers, which are totally unfamiliar to former socialist economies, have
been brought into the transition economy.
In this context the old accounting, based on the Soviet model and designed to serve

the information needs of government authorities in planning and controlling the economy,

is no longer appropriate for the transition economy, where state and collective enterpri
still have a dominant position but are no longer the only ones. Other newly emerged

enterprises, such as private firms, joint ventures and capitalist enterprises, have gro
fast and have significantly contributed to the transition economy so that they deserve,
their own rights, to be fairly treated in terms of accounting information needs.
Consequently, the 1990s experienced dramatic reforms in the accounting discipline. By
introducing new accounting laws and regulations, which are heavily based on the

legislation of western countries, for example the Fourth and the Seventh Directives of t
European Community (EC), International Accounting Standards (IAS) and other

accounting standards of western countries, accounting in the transition economies has be
brought more in line with the accounting systems of the West.
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Table 4-1 Economic Transition Phases of Reform

Intense

Continuing

Macrostabilisaticm
Price and Market Reform
Goods and Services:
Price Reform

Demonopolise and private distribution

R e m o v e Quantitative Restrictions

Adjust tariffs to moderate levels

Trade Reform
Deregulate hiring/firing

Liberalise wage bargaining

Labour Market
Preparation

Liberalise

Finance and Banking
Restructuring and Privatisation
Small Scale Privatisation and
Private Sector Development
Large Scale Govemance,
Restructuring and Privatisation
Redefining Role of State

Governance, restructure and privatise

Intensive (tax, property, commercial,
foreign investment, law)

Continuing

Legal Reforms
Transition time (in years)
Tax administration, budgeting, legal,regulatory institutions
Institutional Reforms
Emergency
Unemployment Insurance

Institutionalisation

•^MIM

(Source: Fischer and Gelb, 1991, p. 102)
* The dark areas imply greater intensity of reform measures
More important is that the two basic functions of the former accounting systems —
control and information — have been redefined so that their priority is reversed. The

function of accounting now is more information-orientated and less control-oriented than

used to be. Users of accounting information are not merely the government authorities but
have been expanded to include others, such as enterprise managers, investors, banks,
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suppliers and consumers. The perception of accounting as a decision-useful information

provider at a micro-level rather than a source of macro-level management is more wide
accepted among accounting academics, practitioners and policy-makers. Consequently,
accounting in the transition economies has been sharply transformed in terms of its
objectives and main concepts as well as in content and format.

It therefore, is not surprising to note that accounting reforms in the former sociali
countries of Central Europe, Russia and China have drawn substantial attention from
accounting academics and practitioners around the world. Works of research usually

concentrate on one country or a particular geographical area, giving detailed descri
accounting reform in relation to the changing environment of the transition country

in question. Research include a vast number of studies on accounting in Central Europ
countries, Russia and the NISs: Poland (Dixon and Laidler 1992; Adams and McMillan

1997); Czech Republic (Schroll 1995; Sucher, Seal et al. 1996); Russia (Enthoven 1992

Liberman and Eidinow 1995; Enthoven, Sokolov et al. 1998; Enthoven 1999); (Sherry and
Vinning 1995); Hungary (Boross, Clarkson et al. 1995; Ille's, Weetman et al. 1996);
Belarus (Pankov and Bailey 1998; Sucher and Kemp 1998); Slovenia (Garrod and Turk

1995); Romania (Dutia 1995); the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania (Bail

Alver et al. 1995). Accounting reform in the People's Republic of China, a country hi

successful in the economic transition process, has also attracted the interest of in

and local researchers (Winkle, Huss et al. 1994; Blake and Gao 1995; Blake 1995; Xiao
and Pan 1997; Xiang 1998; Tang and Lau 2000; Tang 2000) to name just a few (See (Ji
2000) for a review and evaluation of research on Chinese accounting).
Accounting has been developed in response to the change in a number of factors

including the political, legal, and social environment (Hopwood 1983; Burchell, Clubb
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al. 1985; H o p w o o d 1987). So, research on accounting in the transition economies consists

of a large number of perspectives. Some focus heavily on the environment itself wi

view to explicating its effects on the accounting changes. A number of studies res

accounting changes from a legal perspective; accounting reform has been embarked u
through the introduction of new accounting laws and regulations by the government

1993; Bailey, Alver et al. 1995; Boross, Clarkson et al. 1995; Garrod and Turk 199

and Doupnik 1995; Ille's, Weetman et al. 1996; Jermakovicz and Rinke 1996; Sucher,

et al. 1996; Jaruga and Szychta 1997; Enthoven, Sokolov et al. 1998). Others conce

on how political, economic and cultural factors are affecting accounting change (R

1995; Davidson, Gelardi et al. 1996; Garrod and McLeay 1996; Graham and Li 1997; L

2000; King, Beattie et al. 2001). Still others present problems arising during acco

reform. Some problems are new but a lot are inherited from the old system (Bailey,

al. 1995; Boross, Clarkson et al. 1995; Sherry and Vinning 1995; Wheatley 1997; Su
and Kemp 1998; Lin 2000; Tang and Lau 2000; Tang 2000). Some emphasise the active
role of accounting in the economic transition process (Rask, Chu et al. 1998; Lin

Chen et al. 2001) while others are more concerned with the standards setting proce

(Garrod and Turk 1995; Xiao, Young et al. 1995; Xiao and Pan 1997; Enthoven, Sokol
al. 1998).
In addition to the country-by-country studies, a group of researchers has focused

comparing accounting laws and regulations, standards, concepts and practice of the

different transition economies (Bailey, Alver et al. 1995; Richard 1995; Garrod an

McLeay 1996; Jermakovicz and Rinke 1996; King, Beattie et al. 2001) in order to ha

useful lessons for countries which undertake accounting reform later. Another grou

attempted to compare the transition economies with western economies (Winkle, Huss
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1994; Bailey, Alver et al. 1995; Robert, A d a m s et al. 1995; Davidson, Gelardi et al. 1996;
Sokolov and Kovalev 1996; Sucher, Seal et al. 1996; Xiao and Pan 1997; Lin and Chen

1999) in order to identify areas which need more attention from the reformers or probl
that should be dealt with to make accounting reform smoother and more effective.
The next few sections aim to introduce some important issues in accounting reform in
the transition economies that have been highlighted in the accounting literature.

4.3.1 The Role of Government.
In the process of moving towards the market economy, the governments of the

transition countries, as directors and regulators of the reform, have played very impo
roles. The success and the speed of the transition process depend heavily on the

commitment and the initiatives of these governments. In the accounting and finance are

the Department of Accounting Policy (DAP) of the Ministry of Finance in these countrie
is still the government authority which is in charge of the reform.
In a paper that aimed to provide a theoretical construct for understanding the
possibilities and the nature of the accounting change in transition economies, Bailey
p.604) suggests that comprehensive accounting reform "can be initiated only by the

governments in the form of legislation" because government is the one which is capable

introducing several reasonably compatible components of accounting reform in a very s

period. His study of accounting regulations in the Baltic countries confirms that acc

is still seen as "properly subject to centralized prescription and its primary purpos

meeting of the needs of the central authorities" (Bailey, 1995, p. 689). Therefore, me

of accounting reform are undertaken 'from above' and not adopted, or formed, in respon

to representations 'from below' and the Ministry of Finance is delegated the power for
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regulation of accounting. The existence of the government-monopolised mechanism of
standard setting and enforcement is not considered by experts as an optimal model.

However, they do not support the idea of putting this role into the hands of accounting

professional associations either (Lin, Chen et al. 2001). The reason is the inability a

unreadiness of the accounting associations to take over the role of developing accounti

standards. In all transition economies the accounting professional associations, which

been newly established or re-set up after several decades of abolition, are too weak in
of both expertise and finance to be able to function as their counterparts in western
countries.
Bailey (1995) notes that there is a possible tendency of the governments to consider

the satisfaction of their own pressing needs as an objective of accounting reform while

ignoring the accounting information needs of others. In the case of the Baltic countrie

observed that "the perhaps paradoxical situation seems to have arisen that accounting w

being modified to better accord with the transition to a market economy, so as to bette

serve the needs of the state in these changing circumstances" (p. 701). This may lead t

withholding accounting information from other users because disclosure is not in the st

interest. Furthermore, it is observed that once the state has the role of an accounting

regulator it is very difficult for accounting in the transition economy to adopt all we
accounting concepts and principles. The reason for this comes from the old accounting

practice when fiscal policy had a very significant influence on accounting regulation a

practice. The old accounting practice, as Borda (1998) points out, encouraged enterpri

show unreal profit in their financial statements to allow the state to get more for its

from enterprise tax collection. This continuing influence of fiscal policy is evident i
accounting law where, for example in Hungary, "...law is taking a less than prudent
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approach in excluding some provisions. If these provisions are charged in full, the

accounting profit would be lower, and hence the taxable profit would be lower, leading to
reduced tax revenue for the state" (Boross, Clarkson et al. 1995). Thus the exercise of

prudence, such as writing-off obsolete inventory, accelerated depreciation or the provisi

for bad debt, is very limited. In the case of China, Lin (2001) observes that the governm

officials "in contrast to other groups of stakeholders, are hesitant to further internat
Chinese accounting. Governmental users prefer to maintain the government's monopolized
role in regulating accounting and are unwilling to give up IARs as a tool to facilitate
governmental business administration" so "the governmental authorities may even delay
the progress of accounting internationalisation in China" (p. 40).
Nevertheless, the past decade experienced dramatic changes in accounting regulation
thanks to the direction and commitment of governments of transition economies. The whole
accounting system, including accounting law, regulation, standards and even the uniform
chart of accounts, has been renewed to be more in line with western accounting.

4.3.2 The Accounting Regulation Reform - a Westernisation Approach.
The newly emerging economic system of the transition countries with characteristics

of a free market economy such as price liberalisation, privatisation and free trade, req
new legal system. This need is enhanced by internal and external pressures coming from
the desires of most of these countries to join organisations such as the European Union

(EU) and the need to attract foreign loans and investment (Jermakovicz and Rinke 1996). I

is observed that legislation reform is extensively undertaken in all transition economies

bring their legal systems more towards those of the western countries and in many cases t

western countries' laws are used as important references or as a base for building the le
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system. In this context accounting reform has been developed through the revision of the

old accounting legislation and the introduction of new accounting legislation in ord
comply with the changes that already have been introduced in the legal and economic
environment.
While studying the accounting revolution in Central Europe, Rolf and Doupnik

(1995, p. 227) observed that the new legislation in the countries they studied "atte

bring national accounting more in line with "international" standards and in particu
draws heavily from the European Community's Fourth and Seventh Directives on

accounting". For example, the source of Accounting Law (1991) of the Czech and Slova

Republics (CSFR) is the EC standard and the western accounting regime closest to the

accounting regulation is the French system. Based on Accounting Law (1991), the Char
Accounting and Accounting Procedures for Entrepreneurs have been issued to provide

detailed instructions for accounting transactions. The Accounting Law (Law XVIII) of
Hungary, promulgated in 1991, was based on the Fourth and Seventh Directives of the
using the German interpretation and implementation of these directives as guidance
Doupnik, 1995). The Explanation to Law XVIII was issued in 1992 and aimed at giving
interpretation and guidance to the new law as well as providing a uniform Chart of
Accounts for business enterprises to follow. In the case of Poland, the new Polish

Accounting Regulation has come from the same source, the EC's Fourth Directive. A te

year adjustment program was developed to make the Polish laws compatible with the EU

directives. However, unlike Hungary and the CSFR, non-state enterprises are not requ

to follow a legally stipulated chart of accounts if they can satisfy certain minimum
requirements (Rolfe & Doupnik, 1995;(Jermakovicz and Rinke 1996). For Yugoslavia,
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Romania and China, accounting regulation reform has followed the same pattern (Petrov
and Turk 1995) (Blake 1995) (Tang and Lau 2000).
Nevertheless, the sequence and the speed of accounting regulation reform is not the
same for all transition economies. For Russia, accounting regulation reform seems to
been slower but more systematic than the three Central European countries discussed

above. Russian accounting experts, with the help of some international institutions s

the United Nations (UN), the EC, the World Bank, the Big five public accounting firms

especially French specialists, have tried to develop a multilevel system of accountin

regulation. The Law on Accounting and Auditing is at the highest level; the second le
contains the mandatory regulations of government concerning the conceptual framework
accounting; and accounting standards are on the third level. However, reform has not
started on the highest level, that is, the Law on Accounting and Auditing, as it has
Hungary, CSFR and Poland, but at the second and then the third level.
For accounting reform in Russia the years 1991 and 1992 were considered crucial in

accounting development because of the introduction of the new Chart of Accounts (1991
it involves a compulsory national accounting chart (Richard 1995), the issue of the
Regulation on Accounting and Reporting in the Russian Federation (1992) and the

Regulation on Cost Allocation and the Conditions of Taxable Income Calculation. These

regulations require the preparation of a new set of financial statements similar to t

western accounting. Then five accounting standards were issued through the period fro
1994 to 1997. The Law of Accounting was introduced at the end of 1996. According to

(Enthoven 1999), accounting reform in Russia has moved Russian accounting closer to t

IAS while still keeping the uniform National Chart of Accounts. The system, in some w
is close to the French and the German accounting systems. For the NISs, accounting
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regulation reform follows the same pattern as that of Russia. For example, in the Baltic

states of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, accounting regulation reform also began with

second level but it is interesting to note that the issue of accounting regulation in
was one year earlier than that of Russia (Bailey, Alver et al. 1995).
In contrast, there is no separate accounting law in Slovenia because the new
Companies Act of 1993 already includes the main requirements regarding the minimum

disclosure of accounting information in its twenty articles. Thirty-two domestic acco

standards have been developed, based on the IAS. The relationship between the law and
standards is the same as that of the UK (Garrod and Turk 1995).

There are a number of issues relating to the introduction of accounting regulation. F
Poland, for example, Jaruga (1993) claims, among other things, that changes already

undertaken in the legal environment call for the reform of accounting regulation, and

therefore, it is worth considering the sequence of accounting regulation change and t

legislative change. However, she has observed a big controversy among Polish accounti
experts over when and to what extent the EU directives should be incorporated into

commercial law and other national accounting regulations. A series of questions remai

unanswered, such as: Should accounting regulation be undertaken "simultaneously with"

"by stages in accordance with" the changes in legislation; or should it precede legis
changes? (Jaruga, 1993, p. 117) The Polish case suggests that while new accounting
regulations preceding the changes in the legal framework can bring Polish accounting
in line with accounting in the EC member countries they, from a legal point of view,

sequence can improve the "image neither of accounting nor of the accounting professio
(Jaruga, 1993, p. 117).
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4.3.3 T h e Intervention (role) of Foreign Countries and International Organization.
The collapse of the socialist bloc has washed away the wall separating the two blocks
built up since the Second World War. Countries of the former socialist bloc, which are

thirsty for financial resources, are opening their doors wide to welcome western invest

In addition, the process of westernisation of the legal systems mentioned above could m

the investment environment more familiar and attractive to western investors. On the ot

hand, in order to exploit these newly emerged but potentially lucrative markets, wester

countries and the international organisations, such as the World Bank, the Internationa
Monetary Fund and the Asian Development Bank, have actively assisted the transition

process in terms of finance and expertise. A significant number of aid projects have be

undertaken to bring knowledge of western accounting methods to these countries, injecti

know-how into these transition economy countries. Dixon (1992) firmly suggests that the

reform of accounting must be conducted with the help of foreign experts by transferring
know-how into these countries. While studying accounting development in Romania, Dutia
(1995) comes up with the same suggestion. The UK, France and Germany are considered to
be the main actors transferring knowledge, and the development of accounting within
transition economies has been heavily influenced by their accounting systems.
Romania, in the process of determining the appropriate model for its economy, has
experienced the struggle between three 'camps': conservatives, pro-American and proFrench. The pro-French camp seems to be the winner in the initial stage of accounting
development; the Chart of Accounts of Romania has adopted the same model as France's
1982 chart. Richard (1995), however, argues that advice from French accounting
consultants has been accepted by the pro-French camp merely because of economic and

cultural factors, not because of a perceived superiority of French accounting methodolo
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and techniques (Richard 1995). T o achieve continuous development, Romania received
help from western accounting experts through the British government's Know-How Fund
that provided assistance to the Accounting Legislation Department of the Romanian

Ministry of Finance in 1996. It was a three-year project aimed at helping the Minist
Finance to:
• develop an understanding of an accounting standards system of a so-called
equity-based country;

• set up a process for issuing national accounting standards, and issue the first se
of standards and training material, to further develop the Romanian accounting
system in response to changes in the country; and
• form a training body to support and encourage the development of an accounting
and auditor training industry (King, Beattie et al. 2001).
In the Polish case, the recent development of the accounting system has also been
influenced by the accounting systems of western providers of accounting 'aid', such
UK and France. The Know-How Fund of the British government focused on the

development of higher education and training of accounting technicians and practitio
through vocational schools and assistance to the Polish Association of Accountants'

training program (Grant 1992). Furthermore, the link between three UK consortia from

polytechnics and universities with nine Polish universities as well as the relations

Polish and British Accountancy Associations was tightened up (Dixon and Laidler 1992

France also tried to influence the development of accounting in Eastern European cou
by publishing, in 1991, the Systeme Comptable d'Enterprise (SCE, the Company
Accounting System) based on the continental accounting approach, as opposed to the
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Anglo-Saxon system. The French system was considered good for training, discussion and

analysis by Eastern European countries and, in addition, it facilitates the comparabilit
accounting information between enterprises and over time (Adams and McMillan 1997).
The international accounting firms of UK origin were also highly appreciated for their

transfer of western practical accounting skills to Polish accountants through short cour
and in-house training. Like Poland, the CSFR has benefited from the Know-How Fund of

the UK and the EU 'fair fund' and has received help from the UK Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants in education and training (King, Beattie et al. 2001).
Hungary, on the other hand, is a special case because in the past it was strongly
influenced by the practice of western European countries, particularly Germany; one can
see the influence of Schmalenbaeh on the chart of accounts of Hungary (Borda 1992) and
now it is supported by Germany in the implementation of the Seventh Directive (Borda
1998). In Russia, the Ministry of Finance has received considerable assistance from
accounting experts from international institutions such as the United Nations (UN), the
European Union, the World Bank, and the Big Four international accounting firms in the

process of moving Russian accounting closer to the IAS while still keeping the uniform o
the National Chart of Accounts (Enthoven 1999). The French experts from the Conseil
National de la Comptabilite and the Conseil Superieur de I Ordre des Expert-Comptables
had given assistance to Russian accounting experts to work out a multilevel system of

accounting regulation consisting of four levels (Accounting Law, Government Regulations,

Accounting Standards and the Supporting Material and Instructions). In 1994, Russian and
French experts had also met several times to discuss the drafts of the first accounting
standards of Russia.
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The benefits brought into the accounting systems of the transition economies by these
foreign assisted projects are undeniable. However, there are some concerns regarding
overload of transferred knowledge and the excessive speed of the changes; as well as,

are concerns that disadvantages of the international influence could affect the qualit
accounting reform. As (Adams and McMillan 1997) comment "there is, thus, a need to
increase awareness as to the disadvantage as well as the advantage of international
influence on the development of accounting in newly emerging market economies" (p.

141). It is always a "danger", they argue, that foreign accounting "expertise" is jus
importation of the accounting systems of developed countries that are not relevant to
"individual" characteristics of the transition countries. They show that while the
international accounting firms have contributed enormously to the development of

accounting through the training of local accountants who are working for them, their l

of a thorough knowledge of local accounting and the local language (Adams and McMillan

are discussing Poland), at least in the initial stage, has led to "local accountants l
foreign accounting culture which they are unable to adapt to the need of the Polish

government" (p. 152). Another problem is that transition countries are facing difficu
knowing how to choose the most appropriate accounting system given the variety of

systems offered by different western countries through their 'aid projects; this is e

the case when two countries offering different accounting systems (macro-accounting vs
micro-accounting) are trying to affect the direction of the development (Adams and
McMillan 1997). And there are, even still, ongoing arguments among western accounting

experts, as well as their counterparts in Eastern European countries, as to which syst

more suitable for transition economies, namely the Anglo-Saxon system or the French an

German systems. For example, the French chart of the accounting system, the SCE, seeme
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to be welcomed by Polish accountants. The Poles agreed with m a n y French experts that
Polish accounting, aided by an accounting plan, has more in common with French than UK
accounting. Conversely, the SCE is considered by some French accountants as idealistic
and inappropriate for use in Eastern European countries and it was suggested that the UK
system has a better fit (Richard, 1992).

4.3.4 The Effects of the Past on the New Accounting System.
After more than a decade of the transition process, accounting in transition economies

has changed significantly, having achieved a degree of conformity with western accounting
systems by adopting the most basic concepts of market accounting. However, one can

easily notice that the process of accounting harmonisation (internationalisation) has jus
begun and it will take some time for the substantial gaps between the two accounting
systems, the western and the transitional, to close. The newly introduced accounting

systems in transition countries are still affected by and have inherited a lot from their
cultural, ideological, political and economic history.
Garrod and Mcleay (1996) observed the change of objectives of financial reporting.
The emphasis of financial reports has moved from directly reporting to governmental

authorities in charge of national plans to directly reporting to stakeholders of enterpri
The objectives of accounting reports are different from country to country, depending on
who the interested parties are to whom accounting aims to provide information. It is
obvious that in Central European countries, governments have adjusted their accounting

systems so that they can satisfy the demand of enterprises for financial information whil

still meeting the information needs of government authorities. To do this the national ch

of accounts are incorporated into the codified law and the Ministries of Finance still ha
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the dominant position in the accounting reform process. A s a result, the government can

maintain its traditional role in economic planning and its responsibilities for fiscal
and tax collection.
Bailey (1995) argues that in general, thanks to the predisposition inherited form the
epoch of the centrally planned economic system, accounting experts in transition

economies still have a tendency to view accounting from a societal perspective in which

primary objective of accounting is to monitor the activities of enterprises, especially

assessment purposes, and to collect national economic statistics; accounting for busine
purposes is seen as a subsidiary consideration (Bailey 1995). That is why the analysis
Chinese accounting's conceptual framework shows that it still supposes, though not

explicitly, that the primary user of accounting information is the government, and then
banks and financial institutions and, lastly, business enterprises. Other public users
accounting information, such as investors, analysts, academics or others, seem to have

received little consideration. Accounting information is not usually made publicly ava
as in western countries; although government authorities require, for administrative
purposes, very extensive accounting information from enterprises, even from those not
owned by government (Davidson, Gelardi et al. 1996).
Comparative studies show that some basic concepts of market accounting are not
fully adapted by transition economy's accounting. Western accounting, for example,
considers prudence (conservatism) as a very important concept but it is an unfamiliar

concept for transition countries' accountants. (Robert, Adams et al. 1995) suggest that

prudence is a new and controversial concept for Chinese accounting. They notice that wh
the Enterprise Accounting Standard (EAS) states that the "principle of prudence should
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followed in reasonably determining the possibility of loss and expense", its applications in
the EAS are very much limited.
(Lin and Chen 1999) suggest that there are several explanations for this resistance to
the prudence principle. The first reason comes from the ideological standpoint of the
Chinese towards capitalism. Under the traditional communist doctrines, prudence has

always been considered a bad feature or tool of capitalist accounting, intentionally used

capitalists to manipulate the profits by creating business secrecy in order to exploit th
workers. The second reason, as mentioned in the previous section, is that the government
concerned that the prudence concept allows companies to flexibly set up their allowances

or provisions for potential loss so that less profits and less taxes can be reported. Ano

reason is that the government, as well as the accounting professional body, is worried th
the use of this concept may create confusion for accounting practitioners because the
majority of them are not well trained and do not have skills for making professional
judgments about the prudence concept. Furthermore, the objection to the use of the
prudence concept may come from the fact that it makes the control of profit manipulation

more difficult, given the weakness of independent audit and the ineffectiveness of standa
enforcement in China. However, the results of Lin's empirical investigation suggest that

only parties who have resisted the conservatism convention have been government officers;
other parties, including business managers, accountants, auditors, bank officers and
investment analysts, have supported the application of more prudent concepts even though
they have been aware of its potential negative impacts.
Another interesting field study, conducted by Sucher (1996) in the Czech Republic,

investigated how the concept 'true and fair' was interpreted by accounting practitioners,
policy makers and users. The findings show that the meanings of these concepts might be
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distorted, misunderstood or confused. The reasons are, among other things, the effects of

"the rule-centred inflexible nature of Czech accounting and auditing in the last for

and of the unclear demarcation between tax accounting and financial accounting in the
former accounting system (Sucher, Seal et al. 1996). Other illustrations incomplete
acceptance of basic concepts can be found in a number of studies (see for example
(Davidson, Gelardi et al. 1996; Xiao and Pan 1997)).

4.4 Conclusion
The process of transition from a centrally planned economy to a market economy has

changed the landscape of the countries of the former socialist bloc. Political reform
been undertaken along with economic reform in almost all transition countries except

China, Vietnam and Laos where the communist parties are still in power. Privatisation

restructuring of SOEs has been vigorously pursued in Eastern Europe whereas this proc
is slower in China and Vietnam. All transition economies have experienced rapid

diversification of ownership of enterprises so that SOEs have to share the playground

other emerging enterprises, including private, foreign and joint venture enterprises.

central planning mechanism has been replaced by market mechanisms with the introducti
of price liberalisation, westernisation of the legal systems and an open door policy
foreign investment.
Under pressure from these dramatic socio-economic and political changes, and from

the thirst for investment capital, the reform of the accounting system is considered

of the most important items on the reform agenda of governments. As the most, perhaps

only, capable players in the context of the transition economy, governments have init
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the process of setting n e w accounting law, accounting standards and regulations to bring

the accounting system closer to the market economy through westernisation. In this proc
it is recognized that developed western countries have played a very important role in

helping the transition countries through the transferring of accounting know-how to the
However, the effects and influences of cultural, political and economic history on the

accounting systems suggest that it will take a lot of time and effort to narrow the gap
between the two accounting systems.
The review of the literature on accounting change in the transition economy shows

that a vast amount of research has been done. However, there is not a single study abou

accounting change in Vietnam, one of the transition economies. So the author of this st
has chosen Vietnam as the object of his research. The study is an investigation of the
accounting changes in a Vietnamese context. The next chapter will provide information
about the historical background and cultural characteristics of Vietnam.

CHAPTER 5

Historical Background and Cultural
Characteristics of Vietnam

5.1 Introduction
The history of Vietnam as an entity dates back almost 4,000 years. Vietnamese
history can be characterised as a war-history written in the blood and tears of its people.
From its birth to the present, Vietnam has suffered more wars and foreign domination
than it has enjoyed peace and development. (Taylor 1983), p. xviii) commented that "no
theme is more consistent in Vietnamese history than the theme of resistance to foreign
aggression". Vietnamese history, indeed, provides a clear illustration of a nation which
loves freedom and has never given up struggling for it. In addition, it is a nation which
has never lost its identity and culture (Lockard 1994).
After an introduction to the Vietnamese geographic and natural settings in section
5.2, a brief description of the Vietnamese culture, offered in section 5.3; this should help
to understand w h y the Vietnamese have been tempered by their endless struggle for
freedom and independence; h o w they have built their country; and h o w they have kept
their national identity. This understanding will then gives a clearer insight into the
characteristics of the Vietnamese social, political and economic systems of the past and
present, and into later chapters of this thesis. Section 5.4 gives a sketch of Vietnamese
history back to the time of old Vietnam, the ancient states of V a n Lang and A u Lac,
while section 5.5 summarises modern Vietnamese history.

5.2 Geographic and Natural Settings

Vietnam, officially the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, is a country located on the
eastern coast of the Indochinese peninsula. Vietnam, commonly described as a bamboo
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pole with a rice basket on either end, is a long, narrow country shaped like an S. I
approximately 1657 km from its northern most tip at the border of China, near the

Tropic of Cancer, to its most southerly tip, Cape Mau, just a little way north of th

equator. At its narrowest, in the centre of the country, it is only 50 km across, an
widest, in the North, it stretches 560 km. Vietnam has a 2897 km long coastline and
an area of around 329,600 square km of land and 700,000 square km of continental
shelf. The country is bordered in the north by China, and in the west by Laos and
Cambodia. To the east are the South China Sea and the Gulf of Tonkin. To the south
and southwest is the gulf of Thailand. All of these bodies of water are part of the
Ocean.
Vietnam is divided into three major parts: North, Central and South. The terrain in
the North is rather complex. Mountains and forests stretch along the Vietnam-China

border to the Northwest of Thanh Hoa province and account for 75% of the North area.

The Red River Delta is a flat, wet delta with lowlands around it, where the Red Rive

branches out as it reaches the ocean. It got its name from the red mud that is carri

down from the mountains. Hanoi, the capital of Vietnam, is located along the banks o
the Red River. In the South are the Mekong Delta and the flat southern tip of the
country. The Mekong River starts from China, flows down through Thailand and

Cambodia, and then splits into nine smaller rivers when it reaches southern Vietnam.

Those rivers create a wide, flat, swampy delta foil of rich soil. The Mekong Delta i

home to Ho Chi Minh City (formerly Saigon). More than two-thirds of the population o
Vietnam is crowded into these two lowland areas and the coastal areas in central
Vietnam. Most of Vietnam's rice crop is also grown in these areas. The third major

region of Vietnam is central Vietnam. The Truong Son mountain range extends from the
Red River Delta down south to just north of the Mekong Delta and forms the border
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between the sandy coastal land and Vietnam's neighbours, Cambodia and Laos. The

central highlands form a large plateau in the middle of Vietnam. Much of Vietnam,

especially the mountains, is covered by dense jungle. The mountains have poor soi

heavy rains and are sparsely populated, mostly with indigenous, non-Vietnamese t
The mountains were once viewed as dangerous and provided an effective barrier
between Vietnam and its neighbours.
Because of its geographical location, long border and coastline contiguous with

China, Vietnam is easily accessed from China by both sea and land and so it is mo

exposed to the influences of this big neighbour than any other Southeast Asian c

In its history Vietnam suffered a period of almost 1000 years under Chinese domi
and, as well as, repeated invasions from the Chinese. The long coast line makes

much of the country's trade and cultural exchange with other countries, especial
as well as disasters from pirate attacks and overseas conquerors, including the
the Javanese and the French.
Located between the northern latitudes of 8° 30' to 23° 22', with a long shape,

Vietnam's climate is mainly tropical and partially equatorial. In general, the c

the distant past was very favourable for the development of natural life, especia
plants, and later, for the agricultural production of wetland rice.

5.3 The Vietnamese Culture

5.3.1 The People
Vietnam forms a bridge between the Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean, and

between Asian islands and the Asian continent and serves as a habitation for many
ethnic groups. On the path of human development, Vietnam was located between two
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major ancient civilisations, Mongoloid and Australoid, and soon became the place of

exchange between these civilisations. In the opinion of anthropologists, there are 54
ethnic minorities living in Vietnamese territory. Although each minority has its own
culture, they are closely linked by their common destiny and their achievements are

derived from a long struggle and harmonisation with the Viet majority (which accounts
for more than 80% of the population and is always seen to be the nation's nucleus).
Since the August Revolution in 1945, with the birth of the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam (now the Socialist Republic of Vietnam), which resulted from a struggle

uniting the whole nation, all the minorities have enjoyed freedom and equality, joini

the struggle for a better life and making a joint effort for national reconstruction.
5.3.2 Main Characteristics of the Vietnamese Culture
The climate and geographical features of Vietnam have strong impacts on the

social life and have contributed to shaping the character of the Vietnamese and their
community throughout their history. According to Vietnamese cultural and historical
researchers (for example see (Tran 1997; Phan 1998; Tran 2001), Vietnam has a
classical agricultural culture26. Furthermore, given the tropical climate with high

moisture and with a lot of water and rivers, Vietnamese culture is characterised as a
wetland rice culture which has been developed along the historical course of the

Vietnamese nation. Geographically located in an intersection of the eastern and south
parts of Asia, Vietnam has a rich cultural exchange relation with, and been affected
the two longest and greatest cultures of humankind: the Indian and Chinese. The main

attributes of this culture are summarised in the following sections based on the work
(Tran 1997; Phan 1998; Tran 1999; Pham 2000; Tran 2001).
cultu^^ccordS him°l^SifieS °UltUreS *** *"° broad ^"P5"' nomadic shePherd «* agricultural
which tends to haveToh • ^ T ^ 5 Share CultUral characteristics <*a nomadic shepherd culture,
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Behaviour in natural environment
In cultivating wetland rice and other agricultural products, the Vietnamese have to

settle in a location permanently. Daily life is affected by, and heavily dependent on

natural conditions, specially the weather. To survive they have to respect, treat wi
and live in harmony with, the natural environment.
The Vietnamese way of thought
Agricultural cultivation, especially the wetland rice cultivation, depends on the
combination of many natural factors such as sun, rain, water and season. To be

successful, wetland rice farmers have not only to consider one but all of these facto
This eventually has led farmers to develop, in terms of perceptual and conceptional

frameworks, strong ways of synthetical thinking. Furthermore, of importance is the fa

that what farmers have to take into consideration are not these factors themselves bu

their interrelation and balance. As a result, farmers have also developed dialectica

of thought. According to Tran, N. T. (2001), the dialectical-synthetical thinking (th

consideration of all factors and with a stress on their interrelations) of the Viet

the most important characteristic of their perception, which is opposite to the anal
metaphysical thinking (that is, the more scientific outlook) of westerners .
Behaviour in social environment
The organising principle of Vietnamese society is one of sentiment, of

emotionality (trong tinh) rather than one of rules (that is, the behaviour of communi
members is set up and controlled by sentiment and emotion rather than by the sort of

reasoning based in following rules as in a western society). Tran, N. T. (2001) expla

this claim by arguing that the Vietnamese farmers, who have a fixed residence because

of their agriculturally based way of life, have to learn to live in peace and coopera

27

See Tran, N. T. (2001, p. 41-43) for a detailed explanation of, and comparison bet
synthetical and analytical-metaphysical thinking.
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with their neighbours, also permanently settled farmers; this need for good relations
with neighbours has fostered traditions of interrelating that are grounded in strong

feeling, not in the application of rules. The preference for sentiment and emotion ov

rule-based reasoning, in turn, has resulted in placing high value on ethics, talk (ov
force) and a respect for women.
As an organising mode, dialectical-synthetical thinking and respect for an
emotionally grounded way of life has made Vietnamese farmers, as a community, very
flexible in coping with different situations. Another outcome of the
sentimental/emotional way of life is the high value placed on equality and democracy
among members because of the fact that they have to learn how to behave well with
others. Tran, N. T. (1999) named it a 'community democracy' which existed before the
emerging of feudal and bourgeois democracy. The sentimental/emotional way of life in
conjunction with 'community democracy' has made Vietnamese farmers prefer

'collectivism' to 'individualism'. They always stress the importance of collective p

and support. On the other hand, the 'flexibility' characteristic of this mode of org

can, at least to a certain extent, result in a disordered way of life and also create
custom of disobeying laws. Another outcome of the sentimental/emotional way of

thinking is the 'subjectiveness' of the Vietnamese in doing things (that is, doing t

based on subjective judgment and experience rather than on an objective consideration
of the relevant facts).
In terms of social conduct to outsiders and aliens, synthetical thinking and the

flexibility of the Vietnamese has resulted in a 'reconciliatory' and 'peaceable' att
(thai do dung hop va hoa hieu) in accepting foreign culture and very 'pliable' and
'tolerant' behaviour towards enemies. A 'reconciliatory' attitude means that the

synthetical thinking of the Vietnamese allows them to selectively accept certain (goo
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aspects of foreign cultures, .with which they have, willingly or unwillingly, come i

contact, enriching the local culture through the process of Vietnamisation . 'Peacef

attitude denotes that things of a foreign culture are not easily accepted if they a

in through a forceful way but are acceptable if brought in peace. Religion can be us
an example. Religious war has never happened in Vietnam and religions, including
Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism and Christianity, are all welcomed in Vietnam.
However, it is noteworthy that these religions, more or less, have been Vietnamised
certain ways to suit the wetland rice culture of the Vietnamese (Tran, N. T. 2000).

also notable that during the period of the Chinese domination of Vietnam, Confuciani
could not spread nor have a big impact in Vietnam because it was forcefully imposed
the Chinese dominators. In contrast, at the same time Buddhism from India was
welcomed in Vietnam because it was brought into Vietnam in peace (Duong, 2003).
'Tolerant' and 'pliable' behaviour means that the Vietnamese, because of their

wish for independence, and for peace and friendship with other nations, especially w

their neighbours, always give their defeated invaders a chance to withdraw in peace.

Even with defeated invaders they could accept "the status of a vassal state with all

ritual of submission to the big power just to preserve friendship, to avoid war on a
fundamental principle of preserving their national independence and territorial
integrity" (Duong 2003, p. 4). Such responses can be observed throughout Vietnamese

history to the present time. Vietnam now has good business and cultural relations wi
its former invaders, including Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, France and the USA. The
reason for such behaviour is not only because of mutual economic benefits but also

comes from the 'tolerant' and 'pliable' characteristics of the Vietnamese. Tran (199

28

Vietnamisation means that the Vietnamese people do not blindly copy things from foreign/alien
cultures but always adjust them to fit the local culture and environment.
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developed a table to summarise the main characteristics of the Vietnamese culture (see
Table 5.1).
These characteristics of the Vietnamese agricultural culture not only played a very

important role in building and protecting the country in the past but also in the pr
Nguyen, Huy Thiep, a contemporary well-known writer, during a recent interview on

the BBC, stressed the agricultural characteristics of the Vietnamese culture, saying:
"Vietnam is a agricultural country so that the farmer's way of thought, emotion and

spirit can be observed in all areas including politic, economic, thinking and culture
(BBC 2003).
Table 5-1 Main characteristics of agriculture-based culture
Criteria
Main characteristics Climate
Main
profession
Behaviour in natural environment

Agriculture-based culture
Hot weather and a lot of rain
Agriculture: cultivation of wetland rice

Fixed residence, respect for, and harmonious
relationship with nature
Synthetical and dialectical thinking
Perception/conception
Subjectivistic judgements
Principle
Sentimental, ethical, respectful of w o m e n
Organisation of
community
Flexible, democratic, collectivist
Mode
Behaviour in social environment
Reconciliatory in accepting alien culture
Pliable in dealing with enemies.
(Source: Tran, N . T. 1999, Table 1.3 p. 25)
Throughout Vietnamese history, societal organisation has been based on the

characteristics of the wetland rice culture of the Vietnamese mentioned in the previ
paragraph. The three most important levels29 of societal organisation are discussed
below.

29

According to Vietnamese historians, the most vital levels in the organization of the Vietnamese society
are family (bloodline), village and nation state. Other middle levels are less important (see Tran, 1999,
2000, and Tran, 1997).
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Family a n d blood relation
As in other oriental countries, the core of the Vietnamese society is the family.
Rural society is organised around blood relationships: family and bloodline30. However,
being a classical agricultural country where a single family, as part of society's core,
could not fight alone against natural disasters, bloodline played a more important role
than family .
Village
In rural society, the village is the second organisational level. Villages are usually
set up based on skin relation, location32 and professions33. Village-based rural Vietnam
has created two vital attributes of the Vietnamese agricultural culture: sense of
community or collectiveness and autonomy. The community is the integration of all
members of a village. The community stresses the homogeneity of members (that is,
people from the same blood relation, profession or location) so that they are willing to
help and take care of each other. As a result, the Vietnamese have strong collective
spirit and can easily live in a community. Homogeneity is also a premise for a
democratic life style. On the other hand, homogeneity results in an extinction of the
consciousness of individuality34. Another negative of homogeneity is that the
Vietnamese have a habit of being reliant and dependent on the community . The third

30

Bloodline consists of a number of families coming from the same root and having the same surname
China is also an oriental country but in its society family is more important than bloodline because it
has an agricultural culture with nomadic shepherd characteristics such as dynamism (i.e. moving from
one place to others).
32
The reason is that the wetland rice cultivation needs a lot of labour and cooperation so that families
from the same or several bloodlines usually live together to create a village.
33
The people from a particular village produce the same type of product such as ceramics or textiles or
some other craft.
34
In communication, the Vietnamese rarely use thefirstperson pronoun (i.e. I). The speaker has to use an
appropriate pronoun which is dependent on his/her social position or relation with the listener. The
Vietnamese usually live in a big family with three or four generations.
35
Over reliance on community means that some members can just passively take part in the, work of the
community, knowing that others will take care of it anyway. This negative characteristic was magnified in
agricultural collectives under socialism.
31
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weak point is a tendency of members to value uniformity at the expense of individual
achievement and advantage36 (Tran, N. T. 2000; Tran, Q. V. 1997).
The outcome of collectiveness is village autonomy. Autonomy at village level
stresses differences between communities. Villages are separated from each other so

that they have to manage and organise their life independently. It has created a self

sustaining life style37. Therefore, farmers are always hard-working people. In terms o
social organisation, each village is like a 'zoomed' society or kingdom with its own
rules, customs and administrative system. It is very common throughout Vietnamese

history for village rules and customs to be more respected and to elicit more obedien

than the King's rules (Phep Vua thua le lang). The autonomy of villages, however, has
some negative consequences. Village autonomy might result in a privateness and

selfishness of village members even though such an attitude is highly criticised in t
Vietnamese culture. Other negative consequences are localism and factionalism.
Further, the role of autonomy and blood relationship in organising village society
main cause of paternalism and hierarchy in the Vietnamese culture. These negative
things can obstruct the development of a society38.
The autonomy and the collectiveness of the Vietnamese agricultural culture are

the most important characteristics which determine the positive as well as the negati
conduct of the Vietnamese throughout their history in building and defending the
country (Tran, N. T. 2000).

It is a mental habit of a collective m e m b e r to want to keep the homogeneity of collective/community.
He/she does not want others to be better than him/her.
This is the reason w h y commercial activities were not well developed in Vietnam in comparison with
its neighbour China and other countries. Each village produced almost all necessary products and even
had its o w n market for members.
These characteristics of the Vietnamese culture is well evidenced in organisations and enterprises in the
centrally planned economic system as the syndrome 'familyism' (Gia dinh chu nghia). 'Familyism'
means working relationships a m o n g members of an organisation or enterprise that resemble family
relationships; behaviours are not defined by official rules and regulations but are based on the respect for
seniority, emotions and personal relations.
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State
Predominantly, the Vietnamese have lived in villages. However, the village, as a

small community, cannot deal with big events such as flood and invasion of foreigners.

Therefore, villages have to be united in a state. For the Vietnamese people, the state
something very sacred . National consciousness is regarded as the most important

attribute of the Vietnamese. The state is an expansion of the village and its function
the same as those of the village: to deal with difficulties in the natural and social
environments. Tran, N. T (2000) argues that, at the state level, collectiveness and

autonomy are transformed into a spirit of solidarity uniting all Vietnamese people and
into a consciousness of national identity, independence and patriotism.
The characteristics of Vietnamese culture, especially the dialectical-synthetical
and the subjective and flexible way of thinking, the autonomy and collectiveness of

villages'/communities' life and the Vietnamisation of foreign cultures, discussed abov
will, as shown in later discussions in Chapters 7, 8 and 9, have big impacts on the
nature, contents and the process of economic reforms including accounting change in
Vietnam.

5.4 A sketch of Vietnamese History
The history of Vietnam stretches for almost 4,000 years from the early Bronze

Age to the present. The length of this section does not allow for a detailed descripti

all historical events, so it introduces some major periods concerning social, cultural

political and economic changes. The first part is concerned with the first primitive
of old Vietnam: Van Lang and Au Lac. The domination of China is discussed in the
second part. The third part gives some insights into the most developed Vietnamese
39

State in Vietnamese language is 'Dat nuoc'. 'Dat' means land for farmer to cultiva
means water for rice and vegetables. For the Vietnamese farmers withfixedresidence they could not live
without 'Dat' and 'Nuoc' (Tran, N. T. 2000).
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dynasties such as Ly, Tran and Le. The last part describes Vietnam under French
colonialism.

5.4.1 Old Vietnam
Like other old nations, Vietnam has her own myths and legends concerning the
dawn of society. According to the national annals, Lac Long Quan, Dragon Lord of the

Lac, married a fairy called Au Co, a descendent of the Angels of the Mountains. Au Co
bore Lac Long Quan one hundred sons. Then one day Lac Long Quan said to Au Co "I

am a Dragon, you are a Fairy. We can't live together". He took fifty sons with him to

plains and coastal regions while Au Co took the other fifty to the mountains. Lac Lon
Quan's oldest son, Hung Vuong,40 was the founder of the first Vietnamese dynasty, the
Van Lang, which was consecutively ruled by 18 Hung Kings41.
The Au Lac was seen as the next step in the development of Van Lang and its

administrative, social, economic and cultural basis. The development of the economy o
Van Lang-Au Lac was primarily attributable to the metallurgical revolution of bronze
casting and the development of the means of production. The development of

production tools, for example, the use of the plough and water buffalo, and bulls, was

considered to be a major contribution to the development of the cultivation of wetlan

rice. Agricultural productivity was significantly increased. The metallurgical revolu
contributed to the emergence of handicrafts (Truong, Phan et al. 2000).

5.4.2 Chinese Domination
In the first millennium BC, China was a nation with a longer history and a more

developed civilisation than that of other nations in the area. Early Chinese dynastie

live^mTwr t0 }?etnamese ffistoiy (Viet su luoc), Hung Vuong was the chief of the strongest t
41
The em
t mountain. Hung Vuong was successful in uniting another 14 tribes under his rule.
8 QCe
emereencf f ° i Lmg' M Tmon8 et aL (2000) ^g1"5' was contributed to by fa<*ors including: the
watJVlInti a ? l c u l t u r a l c°mmunes, the union of manpower of tribes in building dikes and canals for
control and irrigation, the alliance of tribes tofightagainst foreign invaders.
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therefore, were already engaged in continuously expanding their country to the sout
conquering other nations. Au Lac was one among them. The Chinese domination of

Vietnam lasted for more than one thousand years beginning with the Chao T'o' (Trieu
Da) invasion in 179 BC and ended by the victory of the Khuc Thua Du insurrection
which overthrew the T'ang's yoke in 907 AD.
The domination of Chinese dynasties was characterised by strong and severe
regimes with wicked policies towards the Vietnamese. The policy of assimilating

Vietnamese people was consistently adopted. As well, the exploitation of the natura
resources and Vietnamese people were thoroughly followed by the Chinese rulers.
Despite the cruelty and exploitation by the Chinese rulers, the Vietnamese

economy experienced advancement in that period. In spite of the control of the Chin

rulers over iron production, iron tools were common in agriculture. Through relatio

with foreign countries, especially with India and China, the Vietnamese had learned

metallurgical production and techniques for use in agriculture. Thanks to the popul

use of water buffaloes as pulling power, iron tools, irrigational systems and use o
nightsoil, agriculture increased in both productivity and capacity. Wetland rice

cultivation was undertaken twice a year together with other plants and fruits (Pha
etal. 1983).

The savageness and cruelty of the Chinese dynasties in exploiting and ruling
Vietnam are considered to be the main reasons for the continual struggles for the

freedom and independence of the Vietnamese nation. There were insurrections such as

the uprising instigated by the two sisters Trung, Trieu Thi Trinh and Li Bi. As alr
mentioned, Khuc Thua Du, in 907 AD, put an end to more than one thousand years of
Chinese domination (Phan, Tran et al. 1983).

Sinification and Anti-sinification
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Sinification and anti-sinification were two antagonistic characteristics that
governed the entire period of the Chinese domination of Vietnam. The Chinese
dynasties carried out a systematic sinification policy in Vietnam through different

First, as in other dominated countries, the Chinese dynasties applied the easiest way

assimilation by bringing Chinese people to Vietnam. In the beginning poor Chinese and
criminals were sent to Vietnam to live and marry with Vietnamese women. Army
officials and soldiers were also encouraged to stay. Added to them was a mass of
officials, scholars and soldiers who emigrated from China to avoid persecution by
newly emerging regimes or disorders happening in China. Second, along with Chinese
people, Chinese rituals and customs were brought into Vietnam, which were later
imposed by Chinese rulers as means to assimilation. The Vietnamese were forced to
abandon their local customs and adopt Chinese ones including even clothing and
hairstyles.
More important was the introduction of Confucian teaching and Taoist religious

concepts, which were initially supposed to civilise local barbarians, but later they

in fact, a means used by Chinese rulers to enslave the Vietnamese in terms of ideolog
and mentality. Under the government of Si Nhiep (187-266), Confucianism became the
foundation of the educational system. Schools were set up and hundreds of Confucians
who had emigrated from China were recruited to diffuse Confucian ideology. However,
the diffusion of Confucianism only happened in the provincial centres so its effects

were limited. The use of the Han language and characters as an official language in a

schools was another means of assimilation. Nevertheless, the Chinese rulers could nev
abolish the Vietnamese language as a language of the nation. Rather than being
eliminated the Vietnamese language was affected by absorbing a vast number of Han
words into its vocabulary. This could be explained by the reality that the Chinese
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language, while being accepted by the Vietnamese upper class, was not used by the

Vietnamese peasants in villages and communes. In addition, it is interesting to notic
that these Han words were Vietnamised to be Han-Viet words42. Nonetheless, the

sinification policy was implemented through a very strong administrative apparatus wi

a cruel legal system directed towards eliminating insurrections and rebellions (Truon
Phan et al. 2000).
Despite the attempts by the Chinese at assimilation, Vietnam, survived more than
one thousand years under Chinese domination. More importantly, the Vietnamese

people retained their identity as a nation, which had its own language and culture. T

reasons for this miracle can be traced through the origin of the Vietnamese nation, i

culture and society. First of all, the Vietnamese nation was not a newly emerging nat
but dated back several thousand years with its own culture, civilisation and sociopolitical systems. Although Van Lang and Au Lac were primitive states by modern
standards, they were formed by an old self-assured culture, originating in the

agricultural Red River (Song Hong) civilisation. Such a firm culturally defined count

could not be easily assimilated. As Buttinger (1972, p. 31) argues, it seems "an appa
paradox" that "the more the Chinese laboured to deprive this people of its ethnic
identity, the faster they promoted the development of a Vietnamese consciousness".
Second, it is noteworthy that the Vietnamese, at that time, lost their country but
they did not lose their villages and communes, which had very strong cultural

characteristics of autonomy and collectiveness. The Chinese dominators were successfu
in eliminating the sovereignty of Vietnam and in annulling the state regimes of Van
Lang and Au Lac but they were never able to directly control or change the structure
and the life of Vietnamese traditional villages and communes, where more than 90% of
42

A Han-Viet word is a Vietnamese word originated from a Chinese word but with Vietna
pronunciation. In a number of cases, Han-Viet words do not have the same meanings as their Chinese
original words.
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the Vietnamese lived43. N o Chinese dynasty could put its mandarins at communal
levels. The autonomy of Vietnamese villages and communes constituted a major factor

against sinification. Also, while being aware of preserving and bringing into full pla

the quintessence of its traditional culture, the Vietnamese absorbed, in a selective w
factors of alien cultures and civilisations to enrich their culture and enhance the

country's potential in all fields (that is, impacts of the reconciliatory characteris
Vietnamese culture). Buttinger (1972, p. 35) notes that Vietnamese peasants "resisted

the imposition of Chinese customs" but used their "technical innovation". He also show
that along with the sinification of the Vietnamese upper class, the Chinese rulers
themselves unconsciously were suffering a process of Vietnamisation. He notes that

"(i)n fact, while the Vietnamese upper class submitted to some extent to the ways of t

Chinese overlords, the Chinese officials underwent what one is tempted to call a proce
of Vietaamization" (p. 36). He concludes that "(i)ndeed, it is the story of Vietnam

under Chinese domination that contains the explanation of the ethnic durability and th
irrepressible national vitality of the Vietnamese (p. 31).

5.4.3 The Independent Period under Vietnamese Dynasties
The independence of Vietnam had been virtually restored by 939 when Ngo
Quyen defeated the Nam Han invasion. Then an era of one thousand years of
independence and development began. Vietnamese feudalism reached its peak in the
dynasties of Ly (1009-1226), Tran (1227-14000) and Le (1428-1530), and then declined
in the Nguyen Dynasty and fell into French colonialism in 1858. Thanks to the
'reconciliatory' and 'peaceable' attitude (thai do dung hop va hoa hieu) that allowed
acceptance of foreign culture, the Vietnamese learned and accepted a lot of positive

43 p , ~ "

Tran?Q/v! ( f < J ^ JJ*?? 1 6 s ° - c a l l e d Vietnamese village and commune culture see, for example,
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things from its neighbour, China44. This period, therefore, can be characterised by
significant development of the state mechanism, the legal system and the economic

system along with the Vietnamese culture. This period was also marked by a series o
victories by Vietnam over Chinese invasions.
State apparatus and legal system
During this period the head of the state was the king, who had absolute

administrative and military power. The king had under his direction an apparatus of
mandarins, who were the king's relatives. The administrative apparatus was learned

from the system of Chinese dynasties so that the state mechanism was both bureaucra

and highly monarchical. In these dynasties a special importance was attached to the

regular army so that Vietnamese soldiers were very well trained in both fighting sk

and strategy, especially in the dynasties of Tran and Le, and were always ready for

against foreign invaders. Vietnam also had very professional naval forces (Truong,
et al. 2000).
All these dynasties were conscious of the importance of law. The Ly was the first
Vietnamese dynasty to introduce a legal code, named 'Hinh Thu'. This code defined

different punishments for criminal and civil sins. In addition, the private owners

land was recognised by law. Protection of water buffalo, an important tool in farmi
and security of dikes was also taken into account in the code. In the Tran and the

dynasties, the legal system was strengthened and advanced. In the early Tran Dynast
the 'Quoc Trieu Thong Che' code was established, to be replaced later by a more
completed code called 'Quoc Trieu Hinh Luat'. The Le Dynasty, in turn, issued an
official code named 'Hong Due', which was used for more than 400 years. This code,
quite complex code with 722 articles in 16 chapters, was regarded as a significant

44

Tran, Q. V. (1997) names it as the interference between the Vietnamese and the C
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development of the Vietnamese legal system. After the Tran Dynasty, legal
organisations were set up to make legal judgement. Their codes, however, were still
biased towards aristocrats, who were more protected by law and had more privileges
than ordinary people. In other words, these codes were aimed at protecting the king

his court and exhibited high social discrimination. It is important to note that al
these codes, Vietnamese villages and communes, because of their autonomy, were

governed by old customs and unofficial rules, which might have been more enforceable
than the codes.
Economic development
For an agricultural country like Vietnam, agriculture and land issues were always

the focal point of the state. In the past, all land in principle belonged to the kin
However, from the time of the Ly Dynasty there was a significant change regarding

land issues. Land was divided into two categories: state land and private land. Stat
was cultivated to provide yields for the use of the king and his family and for the

worship of their ancestors. State land was also granted to mandarins who had won mer
for the country; recipients had use of the land for a certain period of time in the

Dynasty but forever in the Tran and the Le dynasties. Other state land was public la

which was distributed to peasants to cultivate in order to collect rent. From the ti
the Ly Dynasty the state recognised the private ownership of land and sale of land
became more common and was protected by law. In order to have enough labour for

agriculture, Vietnamese dynasties applied different policies to encourage as well as
force former peasants to come back to their homeland after wars. For example, after
victory over the Minn invasion, Le Loi allowed two-thirds of his army to go home to

farm. Another policy was that of 'Ngu binh u nong' in the Ly and Tran dynasties, whi

allowed their soldiers to take turns to go home to farm. These dynasties undertook a
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of work to improve and maintain dikes along rivers and develop irrigation systems, t
most important infrastructure for wetland rice cultivation.
The independent period also produced the rapid development of handicrafts.
Traditional handicrafts, such as pottery, weaving, papermaking and carpentry,
significantly expanded and became sources of prosperity. Along with them were new

emerging industries like construction of dwellings, woodcutting, printing and mining
The handicrafts were of high quality and very sophisticated.
Thanks to the use of money, commercial activities were extensively developed

through these times. The advancement of water and land transport systems by the stat

was another factor enhancing the expansion of commercial activities, both domestic a

foreign. In the Tran Dynasty, the Cho system (market) grew rapidly and the Pho (citi

initially emerged as business centres. Thang Long (now Hanoi) was the biggest busine
centre at this time.
Society
Throughout this period Vietnamese society was clearly differentiated into two
classes: dominating and dominated. The dominating class included the king, the
aristocracy, mandarins and landlord mandarins. The policies of land granting, the

building fief of the aristocracy and reclaiming virgin soil had created very powerfu

landlords in the Ly and Tran dynasties. They were the mainstays of the dynasties. Th
dominated class included different groups of people such as common landlords,

peasants, craftsmen and slaves. Peasants accounted for the majority of the populatio

and were the main productive force and taxpayers of the society in peacetime and the
military force protecting the country against enemies in wartime. They all lived in
autonomic villages, which were the basic element of Vietnamese society. The number
of people who earned their living as professional craftsmen was very small in the
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business centre, Thang Long; the majority of craftsmen were peasants living in villages
and doing their handicrafts as part-time work. Although commercial activities were
expanded, businessmen comprised a very small. The slavery system ended in the Le
Dynasty (Truong, Phan et al. 2000)
In terms of religion and belief systems, Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism

were introduced into Vietnam during the Chinese domination but they did not get their
momentum for expansion until the period of independence. Buddhism flourished in the
Ly Dynasty and continued to develop in the Tran Dynasty but at a slower speed and to
smaller extent. While under Chinese domination, the Vietnamese people did not
welcome Confucianism because they regarded it as a tool of the Chinese dominators.
However, once Vietnam won back its independence, the Vietnamese kings realised the

importance and advantages of Confucianism so that they used its teaching in ruling th
country45.
The states recognised the Confucian educational system as an official system in
Vietnam. This Confucian educational system was dramatically developed and expanded
in the Tran Dynasty with a clearly defined examination system. In the Le Dynasty,
Confucianism had transplanted Buddhism and became the most influential philosophy.
Confucianism, step by step, was spreading among the Vietnamese population through
public and private schools, and even through the schools of Buddhist temples. The
expansion of the Confucian education systems significantly contributed to the

popularisation of rites and ethical behaviour among people, such as the relationships

between the king and his people, husband and wife, a teacher and his students. In the
Dynasty, Confucianism was legalised in the Hong Due code. However, it is worthy to

Confiirisi?!!?? ^ P " that the advance of m e state administration of Chinese dynasties based on
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note that Confucianism was mainly spread within and accepted by the noble class whil

the rest of the Vietnamese population only accepted what was close to their traditio
customs and beliefs (Truong, Phan et al. 2000).
Resistance of the Vietnamese against the Chinese invaders
As the Chinese dynasties expanded, they never gave up their intention to conquer
and redominate Vietnam. Thus, during the independent period, Vietnam had to protect
itself from invasion by its giant northern neighbour, not just once but many times.
so, on some occasions Vietnam was redominated for a short period but the Vietnamese
would never submit and give up struggling for their freedom thanks to their
consciousness of identity and independence. Vietnam defeated the Sung invasion in
939, with forces led by Ngo Quyen. Forty years later the Sung was defeated for the
second time by Le Hoan and again by Ly Thuong Kiet in 1076. The most important

events in this period were the three victories of the Tran Dynasty, in 1258, 1285 an
1288, over invasions of the Mongolian Empire46 the largest empire in the world and
undefeated before attacking Vietnam. Then Le Loi successfully led the Vietnamese
resistance against the Minh Dynasty's domination and set up the Le Dynasty in 1428.
The last Chinese invasion of Vietnam was by the Thanh Dynasty. The Thanh army was
destroyed by Quang Trung's forces in 1789.

5.4.4 French Colonialism
The collapse of the Le Dynasty marked a long period of crisis in Vietnam in the
sixteenth century. The situation was getting even worse during the fifty-year civil
between the Trinh family in the north and the Nguyen family in the south. In 1771,
Quang Trung successfully united the country. Being an excellent and creative king,
46

The Mongolian Empire was set up early in the thirteenth century by Tringit Khan.
were very professional and cruel cavalrymen. After destroying the South Sung in 1271, the whole of
China fell into their control. After more than 50 years of conquest, the Mongolian Empire had become
the biggest Empire in world history spreadingfromthe Pacific Ocean to the Black Sea.
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Quang Trung intended to undertake a lot of reform to strengthen both the economy and

the military but he died very young at the age of 39. To take advantage of his deat
Nguyen Ann, a grandson of the Nguyen family, overthrew the Quang Trung reign, with

the military help of a French priest, Father Pigneau de Behaine, and set up the Ngu
Dynasty in 1802.
The outdated ruling apparatus based on Confucianism of the Nguyen Dynasty
increased social conflict and restrained economic development. Furthermore, being

frightened by the danger of foreign invasion, the Nguyen Dynasty had followed a ver
passive policy of 'be quan toa cang' (close borders with foreign countries) which,

fact, isolated Vietnam from local and international development. Provoked by a Nguy

Dynasty proclamation prohibiting Christianity, Napoleon III decided to invade Viet
French military vessels entered Danang harbour on August 31, 1858. The dissention

within the Nguyen Court and their cowardice weakened their fight against the French

invasion. The resistance against France was sustained mainly by the Vietnamese peo
France completed its invasion after 30 years, in 1884.
The ruling mechanism of French colonialism
In order to effectively exploit Vietnam, the French colonialists set up a very
strong ruling mechanism once they had overthrown the Nguyen reign. Vietnam was

divided into three parts with different political systems: the South (Cochin-China
Central (Annam) and the North (Tongking). The South was under French colonialism

while the Central and the North still had their feudal rulers, who were under Frenc

Protection. The head of the French Indo-Chinese territories was the Governor Genera
who ruled on behalf of France. The highest colonial organisation was the Supreme
Council. The chairman of the Supreme Council was the Governor General. Members of

the Council were French except for one or two local members. The Governor-General's
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office had all the necessary departments including administrative, policy, military,

human resources and, later, security and education (Dinh, Nguyen et al. 2000). Almos
all heads of provinces were French officials, as were many holders of important

positions in the ruling mechanism. Local officials were appointed only to district a
commune levels. In areas under French Protection — the Central and the North — the
ruling mechanism of the Nguyen Dynasty still formally existed but the real power
belonged to the French Resident Superior.
However, the Vietnamese villages, the core element of Vietnamese society, still
maintained the traditional characteristics of a feudal system. Understanding the
autonomy and the collectiveness of the Vietnamese countryside, the French tried to
keep the ruling mechanism of villages untouched; as Paul Doumer, the Governor
General, argued, "It is good to maintain or even strengthen this old mechanism.

According to this structure the village is like a small autonomic republic bounded b

limited local interests. It is a highly disciplined and very responsible organizatio

higher administrative levels for its members whom the higher administrative levels d

not need to know. Thus it is very good for our administrative work" (quoted in Le 20

p. 102). The French, therefore, tried to master and use the local notables and landl

as their tools in ruling the villages. To some extent, the French were successful in

interfering in the life of villages by placing French-educated nobles into the villa
administration.
To protect their colonial regime the French built a very strong army and police

force in Vietnam. With the policy 'use local to rule local' the French colonists for
Vietnamese men aged between 22 years and 28 years to do military service for five

years in the French army. Local armed forces called 'kho xanh, kho do' were also set

to suppress people's strikes. Besides the army, a strong police force, a dense syste
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prisons and a biased judicial system were other means the French rulers used to secure
their government in Vietnam.

Economy
The richness of its natural resources and cheap labour made Vietnam a lucrative
colony for the French. The French exploitation policy was to "put immediate profits

before long term economic consideration" (Buttinger 1972), so it turned Vietnam into

provider of natural resources. Thus, economic development during the French colonial

period was primarily limited to mining, agriculture and other industries such as te
construction and transportation. Heavy industries were very small if not totally
abandoned.
The Vietnamese economy experienced rapid changes during the French
domination. Because of these changes, Vietnam was moving from a feudal self-

contained economic system towards a colonial capitalistic system with two sectors: t
modem, including light industry, trade and finance; and the traditional, including

agriculture and handicraft. However, Vietnam was still a poor developing agricultura
country.
Society
French colonialism had brought major changes into Vietnamese society. New
social classes such as workers, national capitalists and petty bourgeoisie emerged
the old feudal classes, including peasants, craftsmen and landlords, still existed.
worker class was a newly introduced class that rapidly expanded because of the high
speed of economic development in those industries the French encouraged, especially

mining, textiles and plantation. It is worthy to note that the majority of the Vietn
workers, in contrast to their counterparts in western countries, came from villages

that many were illiterate and did not have professional training. They worked at sim
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manual tasks. Skilled workers accounted for just 0.43% of the total. However, the

worker class was the worst exploited class under French colonialism. The Vietnames
workers, therefore, were the class who soon grew aware of the ideals of socialism

became the main force behind the Vietnamese revolution under the leadership of the
Vietnamese Communist Party (Dinh, Nguyen et al. 2000).

However, Vietnam still had the characteristics of a poor agricultural country. The

peasant class accounted for 90% of the total Vietnamese population. This class was

divided into three categories of material wealth: moderate, poor and very poor. Th

moderate peasants had land and production tools. The poor peasants, with insuffici

land and tools for cultivation, had to lease land from landlords. The very poor pe

were without property so had to work for the landlords as servants or hired labour
peasant class, in general, was very poor because they owned just 48% of the total

and were heavily exploited by landlords. They usually immigrated to the cities and

industrial areas to become workers. This class was the most reliable and supportiv
the forces of the worker class in the Vietnamese revolution for independence.
After the First World War, Vietnamese national capitalists became a social class.

Nevertheless, Vietnamese capitalists were blocked by French and Chinese capitalist
and could not thrive. Their investment accounted for just 5% of the total capital

investment and was primarily concentrated in the commercial industry. In 1920 ther

were 2000 Vietnamese national capitalists, about 0.1% of the Vietnamese population
(Dinh, Nguyen et al. 2000).
From cultural perspectives, one of the good things under French colonialism was
the interchange between the Vietnamese culture and the western culture, which was
prohibited under the Nguyen kings. Vietnamese people, especially Vietnamese
Confucians, became more aware of western democracy and even of communist ideas
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(Phan 1998; Phan 2000). The Vietnamese script based on Latin characters, invented by
French and Spanish missionary priests, was welcomed because of its simplicity and

other qualities, and spread in Vietnam to replace Chinese characters. The acceptanc

and preference for, a new and easy way of writing over transitional Chinese writing

good evidence of the reconciliatory attitude of the Vietnamese people, who are open
flexible when faced with interference from other cultures (Tran, 2000).
Vietnamese struggles for independence
While the Nguyen Dynasty was cowardly and divided and could not protect the

country's independence, the Vietnamese people stood up themselves and fought agains

the French invasion. Under the leadership of Truong Dinh and Nguyen Trung True, the
Vietnamese in the South fought very bravely against the French army. Other
insurrections of the Vietnamese, such as Can Vuong (1885-1888), Phan Dinh Phung in
Huong khe (1885-1895) and Yen The (1884-1913), made a lot of difficulties for the
French colonialists. Nevertheless, all of them were unsuccessful and were cruelly
suppressed by the French army because they failed to bring together all of the
Vietnamese people in their struggles (Dinh, Nguyen et al. 2000).
In the beginning of the 1920's Vietnam was more open to the world so that the

Vietnamese culture had interacted with the democratic culture in western countries.
Vietnam there was an emergence of a number of Vietnamese revolutionary

organisations, including the Vietnamese Youth's Revolutionary Organisation (Vietnam
Thanh nien each mang Dong chi Hoi), the New Viet Revolutionary Party (Tan Viet
Cach mang Dang) and the Vietnamese National Party (Vietnam Quoc dan Dang), as a

result of a new worldwide trend in ideological thinking, especially in Marxist-Leni

ought. The emergence of these revolutionary organisations was regarded as a critica
point in the Vietnamese national liberalisation movement.
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In order to bring all Vietnamese revolutionary forces together and direct the
communist movement in Vietnam better, Ho Chi Minh47, the most prestigious and
prominent person of the Vietnamese revolutionary forces, authorised by the
International Communist Organisation, organised a meeting to reunite all the
Vietnamese revolutionary parties into the Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV) on
February 3rd, 1930. From that moment the Vietnamese workers had a true communist

party to lead the Vietnamese revolution to its victory in 1945. After the establishme
the CPV, all working classes join with the communists in the national liberation
movement. The biggest support came from farmers. The Soviet-Nghetinh, a
revolutionary movement of farmers, was undertaken immediately after the
establishment of the CPV. Then the revolutionary movement spread all around the
country from 1930 to 1944.
During the Second World War, France was so weak that it was forced to accept
the presence of the Japanese army in Indo-China. The Japanese army came into
Vietnam in 1941. Therefore, Vietnam had to suffer two ruling yokes at the same time.
Both of them tried to exploit the Vietnamese. On March 1945, the Japanese army
overthrew French domination in Vietnam without any resistance from the French army.
They set up a Vietnamese puppet government headed by Tran Trong Kim while still
keeping the old administrative system of French colonialism. Japan had usurped a lot
47

Ho Chi Minh was the most distinguished and respectable feature of modern Vietnamese history. Before
becoming a communist he was a patriot and nationalist. He left the country in 1911 when he was 21 years
old to look for a way to liberate Vietnam from French domination. He saw the good spirit and
advancement of western democracy over monarchy. With the 'reconciliatory' attitude of the Vietnamese
character he accepted and followed western democracy. He was one of the founders of the French
communist party. But more important is that he had met with Marxism-Leninism in Russia. Perceiving
Marxism-Leninism as a means to achieve the independence of Vietnam, he introduced and successfully
spread it in Vietnam. According to Vietnamese historians (see for example Hoang, T. B., Ed. (2000). T
Tuone Triet Hoc Ho Chi Minh ve Con Npuoi va Van Hoa fHo Chi Minh Phvlosophv About People and
Culture! Hanoi, Nha Xuat Ban Van Hoa, Vo, N. G. (2000). Van Hoa Vietnam - Truyen Thong va Cot
Cach Dan Toe (Vietnamese Culture - Tradition and National Characteristics). Van Hoa Vietnam
Truven Thong va Hien Dai. D. N. Hoang. Hanoi, Nha Xuat Ban Van Hoa: 63-73. Ho Chi Minh was
successful in incorporating/reconciling Marxism-Leninism with the spirit of solidarity and the
consciousness of national identity and independence of the Vietnamese culture. His most well-known
saying is 'nothing is more precious than independence and freedom'.
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properties from the Vietnamese. However, the worst thing was that they forced
Vietnamese peasants to destroy rice fields and plant jute. As a result, more than

million Vietnamese died from hunger in 1945. Meanwhile, the CPV had prepared their

force by setting up, in 1941, the Vietminh Front that successfully brought not onl
patriot forces but all Vietnamese together in the fight against foreign invaders.
Japanese army had to surrender to allied armies. The CPV set up the Uprising

Committee on August 3rd, 1945. Under the direction of this committee the Vietnames

people successfully undertook the August revolution in 1945. Then on September 2nd,
1945, Ho Chi Minh declared the existence of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam
(Dinh, Nguyen et al. 2000).

5.4.5 Vietnam in Recent Times

In a very short period, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam quickly established its
state mechanism. The General Election to the National Assembly was undertaken on

March 2nd, 1946, which then set up the Vietnamese government and its apparatus. The
Vietnamese National Assembly proclaimed the Constitution on November 9 , 1946.

However, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, an infant state, was faced with a lot

difficulties. It had to deal with international intervention from China, Great Bri

France. In the North, under the name of the allied army, more than 20,0000 soldier

the Chinese National Party came to disarm the Japanese army. In the South the Brit
army, with the same reason, had come and supported the French army's invasion of
Vietnam for the second time.
The arduously fought war of resistance of the Vietnamese people lasted for 9
years until May 7th, 1954, when the French army was completely defeated by the
Vietnamese People's Army with the Dien Bien Phu victory. The Geneva Conference of

the most powerful countries, including the USA, the Soviet Union, Great Britain an
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China, decided to provisionally divide Vietnam into two separate parts, each with
own government: the Democratic Republic of Vietnam in the North and the Republic

Vietnam in the South. It was envisaged that the reunion of the two parts under on
government would be sought by means of a general election in 1956. There was,

however, no cooperation from the Republic of Vietnam's government and the general
election did not take place.
Vietnamese war (1954-1975)
As soon as the French army withdrew from Vietnam in 1954, the USA directly
intervened in Vietnamese affairs under the mask of preventing the spread of

communism in South East Asia. In 1965, professional soldiers of the US army crowd

into Vietnam. At its peak the number of American soldiers reached half a million.
new colonial model was introduced by the USA in the South by setting up the
Vietnamese local government and army, backed up by American financial resources,
weapons and military advisers.
The economy of the South of Vietnam took the path of capitalism. While
experiencing a war economy during the 1954 to 1975 period, the South had, in

comparison with the North, a quite well-developed infrastructure thanks to the in

aid from its allies, the USA. It "had organized labour unions; made advances in i

manufacturing, construction, and consumer goods sectors; modernized its agricultu

production base; and used fairly successfully the capitalist management and prici

system", and "the private sector had emerged as the key economic driver during th
years. Small and medium sized companies producing light manufactured goods

dominated industry. In addition, consumption levels were high, foreign trade thri
and peasant farmers were far more independent and entrepreneurial than their

counterparts in the North" (Harvie, 1997, p. 33). Furthermore, thanks to the fert
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of the Mecong Delta, the largest delta in Vietnam, agriculture was expanding very f
and significantly contributed to the economic growth of the South.
On the other hand, under the leadership of the CPV, the North started building

socialism, which was the ideological objective of Vietnamese communists. This missi
of the CPV was strongly supported by the Vietnamese people because the CPV had
earned their credibility by bringing independence and freedom back to Vietnam.
However, the economic system of the North had the characteristics of a command/war

economic system. Collectivisation and nationalisation were intensively undertaken t
turn the northern economic system into a centrally planned economic system

functioning according to five-year plans. For example, up to 1960, more than 86% of

the total peasant families with about 76% of the total cultivated land had entered
agricultural cooperatives, while 97% of the total bourgeoisie families had entered

public-private partnerships by selling their production assets to the government, a
more than 87% of the total craftsman families were in handicraft cooperatives.
It is worthy to note that Vietnam was backed up by enormous aid from the

socialist bloc in terms of military weapons and commercial goods. In comparison wit

the budget America had spent in the South, this material aid was a tiny amount, but

valuable for the weak and war-destroyed economy in the North. Of importance also wa

the help of the socialist bloc in educating and training the Vietnamese people. Whi

building socialism the Vietnamese in the North tried their best to support their s

compatriots in terms of manpower, weapons and finance while they, too, had to fight

against the very cruel bombing raids of the USA. Under the leadership of the Libera

Front of South Vietnam, the Vietnamese in the South carried on this war of resistan
against the USA, the most powerful country in the world, for almost 20 years.
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In December, 1972, the USA, after realising that its air raids aiming 'to turn
Vietnam back to the Stone Age' were futile, had to sign the Paris Agreement to
withdraw the American army from Vietnam in 1973. Two years later, in 1975, the
government of the Republic of Vietnam was overthrown by the Liberation Front for
South Vietnam.
The Socialist Republic of Vietnam (1975 - present)
Vietnam was finally reunited by the general election conducted throughout the
whole country in 1976. The National Assembly then renamed Vietnam the Socialist

Republic of Vietnam. After recovering from and solving the heavy consequences of t
American war, the CPV decided to lead Vietnam directly to the socialistic stage,
bypassing the capitalistic stage. The building of socialism was undertaken in the

country based on five-year plans, which aimed at the industrialisation of the Viet
economy. The five-year plan 1976-1980 was designed "to speed up the socialistic

industrialization, in order to set up the material and technical foundation of soc
and to move the Vietnamese economy from a small production scale to a socialistic
mass production scale. The development of heavy industries were given reasonable

priority over the development of light industries and agriculture" (quoted in (Din
Nguyen et al. 2000).
However, the centrally planned economic model, as a wholesale import from the

socialist bloc, did not seem to function well in Vietnam, a less-developed agricul
country. In addition, the inexperience and hastiness of the Vietnamese government
the CPV in managing the economic system, meant the process of building socialism
faced a lot of difficulties. Vietnam fell very deeply into crisis in the 1980s.

Nevertheless, in 1986, the Sixth Congress of the Party dared to criticise itself a
derived valuable lessons from the experience of building socialism. The Doi Moi
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program (renovation program) was launched to reform Vietnamese society and
stimulate economic growth48. The Vietnamese economy was moving from a centrally
planned economic system to a market-oriented economic system.
It is worthy to note that, unlike their counterparts in Europe, Vietnam and its

neighbour, China, are now following a policy of 'economic reform, political stabilit

avoid the painful chaos of the transition process. In international relations, Vietna
applied an 'open policy' to have trading relations not just with countries from the
former socialistic block but also with western countries. The foreign investment law
was issued with very favourable conditions to attract more foreign investment. After
lifting of the US embargo in 1994, Vietnam became a member of ASEAN (the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations) in 1995. Furthermore, the Vietnamese
government has recognised private ownership and has diversified the structure of the
economy to include the private capitalist sector and the state capitalist sector.
Competition among economic sectors is accepted as a way to improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of the economic system. The Vietnamese economy enjoyed a high GDP
rate of growth during the 1990s, of about 8.2% (Le, Tran et al. 2000).

5.5

Conclusion

Throughout its history, Vietnam has always been a traditional agricultural country

based on wetland rice cultivation. The peasants living in relatively autonomic villa
accounted for about 90% of its population and have been the most important force in
Vietnamese society and the economy. The Vietnamese culture, therefore, can be

characterised as a wetland rice cultivation culture. The main attributes of this cul
: living in harmony with the natural environment, a dialectical-synthetical way of
«

1 account of economic reform in Vietnam will be described and discussed in Chapter 7.
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thinking, and sentimental, flexible and reconciliatory attitudes to life. These attr
combine to create the most important characteristics of the Vietnamese culture in

organising and running society: collectiveness and autonomy at village level and a s

of solidarity and consciousness of national identity and independence at national le
Historically, Vietnam has is a nation which has suffered a lot of foreign

aggression throughout the process of building itself as a country. Vietnam, many tim
has fallen under foreign domination for short and long periods, even as long as one
thousand years under Chinese domination, but the Vietnamese people have never given
up fighting for their independence and freedom. Their historical and cultural

consciousness, and especially their sense of national identity, highlighted by histo

are the resources of power helping them defeat foreign invaders. Like other defeated
invaders, France and then the USA had the same fate in Vietnam.
After winning independence in 1945, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, under the

leadership of the CPV, committed the nation to socialism. The Party's policy was 'to

directly to the socialistic stage by passing the capitalistic stage'. The mismatch o

torn material conditions and the culture of a less-developed agricultural country w
imported centrally planned economic system, along with the inexperience and

impatience of the Party and its government in the process of building socialism, mad
Vietnam fall into a deep crisis. The Party soon realised its mistakes, and launched
Doi Moi program to move the Vietnamese economy towards a market economy while

still insisting that the government's intention was to build socialism. The Vietname
economy now has the characteristics of a transition economy and has experienced

significant growth in the past ten years. To prepare ground for analysing and discus
economic and accounting changes in Vietnam's transition economy, the next chapter
presents a story about the development of accounting in Vietnam under socialism.

CHAPTER 6

Vietnamese Accounting under Socialism

6.1 Introduction
The past 45 years of the development of the Vietnamese accounting system can be

divided into two periods: (i) the accounting system in a socialist economy; and (ii

transition economy. This chapter provides a discussion of the historical developme

and the main characteristics of Vietnamese accounting from the time the Democratic

Republic of Vietnam (DRV) was established in 1945 until the reforms in the 1980s. A
account is given of how accounting emerged and functioned in Vietnam during the
period of building socialism. The functioning of the Vietnamese accounting system

looked at from different perspectives to find out how the Soviet accounting system
accounting system of a developed socialist country, was adapted to Vietnam, an

agriculturally backward country which has suffered more war than it has enjoyed pe
Did it suit the Vietnamese environment and fulfil the functions expected of an

accounting system of a centrally planned economy as described in Chapter 3? If not
what was the real situation?
Section 6.2 looks back at the evolution of Vietnamese accounting before the

1980s reform, from its starting point to the period of setting its foundations and
to unification. The next section (Section 6.3) tells the story of how Vietnamese

accounting became established in Vietnam. Section 6.4 describes the accounting sys

under socialism in Vietnam by providing the profiles of the key government authori

in charge of accounting regulation and implementation. Section 6.5 gives informati
on the basic elements of Vietnamese accounting, including regulation on source
documents, accounting books, uniform charts of accounts and accounting reports.
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Before coming to a conclusion in Section 6.7, the main issues of the socialist accounting
practice are highlighted in Section 6.6.

6.2 Historical Sketch of the Development of the Vietnamese
Accounting System
This section briefly describes the first period of accounting development, which

involved the following stages: the starting point of the Vietnamese accounting syste

(before 1960); the establishment of the Vietnamese accounting system (1961-1965); th

improvement of the accounting and statistical system (1966-1970); and the unificatio
of the accounting system (1971-1980).

6.2.1 The Vietnamese Accounting System Before 1960s
During the war of resistance against France (1945-1954), the economic system of
the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV), was in its infant stage characterised by

small factories producing simple military products and small civil entities. The you
government established the Ministry of Finance (MOF) on August 29, 1945,
immediately after the success of the August Revolution. Three years later the first
accounting regulation, Decree no. 1535 VP/TQD (25/9/1948) 'Regulation on Revenues
and Expenditures and the General Accounting of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam'
was issued by the MOF to replace the accounting regulations that operated under the
Nguyen Dynasty49(VAJ 2001). At this stage the accounting system was still very
simple, aiming at recording the expenditures and revenues of the state budget.
After 1954, the DRV began the process of building socialism in the North, based
on the centrally planned or neo-Stalinist model. However, it is noteworthy that the

49

In the colonial time the Nguyen empire used an accounting system based on the Fre
system. Because of the poor maintenance of the library system in Vietnam no document about the
accounting system in this period could be found by the author of this thesis.
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economic system had the characteristics of a c o m m a n d and wartime economy. A series
of state enterprises and organisations were set up to take charge of the different
functions of the national economy. These enterprises formed the state sector that played
an increasingly important role in the national economy. The development of the
economic system urgently required the government to set up an appropriate and more
complete accounting system to serve as a tool in the management of the economy.
Consequently, the Department of Accounting Policy ( D A P ) w a s established in 1956
according to Decree no. 1076-TTg (11/10/1956). A s in other socialist countries, the
D A P was a department of the M O F in charge of the management of the accounting
system. In 1957, the D A P issued the first two accounting regulations: the Accounting
Policy for Industrial Enterprises and the Accounting Policy for Construction. Based on
these two accounting regulations, the D A P issued detailed accounting policies for other
industries such as commerce, transportation and agriculture. In addition, the foundation
of an accounting apparatus began to form as accounting offices were organised at the
different administrative levels of the economic system from ministries to enterprises and
organisations.
The government also paid attention to accounting education. Short courses on
socialist accounting were organised and taught by Chinese accounting experts, to train
Vietnamese teachers in accounting. Then, accounting w a s introduced in the professional
high schools as a required subject.

6.2.2 1961 -1970 the Period of Setting Foundation of the Vietnamese Accounting
System

In 1961 Vietnam began the first five-year plan of building socialism in the North.
A s mentioned in the previous chapter, thisfive-yearplan aimed at building the material
and technical foundations of socialism. T o highlight the important role of accounting in
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managing the economy, the government and the Communist Party (CPV) paid special

attention to building a nationwide accounting apparatus. On behalf of the governme

the DAP issued the 'Regulation on the Organisation of State Accounting' Decree no.

175/CP (28/10/1961). The decree was the first high-level legal document designed t
serve as a base for the setting up of the accounting apparatus for the Vietnamese
centrally planned economic system. The accounting apparatus is believed to be the

product of Soviet accounting practices which were spreading all over the socialis
including Vietnam, so that the structure and characteristics of the Vietnamese

accounting apparatus could be found in other socialist countries (for reference s

scope of accounting function in Poland', Figure 3-4, Chapter 3). However, the spr

socialist accounting throughout Vietnam during this period was claimed by Vietname
accounting experts to be directly derived from its neighbour, China (DAP 2001).
To improve and strengthen the Vietnamese accounting system, the DAP issued
five accounting regulations:
• The Accounting Policy for Inventory, Decision no. 529 TC/CDKT
(23/8/1962);
• The Provisional Policy for Accounting Control, Decision no. 714 TC/CDKT
(22/11/1962);
• The Accounting Policy for Fixed Asset, Decision no. 730 TC/CDKT
(29/11/1962);
• The Rules of Asset Inventorying, Decision no. 732 TC/CDKT (1/12/1962);
• The Accounting Policy for Source Documents and Accounting Books,
Decision no. 07 TC/CDKT (21/12/1964).
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In addition, the D A P issued accounting policies to be applied to special industries.
However, until the end of the 1960s the Vietnamese accounting system was not
considered to be a completely uniform system.
The first five-year plan could not be finished due to the U.S. war in the South
escalating to the North; the US unleashed bomber raids to destroy the material and

technical bases of the DRV's economic system. All organisations and enterprises wer

divided into smaller units and evacuated from the big cities to the countryside. Du
that time the DAP also dispersed its staff to provinces to help organisations and

enterprises deal with the new transactions of the wartime economy. During this peri

the DAP continuously studied and improved the Vietnamese accounting system to serve
the economy in the North, which was in the process of recovering from U.S. bomber

raids. In 1970, thanks to the help of Soviet accounting experts, Vietnamese account
was improved by bringing in the original Soviet accounting system (DAP 2001). As

mentioned in Chapter 3, the philosophy of the Soviet economic information system wa

to combine accounting and statistics in a single system which was capable of provid
all kinds of information needed for the management of a socialist economic system,
both macro- and micro-levels.
The Soviet accounting experts worked very closely with officials of the DAP in
introducing the Soviet system. The Voucher-Journal accounting system, which was

believed by Soviet accounting experts to be the most scientific and suitable accoun

system for a socialist economy, was set up in Vietnamese enterprises. In this phase

most important accounting regulation was the 'New Regulation for Chief Accountant',

Decree no. 176/ CP (10/9/1970). This decree expanded the role of the chief accounta

a state financial controller at a state enterprise, as a means to reorganise and st
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the accounting system at the level of state enterprises and organisations. Other
accounting regulations were:
• The uniform chart of accounts Decision no. 425 TC/CDKT (14/10/1970);
• The accounting books of the Voucher-Journal accounting system Decision no.
426 TC/CDKT (14/10/1970);
• The accounting reports for industrial enterprises, Decree no. 233/CP
(1/12/1970);
• The regulation on source documents, Decree no. 583/LB/TC-TK. This decree
was jointly issued as a regulation of both government authorities, the MOF
and the General Statistical Department.
In this period, the human resources of the accounting system were strengthened by

young accounting cadres graduating from socialist countries, especially from the S

Union. They were assigned to serve in pivotal positions of the accounting system. I
addition, through the 1960s and 1970s, the DAP organised a lot of training courses

Vietnamese accountants in state enterprises and collectives, significantly improvi
quality of the system (DAP 2001).
In summary, this period saw the laying of the foundation of the Vietnamese

accounting system. Accounting systems were set up in all types of entities includin

government organisations, state enterprises and collective farms to create a comple
accounting apparatus used as a tool in administering economy.

6.2.3 1971 -1980 the Period of Unification of Accounting and Statistics
This period saw the recovery and rebuilding of the Vietnamese economy after the

U.S. war, and the implementation of socialistic industrialisation over the whole c

(1976-1980). The Vietnamese accounting system in this period was very stable in ter
of its regulations. Very few adjustments of old accounting regulations were made.
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Decision no. 34/ T C / C D K T (24/10/1975) was issued to modify and amend the 'Uniform
Chart of Accounts' and Decision NO. 222 TC/CDKT (11/10/1980) was issued to
regulate the accounting policy for fixed assets.
In this period, the DAP focused on directing other industrial ministries to
implement accounting regulations, especially the Soviet Voucher-Journal accounting

system, issued in 1970, in different levels and parts of the economy. The objective
the DAP was to reshape the wartime accounting system to better fit peacetime and

continue to serve the process of building socialism. Thanks to the efforts of the D

and Vietnamese accounting experts, the Soviet-style socialist accounting system was
more completely and successfully imported into Vietnam. Features of the Soviet
accounting system, such as the Voucher-Journal accounting system, cost accounting
based on the normal costing method and the accounting inventory based on the
balancing method, were widely used in state enterprises in the North.
In 1975, the South was liberated and Vietnam was unified, after more than 20

years of separation. The two parts of Vietnam had totally different economic system

The economy of the South had the characteristics of a market economy while the Nort

was in the process of building socialism. The South was transformed and made part o

the socialist economy. The capitalist sector was gradually changed and the state an
collective sectors set up. Being an important item in the transformation menu,

accounting received keen attention from the government. A sub-department of the DAP

was set up in the South and a lot of experienced accounting experts were sent there

work. The aim of accounting transformation was to implement the socialist accountin
system in the South to achieve uniformity. A lot of training courses in socialist

accounting were conducted to re-train accountants; thousands of people participated
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B y the end of the 1980s the accounting system was made uniform throughout the

whole country. To further the improvement of accounting, the DAP continuously issu

standardised accounting procedures for major accounting cycles such as accounting
fixed assets, salary (labour), materials (inventory), and cost accounting.

6.3 Accounting in Vietnam: A Story of Socialist Accounting in a
Developing Country
The sketch of Vietnamese accounting history shows that in contrast to other

countries, where accounting has a very long history, perhaps of several hundred y
development, Vietnam experienced a totally different path of development. Rather
being self-developed, Vietnamese accounting was a product imported from foreign

countries which had political, ideological and economic influences on Vietnam. The

French accounting system was introduced to Vietnam by French colonists (DAP, 2001)

Vietnamese accounting under socialism, however, had originated in, or more precise
was a product imported from, the socialist bloc to support the centrally planned

economic model. The importation of accounting was undertaken through two channels:

the direct help from socialist experts from China and the Soviet Union, and educa
Vietnamese cadres in socialist countries, especially in the Soviet Union.

6.3.1 The Influence of French Accounting
It would be too extreme to say that contemporary Vietnamese accounting has

emerged from nothing, a zero starting point. The first western accounting system w
imported into Vietnam in the 19th century by French colonists to support their

exploitative rule. However, after almost one hundred years of colonisation the Fre

contribution to accounting was very small if anything at all. There are two possib
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reasons for this. Firstly, during the colonial period the policy of the French colonists
was not to develop an industrial economy in Vietnam. Their focus was aimed at the

exploitation of Vietnamese natural resources to provide materials for French industrie
The only two industries that were developed were the mining of coal, copper, gold and
other ores, and the farming of coffee and rubber.
In this undeveloped colonial economy there was very low demand for
accountants. The accounting job was almost always undertaken by French accountants

rather than local ones. The obscurantism of the French colonists also contributed to a

lack of educated Vietnamese, not only in accounting but also in other fields. As a res

just a few Vietnamese were qualified to work as accountants in French offices and smal
trading companies. However, the majority of them left the North to go to the South of
Vietnam or to France after the French lost their war in 1954 and Vietnam was divided
into two parts . Secondly, those former accountants who had worked for the French
and stayed in the North after 1954 were not willingly employed by the new communist
government at all because of an ideological bias against them. They were regarded as
henchmen of capitalism and untrustworthy. As a result the French accounting system
disappeared with the French colonists from the North of Vietnam in 1954 and had left
no effect on the Vietnamese accounting system51.

° accountantsw h o worked as chartered accountants under the old regime of the
Kepumic ot Vietnam suggested that in the South of Vietnam the French accounting system was used
Droi tt .ncan occuPation from 1954 to 1975. In 1972 American accounting exper
cLt u mtT° the American accounting system into Vietnam to replace the French accoun
"Atth hh*' Pr°JeCt C°Uld DOt be mshed because of the rexmim of Vietnam in 1975.
ough the French-originated accounting system was developed in the South of Vietnam during the
American domination.
R^K^TJ

tW
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6.3.2 T h e Influence/Importation of Socialist Accounting from the Soviet Union,
China and other Socialist Countries.
6.3.2.1 The influence of Chinese accounting

It is believed that Chinese experts were the first to bring socialist accounting int
Vietnam (VAJ 2001). A search for historical documentation by this author could not

find any materials to support this belief but interviews with old Vietnamese account

experts have confirmed the fact that in the period from the 1950s to the early 1960s
Vietnam had an accounting system similar to the Chinese one thanks to the help of
Chinese accounting experts52. Although the interviewees could not remember and were
not able to give detailed information of how these Chinese experts introduced their
accounting system into Vietnam, it is suggested that during that period the young
Vietnamese government received a lot of material and human-resource support from
China. Chinese economic experts were sent to help the Vietnamese government to set

up the foundation for a socialist economic system in the later 1950s. Accounting was
supposed to be one item on the Chinese aid menu53. However, Vietnamese accounting
in this period was a patched-up and fragmented system until the Soviet accounting
experts came to help in 1970.

6.3.2.2 The Direct Importation of Socialist Accounting from the Soviet Union,
and the Direct Involvement of Soviet Accounting Experts
From being an observer of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA)
in 1960, Vietnam became more tied to the Soviet Union. Thus, in the 1960s Vietnam

experienced extensive military, economic and educational support for its reunificati

52

The library system in Vietnam was not maintained well. A lot of books, journals, documents were
destroyed and lost during wartime.
.T
53
The Chinese accounting system was also based on the Soviet accounting system (seeforexample Tang,
Y. (2000). "Bumpy Road Leading to Internationalization: a Review of Accounting developement m
China." Accounting Horizons 14(1): 93-102.
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struggle in the South, and for building socialism in the North, not only from China but
also from the Soviet Union and other socialist countries in Eastern Europe.
Along with weapons and commodities, the Soviet Union sent a number of

economic experts to help Vietnam improve its socialist centrally planned system. Bei

regarded as an important tool for the control and management of the socialist econom
finance and accounting were included in the menu of aid from Soviet experts.

Accounting and finance also received considerable attention from the Vietnamese when
the Vice-Prime Minister, Mr. Le Thanh Nghi, was appointed to look after finance and
accounting matters.
A project was set up to update the Vietnamese accounting system54. The aim of
the project was to revise the Vietnamese accounting system and make it a completely
uniform system to be part of the centrally planned economic system. The new
accounting system was supposed to be better in serving the information needs of the
macroeconomic planners, safeguarding state assets in enterprises and enhancing cost

control in enterprises. To undertake the project one group of Soviet accounting expe
was sent to cooperate with the DAP. The project had two phases.
In the first phase, Soviet and Vietnamese accounting experts reviewed all the
basic elements of the Vietnamese accounting system including: accounting source

documents, accounting books, chart of accounts and accounting reports. The changes t
the old accounting system can be summarised as follows. Firstly, the accounting
document system was enriched by adding more accounting documents for recording,
classifying and reporting production costs. In other words, cost accounting became
more sophisticated in providing information for cost control and management.
According to those involved in the project who were interviewed, standard cost was

A similar project was undertaken in the financial field.
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introduced for the first time in Vietnam for effective cost management. Secondly, a
uniform chart of accounts, which was very suitable for data aggregation used in macromanagement, was introduced for the first time. The uniform chart of accounts then was
detailed to accommodate the specific characteristics of each industry, especially in

relation to cost accounting. Thirdly, the most sophisticated accounting style or format
the Journal-Voucher accounting system which, as illustrated in Chapter 3, successfully
incorporates advantages of the General Journal and Voucher-Register accounting

systems into a single system, was introduced in Vietnam. It consisted of 12 journals, 1

working (listing) tables and 5 tables for cost allocation. Finally, accounting reports
also revised.
In the second stage, the newly introduced accounting system based on the JournalVoucher format was constructed and then tested under the direct supervision and
instruction of Soviet accounting experts in some chosen state-owned enterprises
(SOEs). In each major industry grouping, such as Manufacture, Agriculture,
Construction, and Commerce, one or two enterprises were selected for experiment. For
example, the Tran Hung Dao and the Co Khi Trung Qui Mo companies of the Ministry
of Industry and the Architectural Company No 5 of the Ministry of Construction were
experiment sites. Local accounting experts, especially officials of the DAP, worked
together with Soviet experts in the experiment not only to learn how to build and
operate the new system but also to work out necessary adjustments to make the Soviet
accounting system more suitable for the Vietnamese environment.
According to one local expert there were some adjustments made to the original

Soviet accounting system but these were not significant. Nevertheless, the adjustments,

55

In socialist accounting, the accounting systems used in enterprises were classified based on the lands
(styles) of accounting books used and on procedures for accounting entries of business transaction
adopted. There were four different accounting systems according to this classification: General Journal,
Journal-Ledger, Voucher- Register, and Journal-Voucher accounting system.
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from some perspectives, reflected the effects of the Vietnamese environment on the
accounting system. For example, there was an account for redundant assets and
materials waiting for settlement in the Vietnamese chart of accounts. O n e interviewee
recalled that Soviet accounting experts could not understand this. They insisted that
there was no such account because things always happen in the opposite way. There
were missing assets rather than redundant assets or materials (Interview 31, p. 284).
However, depending on the level of development in management in Vietnam, such
cases were not unusual.

6.3.2.3 The Importation of Accounting through the Education and Training of
Vietnamese Cadres in Socialist Countries.
Appreciating the importance of the h u m a n factor in building socialism, Vietnam
had sent thousands of its best students to study at undergraduate and postgraduate levels
in the Soviet Union, China and other socialist countries in Eastern Europe. For example,
undergraduate students were chosen based on their excellent results in a state exam, the
university enterance exam, which was organised annually by the Ministry of Education
and Training ( M O E T ) to qualify students for state universities. P h D candidates were
also chosen by state exams. About 1000 students and a hundred P h D candidates were
selected to study abroad each year. The majority of them went to study in the Soviet
Union. The specialisations studied by the students were very wide and covered almost
all of the disciplines needed in building socialism. They included both theoretical and
applied science and ranged from natural sciences such as mathematics, physics,
chemistry and biology to social sciences such as political economy, psychology,
sociology and literature. In addition, a lot of government officers and academics were
sent on short training courses. Statistics show that more than 50,000 Vietnamese
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received education and training in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe from 1951
to 1990 (Fforde and Paine 1987)
After returning h o m e the graduate students were allocated, by the M O E T , to
different important positions in the government administrative mechanism, research
institutes, universities and big SOEs. They formed a vital cadre which was responsible
for the implementation of socialism in Vietnam. In the financial and accountingfields,a
lot of the officers of the D A P and the Department of Financial Policy (DFP), as well as
academics, obtained their degrees in the Soviet Union and other former socialist
countries.
The most important characteristic of imported accounting in this period was that
despite the different ways (direct and indirect) and different sources (different socialist
countries) of the imports, they originated from the same root, Soviet accounting, and
therefore, they were not m u c h different if not identical. In addition, the importation of
accounting was undertaken from the top d o w n and through official channels so the
government could control the process, contents and the quality of the imported system.
Furthermore, as a part of a complete system (that is, the centrally planned economic
system) the accounting system was designed to support other parts of the system,
especially the financial system. A n d since the centrally planned economic system was
imported into Vietnam as a whole and complete system, the accounting system of the
D R V is best understood as part-and-parcel of the imported whole.

6.3.3 Structure of Accounting Importation and Accounting Regulation
Development
The most distinguished feature of the socialist economic system was that it was an
artificial system based on Marxism-Leninism rather than a self-developed economic
system as in capitalist countries. Under this system the whole socialist theoretical
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system was developed first and then put into practice. Hence there was a very clear c
between theory development and practice. The socialist government controlled and was
in charge of the process of theory development. The theory then w a s implemented
through government laws, regulations, and directions (compulsory plans). Vietnam
imitated the same system. Therefore, there was a very clear division between theory
development and practice implementation as shown in Figure 6-1.
In the accounting methodology and regulation development part of Figure 6-1, it
is shown that theory development was mainly based on the whole packet of socialist
economic theory, with all of its components including planning, management, finance,
tax, statistics and accounting, imported from the socialist bloc. A s previously stated, the
importation of economic theory and knowledge was achieved directly through socialist
foreign experts (Chinese and Russian), or indirectly from Vietnamese cadres educated
elsewhere in the socialist bloc and from imported socialist theory books. A s a result the
Vietnamese centrally planned economic system, its main features and components, and
major activities and transactions were almost the same as those of other socialist
countries. The whole system was run by the government through its directives,
regulations and plans.
Thefinancialregulations were delegated to the D F P of the M O F . The duty of the
D F P was to issuefinancialregulations based on socialistfinancialprinciples, which
were already included in the imported socialist economic model. The financial
regulations were concerned with the management of assets and funds, revenues,
expenses, and profit determinations and profit allocation. All enterprises and
organisations had t0 comply with these financial regulations. Because the financial
principles of the socialist economic system were already clearly defined, the financial
regulations during this period were quite stable. The tax regulations, issued by the Tax
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Office, were also based on the tax principles of the imported socialist economic model.
Though some adjustments were made to the original financial principles and tax
regulation of the socialist economic model the differences between them were not
significant.
Accounting methodology development experienced the same pattern of
importation. Accounting regulations, however, were developed based on the

combination of accounting principles/methods of the imported socialist economic mode

and on the financial regulations issued by the DFP because, under socialist economic
theory, accounting was considered to be a tool in financial management. The DAP
issued very detailed accounting regulations to be followed by all enterprises and

organisations to ensure that the financial regulations were complied with by entitie

Due to the stability of financial regulations the accounting regulations were also v
stable under socialism.
Under the centrally planned economic system statistics was very close related to

accounting due to the idea of combining these two systems in one system (see chapter
3). Hence, even though statistics and accounting were under the management of two
different government authorities, the Central Statistical Bureau and the DAP, their

regulations were some times jointly issued and had to be followed by enterprises and
organisations.
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Key:

- structural links
- connection between government authorities and
methodological development and regulation in each field
~ - importation of theory/methodology of socialist planning
economic.
- methodological development and regulation setting.
•
- planning direction/instructions, regulations and control

Accounting education was uniform and under government control. The University
of Finance and Accounting was subordinate to the MOF with a mission to train
financiers and accountants for the whole economy. A number of key academic staff
were graduates from socialist countries. The curricula of accounting and financial

specialisations were also designed with references to the curricula of other univer
of socialist countries. Students were equipped with a general knowledge of MarxismLeninism, centrally planned economic theory and a detailed knowledge of socialist

finance and accounting. However, the focus of training was on delivering to students

accounting regulations of the government rather than giving them knowledge and skil
of professional judgement. Market accounting was not included in the curriculum
because of an ideological bias.
In accounting practice, the financial and accounting regulations issued by the DFP
and DAP were implemented by the department of finance and accounting at each

ministry in their subordinated enterprises and organisations. The departments of fin
and accounting at ministries were very important moderators and facilitators of
accounting and finance management.
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6.4 The Accounting Mechanism (System): The Domination of
Government Authorities in Accounting Methodology Development
and Regulation.
In socialist countries, where state ownership dominated and the national
economies were centrally planned, state financial management, especially the state
budget, was at the heart of managing the economy. The national budget substituted for
the market mechanism so "the greater the centralization of economic planning and
control the greater the degree of redistribution of finance through the national budget"
(Jaruga 1996 p. E). In Vietnam, like in other socialist countries, the M O F and its
departments, therefore, had a very important role in the state budgetary management
and financial regulation. A s previously stated, the imported accounting mechanism
closely resembled the system of other socialist countries.

6.4.1 The Ministry of Finance
Set up as an agency of the government in 1945, the M O F has the function of
providing unified government management in thefieldsof finance, accounting and the
state budget for the whole country. After almost 60 years of functioning, the M O F has
developed its apparatus well. It has n o w fourteen departments, four general departments
and some agencies, m a n y of which have offices d o w n to the district level. For example,
the General Department of Tax and State Treasury has offices at the central, provincial
and district levels. The General Department for Development and Investment have
offices at the central and provincial levels. The M O F

has 60,000 staff with

approximately 5,000 at the local level (Narayan and Godden 2000). The roles and the
responsibilities of the M O F have been revised as well as added to along with the
development of the Vietnamese economy. Under the centrally directed economy the
M O F , on behalf of the government, issued accounting and financial reporting rules and
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regulations for government organisations, S O E s and collectives, which were heavily
geared towards central control. Financial management was under the direction of the
DFP which was responsible for the issuing of financial policies and regulations while
the DAP was in charge of the regulation of the accounting field.

6.4.2 The Department of Financial Policy
The regulation and management of financial activities was delegated to the DFP.
The DFP was vested with the functions of studying and formulating, then submitting to
competent issuing authorities, the legal documents relevant to state financial
management; explaining, guiding and reviewing the implementation of financial

policies. One of its most important responsibilities was to regulate the financial pol

of enterprises that were delegated to the Division of Financial Policy of Enterprises.

In Figure 3-1 (see chapter 3) it is obvious that state enterprises were tightly linked
to the state budget system and were the most important source of revenue in the state

budget56. The financial policy for enterprises, a key part of the state overall financ

policy, was considered to be a tool of the government to guide and control enterprises
financial activities in order to support socialist socioeconomic development. The DFP

issued detailed financial regulations and policies to regulate the financial activiti

the SOEs, collectives and other organisations. They comprised regulations on assets an
funds (sources of capital) management, revenues and expenditures, after-tax income
distribution, and enterprise funds management of an enterprise. They also regulated
financial relations between SOEs and their superior state organisations, and among

SOEs. Each ministry had its own department of finance to control its financial activit
and the assets and funds of its SOEs.

56

In the centrally planned economic system, SOEs, instead of paying income tax, had to submit their
budget contribution (nop ngan sach) to the state budget.
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6.4.3 The Department of Accounting Policy
In the accounting area, the MOF assigned the DAP to manage the accounting
activities on its behalf. Its mission, firstly determined in Decree no. 1076-TTg
(11/10/1956), was as follows:
• Setting up and issuing uniform accounting regulations and principles applied
to state enterprises in industry, agriculture and construction;
• Approving the accounting policy proposed by special professional industries;
• Controlling (checking) the implementation of and compliance with the
accounting policy in order to have timely improvement and correction so that
the accounting system could keep pace with the development of the economy;
• Solving emerging accounting problems and issues faced by other industries.

It is important to note that in this socialist economy the management of finance and
accounting was delegated to two different departments, the DFP and the DAP. The DFP
determined what financial principles (policy) must be followed by entities in their

business activities, while the DAP determined how these financial principles (policy
must be reflected (recorded) in accounting terms. This arrangement came from a

theoretical way of thinking among socialist experts (government officials) that held
accounting to be the follower of finance and a tool for financial management. Such

thinking about the separation of finance and accounting management made the position

of the DAP more passive than that of the DFP. It was believed that the major part of
accounting policy must be developed based on financial policy.
In regard to the management of enterprises, the DFP had the authority to issue

regulations on the management, use and control of enterprise assets and funds (sourc

capital). For instance, the financial regulations determined the enterprises' assets

funds structure, and the basic principles in managing, measuring and controlling the
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Along with instructions on h o w to value or revalue assets, h o w to calculate fixed asset

depreciation and how to discharge (liquidate) assets, a very comprehensive definition
revenues, expenditures and profits was given. Then the DAP, based on these financial
regulations, set up appropriate accounts and determined how to record business
transactions on these accounts by giving very detailed instructions, including about

debit and credit entries, for each transaction. The dependence of the DAP on the DFP,
as it is discussed in the next chapter, made accounting change slow and difficult,
particularly when the cooperation between these two departments was poorly managed.

6.4.4 Department of Accounting Policy of other Ministries
To centrally and uniformly manage and control accounting throughout the

Vietnamese socialist economic system, a department of accounting policy was set up at
each ministry. These departments of accounting policy functioned under dual
government administrative bodies. From an organisational point of view, they were

administrated by their ministries while from the point of view of the vertical struc
accounting, they were subordinate to the DAP. This means they had to work closely
with the DAP in the management of accounting in their ministry. The supporting role
might include the implementation of new accounting regulations, overseeing
compliance with accounting regulations, and directions for setting appropriate
accounting systems in enterprises and organisations under their supervision. This

configuration of the accounting apparatus allowed it effectively to spread accounting
regulation throughout the economy from the top (ministries and central government
authorities), to the bottom (state enterprises and organisations).
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6.4.5 Chief Accountant
The chief accountants of enterprises and organisations were the basic elements of
the accounting mechanism of the socialist economic system. The roles and the
responsibilities of chief accountants were clearly defined in Chapter 3 of the

'Regulation on the organisation of state accounting' Decree no. 175/CP (28/10/1961)

and then amended according to Decree no. 176/CP (10/9/1970). The chief accountant of

an entity played a dual role. He/she worked under the direction of the entity's dire
His/her function was to help the director in organising, directing and controlling
entity's accounting system. At the same time, the chief accountant was the entity's

government financial controller, expected to work under the supervision and control
the chief accountant of the entity's superior organisation and of the financial

organisation that was at the same level as its superior organisation. The appointme

discharge of a chief accountant was proposed by the director of the entity; the fin

decision was taken by the authority that appointed the director, after consulting wi
chief accountant of the two superior organisations mentioned above. The chief

accountant was not responsible for the profitability of the entity but for the safe
of the entity's assets given to its management by the state; for compliance with

approved budgets and plans; and for compliance with the financial, accounting and ta

regulations of the state (for the detailed role and responsibilities of chief accou
Decree no. 175/CP and 176/CP and the 'Regulation on Chief Accountant of Stateowned Enterprise' in Decree no. 26/HDBT (18/3/1989)).
In summary, under the Vietnamese socialist economic system, the accounting
mechanism was comprehensively and tightly set up throughout the economy, from the

ministry to the enterprise level, so that the government could have an effective too
central plan management and control of the economy. The accounting mechanism was
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supposedly to satisfy several functions including providing information for macromanagement, safeguarding state assets and controlling enterprises' compliance with
financial, accounting and tax regulations.

6.5 Basic Elements of Vietnamese Accounting.
Regarded as a vital tool for socialist economic management at macro- as well as
micro-level, the accounting mechanism, described above, shows very tight control by
the government through the DAP and its subordinates. Along with the accounting
mechanism, the content of Vietnamese accounting was also put under strict control by
the government. Comparison between western and socialist accounting reveals that

whereas the regulation of western accounting, based on accounting standards issued by
professional associations of accountants, is focused on defining the quality of the

products (outputs) of the accounting system (that is, financial statements), the reg
of socialist accounting aims to direct and control the whole accounting cycle. The

reason for such a big difference can be justified by the position of the government i
socialist economy. As a manager of the whole economic machinery, within which each
SOE had to undertake its imposed functions, the government reserved its right to

acquire all information about the production cycle of an enterprise in order to manag

and control it. All major elements of the accounting cycle, including source document

accounting books, chart of accounts and accounting reports, were, therefore, strictly
subject to government regulation.
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6.5.1 Source Documentation Regulation.
According to socialist accounting theory,57 the source documentation was

regarded as integral in recording and controlling transactions. The source document
a o
transaction was supposed to serve a dual role: as an information carrier and as a
controlling tool of managers. As an information carrier, the contents of source

documents were used as inputs, as in the western system, to the accounting system and
as source documents themselves, providing legal evidence backing up accounting
entries. As a management tool, source documents helped managers to manage and

control each transaction and to safeguard assets. This dual role meant that the reli
of the outputs of the accounting system (that is, accounting reports) and the

effectiveness of transaction management were obviously dependant on the quality of th
source documents. Thus the importance of source documents was always acknowledged
by socialist governments through relevant accounting regulations.
In Vietnam, however, the first accounting regulation on source documentation, the
Circular Document 07/CDKT (21/12/1964), was not issued by the DAP until 1964;
before that there existed just some documents serving as provisional guidelines for
source documentation. Three years later, the MOF and the General Department of
Statistics jointly issued the Interministerial Decision 583-LB (1/1/1967) 'Source
Document Regulation'. In 1983, in order to improve the standardisation of source
documents and accounting reports, and the mechanisation of calculation, the
Government Statistics Office issued Decision 200/TCTK-PPCP (24/3/1983) to amend a
number of source documents. These regulations clearly stipulated general principles
source documentation and a standard format for all source documents which were

See, for example, Makarov, V. G. (1986). Nguyen ly hach toan ke toan. Khoa Ke toan. Truong dai hoc
Kinh te quoc dan. Hanoi. Vietnam, Nguyen, Q. Q. (1991). T y Thnyet Ha<* Toan Ke Toan (Principles of
Accounting). Khoa Ke toan. Dai Hoc Kinh te Quoc Dan. Hanoi, Nha Xuat ban Tai chinh. for detailed
description of all accounting methods of socialist accounting.
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compulsorily used in enterprises and organisations. General principles, for example,
gave very detailed requirements relating to the format, main items, rules for the

documenting of transactions, classification, circulation, checking, archiving of sou
documents and penalties for violation. Blank standard documents were printed and
provided by the publishing house of the MOF to all enterprises and organisations.

6.5.2 Accounting Book Regulation
Accounting book regulations were always issued along with source document
regulations. Like source documents, accounting books were standardised in terms of

their format, content and method of making entries of accounting transactions. Blank
accounting books were printed and provided by the MOF to enterprises and

organisations. The first significant regulation on accounting books was the Circular
07/TC/CDKT. This circular stipulated very detailed regulations, covering areas such

definition, format and content description. It also gave directions on how to open a
close accounting books, how to make and correct entries, and how to maintain and

archive accounting books. This document also introduced detailed instructions for fo
main accounting systems: the General Journal, Journal-Ledger, Voucher- Register and
Journal-Voucher.

6.5.3 Uniform Chart of Account Regulation
Being an imported product from the Soviet Union, the uniform chart of accounts
of the Vietnamese accounting system was not much different from that of the Soviet

Union. From the theoretical viewpoint of socialist accounting, double-entry accounti
was an important accounting method whose distinctive properties could be used for

management control and information provision. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the role of

accounting as a tool in the management of the reproduction cycle in socialist accoun
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was to provide detailed information useful for the control and management of the cyc
Thus accounts were designed and grouped according to each phase of the production
cycle in order to record the flow and changes of accounting subjects . From a

managerial perspective, accounts were classified as synthetic and analytic accounts.
synthetic accounts were to provide data for accounting report preparation whereas
analytic accounts were to provide information for daily operation management. The
name of each account and its identified code was unified throughout the economy.
In Vietnam, like in other socialist countries, the chart of accounts was uniformly

set up with clear objectives: to make the process of aggregation of economic data fo

whole economy more convenient, especially statistical data; to facilitate regulation

control of the accounting practice; and to make the training of people easier. A uni
chart of accounts was first issued in Vietnam in 1970 thanks to the help of Soviet

accounting experts; this was quite late in comparison with other socialist countries
use of the uniform chart of accounts was then compulsory for every enterprise. The
Vietnamese chart of accounts, as pointed out by Vietnamese accounting experts, was

close to being a carbon copy of the Soviet chart of accounts with all its distinctiv

features; just a few adjustments were made. It illustrated the government's intentio
tightly control enterprises. It contained 69 synthetic accounts coded from 01 to 99

were divided into 11 groups according to the stages of the production cycle (see Tab
6-1). Some synthetic accounts had several analytic accounts to represent their data
more detail than certain aspects relevant to the manager's internal control and

management of production activities. Each account was given a name, identifying code
and content definitions for both the credit and debit sides.

Chapter 3 for a detailed illustration.<instead of footnote, put in brackets and include in text?>
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A close look at the uniform chart of accounts shows that the main objectives of

the uniform chart of accounts were to systematically, comprehensively and continuous

provide information about the process of fulfilment of 'technical-financial-product

plans' of enterprises, which were considered indivisible parts of the whole national

economic plan, and for checking enterprises' compliance with financial regulations a

principles. For example, based on the accounts of groups 2 and 3, an enterprise coul

easily calculate and report its input cost according to the basic elements of produc

expenses (that is, 9 basic elements of production expenses which were data for setti

up the System of Balance of the National Economy mentioned in chapter 3), as require
by the Ministry of Planning and the General Department of Statistics. Based on the
accounts of group 4, managers could supervise the fulfilment of the enterprise's
production and realisation plan.
The uniform chart of accounts included accounts which implied the characteristics

of the centrally planned economy. These accounts reflected the SOE's connection with
and dependence on, the state budget. For example, there were Account Government

Budget Subsidies for Reconciliation (Balancing) of Losses, Bank Loan within standard
(norm) level and Bank Loan over standard (norm) level. The bank account was another

example of the central government's use of accounting to enhance and control financi

principles and the budget links of the whole socialist economic system. The governme

used its banking system to control the financial resources granted to each enterpri
enterprise had to have an individual bank account for each type of enterprise fund.
Because the money in all special funds were designated for particular purposes and

could not be used interchangeably, the chart of accounts had a bank account for each

special fund. For instance, there were the Bank Account of Cash used as current asse
(Current Account), the Bank Account of the enterprise's own funds, the Bank Account
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of fund for fixed assets' major repair, and so on. These bank accounts allowed

government authorities and the State Bank to control the use of the enterprise's fund
according to their projected purposes. Among these accounts there were some that not

only reflected the intervention of government into the internal affairs of an enterpr
but also the level of management development throughout the economy, such as
accounts for damaged and lost materials and assets waiting for decision from higher
authorities, and for found materials and assets waiting for decision from higher
authorities.
It is important to note that the accounting regulations listed all major possible
transactions which must be recorded in the accounts, with very detailed instruction
about the double-entry of each transaction. Because of this characteristic socialist
accounting is regarded and looked down upon by western accounting researchers as
bookkeeping rather than accounting. Take the Fixed Asset Account as an example. The
accounting regulation listed all the main transactions resulting in an increase and
decrease of fixed assets, such as buying, selling, giving of gifts, disposals from

government and so on. For each transaction a detailed instruction was given to instru
accountants how to record the transaction in the accounting books (that is, which
account should be credited and which debited). For instance, if an accountant wanted
know how to make a double-entry of a transaction in which a fixed asset was received

as a gift from a donor, he could look in the accounting regulation and would find the
an instruction like this:
• Fixed asset received as present, gift, aid, or reallocated form other stateowned enterprises, or granted from government must be recorded:
Debit Account 01- Fixed Asset
Credit Account 85- Fixed Asset Fund
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A transaction of buying fixed asset could be instructed like this:
• Buying fixed asset:
Debit Account 01- Fixed Asset
Credit Account 50- Cash
Credit Account 51- Cash in Bank
Credit Account 60- Supplier
Credit Account 94- Long term Bank Loan
(The uniform chart of accounts, Decision 425 TC/CDKT (14/10/1970)

6.5.4 Accounting Report Regulation.
The importance of accounting reports from the SOEs was emphasised by socialist
experts in the centrally planned economic system. Accounting reports, containing
comprehensive information of an enterprise's production process and its results, were
supposedly to serve both macro- and micro-management. They could be used:
• In controlling, detecting and preventing out-of-balance economic plans; this
allowed the adjustment and concretisation of the plans in order to effectively
direct their fulfilment;
• In a detailed analysis of the business results of an enterprise to identify the
causes of bad or good performance in order to further improve the enterprise's
internal ability to control production cost; this was considered to be one of
59

maj or targets of enterprise managers ;
• As basis for the setting up of future economic plans (BMHT 1974).

59

As mentioned in a previous part, the mission/objective of enterprise managers was not profit but the
fulfilment of planned targets and cost control. In developed socialist countries in Eastern Europe and in
the Soviet Union, the cost accounting systems were quite sophisticated with the use of standard cos
system. However, the cost accounting in Vietnam was still in the earlier stage of development so mat
what it could do at its best, was to calculate the production and product cost.
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Table 6-1 Uniform Chart of Accounts
Group number

N a m e of G r o u p

N u m b e r of accounts
3(01-03)

Fixed asset

9(04-19)

Inventory

17(20-36)

Production cost

8 (40-49)

Finished Products, Goods and Sale

5 (50-55)

Cash

14 (60-79)

Settlement

1(80)

Provisional

allocation to enterprise

Funds
1(84)

Damaged,
waiting

lost or found

for

decision

materials

from

higher

authorities
5 (85-90)

Funds

10

3(93-95)

Bank loan, and grant from government

11

1(99)

Financial result

(Source: the uniform chart of accounts, Decision 425 T C / C D K T (14/10/1970)

To facilitate control of economic plans and summarisation of data for national
planning purposes, all the accounting reports of S O E s were uniformly standardised by
the M O F and General Department of Statistics. It was explained by M r Bui Van Mai,
the Head of D A P , that "at that time, the prevailing view was to combine accounting
with statistics of enterprises, thus building up an economic information system which
closely relates accounting with statistics" (Interview 4, p. 46). Accounting regulations
also put requirements on the preparation of accounting reports.
Accounting reports must be prepared based on the data of daily accounting
and on reliable, correct and unbiased source documents;
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Accounting reports must be simple, clear and understandable for working

people;
• Data of accounting reports must be comparable with figures (targets) of
economic plans;
• Accounting reports of SOEs of all industries must be prepared according to
the uniform procedures issued by the government. This requirement aimed at
synthetising data from each industry and the whole economic system;
• The preparation and submission of accounting reports must be done in the
required time (BMHT 1974).

In Vietnam, a complete set of uniform accounting reports of enterprises was not iss
until 1970 by the DAP (Decision 233/CP, The Accounting Reports for Industrial

Enterprises, 1/12/1970). In order to have information of the fulfilment of the tech

financial-production plan, the MOF and General Department of Statistics jointly iss

13 major reports divided into 4 groups, which enterprises had to submit to their hi
authorities every month, quarter or year depending of type of reports.

Group 1 consisted of 5 reports providing details of expenses of production and cost
products:
• Report 26/CN Overhead and administrative expenses;
• Report 27/CN Production expenses;
• Report 28/CN Comparable cost of products and whole production cost
according to basic elements of production expenses;
• Report 29/CN Unit cost of major finished products;
• Report 30/CN Factors affecting cost of products.
Group 2 consisted of 2 reports providing data of sales and financial results:
• Report 31/CN Sales;
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Report 32/CN Profit, loss and settlement with state budget.

Group 3 consisted of 5 reports providing data of settlement, cash and fixed assets:
Report 34/CN Receipts and expenditures of cash;
Report 35/CN Liabilities and loans to be paid;
Report 24/CN Increase and decrease of fixed assets;
Report 25/CN Increase and decrease of major funds and depreciation fund;
Report 33/CN Increase and decrease of production development fund, social
benefit fund, reward fund.

Group 4 consisted of 1 report providing general information about all assets and fun
of an enterprise:
• Report 23/CN Balance sheet (BMHT 1974).
The flow of these accounting reports started from SOEs, passed through the vertical

administrative line to their ministries for the synthetising of the data for each i
Then general reports of ministries, with accounting reports of their subordinate
enterprises, were submitted to the government authorities who were in charge of

planning and controlling the national economy including: The Office of Prime Ministe

Ministry of Finance, General Department of Statistics, State Planning Committee, and

State Bank. Contents of the accounting reports of a SOE are, therefore, more or less

mix of statistical and accounting information. For example, Report 27/CN 'Production

expenses' was a statistical report rather than an accounting report. This report pr

data, both planned and realised, of the basic elements of the production expenses of

enterprise which were in the same structure as that of the budgeted production expen
of the national economic plan. It, thus, was used for checking and analysing the
fulfilment of the budget of production expense and real production expenses. It was

used for the calculation (synthetisation) of gross national product. Furthermore, d
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the role and position of S O E s , as integral parts of the socialist economic system, and
their mode of management, there was no separation of accounting reports for outside
and inside users; this differs from western accounting where financial accounting

reports are primarily for outsiders and management accounting reports are for enterpri

managers. In socialist accounting both enterprise managers and higher authorities shar

the same set of accounting reports. With the focus on cost control enterprise managers
could use, for instance, reports 28/CN 'Comparable cost of products and whole
production cost according to basic elements of production expenses', 29/CN 'Unit cost

of major finished products' and 30/CN 'Factors affecting cost of products', to analyse
their cost management and find out a solution for cost saving.
Even though these accounting reports were used by enterprise managers, their
usage was very limited due to the fact that managers of SOEs did not make similar
decisions relating to business activities as their counterparts in western countries.

Generally speaking, all these accounting reports were designed primarily to satisfy th

information need of the enterprise's higher authorities at ministry or government leve
They, therefore, were standardised not only in terms of their formats but also in how
they were to be prepared. For example, the Report 27/CN 'Balance sheet', an important
accounting report of Vietnamese accounting, was not different from that of other

socialist countries in terms of its format and content, as described in Chapter 3. Thi

report aimed to represent the enterprise's whole and current picture of assets and the

related funds. Accounting regulation required that the balance sheet of enterprises ha
to be submitted every month. The preparation of the balance sheet was very mechanical

and easier than that of the western accounting balance sheet because it did not involv
the professional judgement of the accountant in regard to the recognition and
measurement of its elements. Accountants had to do no more than follow the detailed
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instructions of the accounting regulations for each item of the balance sheet; instructions
would indicatefromwhich accounts the data should be taken, h o w to synthetise them if
necessary, and where to put them in the pre-formatted M O F

balance sheet.

Nevertheless, the content of the balance sheet of Vietnamese accounting was more
complicated than that of western accounting. It not only presented assets in detail
according to their uses in business and funds according to their origins but also the
enterprise'sfinancialrelationship with their subordinate (subsidiary) and superior
(higher) enterprises as well as with the state budget (See Figure 3-4).
In conclusion, in Vietnam the accounting mechanism, as a tool for economic
management, evidenced a strong control by the government, the chief user of
accounting information. The whole accounting cycle of SOEs was put under the very
strict regulation of the D A P in consultation with other government organisations. There
were very detailed accounting regulations on the source documentation, accounting
books, chart of accounts and accounting reports. The basic aim of regulation was to
make accounting serve primarily as a device for controlling the implementation of
national economic plans, compliance with state budget and financial principles, and for
providing data needed in national economic planning. Accounting at enterprise level
focused on the safeguarding of assets and to some extent on cost control and
management.

6.6 Issues of Accounting Practise in the Vietnamese Socialist
Economy
An overview of Vietnamese modern history (see, for example, (Phan, Tran et al.

1983; Le, Tran et al. 2000) suggests that, under the leadership of the Communist Party
of Vietnam (CPV), the centrally planned economic model was imported as a whole
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the socialist bloc without any appropriate adjustment, and impatiently

implemented in Vietnam. Such haste by the Vietnamese and their government does not
seem to comply with the 'reconciliatory' attribute of the Vietnamese culture in

accepting things from a foreign culture. There are two possible reasons for this. Firs

being impressed by the leadership of the CPV in the fight for national independence an
freedom, the Vietnamese totally supported the government in introducing communism
and building socialism. Their strong ideological belief in, and commitment to, their

chosen destiny, the building of socialism in Vietnam, and their focus on the fight for
country's independence and freedom60, might have prevented them from seeing the
inadequateness of the centrally planned economic model, a product of developed

socialist countries, to the local environment of a less-developed agricultural country
Perhaps it was for this reason that the centrally planned economic system was too
rigorously implemented in Vietnam regardless to the level of development. Secondly,
leaders of the CPV and its government seemed to make decisions about the matter in a
very subjective manner without detailed analysis and deep investigation. The
impatience and subjectiveness of Vietnamese leaders was acknowledged later on by the
CPV in the Sixth Congress the Communist Party of Vietnam as the main reason for the
weakness of the economy under socialism.
As mentioned previously, the imported centrally planned economic model and its
accounting mechanism, in appearance, seemed to be well set up and strictly regulated
under socialism. However, a close look at the practical world of accounting in
Vietnamese enterprises revealed that the accounting system did not seem to function
and fit well and faced certain problems. Some problems resulted from social and
cultural differences between Vietnam and the developed socialist countries, and the

60

A well-known slogan at that time was 'all for freedom and socialism'. A strong desi
took the attention of the Vietnamese awayfromall other things butfightingfor their destiny.
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different levels of economic development, while other problems were rooted in the
centrally planned economic model itself.

6.6.1 The Inappropriateness of the Requirements of the Government for
Accounting Information and the Material-Technical Facilities of Enterprises
Interviews with DAP staff, professional accountants and academics who

experienced the old system showed that in order to satisfy its information needs a

concerns about controlling socialist properties, the government tended to impose t

many requirements on the accounting systems of SOEs. These requirements put strain
on the poor financial, technical and human conditions of enterprises typical of a
developed country like Vietnam. The number of compulsory accounting reports SOEs
had to prepare was more than enterprise accountants could handle because of the

unavailability of a computerised accounting system, the lack of skill of accountin
and time restraints. One interviewee, a former lecturer in accounting, who is now
director of a government accounting firm, recalled:
I remembered that in the past sometime SOEs in the construction industry
had to submit 39 reports to their higher authorities. C a n you imagine there
were 39 reports to be submitted? That means about 39 accounting reports
had to be prepared for a quarter. A n d as you k n o w all accounting
calculations were not carried out by computers as nowadays but by hand. In
addition it was required that all reports had to be handed in on time. It was
impossible to carry out such requirements (Interview 16, p. 143).
Given such an overload of requirements, the late submission of accounting reports

enterprises was very common and meeting deadlines was often achieved at the expens
of quality.

6.6.2 Macro- vs. Micro- Perspectives
Because of the position of SOEs in the centrally planned economic system,

accounting at enterprise level had lost its function as an information provider fo

managing tool of, enterprise managers because what enterprises had to do was to fo
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state imposed plans. The accounting system of SOEs was strictly designed and
regulated by government authorities so that its focus was on safeguarding assets and
providing information for higher authorities. Accounting work turned out to be very
mechanical and monotonous, focusing primarily on recording, synthesizing and

reporting the business activities of the enterprise to higher authorities. One interv
recalled that:
In the past accounting was built in detail but these details didn't reflect the
enterprise activities in the w a y it was interested in or useful for them. That is
w h y for enterprises accounting was very monotonous and was a more
administrative procedure than a tool of management. It couldn't help
managers manage the producing activities of enterprises (Interview 16, p.
143).

Accounting was, therefore, merely perceived by accountants as a tool of government to
control SOEs. The relation between government authorities, as controllers, and

enterprises, as controlled subjects, inevitably led to a situation in which enterpris

accountants had a tendency to make up the accounting numbers so that the data of thes

reports reflected the fulfilment of the imposed plans. On being asked about the accur
of accounting information, all interviewees said that accounting information was not
accurate at all. When asked if the quality of accounting information under socialism
good and reliable, an interviewee replied:
No, it wasn't. The first reason is that under the influence of the subsidy
mechanism, reporting w a s a mere formality. Reports were like records of
achievements. Data were cooked so accounting reports were of course
inaccurate (Interview 1, p. 2).
Even Mr. Dang Van Thanh, the former head of the DAP, shared the opinion with others.

He said that "(t)he reliability of the information completely depends on the relation

of the information provider and receiver" and because "the receiver uses the required
information to check and control the information provider the provider of course has
deal with it by providing cooked information" (Interview 28, p. 248).
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6.6.3 Conflicts of Interest between the G o v e r n m e n t and Enterprises
Another reason for the inaccuracy of the accounting reports was the conflict of

material interests of enterprises and the government. Enterprise accountants always p

their enterprise interests over those of the state. As explained in the previous part

in order to get the capital grants or subsidies from the state, had to report positiv
business results regarding fulfilment of planned targets. An interviewee explained:
...almost all reports were often adjusted for the benefit of individual
companies rather than of the whole country. This is mainly due to the
conflicts between enterprise and state interests. There were an
inconsiderable number of non-state businesses, or in other words, most
businesses were state-owned at that time. A s a result, their statements
seemed to lay most emphasis on the achievements with intent to attract the
government's investments and serve their o w n benefits. T o these ends, the
enterprises m a d e mendacious reports on profits while they were confronting
losses in practice (interview 1, p.3).
Consequently, the information included in accounting reports was not real, but
'cooked'.
Of course, government authorities were well aware of that phenomenon so that

certain reporting procedures and control systems were set up to attempt to ensure the

accuracy of submitted financial reports. For example, financial reports of enterprise
had to be reviewed and approved by authoritative organizations, such as organisation

charge or financial organisation. The chief accountants were the ones appointed by, a
who reported directly to, the MOF, to control and direct the accounting system of
enterprises.
However, it might be a shock for foreigners to know that in the past the reviewing
and approving procedures were merely formal administrative procedures because both
authoritative organisations and enterprises knew that the data of financial reports

not accurate due to the 'cooking' of data and the inability of authoritative organis

to synthetise and analyse accounting reports (Interview 27). No legal action would be
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taken if there were no fraud or embezzlement of state assets involved. Even in the latter

case, it would be very difficult to uncover fraud unless there were insiders willing
expose the fraud, which rarely happened. This enterprise-based loyalty could be

explained by the high value placed on autonomy and independence characteristic of th
Vietnamese culture, where all members of a group tend to be very close and protect

each other against outsiders. The chief accountant, therefore, usually acted in favo
his organisation, not of the government.

6.7 Conclusion
This chapter has given an account of the development of Vietnamese accounting

under socialism. It is a story of the development of accounting in a developing coun

which was engaged in building socialism from a position of a feudalist country under

French rule with a very backward agricultural economic system. This story has reveal
how accounting systems of developed countries, which had political, ideological and
economic influences in Vietnam, were imported and then adopted by the country, and
how the imported accounting system actually functioned in the Vietnamese context.
The French accounting system, known as the first accounting system for industrial
countries, was introduced to Vietnam by the French to support their colonial rule.

However, due to their oppressive policy promoting exploitation rather than developme

of Vietnam, the French colonists, after almost one hundred years of power, left very
little of value.
Chinese accounting experts were believed to be the first to introduce socialist

accounting into Vietnam. However, the Vietnamese accounting system, an integral part

of the centrally planned economy, was a combined product of the direct importation o
the Soviet Union's accounting system, through the direct involvement of Soviet
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accounting experts, and of education and training of Vietnamese cadres in socialist
countries.
As a result, Vietnamese accounting, like accounting in other socialist countries,

was characterised by the separation of the development of accounting methodology and

regulation, and accounting practice. Government authorities dominated the developmen
of accounting methodology and regulation. The Vietnamese accounting system was

comprehensively and tightly set up throughout the economy, from the ministry level t

the enterprise level, so that the central socialist government could have an effect
for centrally planned management and control of the economy. It was supposedly to
satisfy several functions including providing information for macro-management,

safeguarding of state assets and controlling of enterprises' compliance with financ

accounting and tax regulations. All elements of the accounting system, including so

documents, accounting books, chart of accounts and detailed instructions for double-

entry of transactions, and accounting reports, were uniformly and in detail regulat
the DAP. All accounting regulations issued by the DAP were compulsory and to be
complied with by enterprises in accounting practice.
However, evidence from the field suggested that the imported socialist accounting
system did not function well because of the rigidity of the implementation of the
centrally planned economic system in Vietnam. The system suffered from several
problems: excessive government demand for accounting information; conflicts of

interests between the government and enterprises; and giving priority to the govern
at the expense of SOEs in determining the functions of the accounting system. The

accountants of enterprises were unable to provide reliable and punctual information
macro-management.

CHAPTER 7

Economic Reform in Vietnam

7.1 Introduction
The current economic reform in Vietnam can be traced to 1979 when farmers

undertook a fight against food shortages. The first germs of reform in agricultu
then industry, known as 'fence-breaking' or 'reform from the bottom', were so

successful that they were welcomed and supported by the country's leaders. These

were particularised into government policy and regulations through which the eco
reforms were gradually carried out. This chapter presents an overall picture of
transition process in Vietnam from a command economy to a market economy and

presents an overview of the accounting reforms undertaken along with this change
Section 7.2 offers an overview of economic reform by identifying the need for

economic reform, describing the actions of the government and summarising the ro

reform. Section 7.3 looks at the transition economy from cultural and ideologica

perspectives. Section 7.4 introduces the main types of enterprises functioning i
transition economy. The last section presents a summary of this process.

7.2 Overview of Economic Reform
7.2.1 The Need for Economic Reform
The reunification of Vietnam in 1975 marked a very important event in the

country's history. Vietnam could then begin building a socialist economy peacefu
after 30 years of destructive wars of resistance against France and the USA.

Nonetheless, the country's economic development for a period after reunification

not as good as the united country's leaders expected. The centrally planned econ
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system based on Marxist-Leninist principles and the neo-Stalinist model imported from
the Soviet Union seemed to function ineffectively in Vietnam, which was an

undeveloped agriculture-based country. A lot of factors, both internal and external,
could be named as reasons for the failure of the economy and the economic crisis.
Government economic mismanagement, administrative inefficiency, bureaucratic

inertia, attempts at fast socialisation of the economy and over ambitious growth ta

were suggested as the main internal factors resulting in the distortions and sectora

imbalances in the structure and functioning of the economic system, eventually leadi

to the economic crisis. Harvie and Tran (1997) comment that "inexperience, ignorance
in economic management of a modern economy and, most importantly, deficiencies

inherent in the economic model itself were important factors that soon led the econo
into a serious economic crisis in the late 1970s and early 1980s" (p. 29).
Externally, Vietnam's military intervention in Cambodia had great impact on
Vietnam, not only from human casualties but also from economic losses. The cost of
this involvement seemed to be more expensive than anticipated by the Vietnamese

leadership. A substantial part of already scarce resources needed to be allocated to
support Cambodia and to maintain an army along the border with China — an army in

constant readiness against further possible 'punishment' after a short border war wi

China in 1979 . Furthermore, Vietnam had to confront political and economic isolatio

from most of the outside world. The embargo from the international community resulte

in a significant cut in foreign aid and assistance which was very important for a c
heavily dependent on foreign resources in the reconstruction of its war-damaged
economy. For example, the deterioration in bilateral relations with China cost the
country dearly. An estimated US$900 million in aid from China was terminated. A
61

In 1979, claiming that Vietnam invaded its ally, Cambodia, China attacked Vietnam along the
Vietnamese border in the North. The Chinese stated that this short border war was an attempt to 't
Vietnam a lesson'.
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further amount of US$78.5 million in bilateral aid and U S $ 9 0 million in multilateral aid
was cancelled after the Cambodian event (Harvie and Tran 1997). Of importance was
the reduction in food aid, consumer and industrial goods from the Soviet Union and
Eastern European socialist countries after 1975 when Vietnam was united. No less
important was the embargo by the USA which prevented Vietnam having access to
international lending sources and entering international markets (for more detailed
information on how badly the embargo affected the Vietnamese economy see Harvie
and Tran 1997). These external factors in conjunction with the internal ones made the
government unable to supply inputs to the centrally planned economy, including food
and other basic needs of people. The situation worsened to the extent that it had the
potential to result in a breakdown of the economy.
Consequently, as observed by Fford and De Vylder (1996), the failure of the state
to maintain control over resource supply forced SOEs, agricultural cooperatives and
even individuals to seek a better way of operating. All economic units were engaged in
a process of spontaneous 'bottom-up reform' or 'reform from below'62. The term 'pha
rao' (the English meaning is 'fence-breaking') was used to describe this phenomenon
which made the Communist Party's leaders and government authorities realise the
shortcomings and unsustainable situation of the centrally planned economic system;
'pha rao' put increasing pressure on them to undertake reform (Harvie and Tran 1997).

62

It is not a coincidence that the initiative for reform came from agricultural collectives but it denoted th
importance of agriculture and the agricultural culture in Vietnam. The 'autonomy' of collectives and
'flexibility' characteristic of the way of thinking were brought into play. Rather than wait for government
action, the people preferred to break the strictly imposed government regulation system and rescue
themselves from shortage of food and goods. To avoid the inefficiency and^effectiveness oi the
collective mode of production, collectives decided to give land to farming families based on a contract
which determined the percentages of the rice crop that farmers had to submit to collectives.
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7.2.2 Actions of the Government

Being aware of the deficiencies of the economic system and left with little choice,
the government had to reconsider its approach to the economic crisis. At the Fifth
Plenum of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV) in July

1979, the Vietnamese leaders for the first time officially acknowledged the legitim

of individual interests along side those of collectives and society in general. The

policies, therefore, encouraged the initiatives by individuals to produce and circu

goods not under government control, not locally available, and to produce goods for

export. The practice of 'ngan song, cam cho' in which state control stations were s

along major transportation routes to check the illegal circulation of state control
goods was eliminated (Harvie and Tran 1997). The Sixth Plenum of the Central

Committee enhanced the initial steps of reform by elaborating a concrete program ba
on the economic policies of the Fifth Plenum. A number of piecemeal reforms were

introduced and tested through the third five-year plan (1981-1985). Private enterpr

were allowed more freedom to function independently of the state. The right of priv

enterprises and small cooperatives to partake in light industries and export indust
was granted by the state.
The most important change, highly appreciated by economists, was made in
agriculture, the backbone of the Vietnamese economy. The introduction of an output
contract system (khoan san pham), proclaimed in the Decree CPV, no. CP/100 (13

January 1981), was a modest attempt to free farmers from the inefficient collective
mode of production. They were not prevented from selling their product on the open

market and were encouraged to cultivate land not used by the cooperatives. In indus
the 'three plan system' (similar to the Chinese dual price system) based on Decree
25/CP (13 January 1981) was introduced giving SOEs more autonomy in their
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production. In addition, various measures such as a payment system based on piecework
rates, bonuses and money awards were applied to increase the incentives of workers.

These two decrees of the government gave the first official signal towards the tran
economy. Harvie and Tran (1997) summarised the initial steps of reform as follows:

"Overall, the new policies stressed a slowing down of socialist transformation in ma
sectors. They provided for less centralised planning with more responsibility and
autonomy to lower economic management levels and production units. They allowed

for greater initiative and incentives to enhance production in agriculture and cons
goods industries" (p 44).
The third five-year plan (1981-1985), through the initial piecemeal steps of
economic reforms in agriculture and industry, improved the performance of the
economy. However, the economy was confronted by a number of serious problems. At
the Sixth Congress of the CPV in December 1986, a comprehensive reform program,
named 'Doi Moi', aimed at liberalising and deregulating the old mechanism, was

introduced to fight against the country's food shortages, hyperinflation and structu
imbalance in the economy. The Sixth Congress marked an important milestone and
major turning point in the economic development of Vietnam. The CPV officially
recognised the long-term existence of non-socialist components beside the socialist
components of the transition economy. The CPV now asserted their commitment to
economic reform to liberate all productive forces, to make full use of all economic

components, and recognise the inevitability of private enterprises. This was clearly
confirmed in the Resolution of the Fourth Plenum of December 1987: "The state
encourages and accepts the long-term existence and positive effects of the family,

individual and private economies active in production and services; it guarantees th

rights to property, to inherit and to legal income for people active in these sector
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accepts their legal incorporation/identity and equality before the law in their production

and business activities" (quoted in Harvie & Tran, 1997, p. 49). The Sixth Congres
also expressed the government commitment to "eliminate the centrally bureaucratic

subsidising mechanism by applying a new one that is more appropriate with objectiv
law and with the level of development of the economy" and "the reform of economic
management mechanism aims to create an dynamic impulse for economic units and the

workforce to enthusiastically expand the productive activities" (Resolution of th
Congress quoted in (Dao 2000), p. 68).
From 1987 the Resolution of the Sixth Congress was implemented and economic
reform was speeded up in all major areas including: agricultural reform, price
liberalisation, state enterprise reform, financial reform, trade liberalisation,

direct investment liberalisation and social reform. The centrally planned economic
system no longer existed. The Seventh (1991), Eighth (1996) and Ninth Congress
(2001) continuously confirmed the commitment of the CPV and its government to
further move the Vietnamese economy towards a market economy. The process of
economic reform is highlighted in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1 Vietnam: the Road to Reform
(after Harvie and Tran (1997, Table 3.8, p.51).
1979
Limited agricultural reform - quotas and contract system introduced
Greater factory autonomy
Additional lending to local enterprises from state banks
1981
Product contract system introduced in agricultural sector
Agricultural price reform
Decentralisation of foreign-trade sector
N e w system of enterprise management in industrial sector
1985
Decontrol of state input prices
Price reform; wage adjustments
Currency reform - dong devalued
Greater autonomy granted to state enterprises
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1987
Adjustment of prices of non-essential consumer products
Devaluation of exchange rate
Restriction removed on private-sector trade and transport
Liberal foreign-investment law introduced
Restructuring of banking system
1988
Agricultural reform - greater authority and autonomy to households
Legalrightsfor private sector
Reduction of state control over state enterprises' production
Devaluation of dong; foreign-exchange regulations
1989
Trade reform - removal of import duties on industrial inputs
Positive real-exchange-rate policy
1990
Reform of financial sector
Introduction of n e w instruments for state bank control of the money supply
1991
Decree on foreign bank branches
Introduction of Export Processing Zones
C o m p a n y L a w , Private Enterprise L a w
1992
Constitution amended proclaiming individual rights and guaranteeing
against the nationalisation of foreign investments
Approval to privatise statefirms;Foreign Investment L a w refined
1993
Law on Land
Oil and Gas L a w
Bankruptcy L a w
Environment L a w
1994
Domestic Investment Encouragement Law
1995
State-owned Enterprise Law
Membership of A S E A N
1996
New Foreign Investment Law
Further equitisation of state-owned enterprises
1998
Domestic Investment Encouragement Law (amended)
Equitisation of state-owned enterprises speeded up
1999
Enterprise Law
Value-added Tax L a w
2000
Opening of stock market in Ho Chi Minh City
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7.2.3 S u m m a r y of Economic Reform
This section highlights the most significant reforms during the first ten years of
economic reform based on the work of Harvie and Tran (1997, pp.52-5).
Agricultural reforms - D u e to its importance to the Vietnamese economy and
the inconsistency and unpredictability of its yields, agricultural reform was given
priority in the government reform menu. Pricing and management reform in agriculture
in 1987-1989 significantly increased the freedom of farmers and, therefore, agricultural
production. Decree no. 10 (April 1988) of the politburo brought a radical change in
agricultural management through which the collective agricultural system was largely
dismantled. The household became a vital production unit and had the right to use
farming land on the basis of long-term leases from 2 0 to 50 years.
Price liberalisation - Initially the domestic market in foodstuffs was liberalised
by ending government control on staples and compulsory sales of agricultural products
to the state. Farmers were allowed to sell their products on the free market. From 1989
all price controls were virtually removed with the exception of fuel, electricity, transport
and postal services.
Devaluation - The exchange rate w a s unified and sharply devaluated. Foreign
exchange trading floors were created which enabled the exchange rate to be largely
determined by the market.
Interest rate reforms - The interest rate w a s raised to very high levels, with the
objective of achieving positive rates, as part of the fight against inflation. After some
initial success in reducing inflation in 1989, real rates of interest were allowed to
become negative again and, in 1990 and 1991, inflation returned. Since 1992 real
interest rates have primarily remained positive, contributing to the sizable decline in
inflation.
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Fiscal reforms - The government implemented measures to reduce the growth of

public expenditure, including the demobilisation of the military (500,000 solders in t
have been released) and the elimination of direct subsidies to state-owned enterprises
(SOEs). Tax reform, in addition to the fortuitous revenue from petroleum operations,
enabled the government to increase its revenues.
State enterprise reforms - These included direct budgetary subsidies from the
government, and a further hardening of the budget due to higher real interest rates
which had to be paid for credit as previously identified. Decree no. 217 (14/11/1987)
gave state enterprises new status in doing business. State enterprise managers were no
longer subject to the need to achieve centrally determined production targets, the
influence of which had declined significantly since 1986, but had greater autonomy in
determining where their outputs were sold and where inputs could be obtained on the

basis of market price. In principle, they had to operate on the basis of financial self
management and profit orientation. The State-Owned Enterprise Law April 1995
represented a further move towards the reform of SOEs. This law has established a

unified legislative background for SOEs by defining their rights and civil obligations
'legal persons', and by regarding them as limited liability economic entities whose
objective is to pursue profit.
Promotion of the private sector - After many years of discrimination against
private business, the government now actively promoted the development of the private
sector, although this sector's contribution to GDP is still relatively small. Laws

introduced for companies and private enterprises gave the once-informal sector official
sanction. This was identified further in the country's new constitution (1992) which
clarified the rights of the private sector.
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Financial sector reform - This involved the restructure of the banks, which

dominate the financial system, into a two-tier system with the State Bank of Vietn
performing the function of a modern central bank, and the four major state-owned

commercial banks providing banking facilities. The financial system is being furth

expanded to include shareholding banks, credit cooperatives and joint venture bank
Foreign banks have been allowed to operate since 1991. The Stock Exchange Market
was opened in Ho Chi Minh City in 2000.
Legal system reform - Arising from the creation of a market system was the

need to develop the institutional structures necessary for. its functioning. Refo

creation, of a legal framework for the market system was particularly important, g
the reduced direct involvement of the government. Laws that have contributed to

constructing this framework include a foreign investment law (1987), bankruptcy la

(1993), environment law (1993) and land law (1993). The most important legal refor

was the 1992 Constitution which proclaimed individual rights and guaranteed agains
the nationalisation of foreign investment.
Openness to direct foreign investment - The government recognised the

importance of direct foreign investment in the process of economic development, an

the Law on Foreign investment became effective in 1987, with subsequent revisions.

This law was believed to be one of the most liberal in South-East Asia and indicat
government's desire to attract such investment.
Foreign trade reform - Foreign trade had been the monopoly of state, but now

both the state and private firms were to have easier access to imports and more ex

mcentives. The latter aspect was clearly seen as important, given the export led g
of Vietnam's dynamic neighbours in East Asia.
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Social reform - The reform program was seen as likely to contribute to a

transitional rise in unemployment, and in response to this likelihood the government
initiated programs including retraining schemes and soft loans for the small-scale
private sector.
After more than ten years of economic reform, the macroeconomic performance

of Vietnam was quite impressive. The country not only avoided complete collapse from

the economic crisis but also achieved outstanding economic results so that it was w
tipped as Asia's next economic 'dragon'. Following the 'Doi Moi' Vietnam

experienced a significant increase in the growth of real GDP, contributed to primar

from the agriculture and service industries. Table 7-2 shows that GDP growth increa
dramatically from 3.4% in 1986 to 8% in 1989 and reached its peak of 9.5% in 1995,

and averaged 7.7% over the period 1989-1995. For agriculture and services, similarly
substantial increases in growth rates were recorded. However, the year 1987 saw a

negative figure for agriculture resulting from bad weather. Agricultural reform has

off highly because it turned the country from a food-shortage country to a rice exp

one; it has been among the top three rice exporting countries in the world since the
1990s.
This period, however, witnessed a sharp decline in industrial production, down to
a growth rate of 3.9% in 1988 and -4.0% in 1989, largely due to the loss of aid and
markets from the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), which used to be
the main suppliers of cheap raw materials and spare parts to SOEs. But then the

industrial growth rate quickly recovered and was maintained at 13% or 14% for the re
of the period. Consumer price inflation sharply dropped from 487% in 1986 to 34% in
1989 and was lowest in 1993 at just 5.2% due to government measures to bring
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monetary growth under control and to devaluate the dong, as well as the increased
availability of both agricultural and industrial products (see Table 7-2).

Table 7-2 Real G D P and Sector Growth Rate in percentages
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
5.2
8.0
3.4 4.0
Real G D P
-3.5
5.9
6.9
Agriculture 1.5
4.6 11.4 3.9 -4.0
Industry
5.6
8.9 17.7
Services
487 317 311 34.7
Inflation
Rates
(Source World Bank 1993 and U N D P

7.3

1993 1994 1995 199

5.1
1.6
2.9
10.8
67.5

6.0
2.2
9.0
8.3
67.6

8.6
7.1

8.1
3.8

8.8
3.9

9.5
4.8

9.3
4.4

14.0

13.1

14.!

9.2
5.2

14.0
10.2
14.4

13.6

7.0

9.8

8.8
4.5

17.5

12.7

2000).

Transition Economy from Cultural and Ideological Perspectives

In contrast to former socialist countries in Eastern Europe, which are facing

of difficulties in the transition to market economy, Vietnam has moved more s

to the market economy and has achieved quite impressive economic growth in th

decade (see Table 7-2). Besides some additional factors such as a shorter eng
with socialism and reaching only an infant stage along the path of socialist

industrialisation, the Vietnamese culture and ideology might be major factors
contributing to Vietnam's smoother transition process.

73.1 Cultural Perspective

Equipped with the Vietnamese 'dialect-synthetic' way of thinking, the CPV, th

government and Vietnamese people are very 'flexible' in accepting and dealing

transition process (Tran 2000). Perceiving that the main reason for the failu
centrally planned economic system in Vietnam came from its impassioned and

subjective voluntarism in building socialism, the government has initiatively
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the Vietnamese economic system. It was not an accident that individualism and the
private sector, which once were strongly criticised and regarded as incompatible

elements of a socialist economy by the doctrinal theory of socialism, were accepted a

factors contributing to the growth of the economic system. Therefore, economic reform

was undertaken quite early in Vietnam in comparison with former socialist countries i
Eastern Europe (at the end of the 1970s in Vietnam versus at the end of the 1980s in
Eastern Europe), except in the case of Hungary where economic reform was conducted
at the end of the 1960s. Later on, the capitalist sector was also accepted and
incorporated into the structure of the Vietnamese economic system thanks to the
'flexible' and 'reconciliatory' characteristics of the CPV and the government,
characteristics that have softened the rigour of socialist ideology.
Like their leaders, the Vietnamese people, because of their 'flexibility', adapted
more easily to the transition economy than people in former socialist countries in
Eastern Europe. The Vietnamese people who are studying and working in former
socialist countries can be used to illustrate this point. They have been coping with

adapting very well to the political and economic chaos caused by the transition proce

in these countries, while local people are struggling hard and suffering (Tran, N. T.
2000).
Nevertheless, Vietnamese cultural researchers also gave warning about bad effects

which the Vietnamese agricultural culture could have on the transition process and th
integration of the Vietnamese economy with the international market, especially when

the negative side of the culture is amplified by the bureaucratic subsidy characteris
inherited from the centrally planned economic mechanism (for detailed discussion see

Tran, N. T. 2000; (Phan 2000). The bad side of Vietnamese 'flexibility' is random and

unsystematic behaviour, which gives Vietnamese people a lot of difficulties in living
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i
and working in accordance with the law. For example, in business practice Vietnamese
enterprises casually and without notice change business contracts. Government
authorities arbitrarily modify their regulations and policies regardless of effects
enterprises. The CEO of the EPCO, a big state-owned company, for example,
complained: "In the last few years, on many occasions while we were importing or ^
exporting goods the government authority suddenly banned them. The tax rates were *

increased before contracts had finished. Government authorities arbitrarily issued a

implemented regulations and policies without any knowledge of how badly they would *

damage investors. The instability of policies and regulations are the biggest risk tf

investors suffer in Vietnam" (quoted in Tran, N. T. 2000 from Tuoi Tre Newspaper). fi
Another product of the centrally planned economic system is the passivity of *
people who previously worked in SOEs and government organisations. They used to '4
work according to directions from higher authorities so that now they are reluctant

actively involved and to use their initiative. The 'autonomous' characteristic of ri

government organisations is another attribute of culture which could slow down the *

transition process because it can retard the development of cooperative relationship
among organisations. Regulations and policies issued by different government fff

authorities, by central and local authorities or by different ministries, often conf
consequence of the 'autonomous' characteristic (Hoang 2001).

Eitoj

7.3.2 Ideological Attitudes Towards the Transition E c o n o m y
As shown in the previous section, reform policies introduced in the Seventh
(1991), Eighth (1996) and Ninth (2001) Congresses confirmed that the CPV and the
government are committed to move the Vietnamese economy gradually towards a
market-like economy. To foreigners it might seem that the CPV and the government
have given up building socialism in Vietnam. However, the inside story is quite
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different. T h e transition process in Vietnam is totally different from those of former
socialist countries in Eastern Europe and Russia. While former socialist countries in
Eastern Europe and Russia have undertaken radical reforms in both economic and
political areas, Vietnam has carried out economic reform gradually in the absence of
political reform (the CPV still firmly asserts its leadership in the managing of the
country and its rejection of political pluralism). Of importance is, therefore, the
difference in ideology. The socialist ideology and the building of socialism were
abandoned in these Eastern European countries but not in Vietnam, where, due to the
leadership of the CPV and its government, people are still committed to building
socialism. The socialist ideology remains strong even though it is challenged by the
failure of socialism in Eastern Europe in terms of both theory and practical
implementation. However, the CPV leaders and the government were well aware that

because of changes in international political affairs, the trend of economic globalis
and the collapse of the centrally planned economic system in Vietnam, they had to
adjust their approach in pursuing socialism, willingly or not. What they needed was a
new theoretical model and approach in building socialism (see (CPV 1986; CPV 1991;
CPV 1996; CPV 2001).
It is obvious that the collapse of the socialist bloc in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe happened so fast and was beyond the imagination or expectation of the

Vietnamese socialist thinkers. The failure of socialism and the chaos of the transitio
process in Europe forced Vietnamese socialist theoreticians to think out a new

theoretical model and approach in building socialism. The review of articles in the Ta
Chi Cong San (The Communist Journal) has shown that there was confusion and even

ideological impasse among socialist thinkers about the nature and characteristics of
transition economy in Vietnam. However, a series of discussions was undertaken among
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socialist thinkers and the CPV's leaders during the period 1996-2000 to clarify basic

theoretical issues such as the relationship of the market economy to socialist or
ownership structure and economic sectors of the transition economy (see for
example,(Bui 1996; Dang 1996; Dang 1996; Dao 1996; Ha 1996; Hoang 1996; Nguyen
1996; Nguyen 1996; Nguyen 1996; Nguyen 1996; Nhat 1996; Phan and An 1996; To
1996a; To 1996b; Ban 1999). Consequently, Vietnamese socialist thinkers and the
CPV's leaders became more aware of the nature of the transitional multi-sectoral
economy. The Report of the Ninth Congress of the CPV in 2001 stated that: "The

Communist Party of Vietnam and the government advocate a long-term and consistent

policy in developing a multi-sector market economy based on market mechanisms wit

state management according to a socialist orientation; it is the market economy w

socialist orientation" (CPV 2001). Basic features of the market economy with a soc
orientation are:
• Transition process to socialism is a long process63;
• All sectors of the economy including state, collective, individual, private,

private-capitalist, state-capitalist and foreign investment sectors, are equal in
respect to the law and encouraged to contribute to the economic development
and prosperity of the country;

• The state and collective sectors are considered to be the basis of the economy,
and the state sector is to play a directive role;

• People's wealth, state strength, social equality and civilisation are considere
the main objectives.

Even though economist researchers, for example Harvie (1996), use the term 'transition' economy for
both the Vietnamese economy and economies of former socialist countries in Eastern Europe because of
their similar attributes, it should be noticed that thefinaldestination of these two 'transition' economies
are totally different. While thefinaldestination of these former socialist countries is capitalism, that of
Vietnam is still socialism.
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It is noteworthy that Vietnamese socialist thinkers and the CPV's leaders have

recognised the effectiveness and efficiency of the market mechanism and want to utilis
the market mechanism for the economic development of the economy in order to bring
the country to socialism. However, as stressed in the Political Reports of the CPV in
Seventh, Eighth and Ninth Congress of the CPV, the market economy and its
mechanism is a 'tool' employed in the transition period rather than its destination,

which is socialism. This illustrates a very 'flexible' characteristic and 'reconcilia
attitude of Vietnamese leaders and thinkers in pursuing their socialist and communist

ideology. In order to reach their destination they are willing to soften their sociali
ideology to fit the Vietnamese situation.
However, the marriage between market economy and socialist orientation, rather
than being simple, is complicated throughout the transition process because of the
ideological paradox. For example, a survey done by the Mekong Project Development

Facility (MPDF) in 1999 showed that government officials had a bias against the privat

sector because of their Marxist-Leninist ideology. The findings of the survey showed a

ideological attitude of government officials, especially mid-level officials, against

private sector. According to their views "the marriage of a private sector and a 'soc
orientation' is one of convenience, not one of true love. Therefore, it is inevitable
the two economic partners must always be suspicious of one another. The idea is that

private sector development in Vietnam has traditionally occurred only as a compromise,
needed to solve an immediate socioeconomic crisis rather than as a part of a

comprehensive, long-term plan" and it is a "naive attempt by policy-makers to have the
niceties of socialist ideology and the benefits of a competitive market" (MPDF 1999,
p.14).
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7.4 Enterprises in the Vietnamese Transition Economy
The new theoretical approach towards building socialism and economic reforms
has significantly changed the business environment in Vietnam. During 10 years
reform the economy has observed very fast growth in the non-state sector which

accounts for 60% of GDP; this is significant when compared to about 20% in 1978
8.4% in the North of Vietnam before 197564. However, the state sector is still

strong and accounts for 40% of GDP — 29% from state enterprises and 11% from st
administration (Figure 7-3) — while it employs just 10% of the workforce in

comparison with 90% in the non-state sector (Figure 7-4). The reason is that ag
and household enterprises, where the level of development is low, dominate the

state sector with 89% (66% in farming and 34% in household enterprises) of tota

employment but produce just 34% of GDP. And statistical figures show that agric
and related activities still employ two-thirds of the labour force and produce

quarter of GDP whereas industry and construction account for only 10% of employ
but contribute one-third of GPD (Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2).

The good news of the booming non-state sector is the emergence and expansion of
private registered companies. Even though they account for just 1% of total

employment, they contribute 7% of GDP (0% before the 'Doi Moi' ). Another facto

to be noticed is the appearance of foreign-invested companies with a 10% contri

to the GDP (0% in the past). Collectives in agriculture have experienced a sharp

After the reunion of Vietnam in 1975, a radical renovation was undertaken in the South of Viet
from 1975 to 1978. This campaign aimed to eliminate the private enterprises and change them into
cooperative enterprises. All machinery, goods, and raw materials of these enterprises were appropriated
and a new management apparatus was set up by the government. Consequently, the private enterprises
were killed (see Webster, L. and M . Taussig (1999). Vietnam's Undersized Engine:
A survey of 95 Larger Private Manufacturers. Project Development Facility: 124. Tran, V. T., N . D.
Nguyen, et al. (2000). Kinh te Viet n a m 1955-2000. Tinh toan ™"'- phan tich moi. (The Vietnamese
Economy 1955-2000: N e w W a y of Accounting and Analysis). H a noi, Nha xuat ban thong ke.. Therefore,
the non-state sector before 1975 in the North and by 1978 in the South had been reduced to include
household and individual farming and business only.
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in their number because a majority of them were changed to household and farming

businesses so that they now contribute just 9% to GDP while households and farm
contribute 34% (Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4).

Figure 7-1 Share of Employment by Sector, 1997.
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Figure 7-2 Share of G D P by Sector, 1998.
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Figure 7-3 Share of G D P by Enterprise F o r m , 1998.
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Figure 7-4 Share of Employment by Enterprise F o r m , 1997.
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The diversification of enterprise-ownership types has led to the elimination of the
government subsidisation mechanism and the introduction of a new management
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mechanism promoting initiatives of all types of enterprise. In the n e w mechanism the
government intends to regulate all components of the economy, not through its
commands or instructions as it used to do but indirectly through the legal system,

economic leverages and policies. Legal, administrative and economic reforms not only

have significantly affected the expansion of the non-state sector and its contributi
the GDP, but also have changed the way of doing business by SOEs. Some basic
features of the main components of the economy, including foreign investment
enterprises, private registered enterprises and SOEs, are described below.

7.4.1 Foreign Investment Enterprises
To indicate the importance of foreign investment capital, technology, management
and marketing skills to the economic development of the country, the Sixth Congress

and its 'Doi Moi' policy introduced very open policies towards foreign investment. T
first Foreign Investment Law was introduced in 1987, amended in 1992 and then
replaced in 1996. According to economic experts, Vietnam's Foreign Investment Law
was one of the most liberal laws in South-East Asia and showed the desire of the
country's leaders to appeal to foreign investment (Harvie and Tran 1997).
To operate in Vietnam foreign investment enterprises have to apply for a license

from, and to report their activities (in the form of financial statements) to the Mi
Investment and Planning, which was the government authority in charge of the

administration of direct foreign investment. In 1988 the first foreign investment pr

were undertaken in Vietnam. From the middle of the 1990s a sharp increase of foreign
investment was experienced every year for a few years due to promising business
opportunities, the improvement of the legal framework and the administrative system

(that is, reduction of paper work and time), and favourable policies towards this se

c
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However, since 1997 the amount of foreign investment went d o w n due to the economic
crisis in Asia.
During the period from 1988 to 1999 the number of foreign direct investment

projects licensed was 2800 with 37 billion USD of registered capital of which 17 bi
USD were effective capital (GSO 2000). The types of foreign investment included

majority joint ventures65, wholly foreign owned and business co-operation contracts.

The majority joint ventures accounted for 66% of total foreign investment inflow du

the period 1991-1998 but the main type of joint ventures were joint ventures betwee
SOEs and foreign companies, accounting for 64.6%, while joint ventures between

private enterprises and foreign companies were only 1.9%. However, since then, ther
was a slight trend away from joint ventures with SOEs, and an increase in wholly
foreign-owned investments (World-Bank 1999). Incentives such as tax holidays and
protection were introduced to encourage foreign investment in industries producing
import-competitive goods and in those which were capital intensive. The industrial
sector absorbed 34% of total disbursements, most of which went to heavy industry
(15%), and light manufacturing and food. Oil and gas were in the second place,
accounting for 28% and were then followed by real estate with 17% (World Bank,
1999).
In summary, foreign investment enterprises, after a mere 10 years of being part of

the economy, now play a vital role, accounting for 10% of GDP, producing a fifth of

manufacturing output, accounting for 20% of total exports of Vietnam, and absorbing
300,000 workers (World Bank, 1999). In general, the government holds very positive

attitudes towards foreign investors so that they have enjoyed preferential treatme
the government regulations and policy.
In majority joint ventures, the Vietnamese side usually contributed land-userightas invested capital
while the foreign side put in money capital, fixed capital and technology.
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7.4.2 Private Registered Enterprises (small and m e d i u m enterprises, S M E s )
From the Sixth Congress in 1986, all CPV congresses have officially recognised
the importance of the private sector and encouraged it to contribute to economic

development by establishing a relevant legal framework. Thanks to the introduction
Company Law (Luat Cong Ty) and Private Enterprise Law (Luat Doanh Nghiep Tu

Nhan) in 1991, domestic investors feel more confident to invest in business. Accor

to these two laws domestic investors can choose from three legal types of enterpris

including private enterprises (Doanh Nghiep Tu Nhan), limited liability companies a
joint-stock companies, which are usually referred to as private SMEs.
The support of the regulatory environment has resulted in a large number of

vibrant small businesses which are expanding fast from an almost zero starting poi

1998 there were about 26,000 registered private enterprises of which 72% were priva

enterprises, 27% were limited liability companies and 1% were joint stock companies
The private SMEs have demonstrated a strong ability to create employment. The
number of workers employed by this sector increased by 16.2% in 1998 compared to a

0.3% increase in the state sector. However, the size of private SMEs is very small.
average employment of these registered private companies is 19 employees per firm.
According to the database of the MPDF, only 682 firms have 100 or more employees

each, of which 457 firms (67%) are manufacturers. The number of firms having 300 or
more is 198, 152 of which are in the manufacturing sector. The total employment by
private SMEs was less than 500,000 people in 1998 (Webster and Taussig 1999).
At the beginning, the number of private SMES grew very fast. The annual growth

rate reached nearly 60% in 1994 but then fall to just 4.1% in 1998 due to the impac
the economic crisis in South-East Asia. However, after the new Enterprise Law came

into effect in 2000, the number of private SMEs grew sharply; the introduction of t

c
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law involved vital revisions aiming at improving the investment climate and easing
business entry66. An estimated 26,000 private SMEs, representing 60% of the increase,
were registered in the period January 2000 through August 2001 employing more than
500,000 workers. From the perspective of sectoral distribution, private SMEs were ji

primarily concentrated in the trading sector which accounted for almost half of the to
number of private SMEs (12,753 firms in 1998). The manufacturing sector was in [5(
second place and accounted for a quater of the total number of private SMEs. Within M
this sector 55% of firms, the majority of which were small firms with less than 100
employees, took part in food and beverage production. Large firms played important

roles in the production of garments, leather goods, and non-metallic products (UNDP |,
2001).
It is evident that, thanks to the encouragement and support from highest ,
government authorities through issuing new laws and regulations in favour of the ,

1
expansion of the private sector, the private SMEs are enjoying a high growth rate in

ti

terms of the number of new entering firms. However, their average size, share of total

i

employment and contribution to GDP is small They remain small and susceptible.

s
Their vulnerability, as Webster and Taussig (1999) suggest, comes from their

concentration in only a few industries and in a few locations, a heavy dependence on t

discretion of local and central officials, and front exposure to economic recession. B

the most important factor contributing to their vulnerability, as suggested by the MPD

survey, is their negative image in general public perceptions and ideological bias aga
them from government officials. The survey showed that:

dnm C T m g busmess entry resultedfrom^ e lifting of business licensing requirements in 250 (out of
w m sub-sectors m 2000, significant cut in busmess registration costs, the shortening of the approval
Snrm v™ m°nthS t0 10 dayS 0n averaSe or even less for ^all enterprises in urban areas (U
Uuui). Vietnam-Selected Issues and Statistical Appendix. Hanoi, U N D P : 97. Vietnamese investors can
easily register their enterprises in departments of enterprise registration of the Ministry of Investment an
Planning in central cities and provinces.
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...confidence in the private sector is low. The public tends to view the
entrepreneurs w h o establish and manage private companies as generally
unskilled and highly opportunistic individuals - people willing to exploit
others to seize short-term gains. There is only limited awareness of the
contribution that the private sector could potentially m a k e to national
economic development ( M P D F 1999, p. 8).

In terms of ideology, government officials still held a strong bias against the privat
sector so that, according to an official interviewed, "a generational change will be
required in order to free policy makers from the ideology that restricts them today"
(MPDF 1999, p. 14).

7.4.3 State-owned Enterprises (SOEs)

7.4.3.1 R e f o r m and Equitisation of S O E s
The reform of SOEs can be dated back to the end of the 1970s with the movement
known as 'pha rao' or 'fence breaking' among SOEs aiming to rescue themselves from
the economic crisis. The initiatives of the 'bottom line' were highly appreciated by
country's leaders and Decree no. 25CP was issued in 1981 to officially allow SOEs to
apply a three-plan system . According to Le (1996), this decree "was the first pilot

scheme aimed at renovating the bureaucratic and subsidized, centrally planned system,
at micro-level, and perhaps the first move towards the market economy for Vietnam's
state sector" (p. 64).
After the implementation of the 'Doi Moi', the reform of SOEs was closely linked
with, and encouraged by, the government legislative reforms which have significantly

decreased the impact of the centrally planned system on SOEs. Thanks to these reforms

67

In a three-plan system, a state had a plan with three components (sub-plans). The first sub-plan was the
most important one assigned to the enterprise by the state as a compulsory production plan of products for
which the enterprise was set up by the state. The enterprise had to achieve the plan target with inputs
supplied by the state and then supply the outputs to the state at regular prices. In the second sub-plan the
enterprise could freely dispose of its specialised products made from resources acquired by itself. The
third sub-plan was used to fully utilise the resources and potential of the enterprise. Under this plan the
enterprise could diversify its products outside the main product line assigned by the state by using inputs
obtained by itself and dispose of them freely at market price.

0
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of the legal framework the position and function of S O E s has dramatically changed.

Decision no. 217/HDBT (1987) was regarded as an important step towards fundamental
change in planning and accounting in SOEs, and it also gave a clearer, more

comprehensive and cogent definition of business autonomy for SOEs. Compared with '

the three-plan system, this decree allowed more business and financial independenc
letting SOEs function more effectively68. SOEs had to work out and implement their
own long-, medium- and short-term plans. However, these plans still had to be

developed based on the guidelines for socioeconomic development laid down by the ^

CPV and the government. The material supply system of the centrally planned system
was almost abolished except for some important technical inputs controlled by the

government. The procurement of all production inputs could be undertaken through I
economic contracts based on negotiated prices between buyers and sellers, not a
regulated price set by the government. In terms of outputs, SOEs had more freedom
marketing their products. Nevertheless, SOEs that produced critically important o
products in steady and large quantities according to a mandatory plan had to sell
products to state firms according to the plan69. I
From a financial management perspective, SOEs were required to effectively and

(

efficiently utilise their assets. They had not only to preserve but also increase

of assets entrusted to them. In order to do so SOEs had the right to freely decide

assets' structure and make it more appropriate to their business purposes; such ac

inSa* ter? 6 aCtuallyenhanced the ' economic accountability' of the 'self-financing' principle mentioned

However, the 1980s experienced a substantial reduction in the number of essential products
«™?.U°~ " , **the reduction k ^ts that the government must provide to SOEs. The nu
r^n H7 i PPCd fr°m 10° " 1987 t0 40 k 1988> ™d to just 6 in 1990. The reduction of in
iTfl i I the1§0Temmem f0ll0Wed the same Pattem from 100 in 1987, to 30 in 1988 and 20
and to only 8 m 1990 (Le, D. D. (1996). Legal Consequences of State-Owned Enterprise Reform. StateA^^uthrPnSt,e//4 m Vietnam '1e<,<Sn"' *"" AC1'" N' J- Freeman' singaP°re> tostitute of Southeast
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w a s not allowed under the centrally planned system (see chapter 2 7 0 ). Furthermore, they

were granted the right to lease, sell or dispose of their unused fixed assets. In additio
they no longer had to submit the amount of depreciation cost to the government as in the
past. The depreciation fund is now under the enterprise's disposal. Besides allocated
capital from the government SOEs could raise capital from sources other than loans
from state banks. These other financial sources might include private banks, borrowing
from another firm, and public debts. Another important change was that SOEs were no
longer directly connected to the state budget by being obliged to submit a governmentdetermined contribution. Instead, they had to pay their income tax like non-state
enterprises according to the Tax Law (for more detailed information see (Phan and
Nguyen 1996); (Le 1996); (Nguyen and Tran 1996)).
In 1988, the government issued Decree no. 50/HDBT to provide clarity on the
rights and obligations of SOEs, and Decree no. 98/HDBT to define the rights of
employees in SOEs. The most important financial regulation was Decree no. 59/CP,
'Regulation on financial management of SOEs' issued by the MOF on the 3rd October
1996. These regulations of the government aimed to promote the autonomy of SOEs in
making business decisions in all-important aspects including planning, supplying,
marketing, financing as well as labour.
More radical decisions towards the reform of SOEs were Decisions no. 90/TTg
and no. 91/TTg in 1994 to reorganise SOEs into large corporations to improve their
competitiveness, and to liquidate small and loss-making enterprises. The number of
SOEs were reduced drastically to just 6,264 in April 1994. Another vital milestone in

70

The structure of assets of an enterprise was determined by its higher authority depending on isi function
in the central planning economic system. Each type of enterprise asset was covered by a special fund. *or
example,fixedassets were covered by the fund offixedassets while current assets were covered by the
fund of current assets and investment by the fund of investment. Enterprises were not allowed to use these
special funds for other purposes. The newfinancialregulations, however, abolished such restrictions so
that an enterprise can use their funds in whatever ways it thinks appropriate and effective tor its Business
activities.
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the reform of SOEs was the introduction of the Bankruptcy Law in 1994; according t

that law, SOEs, like other types of enterprises, were faced with the possibility o
71

liquidation if they experienced losses and were unable to pay their debts . This crucial

law illustrated the intention of the government to put an end to the previous situ

where the government was obligated to spare no effort in retaining loss-making SOE
The actual position and function of the SOEs were not legislatively defined until
the State-Owned Enterprise Law was passed by the Vietnamese National Assembly in
April 1995. This was a further move towards the reform of SOEs. This law has f

established a unified legislative background for SOEs by defining their rights an

obligations as 'legal persons', and by regarding them as a limited liability econo

entity whose objective is pursuit of profit. Under this law the separation of owne
and management of SOEs is clearer. The SOEs have the right to manage their assets

capital, such as the possession, utilisation and disposal of their assets, so tha
compete with non-state enterprises in a fair playground. However, the law still

confirmed state control, state ownership, and, to a certain extent, management ove
major issues such as establishment, liquidation, restructuring, determination of

objectives, changes in investment strategy, changes in ownership structure, profit
distribution, salaries and management awards, and mode of management (Le 1996).
Equitisation was another item on the menu of the reform of SOEs. The objectives
of equitisation were summarised by Le (1996) as follows:
• To create a new method of developing the multi-sectoral economy, by
diversifying the ownership structures of SOEs;

In the past, even in the period of economic reform before this law was brought into effect, loss-makers
always received a financial subsidy to cover up their losses, or their bad debts or they were allowed to
block debt until the government had decided h o w to deal with them. The reason was the sensitiveness of
social problems caused by the liquidation of S O E s such as unemployment, the bad image of SOEs, and so
on.
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T o mobilise available funds into shares of enterprises, for development

investment;
• To restructure SOEs in a bid to improve their performance efficiency, and
thereby make them capable of playing a leading role in the economy (p. 67).

It is important to note that the concept 'equitisation' has a different connotation fro

concept 'privatisation' used in other former socialist countries. This difference refle
Vietnam's ideological philosophy of market economy with a socialist orientation. While
'privatisation' is a process through which the government abandons its ownership of the
SOEs, 'equitisation' aims to diversify the ownership structure of the SOEs by selling
equities to non-state sectors. According to criteria for equitisation, the SOEs are
classified into three groups. The first group consists of the SOEs that play important
roles in key and strategic industries of the economy and that the government wants to
keep entirely state-owned. Belonging to the second group are the SOEs for which the
government just wants to keep controlling votes. The last group are the SOEs which are
small and non-strategic enterprises and can be 100% equitied (Hoang 1996).
Equitisation has been undertaken since 1992 mainly through selling shares to
employees, who had priority in buying shares, and outsider investors. Foreign
investment into equitised enterprises was subject to the prime minister's approval. The
SOEs selected for transformation into joint-stock companies were viable small scale,
non-strategic firms. Nevertheless, the pace of equitisation of SOEs was very slow .
Only 5 SOEs were equitised by the end of 1995. To speed up equitisation, Decree no.

72

For a detailed discussion see Phan, V. T. (1996). "CPH mot bo phan DNNN de nang cao va
dao cua he thong D N N N (Equitisation of a part of SOEs to improve the directive role of SOEs)." Tai
Chinh Doanh Nghiep (Journal of Enterprise Financed): 10-12.; Hoang, C. T. (1996). "Nhin lai bon nam
thi diem co phan hoa D N N N ( A review after four years of equitisation of SOEs)." Tai Chinh Doanh
Nghiep (Journal of Enterprise FinanceVSl: 13-16.; Pham, A. D. and M. T. Pham (1996). "Mot so van de
tai chinh khi tien hanh co phan hoa (Somefinancialissues in equitisation of SOEs)." Tai Chinh Doanh
Nghiep (Journal of Enterprise FinanceVSY- 17-19, Nguyen, V. (2000). "Co phan hoa D N N N thuc trang va
giai phap (Equitisation of SOEs - Situation and Solution)." Tai Chinh Doanh Nghiep (Journal of
Enterprise Finance)(9): 21-24..
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28/CP (May 1996), then Decree no. 44/CP (1998) and Decree no. 64/CP (19/6/2002)

extended the scope of equitisation to all non-strategic small and medium sized SOE

and asked controlling agencies of SOEs (that is, ministries, minister-level instit

People's Committees, and state corporations) to choose enterprises for equitisatio
However, by early 1998, just 30 small and medium sized SOEs were equitised.

Then during the period from 1999 to 2002 there were about 250 SOEs equitised every
year. By the end of August 2002, after 10 years of experimenting, 990 SOEs were

equitised, accounting for 18% of the total and for just 3% of the total capital of
Government officials in charge of directing the process admitted that the plan of

equitisation of SOEs was only half fulfilled because this activity was so new that
a process of doing and learning. Hence, the government has not yet established a
complete legal and financial framework for equitisation, complicating the work of

SOEs' controlling agencies in the revaluation of assets of equitised SOEs, financi

settlement, unemployment concerns and other social problems. Some difficulties cam
from the other end, the SOEs. Of importance was the unwillingness of SOEs to be
equitised. The leaders and managers of SOEs were worried about their benefits and
of state backup so that they wanted to maintain the 'status quo' (MPDF 1999).

Employees were worried about their job uncertainty (Van-Tien 2002); (Nguyen 2000).

In addition, a search of the literature and research by government agencies on the

equitisation of SOEs showed that there has been no comprehensive study conducted i
this area except for some reports of government agencies such as the Ministry of

Industry and the Ministry of Investment and Planning, and a number of small studie

(see footnote 72 for reference), which, rather than deeply investigated problems a
issues of the equitisation process, just descriptively informed the facts of the

equitisation process and the result of the government equitisation program. The mo
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recent study was done by the M P D F in 1998 based on the survey of 17 equitised
enterprises. The survey concluded that "equitisation has been successful thus far in

sense that most equitised firms are performing well, and their aggregate contribution

the State budget has increased significantly relative to pre-equitisation. The fact t

there have been no lay-offs of labor should bring comfort to those who fear large-sca
unemployment in equitized firms" (MPDF 1998).

7.4.3.2 Major Characteristics of SOEs
The economic reform of the SOEs and their equitisation, through issuing and

implementing new laws and regulations, indicated a very clear intention of the CPV an

the government to strengthen and improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the SOEs
by giving them more autonomy and freedom in doing business. However, the SOEs do
not have the same level of autonomy and freedom as enterprises in a western market

because of socialist ideology. The SOEs have characteristics peculiar to their import
government-assigned role in the so-called market economic system with a socialist
orientation.
Due to equitisation the number of SOEs was dramatically reduced. However, they
still play a key role in the economic system by controlling important industries

including heavy industries, energy, mining and telecommunication, and by contributing
more than any other sector to the state budget. Even though the government no longer

directly intervenes in business activities of enterprises, it maintains its right, as
to control the SOEs through the SOE law, tax law and strict regulations on financial
management and accounting.
In the transition economy the main objective of SOEs is profit making. However,
in comparison with their counterparts in the market economy, SOEs still have to take
care of certain social objectives because of socialist ideology, which prevents them
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thoroughly applying rules and concepts of the market economy. For instance, despit
the existence of the Bankruptcy Law since 1992, the number of SOEs going bankrupt

has been very small. Since the government is concerned about the social problems l

to be faced by employees of bankrupt SOEs, it has tried to save them. Another exam
is the Welfare Fund and Bonus and Reward Fund of the SOEs, which are used to take

care of the welfare of the SOEs' employees. In general, the SOEs, as a leading sec

the economy, still have more favourable conditions in doing business than other t
enterprises.
In the transition economy, there are definite benefits conveyed by a SOE and its

beneficiaries are itself, its employees and its owner, the government; at play her

principle of 'self-economic accountability'. The objective of the SOEs is to make

but it is also to bring benefits to these three parties. The government gets bene

income tax collection73 and collection of fees charged for the SOE's using of state

capital74. Benefits to the SOEs itself come from the allocation of profits to enter
funds used for business development and contingencies, and the government subsidy
contingent situations. Employees get benefits from welfare and rewards and bonus

funds created by enterprise profits. The equity of the SOEs, therefore, consists o
elements:
• Initial government-provided business capital and supplementary capital;
• Development Fund and Financial Reserve Fund;
• Welfare Fund, Reward and Bonus Fund and Reserve Fund for
unemployment subsidy.

According to financial policy, income tax of an enterprise is regarded as an amount of profit shared
between enterprise and government but not as an expense in market economy.
Fee for using government capital is perceived as allocation of profit between government (capital
provider) and enterprise (capital user). However, such fee is m u c h lower than bank interest.
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All the benefits of these parties come from the allocation of enterprise profits so that
certain conflicts naturally exist in the SOEs. Thus the government as a policy maker
seems to regulate SOEs to its own advantage.
Generally speaking, such differences make it hard for the government to balance
government control and the autonomy of the SOEs. On one hand, the government wants

to control the SOEs in order to keep the socialist orientation of the economy but, on

other hand, the more autonomy is given to the SOEs the more effectively and efficient
they function. In addition, there was a concern about unemployment and other social
problems resulting from the economic reform of the SOEs. This ideological paradox
prevented the government from thorough undertaking the economic reform of the SOEs
and it will affect accounting reform in Vietnam's transition economy.

7.5 Conclusion
The economic system of Vietnam has dramatically changed to a more market-like
economic system. The centrally planned economic system was abolished step by step

through a set of incremental economic reform policies initiated and implemented by th
CPV and the government. After 15 years, the process of economic reforms infused by
the 'Doi Moi' has profoundly reshaped the landscape of the country's legal, economic
and social environment. The transition economic model based on the market economic

system with state control and socialist orientation, which illustrates a very 'flexib

characteristic and 'reconciliatory' attitude of Vietnamese leaders and socialist thin
in pursuing their socialist and communist ideology, has opened the country's economy
to the world economy.
The transitional economic model recognised the importance of the private sector
and foreign investment to the country's economic development. While encouraging the
development of a multi-component economic system with different ownership
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structures, the model still regarded the state sector as a key component; this all
government to keep the socialist orientation of the economy. In the new economic

system the government's role has changed from one of direct intervention in the dai
business activities of enterprises through a system of compulsory planned targets

of indirect regulation using the legal system and incentive economic leverage. It i

observed that the government has more clearly separated its macro-regulation functi
from the management function of its SOEs. Legal reforms, step by step, have been
undertaken to make the playing ground more even so that all players, regardless of
ownership structure, can fairly compete with each other in pursuing profit.
However, there are well-founded concerns despite the recent rapid development

and potential for the growth of private enterprises and foreign-invested enterprise
thanks to good management of the government and positive impact of the Vietnamese

culture. There is a concern about the negative effects of the Vietnamese agricultur

culture and the ideological bias against the private sector on the speed and natur
transition process.
The reform and equitisation of the SOEs were intensively and radically

undertaken so that their way of doing business has substantially changed. Thus, the
SOEs, while facing difficulties in terms of capital, scale of production, outdated
technology and efficiency (Truong 1999); (Pham 2001), still dominate the economy

with their strong financial and human resources, and their contribution to the cou

GDP. However, it is suggested that, because the CPV and the government consider the
socialist orientation of the economy dependent on the SOEs remaining a controlling

driving economic force, the reform and the equitisation of the SOEs has not been do

thoroughly. The SOEs still receive favourable treatment from the government includi
credit and capital access, natural resource access (for example, land) and busmess
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licenses in n e w and promising industries (Gainsbriough 2003). Therefore, further

administrative, economic and legal reforms, and restructure and equitisation of SOEs

are suggested to make the business environment more competitive and fairer so that a

economic sectors could enjoy further development and contribute more to the country'
economic growth (Pham 2001); (Phan 1996); (Truong 1999).
The legal and economic reforms undertaken in transition process as described in
this chapter have significant impact on accounting changes in Vietnam. The next
chapter will review and analyse these changes.
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CHAPTER 8 New Model of the Development of
Accounting Regulations

l

8.1 Introduction

In
New characteristics and elements of the socialistically orientated market economy

0

that have an impact on accounting are numerous: new legal frameworks and economic , |

leverages; the diversification of ownership and types of enterprises; the reform of S
the entry of foreign investment enterprises into the local market; the connection of
country's economy with regional organisations and associations (ASEAN, AFTA) and

Iii
international institutions (World Bank, International Monetary Fund, Asian Developmen

Bank). This impact has overloaded the old accounting system and resulted in high pres
f
for accounting reform.
fi
This chapter explores how accounting change has been undertaken in Vietnam.
pt
Section 8.2 gives an overview of the main events in accounting reform. Section 8.3

B]

describes the main features of the new model of the development of accounting regulat
fe

in Vietnam's transition economy. This model shows how basic concepts or elements of
1
western accounting have been introduced to Vietnam along with market economic

concepts. Section 8.4 introduces the main players involved in accounting reform while
(

Section 8.5 summarises n e w accounting policy. Section 8.6, the focus of this chapter,
identifies and discusses the main issues of accounting reform.
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8.2 Accounting Reform in a Transition Economy - an Overview of Main
Events
Fully understanding the pressure on, as well as the importance of, accounting in
supporting economic reform, the Vietnamese government, like other governments of
former socialist countries (see Bailey, 1995; Lin et al. 2001) paid very good attention to
accounting reform during the transition process. Interviews with accounting experts,
including government officials, professional accountants and academics, showed that in
their opinion accounting changes were unavoidable because of the change in the
Vietnamese economic system and its m o d e of management. Such change was a must due to
the role of accounting as a tool for economic management.
Accounting reform, therefore, was one important item on the reform m e n u of the
government and was totally supported by high-ranking government officials, even up to the
prime minister. Former Prime Minister V o V a n Kiet directly involved himself in the
process of accounting reform by spending hours listening to and talking with accounting
experts, academics and officials about the real state of accounting in Vietnam, its direction
for development, and by closely observing and directing the actions of the Accounting
Reform Committee, which was set up to supervise the accounting reform. The directive
role was delegated to the D A P of the M O F in consultation with the Accounting Reform
Committee. The D A P ' s duties were to bring the accounting system more in line with
economic reform so that accounting could fulfil its supportive role. A number of accounting
policies and regulations were introduced by the D A P along the economic reform process.
Based on accounting policies and regulations issued by the D A P , accounting reform can be
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divided into three periods: initial steps, radical accounting reform and the present
program75.

8.2.1 Initial Steps (1981-1990)
Accounting reform can be dated back to the beginning of the 1980s when the private

sector was officially granted a position in the economy after the Fifth Plenum of the

Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam in July 1979. The DAP, for the first time

issued an accounting regulation, even though still simple, for private enterprises, k
the Decision 278/QD/CDKT (10/3/19981) 'Accounting Policy for Industrial and

Commercial Business Private Enterprises'. Then due to the rapid growth of the private
sector, the DAP had to introduce more complete accounting policies to regulate the

accounting activities of that sector, that is, Decision 229/QD/CDKT (12/1988) 'Accoun
Policy for Individual Business Units and Private Business' and Decision 598/QD/CDKT

(12/1990) 'Accounting Policy for Non-State Business (applied to Individual Business U
Private Enterprises)'.
An important event in this period was the introduction of the 'Ordinance on
Accounting and Statistics', based on Order no. 06/LCT-HDNN (20/5/1980), in 1988. To

the present, this is the highest legal document on accounting. The issue of the ordin
illustrated good attitudes of the government toward the importance of accounting and

statistics in economic reform. The ordinance has served as a legal base for the renov

and reorganisation of accounting and statistics to cope with the new economic managem

75

It is suggested that the accounting reform in Vietnam can be seen through the set of accounting policies and
regulations issued by the D A P of the M O F , the government authority in charge of accounting regulations,
because accounting in Vietnam is under the control of the government and all enterprises are required to
comply with its regulation. See Appendix 7 for main accounting and financial regulations issued by the D A P
of the M O F .
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mechanism. However, originating in a very early stage of the transition process when
newly emerging elements of the economy were not well and clearly determined, this

ordinance suffered certain shortcomings. Firstly, the ordinance inherited the old way of
thinking and continued to combine accounting and statistics in one legal document.

Secondly, the ordinance fails to completely cover all activities of the economy, especi
the newly emerging activities of the transition economy such as auditing, professional

association activities, foreign-invested enterprises, and accounting and auditing as a t
service industry, etc (DAP 1999).
The implementation of the ordinance was undertaken through Decree no. 25/HDBT
(18/3/1989) 'Regulation on Organising of State Accounting', Decree no. 26/HDBT
(18/3/1989) 'Regulation on Chief Accountant of State-Owned Enterprise' and Decree no.
52/HDBT (19/12/1992) 'Regulation on Penalty for Violation in Accounting and Statistical
Activities'. A new chart of accounts and new accounting reports were introduced through
Decision 212/QD/CDKT (15/12/1989) and Decision 224/QD/CDKT (18/4/1990)
respectively.
However, in general the accounting reforms in this period were not radical so that the

old socialist accounting was slightly adjusted to include some new elements of accountin
for a market economy. About this period, Mr. Dang Van Thanh, a former head of the DAP,

noted in an interview that "at that time the market economic system was still in its inf

stage so the characteristics of the accounting regulations issued in 1989 were not those
accounting for a market economy" but it was "an important change towards the accounting
system of a market economy" (Interview 28, p. 244).
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8.2.2 Radical Accounting Reform (1991-1996)
After almost 10 years of adopting an 'open door' policy to integrate into the
international economy and of implementing economic and legal reforms, Vietnam was
more economically developed which imposed big pressure for more radical changes in

accounting. This period, therefore, observed a turning point in the Vietnamese accou

system. Vietnamese accounting was brought more in line with western accounting to sat
the information needs of a fast developing young market economy and the requirements

integration with the world economy. Under the direct supervision of the prime minist
DAP of the MOF directed a complete and thorough accounting reform covering all
elements of accounting and auditing.
The Accounting Reform Committee, with core members from the DAP, was set up to
organise and direct the accounting reform. The DAP had mobilised a vast number of
accounting experts including academics, accounting policy makers, professional
accountants from public accounting firms, accountants from big SOEs, and former
accounting experts from the South to take part in the accounting reform. A ten-day
conference was organised by the DAP in 1994 to discuss accounting reforms and design

new accounting system. At the end of the conference, a primary draft of a new chart o
accounts was successfully issued. Then a number of conferences were held by the DAP
throughout the country for a wider group of accountants to discuss and contribute to

primary draft. At the end of 1994, the first draft of a new accounting policy was fin

Then the first draft of the chart of accounts was issued based on Decision 1205 QD/CD

(14/12/1994) and applied, for one-year of testing, in 642 selected enterprises of di

sizes, ownership structures and in different industries. At the end of 1995, the DAP,
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making adjustments to the first draft based on the suggestions from accounting experts and
accountants, and on testing in SOEs, issued the final draft of accounting policy for
enterprises; it was to be applied to all types of enterprises under Decision 1141
TC/QD/CDKT (1/11/1995). This uniform accounting policy was then used to particularise

accounting policies in some special industries such as the construction industry, the lo
industry and tourism.
Accounting reform was also undertaken in the state administrative sector. Decision
999/QD/CDKT (2/11/1996) 'Accounting Policy for Government Organisation' was issued

to regulate the accounting activities of state organisations which use the state budget fo
their activities. A number of accounting regulations were also issued for the State Bank,
credit and financial institutions, stock exchange centres, insurance companies and
institutions, collectives, and households.
Along with accounting reform, this period observed the emergence of independent

and state auditing in Vietnam. Thanks to the open door policy encouraging integration with

international accounting and auditing, independent auditing activities were introduced i
Vietnam in 1990 through the entry of the first accounting public firm, Ernst and Young.
Not long after that, all the former 'Big Six' public auditing firms, including PriceWaterHouse, KPMG, Arthur Andersen and Cooper and Lybrand, entered the Vietnamese
market through joint ventures with Vietnamese public accounting firms or wholly owned
foreign companies. The first two Vietnamese public accounting firms, the Vietnamese
Auditing Company (VACO) and the Accounting and Auditing Service Company (AASC),
were established as state-owned companies under the supervision of the MOF in 1991. To
date, 19 Vietnamese public accounting firms, both state and private firms, with about 500
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Vietnamese certified public accountants (CPAs), are providing accounting and auditing
services along with 8 foreign-owned firms and joint ventures.
Independent auditing is a totally new area in accounting for Vietnamese accounting

experts and accounting policy makers so that the government regulation on this area wa
not available until January 1994, when Decree no. 07/CP (29/1/1994) 'Regulation on
Independent Auditing in National Economy' was issued. A few months later, the State

Audit Office was set up by Decree no. 70/CP (11/7/1994) to undertake the auditing of a

SOEs, government organisations and other entities using the state budget or with a re
to it. Attention was also given to internal auditing with the issue of Decision 832
TC/QD/CDKT (28/10/1997) 'Regulation of Internal Auditing of SOEs'. These regulations

on auditing have recognised officially the existence of professional accountants (au
as a new profession, and a National Committee for Auditor's Examination was set up in
1994 to organise professional exams to qualify CPAs (Decision 237/QD/CDKT 19/3/1994).
About 400 people passed this exam and were granted the CPA title.
The establishment of the Vietnamese Association of Accountants in 1994 (Decision
12/TTg 10/1/1994) marked a new important element in the accounting mechanism. For the
first time in accounting history, Vietnamese accountants had their own professional

association which acts on their behalf to maintain and develop the accounting profess

improve the quality of their services, to protect the values and image of the accounti
profession as well as to ensure high professional ethical standards. The Vietnamese
Association of Accountants has been accepted as a member of IFAC (International
Federation Accounting Committee) and AFA (Accounting Federation of ASEAN) in 1998.
In summary, the accounting regulations issued in this period illustrated the high
initiative and effort of the government to radically reform the Vietnamese accounting
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system. Regarded as an important tool for management, accounting has been renovated to

satisfy the information needs of an emerging market economy with socialist orientation.
Consequently, the Vietnamese accounting system has been brought more in line with a
market accounting system.

8.2.3 Standardisation of the Vietnamese Accounting (1997-present)
This period marked a more critical change in the Vietnamese accounting system. The
government, faced with increasing pressures from foreign investors and international
financial institutions, such as the World Bank (WB), the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and preparing for the opening of the

Vietnamese stock market, committed itself to undertake more vital reforms in accounting
The development of Vietnamese accounting and auditing standards was considered to be
the best way to make the accounting system achieve greater conformity with western
accounting.
A European Union sponsored project, named the European Commission's Technical
Assistance Program for Transition to Market Economy in Vietnam (Euro-TapViet), with a
value of US$10 millions, was undertaken from September 1995 to June 1998. The project

was similar to projects carried out in former socialist countries in Central and Easter

Europe and former Soviet Union countries, and aimed to assist Vietnam to establish a mo

appropriate environment for market economic development. The project focused on several
important areas including: the legal system, the banking system, small and medium
enterprise development, and accounting and auditing. Among these areas, accounting and

auditing was the biggest sub-project. The general objectives of the accounting and audi
sub-project were:
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T o assist Vietnam in establishing accounting and auditing standards that were ai

the same level as other accounting and auditing standards accepted word-wide;
• To assist auditing activities through the improvement of the capabilities ol
Vietnamese auditing firms;
• To develop skills and competencies for the Vietnamese accounting and auditing
profession.
The Euro-Tap Viet project was highly valued by Vietnamese accounting experts and

officials because it brought a new insight into accounting reform in Vietnam and pus
further into more radical changes.
Two steering committees, one for the development of Vietnamese Accounting

Standards and the other for the development of Vietnamese Auditing Standards were se
in October 1998 (Decision 1503/1998/QD/BTC) and in February 1999 (Decision

19/1999/QD/BTC) respectively. Under the supervision of these steering committees the

DAP gathered many Vietnamese accounting experts, including accounting policy makers,

academics, CPAs from foreign and local accounting firms and accountants from big SOE

to take part in the standards' development. The speed of development of auditing sta

was quite impressive. At the end of 1999, the first four Vietnamese auditing standa
issued by Decision 120/1999/QD/BTC (27/9/1999). To date, 10 Vietnamese auditing
standards are in effect. In comparison with auditing, accounting experienced a much

pace of development. The first four accounting standards were issued two years later

Decision 149/2001/QD/BTC (31/12/2001). The project is still going on and according t
the DAP's plan it would be finished at the end of 2003.
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N o less important than the setting of accounting and auditing standards was the
development of the accounting law to replace the outdated Ordinance on Accounting and

Statistics. The DAP, on behalf of the MOF, is directing the development of accounting la
which is a three-year project started in 1999. The DAP has organised a number of
conferences on accounting law in order to get comments from accounting experts,
government officials in related fields and the public. The Accounting Law was passed by
the Vietnamese Assembly in May 2003 and has come into effect since the 1st of January

2004. The Accounting Law has marked a critical point in accounting change because it has
recognised the importance of accounting in the Vietnamese transition economy by
improving its legal status. The Accounting Law was built on a number of bases including
reference to accounting laws of other countries, experience learned in the period of
applying the Ordinance on Accounting and Statistics, in correspondence with other laws

and regulations and the reality of accounting practice in Vietnam. It aims "to uniformly

regulate accounting to ensure that accounting is an effective and strict tool in managin

economic and financial activities, and to provide complete, true, transparent and in-tim

information that satisfy the information needs of government authorities, enterprises an
individuals in administration and management" (VAL 1/1/2004). The Accounting Law
consists of 7 Chapters and 64 Articles to regulate accounting activities, accounting
mechanism, accountants and accounting association. These 7 chapters are: General
Regulations, Contents of Accounting Activities, Organising Accounting Mechanism and
Accountants, Activities of Accounting Profession, Government Management of
Accounting, Rewards and Penalties, and Terms of Implementation.
This period also experienced a continual improvement in accounting regulations and
policies, and the accounting mechanism. The accounting policy for enterprises (Decision
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«P

1141) was amended almost 20 times to incorporate more elements resulting from the rapid
it',
changes in the Vietnamese transition economy. Accounting policies for newly emerging
iitf

industries, such as thefinancial,investment and insurance industry, were also set up based
fif
on Decision 1141.
II

8.3 New Model of the Accounting Regulation Development
Figure 8-1 is based on the data collected from a field investigation and documentation
study. It indicates how accounting regulations have been developed in the transition

§

economy and how the new accounting mechanism stands. In comparison with the model of •?

accounting regulation development and accounting practice in the former centrally plann

economy there are several major differences. Firstly, the present mode of importing the

market economic system and its concepts into Vietnam is different from that of the past
(see chapter 6).

B

The new model shows multi-channel traffic from the top down as well as from the |E
bottom up and denotes a fragmentation in the introduction of market accounting into

Vietnam. Secondly, there is still a distinction between accounting regulation developme

and accounting practice but they are not totally separated as they used to be. Enterpri

especially foreign owned companies and public accounting firms, are now contributing to

the development of accounting methodology and its regulation. Thirdly, more players are
taking part in the process of developing accounting and its regulation. Fourthly, some

elements are excluded from the model. For example, statistical and accounting regulatio

are no longer jointly issued by the DAP and the General Statistics Office (GSO) because
accounting and statistics are now considered as two independent and different tools in
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economic management. Figure 8-1 is quite comprehensive and deserves more detailed
descriptions. The next sections describe how the market economic system and its elements
and concepts have been imported into Vietnam and how all of them have affected
Vietnamese accounting including its methodology and the development of regulations.

8.3.1 The Introduction of Market Economic Concepts into Vietnam.
In the transition economy the process of importation of market economic concepts
into Vietnam was totally different to the importation of socialist economic theory and its
model, the centrally planned economic system (see Figure 8.1). As shown in Chapter 6, the
importation of socialist economic theory and its model was as a whole package, and more
important is that such importation was strictly controlled by the government . Hence in
order to penetrate Vietnam, socialist economic theory and its model had to go through the

official channels of the government mechanism. As a result, the direction of the import
and implementation of the socialist economic system was a one-way traffic from the top
(government authorities) down (to enterprises and organisations).
In contrast, the importation of market economic concepts is not as a wholesale

package but a piecemeal process through multi-channels, both official (through governme
agencies) and unofficial (enterprises). These many channels can be said to carry two-way
traffic, from the top down and from the bottom up.
At the top, the Vietnamese government has received support and help, and suffered
pressure from international institutions, such as the World Bank (WB), the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP), the European Community (EC) and others, in undertaking
76

Under socialism, Vietnam could be regarded as a semi-closed country because it hadrdabooHju*tvrtfa fte
socialist bloc. Relations with the rest of the world were very limited and strictly controlled by * e government
because of ideological bias against capitalism and a concern for the possibility of it having bad effects on the
country.
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reforms. Projects financed by these international institutions aim to introduce, among
t

things, market economic and legal concepts and knowledge to the government officials in :
order to strengthen the administrative and legal mechanism in the transition economy.
5
i
t

courses have been organised, materials and books provided, and foreign experts have been j
t

sent to Vietnam to help local experts develop relevant policies and regulations in the <
t
i

transition process. The most important projects are a series of projects which have be
i

$

organised and facilitated by the Vietnamese government with assistance from U N D P since %
1994 to promote reforms in all major areas including legal reform, National Assembly,

private sector, public administration, public finance, and trade and global integratio

accounting field, the most important project was the Euro-Tap Viet Project financed by
EU. As a result, new economic and legal regulations have been issued to move the l
country's economy further in the transition process (see chapter 7).

Accounting and
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Key:
Structural links.
Connection of government authorities and other actors with
methodology and regulation development of accounting, auditing
and other fields.
•

Importation of theory/concept of market economy through projects
financed by international organisations, foreign-invested companies,
Vietnamese graduated from western countries.

•

Regulations and control

•

Bases for methodological development and regulation setting

At the bottom, thanks to the quite 'open' Foreign Investment Law, more and more foreig
firms are entering the Vietnamese market to do business. They have brought along with
them market economic knowledge and management concepts and skills. Such management
and business know-how is not only transferred to local employees and applied in foreigninvested enterprises and joint ventures but also, to a certain extent, learned and applied by
local managers of other types of enterprises. A s a result, n e w types of business activities
and transactions of the market economy have been quickly introduced in Vietnam and
pressures put on government authorities to renew and adjust their regulations to be more
relevant to and to cope with a rapidly changing business environment.
The successful introduction of market economic concepts is a result of the
Vietnamese characteristic of 'flexibility' manifesting in the C P V and the government. It
demonstrates their willingness to open Vietnam to the western world and their
'reconciliatory attitude' in accepting good things from it in order to protect the country
from the collapse experienced by other former socialist countries, while continuing to
pursue the building of a socialist society.
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8.3.2 Finance, Tax and Statistical Reforms
Along with the introduction of market economic concepts, the financial

regulations for enterprises are no longer a rigorously defined system and imposed fro

the top down as in the past but rather the result of a complex process. Financial ref
have been undertaken from several bases. First, the most important basis for

development of new financial regulations is the newly issued legal documents resultin
from the legal reforms and the new government policies on financial management.

Second, a basis for reform has been provided by the level of development of enterpris
engaged in financial activities. Third, the last but not least in importance, is the
knowledge of market finance that government officials who are in charge of financial

regulations have acquired through different sources, including short courses, foreign

supported projects and textbooks. However, it is noteworthy that financial regulation
for enterprises issued by the DFP are compulsory for SOEs but not for other types of
enterprises. These financial regulations can be understood as the regulation by the

owner (the government) of the financial management of its own enterprises. In general
these new regulations have given SOEs more freedom in managing their assets, funds,

revenues, expenses and profit distribution in comparison to the past but they still s
to be stricter than those of the private sector (see Appendix 3).
Tax reforms have also received good government attention. Tax is no longer seen

just as a source of funds for the state budget but it is also regarded to be an impor
means of economic management. Tax incentives are used as an effective vehicle to

attract foreign, and encourage local, investment, especially in less developed industr
and areas. The old tax system is being gradually replaced by a new system which is

more in line with the market. The reform of the tax system began with the introductio
of three tax laws including the Sales Tax Law, the Income Tax Law and the Tax Law
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for Sale of Special Goods. The tax reforms are mainly based on the changes to the l

system, the characteristics of the transition economy, particularly the newly emer

enterprises providing business services, and the knowledge of tax officials about t
systems of market economies.
Thanks to the reforms, a number of items on the tax schedule have been modified,
amended or upgraded to be tax laws and ordinances. For example, regulations have
been established dealing with the Export-Import Tax Law, the Agricultural Land Use
Tax Law and the Tax Law on the Transfer of Land Use Right, etc. The newest tax law

the Value-Added Tax Law which has been effective since 2000 to replace the Sales Ta
Law. In general, the tax system of Vietnam is almost complete and is being applied

all sectors of the economy, and to a certain extent, it meets the requirements of t

government in managing the economy. Tax laws and regulations on some aspects of the

business activities of enterprises, such as expenses, revenues and sales, are no l

same as the old financial regulations. Along with the reform of tax laws and ordina

the structure of the tax apparatus and the procedures of tax collection have also b
reorganised and renewed (VNCTC 1998).
From the present theoretical standpoint, statistics and accounting are no longer

regarded as two inseparable tools of the economic information system as in the past

the statistical regulations are omitted from the model. According to the new viewpo

they are two independent sciences with totally different methodologies so it is fe
would be better if they were developed and regulated separately. Hence statistical

accounting regulations are no longer to be jointly issued by the Central Statistica

Bureau and the MOF. The Ordinance on Statistics and Accounting has been replaced by
the Law on Accounting and the Law on Statistics since 2003.
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8.3.3 Driving Forces for Accounting Reform
The development of accounting regulations in Vietnam's transition economy has
followed a different pattern in comparison with the situation under socialism (see

chapter 6) and with the former socialist countries in Central and Eastern Europe (see

chapter 4). Rather than abolishing the old accounting system, the accounting reforms
being gradually undertaken by the DAP so that more and more elements of market
accounting are incorporated into the Vietnamese accounting system; this gradual

approach is more supportive of the transition process. During this process the pressu
and incentives for accounting changes come from both directions: the top/outside as
well as bottom/inside. The most important driving forces for accounting reform are
pointed out below.
The reforms of the legal, economic and budgeting systems
Legal, economic and budgeting reforms have fundamentally changed the
missions, functions and positions of SOEs and government organisations. As a
supporting tool for an enterprise's and organisation's management, accounting
regulations must be changed as well. The new financial regulations issued by the DFP
are an example. Accounting is considered to be a supportive tool for financial
management, and, hence, every time the DFP updates financial regulations in response

to the emergence of a new type of market transaction, the DAP has to revise and adjus

their accounting regulations to give enterprises directions for the recording of the
transactions so that they can comply with the financial regulations. Like financial
regulations, reform of tax laws and regulations also have effects on accounting

regulations; this is especially the case with the new tax laws and regulations relat
expenses, revenues and sales, such as the Income-Tax Law and the Value-added Tax
Law.

c
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Pressure from globalisation and d e m a n d for financial resources for economic
development

International institutions, such as the WB, IMF and ADB, ask for legal, financial
and accounting reforms as necessary conditions for providing loans for economic
development. Agreements between Vietnam and other organisations, such as the &
agreement with ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) and the tax agreement with ASEAN, jg

and Vietnam's desire to be a member of the World Trade Organisation (WTO), also a
to the pressure for accounting reforms. ^
Cultural exchanges in knowledge J.

Thanks to the help of foreign accounting experts, short courses and study tours o

projects financed by international organisations, such as the Euro-Tap Viet Proje
market accounting and its core concepts have been introduced to Vietnamese

t

accounting experts. These experts include accounting policy makers (officials fro

DAP), academics and auditors of Vietnamese accounting firms, who play key roles i

i

the process of accounting reform. In addition, the open policy in education and training

it

allows local experts to have access to market economic theory and knowledge through

!

basic textbooks, practitioner magazines and journals, and in some cases professional
(academic) research journals77, which were not available in the past due to the

ideological bias against capitalism and the market economy78. These materials hav

enriched the knowledge of the market economic system as well as market accounting

A majority of these materials have been brought into Vietnam through foreign-financed projects.
Others might come from people w h o have graduated from or went on a study tour in western countries.
However, in general, Vietnam is still short of materials and textbooks. The available materials are poorly
exploited by Vietnamese experts due to their lack of English and French.
In the past, the importation of educational and cultural publications were put under strict censorship by
the government (the Ministry of Culture and Information) so that no publications from western countries
were allowed to be brought into Vietnam. O n the other hand, to propagandise socialism, its ideology and
achievements m natural and social sciences as well as to help Vietnam in the process of building
socialism, the Soviet Union and socialist countries in Eastern Europe provided Vietnam with a huge
amount of textbooks and research journals. The materials were well exploited because they were written
in either Russian or other languages that were very popular and used by the Vietnamese.
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and auditing. Hence they have contributed greatly to the design of accounting and
auditing regulations.
New mode of communication between the government and enterprises
A new feature of accounting and its regulation development is the involvement
and contribution of enterprises79. The involvement of enterprises in the process has
significantly changed the connection between accounting regulation development and
accounting practice. A two-way communication between accounting policy makers, the
DAP, and accounting practitioners (enterprises) has been set up. In contrast to the past
when enterprises played a very passive role, if any at all, enterprises now have found,
for the first time, their voice in this process. Enterprise accountants' direct involvement
in a vigorous and rapidly changing business practice and their expertise in market
accounting (some are foreign accountants working in foreign investment enterprises or
joint ventures), have put them in the best position to recognise the shortcomings and
inappropriateness of the accounting regulations. Thus their suggestions and demand for
revision of accounting regulations always wins the attention of the DAP and creates
pressure for accounting regulation change.

79

The contribution of enterprises to accounting development came primarily from foreign mvestment
enterprises, joint ventures and accounting firms. The officials of the D A P highly appreciated their
contribution because they helped them acquire market accounting knowledge. The head ot the D A P
explained that "Foreign investment enterprises often ask for the removal of this or that account or tor
different methods of accounting. By this means, policy makers gradually have gamed a comprehensive
and thorough understanding of accounting in the market economy and have realised that many ot their
proposals are reasonable" (Interview 4, p. 46). In addition, because of big differences between
Vietnamese accounting policy and market accounting, Vietnamese Foreign Investment Law still allows
foreign investment enterprises to use their own accounting if they wish. According to one official ot m e
D A P almost 5 0 % of foreign investment enterprises still follow their own accounting.policy. Thus their
accounting systems provide samples for accounting policy makers of the D A P and other accounting
experts to study and compare with Vietnamese accounting policy.
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8.4 Players of Accounting Reform
It is noteworthy that in the transition economy, the DAP is the government
authority in charge of, and plays the main role in the development of, accounting and
auditing regulations, but it could not fulfil its functions, especially in developing

accounting and auditing standards, if it were not supported by accounting experts from
other organisations. Figure 8-1 shows that besides the DAP, there is a range of

organisations directly taking part in accounting reform, including the National Counci
of Accountancy (NCA), the State Auditing Office (SAO), universities, the Vietnamese
Accounting Association (VAA) and auditing firms. In addition, government officials
from the DFP, the Tax Office and the Corporate Finance Department (CFD) are, to a

certain extent, also contributing to accounting reform. It is worth looking at some of
these players in more detail.

8.4.1 The Department of Accounting Policy - a Key Player in Accounting Reform
As in other transition economies, the DAP of the MOF is playing a very important
role in accounting reform in Vietnam's transition economy. Considered to be the most
appropriate department in terms of its manpower and legal position, the DAP is
authorised by the government to direct, organise and realise accounting reform80. To
understand the role and contribution of the government in accounting reform a close
look at the DAP is needed.
In 2001 the DAP celebrated 45 years of operation. As a government authority in
charge of regulating accounting, and now auditing, the DAP's contribution to the
SO

Because the D A P is the main director of accounting reforms, I have chosen it as a major site for my
fieldwork and spent six months there collecting data. The richness of historical documents and the
reliable memories of senior D A P staff, allowed m e to systematically bring to light the historical state an
development of Vietnamese accounting in the socialist period. Its leading position in accounting reform
gave m e opportunities to study vital documents about the strategy of accounting and auditing
development, and to have contact with all key accounting experts who were involved in accounting
reform,
Standardespecially
Project. those taking part in the Development of Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing
Standard Prniert
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development of Vietnamese accounting and its management was highly appreciated
during those years. Mr Nguyen Sinh Hung, the Minister of Finance, praised it when he
said that:
During the past 45 years the DAP has continuously grown and developed so
as to fulfil its roles and missions in researching and regulating accounting
and auditing. It has significantly contributed to researching and setting up
mechanisms and policy in the management of the accounting and auditing
profession throughout the country, and to the building up of a healthy
financial system and successfully fulfilling the strategic objectives of
socioeconomic development ( D A P 2001).
The mission of the DAP has been quite stable since its establishment in 1956 (see
chapter 6). It was revised for the first time in 1995 to encompass the functions it

required to tailor accounting to the transition economy. The main mission of the DAP i
defined as follows:
• To help the minister of the MOF study, set up and improve the legislative
document system in accounting and auditing in Vietnam;
• To help the minister of the MOF direct or cooperate with other ministries and
branches to direct the implementation of accounting and auditing regulations
so that they suit each branch and field;
• To control and check the implementation of accounting policy and auditing
activities throughout the country in order to have a better understanding of
accounting and auditing practice and to improve them;
• To help the minister of the MOF manage the activities of foreign and local
enterprises practising in the accounting and auditing field in Vietnam;
• To help the minister of the MOF control the contents of education and
training programs for chief accountants, accountants and auditors.
However, in practice, the DAP is also in charge of supervising and sponsoring the VAA
on behalf of the government. Key officials of the DAP and the MOF hold important
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positions in the V A A . Therefore, a lot of functions which should belong independently

to the professional accounting association, as in western countries, are still u

control of the DAP. The DAP has also been a steering organisation of the NCA sinc

establishment in 1999. Thus the DAP has been experiencing a shortage of cadres an
overload of work. Interviews with the DAP's staff show that the DAP is facing a

shortage of staff because the work of the DAP has more than doubled while the num

of staff has been reduced. Mr Dang Van Thanh, a former head of the DAP, pointed o
that:
If the DAP's tasks were only to set up policies for accounting development,
it would be enough to have a staff of 20-25 highly qualified experts. But if
more tasks are assigned to it, such as doing the registration of accounting
practitioners and the accounting policy for foreign-invested enterprises,
management and monitoring the National Accounting Committee, or taking
part in staff training etc., then it should have more staff (Interview 28, p.
244).

As a result of work overload and shortage of staff, the DAP is facing many diffic

in undertaking its mission to reform accounting in terms of quality as well as sp

8.4.2 Vietnamese Accounting Association (VAA)
The VAA was established in 1994 (Decision no. 12/QD-TTg 10/1/1994). It is the

professional body representing those who are practicing accounting and auditing i

Vietnam. As stated in a previous section, the VAA has been accepted as a member o
the International Federation of Accounting Committee (IFAC) and the ASEAN
Federation of Accountants (AFA) since May 1998. The VAA is also involved in
accounting reform and the Development of Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing
Standards Project. The functions of the VAA are represented in Appendix 2.
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8.4.3 State Audit Office (SAO)
The SAO was established on July 11th, 1994. It is an independent body to assist
the prime minister in implementing the functions of "verifying and confirming
correctness of the legality of accounting documents and figures, the consolidated

financial statements of state entities, state-owned enterprises and People's Associa
and social organisations which use budget grants from the state" (Narayan and Godden

2000). The SAO is required to report audit results to the prime minister, the Nationa
Assembly and its Standing Committee. After being established, the SAO joined

international professional auditing organisations such as the International Organisa
of Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI) and the Asian Organisation of Supreme Audit
Institutions (ASOSAI). Having these memberships allows the SAO to integrate with the
regional and international professional communities so as to promote cooperation,
exchange of auditing knowledge and experience. Besides their own tasks, key staff of
the SAO, who used to be personnel of the DAP, actively took part in accounting
reforms in 1995 and the Development of Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing
Standards Project (DVAASP).

8.4.4 National Council for Accountancy (NCA)
The NCA was established on March 28th, 2000, to provide advice to the minister

of the MOF on strategy, development policy and other issues relating to accounting an
auditing regulations and activities. Members of the NCA are government officials who
are in charge of accounting regulation, academics, and professional accounting and
auditing experts. The authority and power of the members of the NCA are as follows:
• To be provided with materials and information relevant to strategies for
economic, financial, accounting and auditing development, and those
concerned with accounting and auditing consultative functions;
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• To be entitled to attend accounting and auditing symposiums and seminars of
the Council, including those for studying and preparing draft documents; and
• To have rights to independently express and preserve his/her own opinions.

The NCA has two boards for accounting and auditing consultation. The duties of thes
boards are:
• To analyse, exchange and summarise consultative opinions in writing for
submission to the chairperson in respect of any draft of accounting laws,
accounting and auditing standards and policies issued by the MOF, the
National Assembly or the government for promulgation;
• To assist the chairperson in consulting the MOF about the orientation of
preparing, formulating and publicising Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing
Standards;
• To help the chairperson study and prepare guiding materials and manuals on
the accounting profession and practice; and
• To participate in the other activities of the Council such as: consulting the
MOF on training orientations to heighten the professional level of Vietnamese
accountants and auditors; advising on building a Statute on Control over
Quality and Professional Ethics for accounting and auditing experts and
practitioners to apply (Decision no. 276/QD-BTC 28/3/2000).

8.4.5 Public Accounting Firms
The emergence of public accounting firms who are providing independent audits
and other accounting and financial services are new attributes of the Vietnamese
accounting mechanism.
There are four types of public accounting firms practicing in Vietnam: the
auditing firms of the MOF (five firms), private limited auditing firms (14 firms),
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owned auditing firms (the 'Big Four') and a joint venture auditing firm. These auditing
firms primarily provide independent audits and accounting services for foreign-invested
enterprises and joint ventures whose financial statements, according to the Foreign
Investment Law, must be audited by auditing firms. These public accounting firms are
not only contributing to a better quality of accounting information, higher confidence of
investors and more variety of accounting services but are also actively taking part in the
process of accounting reform. The biggest contribution to accounting reform comes
from foreign accounting firms because they are the ones who have directly imported
market accounting knowledge into Vietnam. They have organised, in cooperation with
the MOF, a series of short courses to introduce and teach market accounting and
auditing to Vietnamese experts. The market accounting know-how has been passed to
their local accountants who are then actively involved in different accounting reform
activities organised by the MOF, especially the Development of Vietnamese
Accounting and Auditing Standards Project (DVAASP). The contribution of
Vietnamese auditing firms to accounting reform is also highly appreciated by the MOF.
Their senior auditors are key participants of the DVAASP.

8.4.6 Universities
During the transition period there has been a dramatic increase in the number and
the diversification of universities that provide professional accountancy training . To
date there are seventeen universities providing full-time education in accounting; eleven
state universities and the rest are privately owned. Six state universities provide full

are

81

tounm
Under socialism, in order to ensure the uniformity of the accounting
«^^A^!S^
planned economic system, the Hanoi University of Finance and Accountancy H U F A ) ojto M O F was
the only university assigned training function in accountancy. Presently to satisfy the h ^ a n a n d f e
accountants in a boamfag economy! other universities are also allowed to provide accomtmg tramng^
Their curriculum and accounting textbooks must be approved by the Ministry of E d u c a t ^ d Trammj
to control the content and quality of accounting education. The sense of uniformity m the Vietnamese
education system still exists.
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time education in postgraduate studies. There are also numerous institutions and

^

colleges that offer part-time training, usually short courses, in accounting. In 20
were approximately 7000 to 8000 students undergoing training in accountancy, and
there were about 65,000 to 70,000 accountants practising in the accounting field
(Narayan and Godden 2000).
Beside training, academics are considered to be playing an important role in \
accounting reform through their involvement in developing accounting policy and ^\

setting accounting and auditing standards. However, this resource has not been full
mobilised. Only the four biggest universities have been actively taking part in

u

accounting reform. Three of them are located in Hanoi including the Hanoi Universit
of Finance and Accountancy (HUFA), the National Economics University of Hanoi, and
the Commerce University. The one in Ho Chi Minh City is the Economics University,
Ho Chi Minh. Among them the HUFA is the biggest contributor because it belongs to
the MOF and its involvement in accounting reform is compulsory while the other
universities are participating on a voluntary basis according to the enthusiasm of
academic staff. Due to its favoured position with the MOF, the HUFA has more j,
advantages in acquiring market accounting knowledge through different foreign

(

sponsored projects on accounting reform undertaken by the MOF. For example, under

the Euro-TapViet project only academics from the HUFA were allowed to participate i

its activities, such as short-courses and training on market accounting and auditin
study-tour in western countries. In general, the contribution of academics to the
accounting reform is highly appreciated by the DAP and other participants.

8.4.7 The Corporate Finance Department (CFD)
The CFD is a new department of the MOF. It is vested with the function of

exercising state enterprise management in the field of finance, managing state-owne
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capital and assets at the enterprises that are established or partly owned by the state.

SOEs are obligated to submit their financial statements to the CFD. With such functions
the CFD is interested in the accounting regulations and accounting and auditing
standard development. Some of its staff were involved in the DVAASP.

8.4.8 The General Tax Office and the Department of Finance
While these government organisations are not in charge of regulating accounting,
they have a big impact on it because, as mentioned in the previous parts, their
regulations are the base for the development of accounting and auditing regulations.
Therefore, they usually take part in the approval process of newly issued accounting

regulations as important reviewers. It would be very difficult to issue a new accountin
regulation unless it has been supported by them.

8.5 Major Changes of the Vietnamese Accounting Policy
As mentioned in previous sections, in the transition economy the government no
longer directly intervenes in the business activities of enterprises through plans or
commands but instead gives them more freedom in financial and business management.
The loosening of government control over enterprises has resulted in a shift of
accounting functions from pure control and stewardship and information provider for
macroeconomic decision making to a more business-oriented information function at
the micro-level. It means that, besides providing information for government

authorities, accounting's focus is to assist managers and others in making their busi
decisions, which it never did under the socialism.
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Three elements of the Vietnamese accounting system — source document system,

unified chart of accounts and accounting reports — have been thoroughly renovate
The changes are summarised below.

8.5.1 Loosening of Source Document Control
The government control over source documents has been loosened to allow

enterprises to be more flexible in their managing activities. Not all source doc

are compulsory as they used to be under the old accounting regulations. Based on

importance of their information content, new source documents are classified int

groups: unified compulsory source documents and non-compulsory source documents.

Unified compulsory source documents are accounting documents reflecting economi

relations between legal entities. The contents and formats of these source docum

regulated by the government. In some cases, for example a sales invoice (Hoa Don
the enterprises are even required by law to use the government printed source

documents. There are 32 compulsory source documents in the new accounting policy
Non-compulsory or guided source documents are accounting documents used within

enterprises. Hence the government only gives general guidance towards their form

and contents which can be used by enterprises to tailor them according to their
(Decision 186/ QD/TC/CDKT 14/3/1995 'Accounting Source Document Policy').

8.5.2 New Uniform Chart of Accounts with more Room for Market Transactions
The most notable change in the new chart of accounts is that it is designed and

organised based on the contents of the financial statements (that is, the Balan

and the Income Statement) but not on the production cycle as in the former acco

system (see Table 6-1 in chapter 6). In comparison with the old one, the new un

chart of accounts has a number of new accounts and methods of accounting for the
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newly emerging transactions and business activities of the market economy, for
example, Intangible Assets, Financial Leases, Reserve Funds, Changes of Exchange
Rates, Provision for Bad Debts, Provision for Reduction of Inventory Value etc. If is
intentionally designed as an open system with plenty of room for the future
development of accounting as the Vietnamese economy becomes a more mature market
economy (See Table 8-1). Mr Dang Van Thanh, the director of accounting reform in
1995, recalled:
We have to take into account the actual conditions of Vietnam where the
system is moving towards a market economy system but not all of its
features have been m a d e available yet. Hence, the classification and
grouping of accounts, the presentation offinancialreports as well as the
formats of accounting books have been designed in such a w a y that accords
with general principles of international accounting and allow for adjustment
and update as required (Interview 28, p. 245).
Despite the change in organisation of the uniform chart of accounts and the adding of

new accounts for recording new types of market transactions, the nature of the chart o

accounts remains the same. It still gives detailed instructions for double entry of ea
transaction (Debit/Credit instruction for each transaction).

8.5.3 Market-like New Financial Statements
The number of financial reports were dramatically reduced from more than thirty
to ten in 1989 and to just three main reports in 1996, including the Balance Sheet,
Income Statement, Cash Flow82, and Notes to Financial Statement. The new financial

statements, to a certain extent, look like those of market accounting in terms of form

and main content. However, in general, they are still complicated because they contain
excessively detailed items/information, and seem to have a bias towards government

authorities' information needs in comparison with other users' needs. For example, onl

82

The use of the Cash Flow was made a choice for enterprises. It was recommended but it was not a
compulsory report.
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the first part of the Performance Statement is similar to the Performance Stat

in western accounting. The second and third parts provide information on enter

obligations and their fulfilment, which satisfies the information needs of gov

authorities such as the General Tax Office but not others. Of importance is th
the way to prepare these financial statements is unchanged. It still is based

directions of the accounting policy but not the professional judgements of acc

Table 8-1 New unified chart of accounts
No.

Group

N u m b e r of accounts

1

Current Assets

22

2

Fixed Assets

10

3

Liabilities

11

4

Owner Equity

10

5

Revenues

5

6

Expenses

8

7

Revenues of other activities

2

8

Expenses of other activities

2

9

Operation Result

1

10

Accounts outside Financial Statements

7

Source: The Vietnamese Accounting Policy 1141

Despite these changes, Vietnamese accounting reform still has a long way to go

close the gap between the Vietnamese accounting and market accounting. The cha

to Vietnamese accounting are still changes in its appearance but not content. I

detailed study of the Vietnamese accounting system and its comparison with the

International Accounting Standards done by Arthur Anderson, the authors comment
(Vietnamese accounting) attempts to introduce a system of accounting which is
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comparable to those currently adopted in developed market economies. It is important
to note that:
• Its main reporting focus is Government and related agencies;
• And its purpose is to set the standard forms and other disclosure for easy
compilation and comparison by the authorities (Andersen 1997).
The current accounting policy even now contains major characteristics of the old
system, the socialist ideology and culture inherited from the time of the centrally
planned economy; these characteristics are discussed in the next section in detail.

8.6 Issues of A c c o u n t i n g in Transition

8.6.1 The leadership of the Government and its Effect on Accounting Reform
As mentioned in Chapter 6, the state sector is considered to be the key sector to
orient the development of the economy towards socialism. The statistical data show
the state sector counts for a major part of the Vietnamese economy and is the main

contributor to the state budget (see Chapter 7). Such an ideological philosophy of t
economic system stresses the importance of state management. Hence, the Vietnamese
government has a tight hold on its management role in all aspects of the economic
system including accounting. Like its neighbour, China, and some former socialist
countries, such as Russia and the Czech Republic, the accounting reforms and
regulations are delegated to the DAP. Mr. Dang Van Thanh, the former head of the
DAP, who directed the accounting reform in 1995, explained:
It is vital to understand that our government, a jurisdictional one, would
never relinquish its managerial and monitoring rights over the country in
general and financial and accounting activities in particular. Hence, the
accounting system has to be built such that the government role is taken for
granted. Accounting is a tool not only for businessmen and enterprises but
also a means for government so it should be uniformly regulated to allow
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government to manage and have control over economic activity (Interview
28, p. 244).

In the view of Vietnamese accounting experts and policy makers, the controlling an
directing role of the government (the DAP) in accounting reform and regulation is

totally justified. When discussing this issue all interviewees expressed their sup

the leading position of the government. In their opinion accounting is a very impo

tool in management so the government should control it. Mr. Dang Thai Hung, deputy
director of the DAP, for example, said:
In the market economy it is common knowledge that professional
associations are responsible for technical matters of accounting. However,
accounting in Vietnam is still a tool for government management so the
government takes control of it (Interview 33, p. 292).

Another reason suggested by interviewees for supporting government control is, as

other former socialist countries (see for example Lin, 2001), the temporary weakne

the VAA. The weak state of the VAA is due to its poor financial health and shortag
human resources, which will not allow it to take over the tasks from the DAP.
Nevertheless, research on accounting change in former socialist countries has
shown that while the governments are regarded "as the ones who are capable to

introduce several reasonably compatible components of the accounting reform at onc

and in a very short period" (Bailey 1995, p. 604), there is concern for the possib
some negative effects of government domination of accounting reform including: a

possible tendency of governments to satisfy their own pressing need while ignoring
accounting information needs of others; the difficulty of adopting all western

accounting concepts and principles in full (Bailey, 1995, Boross, 1995, Lin, 2001)

the effect of the old way of controlling SOEs. Some characteristics of the leaders
the government in directing accounting reform in Vietnam are discussed below.
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8.6.1.1 Tight Control
As mentioned before (see chapter 7), in the transition economy the government no
longer uses commands and plans to directly manage enterprises but gives them more
freedom in doing business and indirectly controls them through the legal system. In

regard to SOEs, as an owner the government, however, still maintains its right to control
its capital invested in them. On behalf of the government, the DFP issues financial

regulations to control the activities of SOEs (see Appendix 3). The financial regulations

cover a wide range of activities including regulations on capital raising and mobilising,
asset management, revenue and expense management, and profit allocation. These
financial regulations aim to protect and maintain invested capital and encourage its
growth. Accounting is perceived as a tool employed by the government to control the
compliance to financial regulations. However, these regulations seem to be tighter than
those in the past because government officials and policy makers are still bringing with
them a bias against the 'freedom' and 'autonomy' of SOEs, which was the old way of
thinking in setting regulations83. Their prevailing opinion is that unless the state puts
tight control over SOEs they will not do well and will tend to violate regulations. Mr
Bui Van Mai84 commented:
The government, specifically the policy-makers, tend to require very
detailed information from S O E s and set out concrete and tight regulations
because they are always afraid that lower levels do things in a wrong and
wasteful manner. This is a popular thought of administrations and policymakers (Interview 4, p. 44).

83

Government authorities wanted as much information from SOEs as possible in order to satisfy their
information needs in guiding and controlling SOEs.
84
Mr. Bui Van Mai is the head of the DAP. He holds a key position as vice-director of general accounting
reform as well as the accounting and auditing standard setting project. Most interesting are his personal
and professional characteristics which are a mix of two personalities, a policy maker and an accounting
practitioner. He worked in the D A P for 20 years before being appointed as the director ot the tirst
Vietnamese auditing company, the V A C O . He spent 8 years working as auditor and then he was moved
back to the D A P as its head in 1997. Since then accounting reform has been under his direction^ His
experience, therefore, inevitably affects his role as a policy maker because it makes him look at things
differently to his predecessors.

c
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Although other types of enterprises have more freedom in doing business and do noi

aci
have to follow thefinancialpolicy issued by the D F P , they also suffer strict regulations

exi
of government authorities, especially on tax and accounting. Reasons for this, as

f
mentioned in the previous chapter, include the negative image and ideological bias held
against them by the general public perceptions and government officials. While
recognising the contribution of private enterprises to the Vietnamese economy, they
consider them to be operated by "generally unskilled and highly opportunistic
individuals - people willing to exploit others to seize short-term gains" (MPDF 1999,
8). Studying the Accounting Policy for Non-State Business (Decision 598/QD/CDKT J
12/1990) and the Accounting Policy for Small and Medium Enterprises (Decision ,,
1177/QD/CDKT 23/12/1996) shows that these accounting policies were developed ,,

based on the accounting policy for SOEs with very little modifications. Thus they seem

j»S!

to be too complicated to be applied in small and m e d i u m private enterprises due to their
size and information requirements. Interviews with accounting policy-makers revealed

ii
that they have not undertaken any research or inquiry to identify the accounting

ft

information needs of small and m e d i u m enterprises in order to set up appropriate

w
accounting policy for them. W h a t they did w a s to modify the accounting policy for

I
S O E s by reducing the numbers of accounts, transactions and items of financial
85

i(

statements .

it

8.6.1.2 Subjective and Impractical Regulations I
Figure 8-1 shows that in contrast to the old model (Figure 6-1), there is a link
between accounting regulation development and accounting practice in the current

model of reform but this link is very loose and the gap between them is still big. The

It is interesting to note from interviews that when talking about accounting reform, government
omcials never talked about the accounting policy of private enterprises but about the accounting reform
ot SOEs. It is implicit m their interviews that they see no big difference between accounting of SOEs and
private enterprises except for the complexity of their accounting systems and information needs.
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loose link between regulation and practice has resulted in the limitation of knowledg
accounting practice of accounting policy makers. The staff interviewed at the DAP

expressed their concern about the lack of practical experience of staff, especially the
young. One young staff member said that:
At the moment, one of the difficulties is the lack of knowledge of
accounting practice. In the past (in M r s H o a and M r Mai's time), before
proposing any accounting regulation, the staff must go to enterprises for
months or even years to do fieldwork and study. So accounting regulations
were more relevant to accounting practice. But now, since the last 5-6 years,
w e haven't had any chance to get practical experience (Interview 18, p. 158).
The main reason is the overload of every day work. The DAP's staff is too busy to go

and do fieldwork. Furthermore, the DAP has not paid attention to this issue, especially
fieldwork for young staff to improve their practical experience. Hence the DAP's staff
is left behind by the fast changes experienced by the transition economy and deals
passively with it.
Thus it is suggested that policy makers are too far from reality; their lack of
understanding highlights the need for appropriate research about accounting practice.
No such research has been undertaken by the DAP so their regulations are inevitably

very subjective and inapplicable. For instance, the source document regulation require

that, to be eligible for recording in an account, an item with a value bigger than 50.0
dong (about Aus$5) must have a sales invoice. However, nobody follows such a
regulation because the amount is too tiny and not worth using an invoice. Mr. Bui Van
Mai argued:
When drafting any legal document, law makers should put themselves in
policy implementers' shoes. In so doing, law makers can find out m a n y new
issues. It is a fact that the state always wants to exercise its management power
tightly through its policies. However, if policies continue to be made without
consideration of reality, they certainly will be opposed and ignored. In effect, a
host of rules and regulations are breached without any punishment. For
instance, the regulation that goods worth more than 50.000 dong must be sold
with receipts has never been observed. Y o u see it is unrealistic. I a m having
m y house built. I have bought building materials worth tens of millions ot dong
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I
without any receipt. I think the person w h o approved this regulation is
irresponsible. Does he take receipts w h e n buying goods if sellers ask for 51 0 % extra money? (Interview 4, p. 47).
Another example of the subjectiveness and impracticality of regulations can be taken
from the source document regulation. Mr. Bui Van Mai said: 'sS
According to an accounting stipulation, there must be 5 signatures on each ®
document (voucher). Try to imagine though you are not an enterprise
director. This is too difficult to abide by. Y o u k n o w a business has
numerous documents of different types. Sometimes they need several
corrections or one of the persons w h o should sign a document goes a way
on business. In short, it is difficult to conform to this stipulation (Interview
4, p. 44).

fc
i

fflt

si
8.6.1.3 Bias in Favour of G o v e r n m e n t Interest

n
A s the regulators of business activities of enterprises, policy makers always try to

to
protect the government interest regardless of an enterprise's difficulty in complying

i

with their regulations. O n e example is the tax on prepaid revenue. Tax regulation

requires that an enterprise has to submit this tax at the moment of the receipt of pr
revenue. Then in following accounting periods the enterprise has to recalculate this
The accounting procedure, according to accounting experts, is too complicated for
accountants of enterprises to handle. In commenting about this regulation, Mr Mai
explained the difficulty of accounting techniques by using the example of Singapore
Airline in Hanoi86 and concluded that he believed
...that enterprise income tax cannot be imposed on prepaid revenue in that
manner. However, taxation cadres insist that the company collects the
m o n e y in advance so it must pay tax in advance and that every year the state
will resettle accounts. Y o u see they are only concerned about their interests
without paying any attention to accounting work. This is only a prime
example. In fact, there are numerous cases like this (Interview 4, p. 48).

It was the case of the Singapore Airline. It has leased a property from a Vietnamese company and has
paid the rent for thirty years in advance. The Vietnamese company was required to pay income tax for th
whole amount of revenue received immediately. Then accountants of the company had to allocate the
income tax for eachfinancialyear.
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8.6.1.4 Reaction of Enterprises
The evidence above shows that under the philosophy of 'market economy with
government management', government authorities have exercised very tight control,
issued subjective regulations and shown a bias in favour of government interest in
undertaking accounting reform and regulation. It illustrates an imbalance between the
freedom of enterprises and the government management through regulations in favour
of the latter. Such a way of regulating has badly affected business activities of
enterprises and intensified the material conflict between government authorities and
enterprises so that enterprises tend to object to government regulations in order to
protect their business and interests. Violation of government regulations is a very
common practice in enterprises' business activities. Through his experience as an
auditor, Mr. Bui Van Mai observed that
...policy implementers (accountants) tend to object to these regulations.
They m a y appear to conform to them but in fact they always breach them
and find a w a y to protect the interests of individuals, enterprises and
branches. A s a result, there is an ever-serious conflict between lower level,
policy implementers and the high level, policy-makers. The more the former
tries to befree,the more the latter tries to set out tight regulations. I myself
have had to deal with this m a n y times at the meetings of the M O F . In m y
opinion, regulations of this kind only "encourage" enterprises to violate
them and they do in their o w n w a y because they are not able to observe
these provisions (Interview 4, p. 44).
His viewpoint is to reduce the tension between government and enterprises. The
regulations of the government should not be so strict that enterprises are unable to

follow them. However, the regulations also should not be too loose. Policy makers must
know how to balance these two tendencies. They should allow the market activities to
freely develop to a certain extent in order to see what happens but then they have to
issue regulations to control them (Interview 4).
In summary, evidence collected in this study seems to support the findings of
Bailey (1995) about accounting changes. Accounting changes in Vietnam have not been
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the self-change of a professional discipline but change monitored and undertaken b
government. A s a result, accounting has been inevitably changed in a direction that is
favourable to, or satisfies, state authorities' needs and philosophical views, which might
not necessarily be the best for the development of the transition economy. One
academic noted, "changes in accounting reflect the government's will rather than that of
accountants. In other words, a problem arising from the needs of accounting itself can
change the accounting system if it does not go against the government's will. But a
problem arising from the needs of government's management can change the accounting
system regardless of the accountants' will" (Interview 32, p. 288).

8.6.2 Problems of the Regulatory Structure

Other problems discovered during this author's fieldwork relate to the structure o
the regulatory mechanism of the government. D u e to fast changes of the legal,
economic and social environment in the transition period, the regulatory mechanism of
accounting does not seem to fit the n e w environment well and creates obstacles to
accounting change. There are several problems including the negative effect of the
abolishment of accounting policy departments at ministries; the inappropriate regulatory
relationship between the financial and accounting policies; and the outdated perception
of government officials with regard to accounting and tax regulations.

8.6.2.1 Negative Effect of the Abolishment of Accounting Policy Departments at
Ministries
At the beginning of the 1990s, in order to uniformly regulate accounting and
conduct accounting reform, the departments of accounting policy at all ministries were
abolished (see Figure 8.1). The D A P has taken over their previous functions in
regulating and managing the accounting activities of all types of enterprises. All burden
has been put on the shoulders of the D A P . The D A P itself has to particularise
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accounting policies for special industries such as construction, petroleum, insurance,
banking, finance etc. In addition, because of the big differences among SOEs, private

enterprises and households in terms of firm size, volume and diversification of busines
activities and transactions, and capability of staff, the DAP has to issue accounting
policy and regulations for each type of enterprise. The DAP is also in charge of
implementing these new accounting regulations. As a result of such structural
rearrangement the DAP has suffered from work overload. One staff member of the DAP
commented:
In the past, there was only one economic sector, the state sector. And there
w a s only one mechanism from the centre (the government) to units
(enterprises). Each ministry had its o w n department responsible for
accounting work. Every time the M O F issued n e w accounting regulations
these departments had to implement them in their subordinate enterprises.
At present there are no such departments because they have been merged
with other departments and formed the Planning Department. The
Department of Accounting Policy of the Ministry of Finance, of course
cannot cover work of these departments (Interview 27, p. 230).
Investigation has shown that because of the abolishment of the accounting departments
in other ministries enterprises who are facing difficulties in their accounting work
always turn to the DAP for consultation and approvals87. The problem is getting worse
because of the fact that Vietnamese enterprises are used to the old mechanism and

culture so they expect government authorities to give them directions. Another reason i

that accounting services are still not popular in Vietnam and enterprises are not willi
to pay for such service. Mr. Ngo Due Chin, the head of Administrative sub-department
of the DAP, complained:
They have phoned in and written to ask for the solutions to accounting
problems. This is what I find unnecessary and think w e really should
change. Our task is to set up regulations and standards and w e are not an
information bureau for businesses. N o w there are consultancy services for
auditing and accounting, where businesses can look for advice. W e are
87

M y review of the DAP's documents shows that the D A P has to reply to atot of request f
* ^ S
accounting for new transactions that are still not included in the accounting policy, or for complex
transactions.
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responsible for providing information only about unconfirmed regulations.
Businesses should m a k e use of the service of advisors (accounting firms)
(Interview 20, p. 177).

8.6.2.2 Financial Policy vs. Accounting Policy
As presented in Chapter 3 accounting, under the theory of socialist accounting,

has two main functions: information and control. In terms of the 'information funct
accounting is to provide information for macroeconomic management (that is,

accounting information useful to the setting up of national economic plans) as well
for microeconomic management (that is, accounting information useful to enterprise
managers in managing and controlling the production process). In terms of the

'controlling function', accounting is to set up procedures and regulations to contr
compliance with the government's financial policy in financial management of SOEs.
In Vietnamese accounting practice, the 'controlling function' is more emphasised
by policy makers and so accountants assume that accounting, according to a popular

view among them, is 'a tool for financial management'. It means accounting is, ther
SOEs to enhance and control their compliance with the financial policy imposed on
them. Therefore, from this viewpoint, the accounting policy issued by the DAP is
dependant on the financial policy promulgated by the DFP, and must be set up based

such financial policy. In other words, for one transaction, the financial policy d
what its nature is, and decides how to treat it from the perspective of financial

management. The accounting policy, then, determines how to record the transaction i

the accounting books by giving detailed instructions for the double entries. Hence,
whenever the financial policy is changed the accounting policy must be adjusted
accordingly.
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This is what exactly happens in practice according to Vietnamese accounting and
financial regulations (see Chapter 6). For example, in the centrally planned economic

system, to ensure the designated functions of the national economy, the financial poli
stipulated that SOEs were strictly required to use government granted funds in
compliance with their specified purposes. There were specific funds for Fixed Assets,
Current Assets and Building and Construction. As a tool for financial management,

accounting had set up a separate account for each of these funds in order to record an
control the management of these funds and to see if these funds were exactly used for
their intended purposes.
However, now, in the transition economy, the financial policy allows SOEs to

flexibly dispose of these funds based on their business needs. As a result, the account

policy has to be changed to allow the setting up of just one account for all these fund
called 'Business Capital'. Another example is about expenses. In the centrally planned
economic system, financial policy considered the administrative overhead expenses of

SOEs as an item of the cost of products (both finished and unfinished) so the accounti
policy requested SOEs to allocate the administrative overhead expenses to the cost of
the finished products and products in- process when accounting for cost. Now, the
financial policy has applied western cost concepts so that it no longer treats the

administrative overhead expenses as an 'inventoriable cost' but as 'period expenses' as

in market accounting. The accounting policy has to reflect this change and stipulate t

all administrative overhead expenses, as period expenses, must be entered to the Income
Statement not to the cost of the finished and unfinished products.
The analysis and examples discussed above obviously suggest a dependence of
the accounting policy on the financial policy and point out that the financial policy

dictates the nature and content of accounting information. From a perspective of marke

Ui
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accounting it is clear that the accounting policy has characteristics of policy on book

keeping, and one part of financial policy should actually belong to accounting. This
gov
relationship between financial and accounting policy based on the socialist ideology
esp
the centrally planned economic system seems to be unchanged in the transition
act
economy. It has caused trouble for the development of accounting policy applied to
bas
private and foreign enterprises because it is based on the financial policy used by the
at
government in controlling S O E s . The accounting policy w h e n applied to these
companies is too complicated and seems to satisfy information needs of government

authorities rather than those of private enterprises. In addition, because accountin

financial policy are under the control of two different departments (the DFP and DAP
of the MOF and the cooperation between them is not good, accounting reform has

slowed down. Furthermore, the dependence of accounting policy on financial policy, a

discussed in the next chapter, can cause obstacles to the establishment of Vietnames
accounting standards.

8.6.2.3 Tax Regulations vs. Accounting Regulations
In the centrally planned economic system, SOEs were the only type of enterprises
functioning in the economy88. So there was a convergence of the government roles, as
macroeconomic regulator as well as owner of SOEs. Therefore, tax and financial
regulations imposed on SOEs were the same with regards to revenue, expenses and
profit determination and allocation. During that period, income tax and accounting
income were the same since they were calculated based on one set of regulations
dealing with determination of revenues and expenses. In the transition economy, the

separation of these two roles of government has become clearer. In the position of a

88

As mentioned in Chapter 6 non-state enterprises (i.e. cooperatives) accounted for a very small part
the central planning economic system.
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macroeconomic regulator the government issues tax regulations based on the tax law to
be applied in all types of enterprises. In the position of the owner of SOEs the
government issues financial and accounting policy to control the business activities,
especially the financial management, of SOEs. As a result, taxable income and
accounting income of SOEs no longer must be the same because they are calculated

based on two different sets of regulations (see Figure 8-2); this is practice appropri
a market economy. For example, in the past both financial policy and tax regulations
required SOEs to calculate depreciation expenses based on a straight-line method with

specified rates. Now tax regulations still stick with straight-line method while finan
regulations give SOEs more freedom in choosing how to depreciate their fixed assets
(that is, straight-line, diminishing value and units of production).
At the beginning of economic reforms the differences between income tax and
accounting tax were not easily accepted by Vietnamese accountants and government

officials, especially tax officials, because they still adhered to the ideology of the
system. Even now a full recognition of such difference has not been reached, and
discussions on such issues are still going on. For example, the conference on the
development of accounting and auditing standards undertaken in 1999 spent one-third

of its time in discussing the relation and interaction among tax regulations, financia
accounting policy. Interviewees suggested that it would take time for the Vietnamese
people to get use to such changes.
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Figure 8-2 Relation a m o n g tax and financial regulations in the old and new system
In centrally planned economic system
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8.6.3 Cooperation of Government Authorities in Accounting Reform
In the current situation a big weakness in cooperation and communication
between government organisations has been noticed. The problem has its roots in the
centrally planned economic system as well as in the Vietnamese culture.
The centrally planned economic system was completely concerned with details so
that if each element fulfilled its delegated tasks or plans the whole system would

function well. Such a way of functioning has created a habit of compliance with orde
of higher government authorities by enterprises and organisations but not one of
cooperation and communication. In her PhD research about the Vietnamese enterprise

managers during the transition to a market economy, Sinthudeacha (1996) has observed

this phenomenon. According to her observation, the line of communication is vertical

rather than horizontal. In vertical communication managers and officials communicate

upward with higher government authorities to get orders, plans, etc. and downward wi
subordinates to assign tasks. On the other hand, horizontal communication among

different departments is nonexistent in Vietnamese organisations. One of her inform
explained that:
The lack of communication is due to the highly specialized function of each
department. Each department works separately. They have their o w n
specific plan to follow, so they don't need to communicate (Sinthudeacha
1996).

In her study she mentioned the communication difficulty between different departmen
of enterprises; it is quite a common phenomenon in Vietnamese practice.
Another reason for the weak communication between government organisations

has a cultural basis. Each department of the MOF can be regarded, to a certain exten
a commune so it inherits and reserves very strong traditions of autonomy and

independence characteristic of the Vietnamese culture. This cultural aspect can lim
communication and even cooperation between these departments.
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During this author's research it became obvious that the coordination between
government authorities involved in economic and accounting reform, is not well

organised. This poor coordination did not cause any problems in the past when Vietnam

imported the central planning economic model from the socialist bloc because it was a
complete package. However, it caused a serious problem in the transition economy
because of the fragmented introduction of the market economic system into Vietnam.
Market economic theory and concepts have been imported into Vietnam through
various ways and by different organisations, and from the top down as well as from

bottom up, so that knowledge of the market economy and the pace of reform in differen

professional fields and government authorities are not the same. Consequently, policy
and regulations issued by the various bodies are mismatched.
Data from documents suggested that, in the 1995 accounting reform, accounting
policy 1141 went well-ahead of financial policy89. This was caused by the initiative
activeness of accounting policy makers and accounting experts in their approach to
market accounting knowledge and business practice. As Mr. Bui Van Mai explained:
We included newly emerging issues found in our accounting practice in the
accounting regulations. Those which had been stipulated in legal documents
(financial regulation) could of course be included in the system easily. But
those which had not been prescribed would also be introduced in it because
w e thought that sooner or later the legal documents (financial regulation) on
the issues would be issued. Therefore, the accounting regulations were well
ahead of the financial ones (Interview 4, p. 42).
It took almost one year for the DFP to catch up with the DAP by preparing new
financial regulations, issued by Decree no. 59-CP (3/19/1996). These regulations
included all new issues introduced in the accounting regulation 1141. This situation
hard to believe because the DAP and DFP are departments of the same ministry, the

The accounting policy 1141, in some issues, even went ahead of the economic reality
moment of its issue. It gave directions for bookkeeping of transactions which had not yet emerged in
reality. Their standpoint was that sooner or later the Vietnamese economic development must reach that
pomt so accounting regulation could be prepared in advance to cope with it in the future.
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MOF. It can only be explained by poor, if nonexistent, communication between the t
departments.
Recently the relations between financial and accounting regulations have returned

to their previous position where accounting regulations follow financial ones. Fas
fragmented changes of the financial regulations leave accounting policy makers in

passive position, able to do no more than run after financial policy makers. Withi

period of six years (1996-2000), the accounting policy 1141 was amended 13 times b
the DAP.

8.6.4 Professional Development
As stated previously, the Vietnamese Accounting Association (VAA) was

established in 1994. The VAA's mission statement obliges it to unite all people wh
involved in accounting and auditing practice in Vietnam in order to maintain and

develop the accounting profession; to improve the quality of professional services
preserve professional ethics so that accounting and auditing can serve better the
requirements of the economic and financial management of the country; to better
integrate with international accounting and auditing professional bodies (Charter
VAA).
To date the VAA has about 6000 members throughout Vietnam. In contrast to
western accounting associations, the requirements for membership are not high. To
qualified as a member one has to possess one of three qualifications:
• Degree from a university of finance and accounting with three or more years
experience in the profession subsequent to graduation;
• Work history that includes three or more years as a supervisor in an
accountancy practice; or
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• Work history that includes an accountancy research or teaching position with
a financial and accounting institute or university.
Membership fees are very low, for example an annual subscription for primary

members of only D 50,000 (A$5.00). Thus the financial health of the VAA is weak an
the VAA must rely partly on sponsorship by the MOF.
The VAA has three direct units including the Club of Chief Accountants (CCA),

Centre for Training and Consulting of Auditing and Accounting (CTCAA) and Journal
of Accountancy. The CCA has increased it members from 100 since its establishment

1989 to 600 members in 2000. The majority of primary members are chief accountants
of SOEs. To date it has organised 20 conferences and meetings aimed to update

knowledge and information about finance, accounting, auditing and economics for it
members, and to discuss and make suggestions to government authorities regarding
financial, accounting and auditing regulations and standards and law. The CTCAA

offers short courses of either two or five weeks duration to train candidates for

examinations in connection with the issue of the Vietnamese Auditor License. It al

organises short courses to improve the knowledge of chief accountants and account

(Vu 2001). The Journal of Accountancy is published twice a month. Its articles foc

practical matters relating to the contemporary accounting reforms rather than aca
issues.
However, in general, the VAA does not play an active role in accounting reform

or in researching, developing and setting up accounting and auditing standards. Th

are several reasons for this. Firstly, under socialist ideology, the state mechani
tightly designed. Government authorities held and controlled all the functions of
political, legal, economic and educational systems. Hence, there was no place for

professional body of practitioners in any field but there were only social organi
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such as the Vietnamese Women's Association, Youth Association and Trade Unions.
The professional accounting body has been recently set up in Vietnam, not because of

the urgent need or desire of accounting practitioners but because the MOF is inclined t
imitate the western system90. The VAA's existence is a pure formality since it has not
been delegated any function in the accounting mechanism. From a legal position it is
powerless. One of the fulltime officers of the Steering Committee of the VAA, Mr Vu
Huy Cam, said:
The difficulty is in the mechanism of Vietnam. It still has not been made
completely suitable because the state still holds lots of functions which
should have been delegated to the Association (interview 30, p. 272).
The powerlessness of the VAA also comes from the bias against professional
organisations which accountants inherited from the socialist period. One staff member
of the DAP explained:
In Vietnamese practice, if accounting and auditing standards are not
officially issued by the decision of the Minister of Finance but by
professional bodies, their legal status is not perceived by accountants and
auditors as compulsory and to be complied with (Interview 24, p. 205).

Secondly, the powerlessness of the VAA with regards to its legal position makes it very
difficult to attract professional accountants to join because they see no benefit from
being a member of the VAA. In their view, the VAA is a social rather than a
professional association whose role is to act on their behalf to improve their
professional quality and position in the society. They think the DAP is the only

organisation which has power in the accounting field and this is the one they should be
in contact with and listen to. Interviews with accountants of SOEs and private

90

The idea behind this is: Vietnam is moving to a market economy so it should have what a market
economic system has.
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enterprises reveal that a lot of them don't even know about the existence of the
Mr Vu Huy Cam said:
Even state-owned enterprises do not know much about the VAA, and
sometimes they do not find it necessary. This is because they only obey the
superior body that manages them (the D A P of the M O F ) . If you (the V A A )
are not in a position to grant licences, you will be of no interest to them
(Interview 30, p. 273).

Consequently, it is very difficult for the VAA to strengthen its human resources
of numbers as well as capability.
Thirdly, the financial situation of the VAA is very weak not only because of its
low membership fees but also its financial dependence on the MOF as its sponsor.
fact, all financial resources granted by foreign institutions or from the state

accounting reform are controlled by the MOF and only a small amount, if any, reac
the VAA. Mr Vu Huy Cam explained:

At present, there are some financial sources, but they never reach the
Association. For example, there was some international financial assistance
for the Association, but it was seized w h e n it reached the Ministry of
Finance, therefore the Association got nothing. For example, the aid granted
by the E U to the Association was taken by the Ministry of Finance. A small
portion was distributed to the Association (Interview 30, p. 272).

Fourthly, a look at the organisation of the VAA shows that government officials f

the DAP, the SAO, other departments of the MOF, and other government organisation
hold the key positions of the VAA. The government officials are actually playing

roles but they often see themselves, and act, as government authorities rather th
members of a professional association. Interviews with government officials from
DAP and other departments of the MOF show that from their professional

understanding these officials are well aware that in a market economy the VAA sho

be delegated all functions relating to accounting and auditing. Interviewees cla
No one from the accountants of the nine enterprises I interviewed knew about the existence of the
VAA.
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officials are aware that the VAA role should be made compatible with that of its

western counterparts and involve accounting and auditing standard setting; registrati
of professional accountants; setting professional examinations; and setting and
enforcing a code of professional conduct.
Mr Dang Van Thanh and other officials stressed the importance of transferring
certain functions of the DAP to the VAA in the future when the VAA matures and is
able to take over these functions. He said "as our Vietnamese Accounting Association
and the National Auditing Committee grow stronger, they will shoulder some of the
tasks currently done by the DAP" (Interview 28). Talking about accounting standard
setting one official, for example, said:
I think that the tasks of the DAP must be changed. This is because, at the
moment, m y Department is in charge of building all standards for
accounting and auditing. But in practice, usually those standards have been
proposed by the professional organisation instead of the government
(Interview 18, p. 157).
However, the standpoint of government accounting regulators and policy makers in
charge of the implementation of accounting reform is imbued with the ideological
philosophy of 'the market economy with state management according to socialist

orientation' so that there is a reluctance to transfer power to the VAA. Mr Vu Huy Cam
complained:
A number of talks and meetings have been conducted but there are still
obstacles. They persist because of the unwillingness, not only oi the
Ministry of Finance, but also of higher bodies. They have not wanted to do
it yet (Interview 30, p. 272).

The reasoning offered by government officials for their reluctance is that although t
are willing to transfer power they cannot do so because the VAA is still so young and
weak in terms of finance and human resources that it is not capable of handling its
functions in the same manner as its western counterparts. One official said:
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The Accounting Association should be developed because it is a
professional association. Such issues as accounting and auditing standards
should be developed by the Accounting Association, not the Ministry of
Finance. But at present, the association is still weak; therefore, the Ministry
of Finance should take on the task of setting standards (Interview 24, p.
205).

However, if one takes a close look at the problem, it can be seen that their argume

although appearing quite reasonable, is not quite right. The implicit reason here i

matter of power and ideology. The government officials' desire not to lose their po

to the VAA, and their ideological bias against professional organisations prevent t

handing over their regulating function to the VAA. It is obvious that if the VAA is

given its appropriate functions and if it remains blocked from receiving foreign a
will never grow and be able to take over the tasks from the DAP. In fact, the
government officials, even though they are VAA members, never act in the interests
the VAA but in the government's interest. Mr Vu Huy Cam disappointedly said:
Who is the Association? Its members are people of the Ministry of Finance,
M r Thanh, M r Mai and M r Son. They should have made reports and
corrected the shortcomings and weaknesses of the Association. But they did
not want to do these things, they were just loudly shouting (Interview 30, p.
273).
In summary, it is clear that the development of the accounting profession in the

transition economy faces a lot of difficulties and it will take a long time for the

catch up with its counterparts in western countries. The main obstacle is the ideo

bias against professional associations in the transition process from both governme

officials and accountants. The government is still reluctant to give their power to
VAA in regulating the accounting field.
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8.7 Conclusion
Evidence from the field suggested that the transition economy has been
experiencing a new mode of development of accounting regulation. The importation of

market accounting has been different from the importation of socialist accounting un
socialism in Vietnam. It does not come as a complete package but it is a piecemeal

process utilising many channels including both official (through government agencies
and unofficial (through enterprises). In this new mode, the link between the

development of accounting regulation and accounting practice is much better than tha
in the old mode. Two-way traffic from the top down and from the bottom up has been
observed.
In the transition economy, the Vietnamese government has showed a strong
commitment to accounting reform. Accounting reform, therefore, was one important
item on the reform menu of the government and was totally supported by high-ranking
government officials, even up to the prime minister. The government confirmed its
leadership in undertaking accounting change through the ideological philosophy of
'market economy managed by government according to a socialist orientation'. The

mode of accounting regulation development described in this thesis suggests that eve
though there is evidence of the involvement of enterprises in accounting reform,
leadership remains in the hands of government authorities, led by the DAP. Data
collected from the fieldwork for this study showed that accounting reform is being
gradually undertaken by the DAP in such a manner that ensures more and more
elements of market accounting are being incorporated into the Vietnamese accounting
system which makes it more supportive of the transition process.
Important driving factors found to be affecting accounting reform are: the reforms
of the legal, economic and budgeting systems; the reforms of financial and tax
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regulations; the pressure for globalisation on the local economy, including demand f

financial resources for economic development from international institutions; cultu
exchanges in knowledge; and a new mode of communication between the government
and enterprises. Despite changes the Vietnamese accounting still has a long way to
close the gap between the Vietnamese accounting and market accounting. The changes

to date in Vietnamese accounting policy are changes in its appearance but not in it
content.

The main reason for this situation might be the fact that the government has yet to

achieve a workable balance between its level of control and the freedom of enterpri
in the 'market economy with government management according to socialist

orientation'; it still exercises very tight control over SOEs and other types of en
and shows a bias in favour of government interest through financial and accounting
regulations. Data from the fieldwork also exposed a subjectiveness, which is one
characteristic of the Vietnamese culture, of government authorities in issuing
regulations so that regulations tend to be impracticable.

Other issues are related to the regulatory structure of finance, accounting and tax
There is evidence of: the negative effect of the abolishment of accounting policy

departments at ministries on accounting activities of enterprises; an inappropriate
regulatory relationship between the financial and accounting policies; and outdated
perceptions of government officials with regard to accounting and tax regulations.

These problems of the regulatory structure resulted mainly from the paradox arising
from the ideological clash between the old socialist mechanism and the new market
environment and this could retard accounting reform.
In addition, data from the fieldwork suggested poor cooperation between
government authorities in accounting reform due to the lack of smooth horizontal
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communication among government organisations and to a culturally based adherence to
group autonomy. The poor cooperation might harm the speed and quality of accounting
reform.
This study also observed the existence of the Vietnamese Accounting Association

in the accounting mechanism but its development is facing a lot of difficulties. In fa
does not play an active role in accounting reform, nor in researching, developing and

setting up accounting and auditing standards because its existence is a pure formality
has not been delegated any function in the accounting mechanism and has very limited

financial resources for it activities. The main obstacle to the development of the VAA
the ideological bias against professional associations in the transition process from
government officials and accountants. The government is still reluctant to give
regulating powers to the VAA.

CHAPTER 9

Development of Vietnamese Accounting
and Auditing Standards

9.1 Introduction
This chapter describes and analyses the development of Vietnamese accounting
and auditing standards. A n overview of the Development of Vietnamese Accounting
and Auditing Standard Project ( D V A A P ) is given in section 9.2. The reasons why
Vietnam is developing its o w n standards and w h y international accounting and auditing
standards have been chosen as a benchmark for the development of Vietnamese
standards are then identified in section 9.3 and section 9.4 respectively. In the final
sections (sections 9.5 and 9.6), details are given of the Vietnamisation of international
standards, and a deep analysis is made of characteristics of, obstacles to and the results
of the Vietnamisation process.

9.2 Overview of the Development of Vietnamese Accounting and
Auditing Standard Project
9.2.1 Sketch
The Development of Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing Standard

Project

(from n o w on the Project) was proposed during the period of the Euro-Tap Viet project.
But it was officially approved in the middle of 1998. T w o steering committees, one for
the development of Vietnamese Auditing Standards with 7 members and the other for
the development of Vietnamese Accounting Standards with 13 members, were set up on
30/10/1998

(Decision

1503/1998/QD/BTC)

and

in

12/2/1999

(Decision

19/1999/QD/BTC) respectively. Almost all members of these two steering committees
were government officials including heads or vice-heads of departments of the M O F
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that were in charge of the government regulations in the finance, accounting and tax

areas. There were only two academics and only one representative of the Vietname

Accounting Association (VAA) on the steering committees. The responsibilities of
these two committees were to develop strategy and plans for setting Vietnamese

standards. To carry out the work, two working groups were set up in 1999; member

were drawn from the same places as those of the steering committees, and from fo
auditing firms and academia.
These two steering committees worked out a strategy, methods and plans for the

conduct of the Project. The committees authorised the DAP to organise fora to di

the main issues in developing Vietnamese accounting and auditing standards. A nu

of conferences and workshops were held at the end of 1998 and the beginning of 1
which brought together a large number of Vietnamese accounting experts from

universities, accounting firms, departments of the MOF and from SOEs. For instan
conference on auditing standards was organised on November 15th 1998 and another
accounting standards on May 11th 1999. These two conferences significantly

contributed to the determination of a number of key issues in the standard setti

process, such as the basis and procedure of standard development. Thanks to thes
conferences, the standard setting groups could start their work even though the

procedures for developing and issuing Vietnamese standards were not available un
May 2000. At the end of 1999, the first four Vietnamese auditing standards were

and a draft of the first four accounting standards was finished. Up to date, the

issued 20 auditing standards and 10 accounting standards, which are to be compli

with in doing accounting at all types of enterprises in Vietnam except for mediu

small businesses. For these businesses the MOF has issued a special accounting p
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Since the development of standards in Vietnam is n e w and challenging work f o ^
Vietnamese accounting experts and policy makers, it is undertaken with the strategy^
'doing and learning from experience', which means the preparation of individua '<•
r

standards is carried out at the same time as procedures are being developed. After mo

than a year of study, the steering committees issued a final version of the procedure
:

'f ''

Decision 38/2000/QD-BTC (10/5/2000).
9.2.2 Basis for the Development of Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing standards
After a number of conferences, Vietnamese accounting experts have reached ai
agreement about the basis best suited for the development of Vietnamese accountings
and auditing standards, which has been officially stated in Decision 38/OD-BTC
According to this decision, Vietnamese accounting and auditing standards are to b<
developed on the basis of the following:
• International Accounting Standards (IAS) and International Standards ot
Auditing (ISA) codified by the International Federation of Accountant ~
(IFAC); ~
• Compatibility with the development of Vietnam's market based economy^'"
legal requirements and Vietnamese accountancy experience, proficiency anc^
practice; •-' i^
• Simplicity and clarity, and compatibility with the regulations for making legal5^
documents in Vietnam (Decision No 38/QD-BTC 14/3/2000 English version). Vt

Interviews with participants in the Project showed that, thanks to the Euro-TapViet^^
project, Vietnamese accounting experts were well aware of approaches used by^

developing countries in setting their national accounting and auditing standards. TTt

are three approaches used by developing countries in setting national standards. The^

first approach is to directly apply international or a western country's standards. T

* y i/_ty.y.^msse Accounting and Auditing Standards
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d approach is to use international standards as a basis for developing national
dards. In this approach international standards are adjusted to the local environment
by taking into account the level of economic development, and social, political and
cultural characteristics. The third approach is self-development. Vietnamese accounting
experts considered the second approach, through which Vietnamese accounting and
auditing standards are to be developed based on international standards, as the most
suitable one given the local context.

9.2.3 Basic Procedures in Developing and Issuing Vietnamese Accounting and
Auditing Standards
Along with the basis for standard setting, detailed procedures for standard setting
were also developed. General steps in the accounting and auditing standards
development process include:
1. Building up general principles on scope and subject of application, and the
establishment of bases and principles of compiling, listing and grouping
standards;
2.

Compiling standard by standard by holding team discussions and seeking
comments from experts, units of M O F and other ministries and agencies,
members of the steering committees, and of the National Council on
Accountancy ( N C A ) ;

3. Following consideration of comments and recommendations from the N C A ,
completion of the standards for submission to the M O F for issuance and
publication (Decision N o 4 8 9 / Q D - B T C 10/05/2000).
Figure 9.1 presents the procedure applied in developing standards. The procedure
involved several steps:
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• International accounting and auditing standards were translated into
Vietnamese;
• The steering committees set up a tentative list of standards92 to be developed,
based on the study of the translated version of international standards and of
the Vietnamese context. The tentative list consisted of two groups of
standards. The standards in the first group were based on international
standards while taking into account the Vietnamese context. The standards in
the second group were those considered peculiar to Vietnam . The steering
committees also divided the development of standards into different stages. In
each stage there were four to six standards to be developed. The ways the
Accounting Steering Committee selected the accounting standards to be
developed in each phrase were based on two practical, reasonable principles:
to choose standards that would be the most comprehensible and familiar to
Vietnamese experts and, secondly, to give priority to those standards most
needed for the everyday work of accountants. Such an approach, in the view
of accounting standard setters, has certain advantages. It can speed up the
standard setting process, it makes accounting standard setters more confident
in the next phases, and it meets the needs of accountants in their everyday
work;
• In each stage, standard setters were divided into small teams of five or six
members. Each team was in charge of one standard. The team had to write up
the first draft of the standard, which then was examined in a workshop or

The list of standards to be developed was notfixed,giving the committees moreflexibilityin choosing
standards.
n
U p to date, there is just one auditing standard, The Audit Contract, set up especially for Vietnam.
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group discussion94. The team then revised the draft. This cycle could be
repeated several times. Interviewees suggested that the speed of the Project
was very slow due to the fact that the accounting standard setters, who were
from other departments of the MOF, accounting firms and universities, could
not regularly attend workshop and group discussions since they were busy

with their own work; setting standards was not their first priority. In additi
understandings of international accounting and auditing standards varied. The
staff of the DAP, auditors from foreign accounting firms and academics
seemed to have better understanding than others. Furthermore, accounting
setters complained that the high authorities of the government were not much

interested in the development of standards so that no financial resources were

devoted to the Project. Without a financial budget it was very difficult for t
DAP to mobilise accounting experts to take part;
• When the first draft of standards was ready, conferences were organised in
order to obtain comments from other relevant departments of the MOF and
other ministries. Based on these comments, teams revised their standards.
This cycle also could be repeated several times;
• The second draft of standards was then submitted to the National Accounting
Board for review. Comments of the National Accounting Board were used by
the vice-minister of the MOF, who was in charge of the financial area, as

important criteria for approval of standards. If he was not satisfied with the
draft it would be sent back to the DAP for improvement;

94

Workshop and group discussions were attended by other teams' members as well as people invited
from different departments and institutions of the M O F , who were working in areas related to account
and auditing, in universities and in auditing firms
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Thefinaldraft of standards was signed by the vice-minister in charge of the

i

financial area and issued as a legal document. After being issued as a legal jfl.
document, standards oblige all enterprises to comply with them.

The next section will look for reasons why Vietnam is committed in further accounti
reform through developing its own accounting and auditing standards.
Figure 9-1 Procedure for the Development of Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing
Standards

Translated International
Standards

Selection of standards
relevant to Vietnam

1

T e a m and group
discussion

First draft preparation

Conferences and comment
from related departments
and ministries

Second draft preparation

Review by the National
Accounting Board

1

1_A
Final draft

Approving and issuing
standards
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9.3 W h y Accounting and Auditing Standards?
9.3.1 Pressure From Foreign Investors
As described in chapter 8, the Vietnamese accounting system has changed its
appearance rather than its contents. If one takes a close and critical look at the

accounting policy it is easy to identify a big gap between the Vietnamese accountin
system and that the accountancy needs of a market economy. The accounting system

remains anchored to old principles and procedures, such as in the uniformity and de

of the accounting regulations relating to source documents, accounting books, the c

of accounts and prescriptions for double entry of transactions, and financial state

Such a rigorous set of accounting regulations does not seem to be relevant in a tr
economy typified by diversification of forms and ownership of enterprises.
In the opinion of foreign accounting experts belonging to Vietnamese branches of

international accounting firms, the Vietnamese accounting regulations and policy st

stress the importance of providing accounting information for government authoritie
and of safeguarding the assets of SOEs. For instance, in a comparison between
International Accounting Standards (IAS) and the Vietnamese accounting system
(VAS), foreign auditors of the Arthur Andersen Co. wrote that:
Historically, financial statements prepared under VAS may have been
appropriate as general purposefinancialstatements in Vietnam because they
were tax oriented and served as a tool to gather information and suited the
purposes of key users of financial statements; government agencies such as
the Ministry of Finance, Tax Department, Statistics Department, and the
Ministry of Planning and Investment. However, with the introduction of a
market-based economy, the number of users of financial statements has
increased to include owners, potential investors and lenders. Unfortunately,
V A S has not changed to include the needs of this group of users (Vega
1999).
An auditor from KPMG also saw the uniformity of the VAS as a disadvantage. If all
enterprises are compulsorily to use the same system of accounts "this leads to
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inflexibility and difficulty of application of VAS and undermines the usefulness of
financial statements to users other than the Ministry of Finance and local tax

authorities" he stated in his speech at the Conference on Accounting Standards (Jero

1999). Foreign accounting experts shared the view that Vietnamese accountants are st

doing bookkeeping rather than accounting because of the lack of professional judgmen
involved in their work. Vietnamese accounting policy prevents financial statements

from giving a faithful view of the financial position and performance of an enterpri

because of a number of shortcomings, for example, assets are overstated, expenses ar

capitalised, and reported income does not reflect the real performance of the enter
Furthermore, the Vietnamese Accounting Policy (VAP), as a government legal

document, does not set up principles for the preparation of financial statements but
prescribes detailed instructions on the double entry of transactions resulting in

inflexibility and difficulties in compliance95. According to Mrs Phung Thi Doan, a v
head of the DAP, such comments on the irrelevances of the VAP by foreign accounting
experts occurred more and more often in conferences, meetings with the officials of
MOF and business newspapers (Interview 3).
Foreign firms not only criticised VAP. They lobbied the Vietnamese government
to develop accounting and auditing standards based on IAS. The development of such

standards would benefit them in doing business in Vietnam because they were familiar

with them and more importantly they were facing a lot of difficulties in complying w

the VAP and in reporting back to their mother companies in order to consolidate thei
own financial statements. Mr Bui Van Mai, the head of the DAP, said "more than 2000
The Vietnamese Foreign Investment Law requires that foreign enterprises abide by VAP. However, if
for some particular reason, foreign enterprises cannot abide by, or are faced with difficulties in complying
with V A P , they can ask the D A P for permission to use the accounting standards of their country of origin
or IAS. T o tighten up the control over foreign investments, uniformly regulate accounting activities and
control tax collection, foreign enterprises were required by the government to apply V A P from year 2000,
However, this requirement is not thoroughly enforced among foreign enterprises due to the fact that the
Vietnamese accounting standards are still in the process of development and there are still a lot of
differences between V A P and the IAS or other accounting standards.
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foreign-invested companies, w h o used to apply International Accounting Standards,
expressed their wish to have accounting standards issued by the Vietnamese

government" (Bui 2001 p. 22). This lobbying activity put a lot of pressure on th
Vietnamese government to develop the Vietnamese standards.

9.3.2 Pressure From International Financial Institutions
Recognising the efforts and commitment of the Vietnamese government to

economic reform, international financial institutions, such as the WB, the ADB a

IMF, organised a variety of projects to help Vietnam strengthen its administrati
processes and human resources for the transition of the economy. Big loans were
granted to the Vietnamese government by these institutions. In return, these

international financial institutions requested the Vietnamese government to coop

with them to further develop its legal and administrative reforms required by th

transition process. In their view, the development of a more complete legal fram

including accounting law, and accounting and auditing standards, would help Viet

have better control and management of the loans they granted (Narayan and Godden
2000). So the development of Vietnamese accounting and auditing standards was

considered as a condition to simplify the process of granting loans. One DAP sta
member, for example, said:
From 1994-95, when the World Bank, International Monetary Fund and
Asian Development Bank started lending money to Vietnam, they have
required that Vietnam have a clear legal system including appropriate
accounting law and accounting and auditing standards. Unless Vietnam
satisfies the above conditions, money will not be granted. O f course, the
required conditions cannot be met immediately but gradually. However, it is
required that Vietnam set up a procedure with concrete landmarks such as
time frames for the issuance of accounting law and accounting and auditing
standards. Those were the biggest pressures on our government (Interview
18, p. 160).
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During his interview, Mr Bui Van Mai confirmed such "pressure on the Vietnamese
government to develop Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing Standards" (Interview 4,
p. 45). According to him, the WB did not put a deadline on the completion of the
development of these standards but they required the Vietnamese government (the
MOF) to officially issue a general procedure for accounting and auditing standard
setting as evidence of its commitment.
Consequently, in response to economic globalisation and pressures from these
international financial institutions and foreign firms, the Vietnamese government
decided to develop Vietnamese accounting and auditing standards. The Vietnamese
government through the MOF signed Memorandum No. 38 with the WB, an agreement
to issue Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing Standards in 2003.

9.3.3 Flexible Response
As described in chapter 8, the Vietnamese accounting system experienced many

changes as a result of the reforms introduced by the government (the DAP). Concepts
market-based accounting were introduced into the existing Vietnamese accounting

system. For example, concepts such as intangible assets, provision for doubtful deb
provision for reduction of the value of inventory (net realisable or market value)

financial investments, and exchange rate fluctuations, which were strange to the ol

accounting system, have been incorporated into the new Vietnamese accounting system

Vietnamese financial statements, in terms of their structures and elements, now loo
similar to those of market accounting.
Vietnamese accounting policy makers and accounting experts, interviewed for this
study, thought that despite some issues, as mentioned in chapter 8, the current

Vietnamese accounting system has been reformed so well that it not only can meet th

information needs of Vietnamese users in the transition economy but it is also flex
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designed to allow for adjustment as Vietnam goes further towards a market economy96.
Mr Dang Van Thanh, a vice-chairman of the Committee on Development of
Vietnamese Accounting Standards and Auditing Standards said:
In the near future, all we have to do is to add new market economic features
to our accounting system. In m y opinion, our current accounting system is
almost compatible with generally accepted accounting principles and
standards applied worldwide (Interview 28, p. 245).
In addition, interviews with Vietnamese accounting experts including those

involved in the Project showed that in their viewpoint the development of Vietnames

accounting and auditing standards was not an urgent thing at least in the near futu

interviewees strongly believed that it would be very difficult to implement them in

practice given the knowledge of accountants on accounting standards and their custo
of doing bookkeeping rather than using professional judgement.
However, as mentioned above, the government decided to develop Vietnamese
Accounting and Auditing Standards based on international accounting and auditing

standards in response to the request from international financial institutions and

enterprises. What are the reasons for such compliance? There are two possible reaso
worth considering.
Firstly, Vietnamese accounting policy makers and experts understand and fully
appreciate the importance and contribution of foreign investment, technology and

management skills to the transition economy. To attract more foreign investment and
receive more loans from international financial institutions, which are needed for
economic development, the establishment of a market-like accounting framework
including accounting law and standards is necessary and desirable. In the view of

accounting standards setters, accounting is a language used in business communicati

In comparison with the views of foreign auditors mentioned in Section 9.3.1 the op
accounting experts about Vietnamese Accounting Policy is a little bit different and more positive than t
of their colleagues because they looked at accounting from a different perspective that is going to be
addressed m the later part of this chapter.
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The Vietnamese accounting language is still much different from the one used
internationally so it is very hard for foreign enterprises to communicate with
Vietnamese ones. Vietnamese accounting and auditing standards developed from

international standards have been seen as a solution to this obstacle allowing Vietn

attract more foreign investors and to make international financial institutions more
confident in giving loans, which are key factors for economic development in the
transition period.
Secondly, thanks to the 'open policy' of the government, less restriction on
education and training, and globalisation of information, Vietnamese accounting
experts, especially policy makers and academics, have a better chance to acquire
knowledge of market economics and accounting. Thus they have a better understanding
of market accounting. Reviewing new accounting textbooks (see, for example, (Nguyen
1991; Le 1999; Nguyen 1999; Nguyen 2000) and interviews showed that the very

strictly ideological view towards western accounting as 'a tool of capitalists to e
workers' commonly found in old accounting textbooks, has been softened. Accounting
knowledge is now regarded as universal knowledge and should be utilised in Vietnam.
The Vietnamese characteristic of 'flexibility' and 'reconciliatory' attitude are

shown by Vietnamese accounting policy makers and experts in pursuing their socialist

and communist ideology (see chapter 7). In order to reach their socialist destinatio

they are willing, not to give up, but to soften their socialist ideology and anti-c
bias, and accept market accounting in Vietnam. The government obviously saw so many

advantages to be gained by the adoption of Vietnamese standards that it has flexibly
adjusted long held opposition to market accounting.
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9.4 International Accounting and Auditing Standards - a Rational
Choice?
9.4.1 Contribution and Effect of the Euro -Tap Viet Project
When discussing the development of Vietnamese standards, the contribution and

effect of the Euro-TapViet cannot be ignored. As mentioned in chapter 7, Euro-Ta

as a complete aid package, was an important project offered by the European Unio

Vietnam to change its economic orientation. It is Vietnam's biggest project in t

accounting area so far. Its general objective was to develop skills and competen

the Vietnamese accounting and auditing profession. This project was successfully
completed and it significantly contributed to accounting reforms, especially in
development of accounting and auditing standards. It has:
• Provided knowledge of international accounting and auditing standards,
organised workshops on IAS and ISA, fellowships in accounting and auditing
abroad, internships, study tours;
• Assisted Vietnamese professional bodies to establish relationships with
European and Asian professional bodies (it enabled the VAA to join IF AC
and facilitated VAA membership of the Asian Federation of Accountants);
• Assisted Vietnam in gaining a thorough understanding of modern, marketoriented accounting and auditing in order to establish a profession that is
consistent with international practices;
• Supported and improved the quality of accounting and auditing training;
• Assisted Vietnamese auditing firms to improve their operation; and
• Assisted in technical matters, including the purchase of computer hardware
and software, office equipment, etc. (Narayan & Godden, 2000, p. 63).
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In regard to the accounting and auditing standard setting, the Euro-Tap Viet project
could not help Vietnam finish and issue accounting and auditing standards but it laid
foundation for their development.
All interviewees highly appreciated the contributions of this project to the
development of accounting and auditing standards in Vietnam. It made Vietnamese
accounting experts and policy makers familiar with market accounting, and allowed
them to have a better understanding of market accounting concepts, types and
regulations, particularly accounting and auditing standards, including the standard

setting process. Interviewees expressed their deep gratitude to the project because i
equipped them with knowledge that can, to some extent, change their perception of
accounting and give them a new way of looking at accounting and its functions. Mr
Dang Van Thanh, a co-director of this project, said:
They helped us to disseminate the international accounting standard system
in Vietnam. In fact, thanks to this project, Vietnamese staff have improved
their knowledge and have been trained properly. In the past, the standards
were very blurred. There were few people w h o had a complete set of
standards and it was more difficult for them to understand these standards
(Interview 28, p. 253).
Professor Vuong Dinh Hue, a member of one of the steering committees, confirmed
that:
The role of the Euro-Tap Viet was very important, because Vietnam did not
understand international accounting standards very well. Our local experts
all studied and followed an accounting system of socialist countries. This
project has been carried out for 3 years and has widely disseminated
international standards (Interview 29, p. 259).
The project was also the initiator of the development of accounting and auditing

standards in Vietnam. All interviewees recognised the fact that without its contributi
the DVAAS Project would not have happened.
Another aspect of the project welcomed by Vietnamese accounting experts was

the way the foreign experts on the project did not blindly impose their views onto, or
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dictate the process of standard development. In their view, the project was a pur

technical transfer of accounting knowledge without any political condition or inf

or intention that might have made it a vehicle for modern colonisation. Such a wa

introducing knowledge fitted well with the 'peaceful' characteristic of the Vietn
culture. Some interviewees explained that, at the beginning of the project, some

experts insisted that Vietnam should apply the whole set of international account
auditing standards. Such a suggestion was made by people who did not really

understand the Vietnamese environment. Later on, through the help of their Vietna

counterparts, they realised that a total adoption of international accounting and
standards in Vietnam was not a wise choice given the big differences between the

Vietnamese environment and the one of a well-developed market economy with regard

to its political system, level of economic development, and management capability

well as its culture. They conceded to the opinion of their local counterparts tha
decision on how to set up Vietnamese standards was up to Vietnamese experts, the
who were going to use them. Local experts were in the best position to know what
needed and how to adapt international accounting and auditing standards. Mr Dang
Thanh, Co-Director of Euro-TapViet, recalled:
It is true that some international organisations providing aid and assistance
for any country always impose something on the country. But this project
was an exception. The experts were very good and serious. Atfirstsome of
the expert team tended to impose their thinking on us but then they had to
change their idea after all (Interview 28, p. 253).

He remembered that Phillip Raymolong, another co-director of Euro-Tap Viet, alway
said to Vietnamese experts that "you should choose for your self the Vietnamese

standards" (Interview 28, p. 253). Consequently, what the foreign experts did was
share their knowledge and experience in setting standards with local experts.
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9.4.2 Supporters of Accounting Harmonization
In an attempt to harmonise accounting practice globally, the IASC was formed in

1973 through an agreement made by the accounting professions of developed countries,

including Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, Ireland and

the United of States of America, with the aim to achieve "uniformity in the accounti

principles which are used by business and other organizations for financial reportin
around the world" (International Accounting Standards Committee. 2000), p.3). Up to
date, it has 155 member accounting associations in 113 countries. Members and nonmembers of the IASC make use of IAS. Vietnamese accounting experts supported the
harmonisation of accounting worldwide and took the view that Vietnam should go
where the rest of the world was going, not where it was coming from.
Interviews with accounting policy makers showed that at the beginning of the
Project, there were suggestions from some foreign accounting experts that Vietnam

should use French accounting standards or US standards. However, such advice was not

accepted by Vietnamese standard setters because in the view of Vietnamese accounting
experts the internationalisation process of economic systems was an important
phenomenon. In their view, Vietnam should not adopt the accounting system of a
particular country but follow the general trend, the harmonisation of accounting
worldwide. In addition, in their opinion it would not be a good decision if Vietnam
chose to build standards itself in an isolated fashion, given the availability of

international standards and standards of developed countries and the limited financi
resources in Vietnam. Furthermore, Vietnamese accounting experts preferred to use

international accounting and auditing standards as a benchmark because they were wel
aware that international financial institutions, such as the WB, IMF and ADB, were

supporters of international accounting and auditing standards. Use of IAS would make
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Vietnam's access to loans granted by the international institutions easier. So,

issued by the IASC, was chosen as a benchmark for developing Vietnamese standard

In the same spirit, and as already stated, the VAA decided to join the IF AC and
accepted as a member in 1998.
As a member of the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN),

Vietnamese authorities fully understand that, in order to encourage and get bene

from the economic cooperation with other members, it should take the same direct
The VAA became a member of the Asian Federation of Accountants in 1998. Study
tours and exchanges with accounting associations of ASEAN members revealed that

international accounting and auditing standards issued by the IASC had been adop
with little or no amendments by Thailand, Cambodia, Philippines, Myanmar and

Singapore, used as a benchmark for the development of national standards by Mala

and Indonesia. So it seemed to Vietnamese accounting authorities and experts tha

use of international accounting and auditing standards as a benchmark for settin
Vietnamese standards would be a good choice for accounting harmonisation at a
regional level. About accounting harmonisation within ASEAN countries, Mr Cam,
Vice-Chairman of the VAS, said:
There were some issues which were brought forward at the Regional
Accounting Conference: H o w should accounting behave in the environment
of international economic integration? W h a t should the integration of
accounting in the region be like? At this moment can a Malaysian
accountant work in Vietnam? It is not certain. Firstly, does he k n o w the
Vietnamese economic and financial mechanism? Secondly, he is not
familiar with the Vietnamese accounting system. A n d Vietnam has not
accepted him. W h a t to do in order to integrate? There must be standards for
integration. W e have not got standards. W e only have the Vietnamese
accounting policy. Under the pressure of integration w e have planned to
issue about 30 accounting standards by 2003 (Interview 30, p. 275).

Another reason for supporting accounting harmonisation is the establishment of t

Vietnamese State Securities Commission in 1996 and the operation of the Vietname
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Stock Exchange in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, since 2000. To date there are 23 publi
companies participating in this stock market. There are also 121 types of government
bond, 1 type of H o Chi Minh City's bond, 2 types of bond of the Investment and
Development Bank traded in this market. After three years in operation the Vietnamese
Stock Exchange has organised 757 operating days with the total trading volume of V D
8,742 billions. So fa,r the government has issued 9 legal documents including Decrees
and regulations to regulate this market. The Vietnamese State Securities Commission
has also issued 15 decisions relating to the activities of the V S E . In order to improve
and facilitate the operation of the V S E and to make investors, both Vietnamese and
foreign, more confident in investing in this market, among other things, the
development of Vietnamese accounting standards based on international accounting
standards seems to be a good option (Linh 2004).
In summary the decision to develop standards demonstrated a radical change of
foreign policy of the 'Doi Moi'. In pursuing economic development, Vietnam is willing
to cooperate with any country without regard to its political system based on the
principle of respect for sovereignty and non-intervention in the internal affairs of others.

9.5 Vietnamisation - Main Principle in the Development of
Accounting a n d Auditing S t a n d a r d s
In the process of integrating the Vietnamese economy with the regional and
worldwide economies, Vietnamese leaders and policy makers have very determined
opinions about Vietnamisation (see chapter 5 for the definition of this term). In all
government documents as well as in speeches by the Vietnamese leaders, it is clearly
emphasised that Vietnam should not blindly copy institutional and management
mechanism and systems from other countries. It must make a careful and open-minded
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selection taking into consideration the level of development of the local economy,

administrative and management knowledge and the skills of its people, as well as t

political, social and cultural systems. For example, in his speech in the Annual M
of Asian Enterprises, the Vice-Prime Minister of Vietnam stressed that:
Being aware that to mechanically and blindly apply the experience from
foreign countries to the Vietnamese context would result in a failure.
Vietnam is looking for similar things to learn and apply but in its o w n way.
0ittTj://vnexpress.neWiemarnMnhdoanh/2003/03/3B9C5A19/)
( V N E X P R E S S 2003)
Vietnamisation is considered to be a good way to protect the Vietnamese identity
because it would allow Vietnam to integrate into the outside world without being
dissolved by it97.

9.5.1 Justification for Vietnamisation
Interviews showed that the idea of Vietnamisation had full support among
Vietnamese accounting experts including government authorities and policy makers,

academics and others. They all suggested that rather than import international st
as a wholesale package, Vietnam should Vietnamise them to make them more
appropriate to, and applicable in, the Vietnamese environment. Some reasons are
discussed below.
The first reason comes from the level and nature of the state of economic

development in Vietnam as well as its ideology. Compared with the world's develope

economies, the Vietnamese economic system is in the early stages of development. I

still embraces a lot of elements inherited from the centrally planned economic sys
well as elements from the ideology of 'market economy with socialist orientation'

97

This view is stressed in the CPV and the government's documents as well as in cultural journals a
newspaper, and is very popular among government officials.
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chapter 7). International standards, therefore, must be Vietnamised to fit the Vietn
legal, economic and social systems.
Mr Vuong Dinh Hue, the head of the Steering Committee on Auditing Standard

development, strongly supported the Vietnamisation of international standards. He sa

"a direct importation of international standards without appropriate adjustments wil

definitively result in a failure" (Interview 29, p. 266). To illustrate the differen
can take a SOE as a case for study. Vietnamese experts insisted that from the
ideological philosophy of 'market economy with socialist orientation' SOEs have

certain characteristics (see chapter 7) which differentiate them from their counter

western countries. Mr Dang Van Thanh, head of the DFP, addressed such a point in his
interview:
Although the Vietnamese economy is now multi-sectoral, the majority of
enterprises in our economy are state-owned. These enterprises are not purely
to do business but to fulfil m a n y other political and social tasks. In capitalist
countries, they (enterprises) can't do the same things as ours (Interview 28,
p. 254).
Thus Vietnam could not apply the model of management of a western enterprise to

SOEs given their important missions in the transition economy. Vietnamese government
authorities regard the interventions of the government in the management of SOEs as
important factor in the management of the national economy. Mr Dang Van Thanh

stressed the importance of the financial policy used in controlling SOEs. He explain
that the Vietnamese government couldn't allow its enterprises to behave in the same
ways as those enterprises in a free market in terms of revenues, expenses or salary
workers and managers; "Vietnam could not afford to allow its SOEs to spend a huge
amount of money in advertising like foreign-invested firms" (Interview 28, p. 252).
Another example is land ownership. According to the Vietnamese Land Law backed up

by the socialist ideology, all national land belongs to the Vietnamese people. Enter
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have the right to use the land but not to own land. The value of the land used by
enterprise is disclosed on its balance sheet as an intangible fixed asset but not
asset, the designation given enterprise-owned land in a market economy.
Such opinion of the Vietnamese accounting experts and government authorities

has been particularised in Decision No. 38 of the MOF which states that the most v

principle in developing Vietnamese standards is to make them "in response to the l
requirements and Vietnamese accountancy experience" (Decision No 38/QD-BTC
14/3/2000). This principle is highlighted in the research on the development of
accounting and auditing standards in Vietnam done by the DAP:
Vietnamese accounting and auditing standards must be built so that they are
relevant to the level of economic and accounting development in each stage
of the transition process in Vietnam. The development of such standards
must take into account: the role of the Vietnamese government as an owner
of S O E s , which are being transformed step-by-step into other types of
ownership; the influences of economic andfinancialmodes of management;
and the characteristics of culture and customs of the Vietnamese
bureaucratic system in administrating business and people ( D A P 1999).

A formula has been suggested by Vietnamese standard setters:

Vietnamese Standards = international standards + special standards for Vietnam

characterising the nature of the Vietnamese economic system - international standa
OS

relating to issues unavailable in Vietnam at present or in the near future

The main point behind this formula is that reforms in accounting should follow

the same pattern that economic reforms follow (see chapter 7). That means the adop

of a 'gradual' approach is preferred over a 'radical' or 'Big Bang' approach so th

98

Interviews and observation of workshops showed that if some accounting techniqu
international standards were too sophisticated for the level of expertise and skills of Vietnamese
accountants they were not included in the Vietnamese version of these standards.
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accounting can be in conformity with economic reform and support it. This way of

thinking is one of the attributes of Vietnamese culture, the dialectical-synthetical

thinking, which stresses the importance of interrelation and balance between element

of a system. In their interviews, to express their opinion of support for a 'gradual
approach, a number of Vietnamese accounting standard setters used the analogy of a

small child. They said that current Vietnamese accounting is as a child who must lea

how to stand up and then walk before learning how to run. The analogy implies that i
not wise to impose sophisticated and advanced accounting technology onto the

Vietnamese environment where legal and economic systems are not at the same level of
development, and local knowledge and skills of such accounting technology are not

adequate. Accounting reform, in their view, should not be done in a rushed manner no
bypass its normal stages but must correspond to economic and legal reforms.
However, to comply with such a formula is not easy in practice. Some
interviewees argued that since accounting standard setters did not do fieldwork or

surveys it is hard, if not impossible, for them to have an accurate inventory of wha

Vietnam has at present, and will have in the near future. Thus the selection of stan
to be developed is merely a subjective judgment of standard setters.
The second reason why Vietnamese accounting experts insist on Vietnamisation
might be drawn from past experience. Vietnam imported the whole centrally planned
economic system, including a complete accounting system, from developed and
industrialised socialist countries to apply in a poorly developed country with an
agricultural background99. Such a combination proved to be a failed marriage.
Therefore, the importation of international standards must be done carefully and

standards must be Vietnamised in order to be applicable and successfully implemented

See Footnote 101.
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Vietnamisation must encompass all aspects including the format and procedures of

issuing, language and content. In terms of format and procedures of issuing, Vietnam
standards must be issued as legal documents by the MOF. Interviewees suggested that

in the business culture of Vietnamese enterprises, any guideline or document would n

be complied with unless it was issued by government authorities (that is, by the MOF
In terms of language and presentation, Vietnamese standards, even though based on
international standards, should be presented in a Vietnamese way and use Vietnamese
technical terms and concepts to enhance their comprehensibility and applicability.

Nevertheless, the most important thing is to Vietnamise the content of international
standards to make it appropriate to the level of economic development in Vietnam as
mentioned above.
The third reason might come from the 'reconciliatory' and 'peaceful' attitudes of
the Vietnamese culture, which showed a strong resistance against assimilation and
colonisation by outsiders and seldom accepted foreign things without Vietnamising
them100. As mentioned in chapter 5, one thousand years under Chinese domination is a

good illustration. During that period, the Vietnamese culture was, of course, affect

Chinese culture but it was not eliminated. What happened was the reverse. The cultur
of the dominators was absorbed by the Vietnamese culture through a process of
Vietnamisation (Phan, 1998; Tran, Q. V. 1997; Le, 2000; Tran, N. T. 1999). This
cultural resilience can be observed in accounting reform. Vietnamese accounting
standard setters shared the view that the development of Vietnamese accounting
standards must be carried out by Vietnamese experts, in Vietnamese ways and with
reference to the Vietnamese environment because the standards will be used by
100

As mentioned in chapter 6, in the wartime Vietnam imported the centrally planned
from the socialist block. Such decision cannot be regarded only as an ideological choice but also as
practical and reasonable choice. This was the only way through which Vietnam could get full support
from the socialist block in the fight against invaders for its independence. In this period, Vietnamis
did exist but the system did not function well.
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Vietnamese people. Vietnam needs foreign accounting experts for sharing knowledge
and experience but not for dictating them. The next section will describe the
Vietnamising process.

9.5.2 The Lens Used by the Vietnamising Process
In the process of Vietnamisation, international standards must go through a
system of two lenses. This system of lenses has similar characteristics to a normal
optical lens system. The light rays (in our case, the international standards) which
through the lenses are refracted and the degree of refraction (degree of change to

international standards) depends on the convergence-cum-concentration provided by the
lenses (in our case, provided by language, understanding and Vietnamese laws and
regulations) (see Figure 9-2).
The first lens of the system is created by two factors: the language used in the

original standards and the accounting standard setters' understanding of such standa
In terms of language, the convergence-cum-concentration provided by the first lens
depends on the English capability of Vietnamese experts who are involved in the

Project, including translators, policy makers and accounting standard setters. In ter
understanding, the convergence-cum-concentration depends on how deeply and
thoroughly Vietnamese accounting setters understand and master international
standards.
The second lens is built based on the system of laws and regulations in the finance
and accounting areas. The degree of convergence-cum-concentration provided by this
lens depends on the differences of format and content of these legal regulations and
those of international standards. Section 9.6 will discuss some problems of the
Vietnamising process.
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Figure 9-2 System of lenses used by the Vietnamisation process in the development
of Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing Standards
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9.6 Problems of the Vietnamising Process
The Vietnamising process has not gone as well as expected because Vietnamese
standard setters face a number of problems in accommodating international standards
into the Vietaamese accounting system. The most notable problems are created by the
education system and socialist ideology.

9.6.1 Educational Problem
9.6.1.1 Language Obstacle
The ability to use foreign languages, as one factor determining the convergence of

the first lens, is one of the problems Vietnam is facing in setting Vietnamese stand
It is a problem Vietnam inherited from the educational system in the time of the
centrally planned economy.
During that period, because of a bias against capitalism, Russian and Chinese

were the only foreign languages compulsorily taught at high schools and universities
Vietnam. English, French and other languages were taught at university level for

students who were specialising in languages in order to pursue careers as interprete

diplomats. The teaching of English and French was reintroduced to high schools at th
beginning of the 1980s and these languages have been popular within the young
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generation since the beginning of the 1990s reflecting Vietnam's move to a market
economy and increased openness to western countries. As a result, like other
government officials, policy makers and academics, the majority of Vietaamese
standard setters are not good at, and often don't understand at all, the so-called

international languages such as English and French. They find it very difficult to ab
information about the market economy published in languages which are totally
unfamiliar to them. They are further hampered by the limited quality and quantity of

translated books and journals. In terms of foreign languages, the young officials wer

better than their older colleagues but still not good enough to thoroughly understand
original materials. The ones who were good at English, French or other foreign
languages were people who had graduated from foreign language universities. However,
they had a lack of economic and business background so that their translations
contained mistakes and misunderstandings in terms of professional knowledge and
concepts.
The Project has experienced the same problem regarding the translation of

international accounting and auditing standards from English into Vietnamese. It is e
to identify a certain number of mistakes in the Vietnamese translated version of

international standards. These mistakes were a result of the lack of understanding of
translators with regard to both English and Vietnamese concepts in financial and
accounting, as well as understanding of the market economic system. These mistakes
then make understanding difficult for the Vietnamese standard setters and even may
lead them to misinterpret the content of standards101. One standard setter said:
I think accounting terms are used inexactly and do not sound like
Vietnamese. It is partly because the international standards are translated by
translators w h o have little knowledge of accounting. Sometimes this causes

During some of group discussions and workshops I had to edit the Vietnamese version of the
international standards by comparing it to the original English version; only then was it comprehensible.
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a lot of difficulties for researchers like me to make the translated versions
out (Interview 1, p. 13).

Such language obstacles, however, can be mitigated by the involvement of Vietnamese

accountants who are working at international accounting firms. They are not only go
at Vietaamese accounting but also understand international standards. Some of them

took part in the Project as team members. Their contribution to the Project is high
appreciated by the DAP and other standard setters.

9.6.1.2 Poor Knowledge of International Standards
Vietaamese standards are to be developed, as decided by the Project, based on
international standards. It is very important to understand them correctly and
thoroughly. The level of understanding of international standards of Vietaamese
standard setters would undoubtedly affect the nature and quality of Vietnamese

standards. So the level of understanding of international standards serves as the s

factor determining the convergence provided by the first lens and therefore control
changes (that is, refraction) of international standards from its origin.
Nevertheless, interviews and observation at group discussions and workshops

revealed that Vietnamese standard setters did not thoroughly comprehend internation

standards. Vietnamese standard setters spent a huge amount of their time and effort
discussing terms, concepts and meanings of international standards, which were

unfamiliar and new to them. Some accounting standard setters pessimistically said w
they were doing in setting Vietnamese standards was like groping in the dark. The

difficulties caused by the 'General Standard' exemplify this. The setting of this s

was selected to be part of the first stage of the Project because it would serve as
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framework for setting other standards102. However, accounting standard setters could

not complete its first draft during the first phase because of complications; it ha
moved to the second stage. Accounting standard setters explained that the General

Standard, as a main standard for developing other standards, consists of all-importa
concepts and terms; however, these concepts and terms were not well understood by
them at that time. Mr. Bui Van Mai, vice-head of the Project explained that:
It was intended that the General Standard would be set up at the first phase
with four other standards. But w e found it difficult to do and decided to
postpone it to the second phase because w e do not really understand what
the General Standard is and the inclusion of concepts into our version of the
General Standard is a difficult task for us. For example, if w e want to set out
the concept of 'going concern', w e should study the standards on 'going
concern'first.Then w e came back to the General Standard later to put the
concept 'going concern' in. The biggest problem is that our knowledge of
the international accounting standards is still not at a level that allow us to
freely manage its concepts. At the meeting this morning, there was a
suggestion that w e should m a k e a list or an outline of all the standards. I
myself think that making a list or outline is not easy at all because of the
limitation of our knowledge of such standards (Interview 4, p. 50).
The obstacle to gaining a thorough understanding of international standards is

rooted in the Vietnamese education system. Firstly, in the socialist period the edu
system was strictly controlled by the government and imbrued with the socialist
philosophy so that everything belonging to capitalism was excluded from textbooks

used in universities because of ideological bias. Almost all Vietnamese standard set
were trained under the old education system so that they had no knowledge of market
accounting before 'Doi Moi'. What they learned about market accounting came from

short training courses offered by international public accounting firms such as Pric
Waterhouse and other international auditing firms or by the Euro-TapViet project.

However, these courses were not sufficient for these Vietnamese accounting experts t

gain good knowledge of market accounting. In addition, the availability of textbooks

Vietnamese accounting standard setters developed the 'General Standard' based on the framework of
the International Accounting Standard but it is interesting that they regarded it as thefirststandard, i.e.
Standard 01. M o r e discussion about this issue is given in section 9.6.3.
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and professional journals of economics, finance and accounting is still limited a

Ministry of Information and Culture still keeps tight control on imported materi

western countries, though it is more relaxed than in the past. For example, the f

of the international accounting and auditing standards and their Vietnamese vers
recently been given to Vietaamese standard setters by the Euro-Tap Viet project.

Thi Hoa, head of the Foreign Enterprises Sub-department of the DAP, clarified the
situation:
To be honest, there are certain things we don't really understand when
studying international standards. W h y is that? The reason is w h e n building
international standards, each sentence was based on piles of books (outside
of standards). I m e a n the standards comprise a foundational knowledge of a
market economy learnt from m a n y subjects. To understand one sentence in
the standards you ought to understand m a n y foundational things first
(Interview 27, p. 240).
Secondly, a review of the curricula and accounting textbooks of the two biggest

universities, the Hanoi University of Finance and Accountancy (HUFA), the Nationa

Economics University Hanoi, which are offering tertiary accounting degrees, showe
that even though some reforms were undertaken, changes to education programs and

textbooks have not kept pace with economic reforms. In general, these programs st

exhibit many attributes inherited from the old system which aimed to train accoun
for SOEs (Appendix 4 shows the list of compulsory subjects for the Bachelor of
Accounting Degree of the HUFA). The review of three accounting textbooks, the
HUFA's 'Theory of Accounting', the NEU's 'Theory of Accounting' and 'Accounting

for Enterprises', showed that, despite some structural changes and the addition o

accounting methods for market-based transactions, these accounting textbooks sti

with the concepts of socialist accounting and are influenced by the Accounting P
the DAP. Only the NEU's 'Theory of Accounting' offered a short description of 12

generally accepted accounting principles in the introductory chapter (Nguyen 1999
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29-39) as a demonstration of accounting principles used worldwide; nonetheless, it
keeps teaching students socialist-like accounting concepts. As a result, graduates of
these universities have no knowledge of international accounting standards. Thus they
could not contribute well to the Project103.
However to mitigate the 'refraction' of international standards (that is, to have

better understanding of them) the Project had to invite foreign accounting experts who
were former staff of the Euro-Tap Viet to come back to Vietnam to have a workshop

with Vietnamese standard setters. In the workshop the foreign accounting experts tried

to clarify those concepts and terms of international standards troubling their Vietna
colleagues. They also gave their comments on drafts of Vietnamese standards.

Interviews showed that the workshop was very valuable but it was too short to cover al
questions and problems faced by Vietnamese standards setters104. Highly appreciating
the contribution and importance of the foreign accounting experts, the MOF has
submitted to the EU a proposal for a second stage of the Euro-Tap Viet project that
would focus on the development of Vietnamese accounting and auditing standards but it
has not been approved yet.

9.6.2 Ideological Clash
One of the most important things stressed by the Vietnamese standard setters is to

Vietnamise the contents of international accounting standards so that they are congrue
with the Vietnamese environment, especially with government regulations and level of
expertise and knowledge of Vietnamese accountants. The factors creating the

convergence of the second lens, therefore, are the combination of laws and regulations

in finance, tax and accounting, which regulate the business activities of enterprises

Young officials of the D A P w h o were trained under the n e w education system did not have a better
mowieage ot international accounting standards than their old colleagues.
The foreign accounting experts spent just one week in Vietnam.
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degree of refraction of international standards depends on how big are the differences
between international accounting and auditing standards and Vietnamese regulations on
financial, accounting and auditing, and how strong is the involvement and contribution
of non-accounting members of the Project105.
The development of Vietaamese auditing standards has been progressing more
smoothly and much faster than that of accounting standards. According to interviewees
there are several reasons to explain this phenomenon. Firstly, auditing was newly
introduced into Vietnam at the beginning of the 1990s so the number of people who
understand it is not so many. Thus the people who are capable of setting auditing
standards come from a small group of accounting experts, including accounting experts
from foreign and local auditing firms, academics who are teaching auditing at
universities and officials from the DAP. All these auditing standard setters have
received good auditing training by the Euro-TapViet project or from their foreign
auditing firms so that, in general, they have mastered the international auditing

standards as well as auditing practice. Because of the small size of their group and th
good understandings of international standards they have not been faced with the major
difficulties confronting their colleagues in the accounting standards group.
Secondly, auditing standards seem to be more 'technical' than accounting
standards so the contents of the latter are not much affected by legal regulations.
International auditing standards, therefore, are more 'independent' than international
accounting standards in terms of their relations with the local laws and government
regulations. As a result, the 'refraction' of international auditing standards through

105

As described in section 8.3, standard setters of the DVAAS project are from differe
the M O F which have relations to accounting and auditing areas. The philosophy behind this way of
setting standards is that accounting is just one tool of the government administrative system so it cannot
function properly unless it gets supports from other tools, especiallyfromfinanceand tax. Therefore, t
be effective, Vietnamese accounting and auditing standards must be supported by officials in charge of
these related areas. Their comments would also make Vietnamese accounting and auditing standards
more in tune with legal regulations, especially thosefromfinanceand tax officials.
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first as well as the second lens is very slight so that the contents of Vietaamese aud

standards are almost carbon copies of those of the international auditing standards. T
speed of development and issuing of Vietnamese auditing standards is much faster than

that of accounting standards. Up to date, there are 27 auditing standards in compariso
with only 10 standards in accounting. Professor Hue, the head of the Steering
Committee of Auditing Standard Development, noted that:
To develop auditing standards is easier than to develop accounting standards
because auditing standards, as a professional framework which only
instructs and provides guidance to auditors, is not influenced by policies,
mechanisms,financialpolicies, taxation. It is a matter of techniques, so it is
more convenient to set up (Interview 29, p. 261).

The topics of discussion among auditing standard setters are, therefore, limited to so

qualitative concepts and terms such as 'true and fair' and 'material', which are new f
Vietnamese experts. Up to date, there is just one auditing standard exclusive to

Vietnam, 'Contract of Audit'. The need for this particular standard arises from the La

of Enterprise which requires that any transaction between enterprises must be based on
a business contract.
However, the accommodation of international standards to the Vietaamese
accounting mechanism through the Vietnamising process is not an easy task because
they are built on two vastly different philosophies. To highlight their philosophical
differences the next section will give a comparison between international accounting
standards and the Vietnamese accounting policy.

9.6.2.1 The Vietnamese Accounting Policy (VAP) and International Accounting
Standards (L4S): T w o Different Philosophies T o w a r d Accounting
Information
The sort of picture that accounting gives of an enterprise's business reality

depends on the philosophy behind it. In order to identify their philosophical differe
a detailed comparison between the VAP and IAS is made in this section from several
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aspects: their issuers, purposes, users, objective of accounting information and their
nature.
In terms of issuer, IAS are issued by professional accounting associations. The
VAP, on the other hand, is issued by a government authority, the Department of
Accounting Policy of the Ministry of Finance.
With regard to their purposes, the IAS aim to give accountants guidelines in the

preparation of financial statements whilst the VAP's purpose is to stipulate regulatio
and procedures, which have to be complied with by accountants.
In terms of users of accounting information, the IAS regard investors, employees,

lenders, suppliers and other trade creditors, customers, governments and their agencie
and the public as the users of accounting information (financial statements). On the
other hand, even though the VAP recognises the existence of other users, government
authorities are still regarded as the main users of accounting information.
With these targeted groups of users, the IAS aim primarily to provide useful

information for users' decision making on issues related to the enterprise106. The subj
of interest of the IAS is, therefore, the output of the accounting system, which are

actually the financial statements of the enterprise107. To be useful for decision makin
the IAS insist that the financial statements must comprise information about the

financial position (that is, about controlled economic resources, financial structure,

liquidity and solvency), performance (that is, profitability, capacity of generating c

and changes in financial position (that is, the re-apportioning of resources to invest
financing and operating, and ability to produce cash) of an enterprise. The financial
statements are the Balance Sheet, Income Statement and the Cash Flow. The IAS
106

The accounting information is also used for discharging the accountability (stewar
management. But this objective is listed second.
107
Managers can also use information offinancialstatements in their decision making but they are in a
better position than other users. They are able to obtain more information from management accounting
reports or other internal reports which are tailored to suit their information need.
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identify underlying assumptions and basic qualitative characteristics of accounting

information, which should be taken into consideration in preparing financial statemen
to make them useful. 'Accrual basis' and 'going concern' are the underlying
assumptions. Qualitative characteristics, which are highlighted by the IAS, are
Understandability, Relevance (Materiality), Reliability (Faithful Representation,
Substance over Form, Neutrality, Prudence, Completeness), and Comparability. The
IAS clearly define the elements of financial statements, their recognition and
measurement.
In contrast, the VAP, perceiving accounting as a tool for financial management of
the government (the owner of SOEs), has different objectives. Along with providing

information for setting and controlling national plans, the accounting policy stresses

importance of controlling the compliance with financial regulations of SOEs. With such

objectives, the subject of regulations of the VAP is the whole accounting cycle of the
enterprise not just the preparation of financial statements. As described in chapter
VAP stipulates in detail regulations on source documents (their format and content,
their cycle and controlling procedures), accounting books (formats, maintenance),

uniform chart of accounts (content of each account, detailed instructions for the dou
entry of transactions) and accounting reports (format, content and guidelines on
preparation and submission). In principle, the VAP monitors the compliance with
financial regulations of enterprises throughout the production process.
The differences, in terms of users and their objectives in using accounting
information, between the VAP and IAS result in two very distinctive types of

accounting information. In appearance the financial statements of the VAP and IAS are
alike with regards to their formats and elements (that is, assets, liability, equity,
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expense and profits) but the natures of information they provide are totally different108.
Information about these elements is actually collected and reported from two different
perspectives.
Assets
Accounting information is used for making decisions on future actions, such as

buying and selling shares of an enterprise (investors), approving loans to an enterprise
(banks and credit-providing institutions), granting credits to customers (suppliers).

Users of information are interested in the 'future economic benefit' an asset will bring
to the enterprise but not the asset itself. Such benefit might come from the use of the
asset in production or for settlement of liability and its sale. From this perspective,
asset is defined, not as an object or right, but as a future economic benefit. The

controllability of the 'future economic benefit' is the second characteristic of the ass
The benefit must be controlled by the enterprise. The third characteristic of the asset

such that it must be a result of a past transaction. Based on these criteria, the materi
of the asset is not important as long as it brings a 'future economic benefit' to the
enterprise. The asset therefore can be both tangible and intangible109. However, to be

included in accounting records and the Balance Sheet the asset must also satisfy certain
recognition criteria concerning the probability of the enterprise obtaining the 'future
economic benefit', and concerning the capacity of the benefit to be measured with
reliability110. In the preparation of the Balance Sheet accountants are required to use

their professional judgement based on these criteria to decide whether or not to include
a transaction or event as an asset in accounting records and the Balance Sheet.

108

Both market and socialist accounting use similar accounting techniques such as source documents,
accounts double entry andfinancialreports in recording, classifying and reporting economic transactions.
109
According to Marxist-Leninist economic theory, an asset must be something matenal. The concept of
'intangible' asset has been accepted by Vietnamese economists and accountants smce the beginning of
the transition economy.
.
110
Because users are making decisions about their future actions, the more reliable their information is,
the better their decisions will be and the lessriskytheir actions.
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O n the other hand, in the socialist economic system the government, as an owner
and a manager, looks at assets from another perspective. The government is interested
in knowing how SOEs use their entrusted assets, how they comply with laws and
regulations in using them, and if assets are used for purposes intended by government

authorities. An asset, therefore, is seen as an object or right rather than as a 'futu

economic benefit' (that is, what assets are in comparison to the 'value' of assets). T
means the asset is something tangible111 belonging to the enterprise or money or the

right to claim money (a receivable). From this perspective, emphasis is not put on the

control and value of the asset as a 'future economic benefit' but on its ownership. Su
a way of looking at an asset has two causes: enterprises have to report the use and
movement of assets entrusted to them to the government (the owner) to discharge their

accountability/stewardship; and, secondly, the reports of assets of all enterprises ar

used for the calculation of national assets112. The duty of accountants of an enterpris
therefore, to record assets and their movement through the production cycle of the

enterprise into accounts and then summarise them in the Balance Sheet at the end of th
accounting period. Hence the concept 'recognition' of an asset does not exist and no
professional judgement needs to be made in the preparation of the Balance Sheet.
Given these differences, a situation might happen in which some assets are not

included in the Balance Sheet prepared on the basis of the IAS but are included in the
Balance Sheet prepared according to the VAP. Another possibility is that both of the
Balance Sheets disclose the same asset but with different values (the Balance Sheet

prepared on the basis of the VAP has a tendency to overstate the value of assets of th

enterprise). Provision for doubtful debts or net realisable value of inventory are goo

m
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items to illustrate this point. Provision for doubtful debts from the view of the I A S is
just an accounting technique to make the item a 'receivable' in the Balance Sheet and to
provide faithful information about the 'future economic benefit' which it will bring to

the enterprise. In business practice, it is probable that a certain amount of the Account
Receivable will not be collected so that accountants do not recognise the whole amount

of debts (prudent principle) but instead regard a certain part of it as uncollectible deb
and record this part as an expense. Therefore, the Account Provision for Doubtful Debt
is just a contra-account of the Account Receivable. Vietnamese financial policy, on the
other hand, considers doubtful debts as an expected future expenditure of the enterprise
so the enterprise should be allowed to account a part of the amount of Account
Receivable as an expense to create a reserve fund to cover such expected future
expenses when the doubtful debts turn out to be uncollectible (bad debts). Provision for
Doubtful Debts is not seen as a contra-account of the Account Receivable but as a
Reserve Fund113.
Liability and Owner Equity
The same comparison can be applied to Liability and Owner Equity. In
Vietnamese accounting, liability is not seen as a present obligation of the enterprise
resulting from a past event, which will result in an outflow of economic benefits from

the enterprise , but just as a legal obligation to pay to other parties. Also, the concep

113

There may be two reasons for such regulation and practice. Firstly, in the former socialist system,
enterprises were required to collect all their debts so the concept Provision for Doubtful Debts is a new
concept in Vietnamese practice. The English words 'Provision for Doubtful Debts' have been translated
into Vietaamese as 'Du phong no kho doi' which have a meaning in Vietnamese as 'a Reserve for
Doubtful Debts' thus it may makefinancialpolicy makers understand it as a Reserve Fund. The Circular
on Financial Policy N o 64/TC/TCDN, for example, states "provision for doubtful debts, reduction of
price of securities and inventory can be accounted in advance as accrual expenses into the current year
expenses in order to recognise the value of possible losses in the coming planning year so the enterprise
can havefinancialresources to cover those possible losses and to maintain its business capital" (Circular
N o 64/TC/TCDN 15/9/1997). Secondly, from the controlling perspective thefinancialpolicy stipulates
very strict requirements for the recognition of the provisions to prevent enterprises form abusing it.
Provision for doubtful debts, for example, must be done on an individual basis, and a doubtful debt can be
regarded as an uncollectible or bad debt and be excluded from the Balance Sheet only three years after the
due date.
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'recognition' and 'measurement' are not applied in preparation of the Balance Sheet114

Accountants simply record liabilities and their changes during the course of business

activities of the enterprise and summarise them in the Balance Sheet at the end of th

accounting period. Equity is not calculated as a residual of assets of the enterpris

deducing all its liabilities but it is defined as the amount of capital and funds the

enterprise received from the government and investors for its business activities plu
retained earnings. That means the figure of owner equity does not give information

about the 'value' of equity but information about how the initial or invested capital
changed.

Income and Revenue
Income in Vietaamese accounting is not identified in the same way as that of the
IAS, which denotes "income is increases in economic benefits during the accounting

period in the form of inflows or enhancements of assets or decreases of liabilities t

result in increases in equity, other than those relating to contributions from an equ
participant" (IAS 2001). Vietnamese financial policy simply gives a detailed list of
sources where income comes from, including sales and adjusting items, services and
other revenues. From such a perspective, the income figure is a measurement of the
output of the production cycle of the enterprise rather than the inflow of economic
benefit. For example, the financial policy requires accountants to include into the

The reason for such treatment is that under the socialist system all enterprises, organisations as well as
financial institutions belonged to the same owner (i.e. the government) so the figure of Liability did not
present the 'value' of the economic outflows of resources of the enterprise but presented, from the view
of the financial management of the government, the amount of liabilities the enterprise w a s responsible to
pay to others.
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income of the enterprise the value of its products given to others as presents, used for
exchanges for other products or used even in its own production115.
Expenses
Like other elements of financial statements, expenses in the financial policy are
not defined as expenses are defined in the IAS: "decreases in economic benefits during
the accounting period in the form of outflows or depletions of assets or incurrence of

liabilities that result in decrease in equity, other than those relating to distribution

equity participant" (IAS 2001). Instead, the financial policy simply makes a list of wha
the enterprise can account as expenses116. This way of identification of expenses comes
from a controlling perspective rather than an informing perspective; the government
(the owner) tries to control the behaviour of the enterprise in using resources as well
to evaluate the performance of the enterprise117. For example, the IAS requires all
expenditures for maintenance of fixed assets to be recorded as expenses of the
accounting period when the maintenance occurred. The financial policy, on the other
hand, allows the enterprise to defer the inclusion of the whole amount of the
expenditures into the expenses of the current period if it is too big. The rest of the
amount is shown on the Balance Sheet as 'Expenses Waiting for Allocation', which will
be allocated into expenses of successive accounting periods. Such treatment is believed
to provide better information for judging the performance of enterprise managers

115

This way of income definition has its roots in the centrally planned economic system. A national
economic balance matrix was used to balance outputs and inputs of all enterprises of the national
economy. So government authorities such as the General Department of Statistics were interested in that
figure. In addition such a way of calculation of income can bring more income tax and value-added tax
the government budget.
116
It is noteworthy that for all elements of thefinancialstatements, the financial policy does not give
definitions; accountants have no definitions to use for reference in their work. What thefinancialpolicy
offers is merely arbitrary prescription of the government (the owner)
117
Recall from Chapter 3 and 6 that former socialist accounting was not divided into management and
financial accounting as in the market economy. There was a sole accounting system, which provided a
of information for both government authorities and managers of the enterprise. The current accounting
policy therefore has regulations for both financial and cost accounting.
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because it smooths the expenses which managers can not control between accounting
periods. And it allows government to get more income tax.
The comparison between the VAP and IAS suggests that they are based on two
very different philosophies. Because of the differences between users (government
authority and management vs. outside users) and their information needs (for

controlling compliance with financial regulations and macro-planning purposes vs. f

decision making of outside users when dealing with enterprises), the objectives of t

two systems are dissimilar (used as regulations for financial management vs. used a
guidelines for the preparation of financial statements). Consequently, information

contained in these two sets of financial statements is totally different. It is like

of the same subject taken from two different angles. One image (that of the VAP) giv

information about the position of assets, capital and funds, and operation results a

profits of the enterprise after an accounting period; and the other (that of the IA

information about the value of the enterprise from perspectives of its future econo

benefits and profitability. To join these two very different pictures together is n
easy job.

9.6.2.2 Problem of the Regulatory Structure
In comparison with the development of auditing standards, the development of
accounting standards seems to face more difficulties and is a real challenge for
Vietnamese accounting setters. They have to deal with many problems resulting from

the philosophical differences discussed above when they are trying to locate accoun
standards into the Vietnamese regulatory system.
A lot of discussions were undertaken among Vietnamese accounting experts and
the public regarding the nature of the relation among accounting policy, financial
and accounting standards, and their regulatory structure. Participants saw that the
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introduction of accounting standards in the current accounting mechanism could create

conflicts in terms of accounting information as well as accounting regulatory str

For example, they were very uneasy and confused when they found out that introduc
international accounting standards into the current accounting system could lead

situation in which there were three different types of incomes: taxable income ba

the Tax Law, accounting income based on the VAP and accounting income based on th
IAS (see Figure 9-3). One staff member of the DAP explained:
I think the difficulty in setting accounting standards is that people
understand accounting standards in various ways. M a n y of them keep
asking us what they have to follow: the accounting policy or accounting
standards. This is becausefinancialpolicy is promulgated by the D F P while
our department (the D A P ) deals with accounting areas only. N o w people
still think that setting up accounting standards is setting regulations on
financial mechanism. This led to a workshop onfinancialand accounting
policy and tax, and their intersection; the distinction between accounting
income and taxable income and so-called financial income must be made
clear. But the matter is still controversial. For example, in terms of
expenses: Tax Department requires that the allowable expenses for
commission are not bigger than 5 % of total selling expenses while the D F P 7 % . The D A P , in contrast, insists that accounting must record the whole
amount spent. (Interview 24, p. 211).

However, participants saw trouble coming from the regulatory structure for anothe

reason: accounting standards did not seem to fit well with other parts of the reg
system they did not know how to deal with them. Phung (1999) observed confusion
among Vietnamese experts:
According to some views accounting standards are the financial policy of
enterprises while others suggested that such financial policy (the
Vietnamese financial policy) does not exist in countries of market
economies.... S o m e wondered if the Vietnamese accounting standards are
set up, if thefinancialpolicy for enterprises is still needed? Others were
interested in finding out if the Vietnamese accounting standards, developed
based on international accounting standards, are in conflict with the
financial policy for enterprises and h o w such conflict is to be dealt with
(Phung 1999 p. 5).
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The evidence suggests that because of poor understanding of international accounting

standards and under the strong influence of socialist accounting philosophy, Vietnames
accounting standard setters, officials and accounting experts failed to see that the
conflict is caused by philosophical difference (see section 9.6.2.1) between two

accounting systems. Because of their ideological incompatibility, it is very difficult
not impossible to incorporate international accounting standards into the Vietnamese
accounting system unless the current regulatory structure is changed.
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Figure 9-3 Comparison of the accounting policy, international accounting
standards and tax
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The Vietnamising of international accounting standards is therefore very difficult.

Interviews with accounting standard setters and observation of group discussions an
workshops showed that due to the ideological clash between the two systems,

discussions in accounting standard groups were always heated. Since the majority of
Vietnamese accounting standard setters were MOF officials working at various
departments such as the Department of Financial Policy, the General Department of
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Taxation, the General Department of Enterprise Finance and the Association of
Accountants (see chapter 8), they usually looked at accounting standards from

perspectives of the positions they were in charge of and tried to protect their pow

custom of work. For example, they were concerned with issues such as how accounting

standards would affect regulations in their areas; if there were any conflict betwe

accounting standards and the regulations; and how to deal with conflicts. The preva

view among them is that Vietnamese accounting standards must be set up based on the
financial policy of SOEs because it specifically addresses the Vietnamese context.
head of the DAP, Mr Bui Van Mai, explained:
They take part in and follow up the building process to see whether the
standards established are consistent with financial and taxation policies or
not. Actually, w e have a good combination of standard-makers. They hold
important positions in various institutions and agencies. Through their
debates and differences of opinions, m a n y issues have been clarified.
However, it is very difficult for the department's officials, like M r s D o a n
and m e , to make decisions because only a few issues have been agreed to by
most standard-makers and participants. It is because of their different work
and positions, they hold different views and opinions... A s I have told you,
they are responsible for the management of differentfields,so each often
submits opinions in favour of his or her o w n area. (Interview 4, p. 52).
Therefore, the outcome of the standard setting process, according to interviewees,
involves interaction, exchange and compromise of viewpoints and evidence of strong
influence from the government regulations in accounting and financial areas.

9.6.3 Vietnamese Accounting Standards - Outcome of the Vietnamisation of
International Accounting Standards118
As a result of the Vietnamising process of international accounting standards, up

to date the MOF has issued 10 accounting standards (see Appendix 5); these standard

the 1 0 n e w l
o i c l ^ r n ^ H d5esfnof11intend.to ^
y ^sued Vietnamese accounting standards but just
pick some standards for illustrating of h o w the system of lens of the Vietnamisation has been working.
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must be followed by all enterprises, except family and small business, in preparing t
financial statements.
The first Vietaamese accounting standard is the 'General Standard'. This

standard, as mentioned in section 9.6.1.2, was supposed to be set up in the first st
the Project and was intended to serve the same objectives as those of the Framework

the IAS. It was postponed to the second stage because of its complexity and the stan
setters lack of a thorough understanding its concepts and terms. This standard has
actually been set up based on the Framework of the IAS.
However, there are some differences between them. It is used as a basis for the
development and understanding of all accounting standards but it is mistakenly
considered as an accounting standard11 (i.e. at the same level of other standards).
Unlike the Framework of the IAS, it does not identify users of financial statements
their needs. The objective of financial statements is not dealt with either . These

omissions are the biggest weaknesses of the General Standard because the identificat
of users and the objective of financial statements serve as a basis from which all
accounting assumptions and principles are deduced. The General Standard does not

differentiate between underlying assumptions and qualitative characteristics of fina

statements but divides them into basic accounting principles including Accrual Basis,
Going Concern, Historical Cost, Matching, Consistency, Prudence and Materiality, and
qualitative requirements of accounting including Faithfulness, Neutrality,
Completeness, Time Limit, Understandability and Comparability. The qualitative
requirements of accounting information are actually defined the same as those in
financial and accounting policy. As a legal document of the government, but not a

119

This might result from the lack of understanding of the objectives of the IAS Fra
This standard was developed and issued almost one year after Ifinishedm y fieldwork and came back
to Australia so I did not have a chance to interview accounting standard setters about the reasons for t
omission of identification of users and objective offinancialstatementsfromthe General Standard.
120
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professional guideline of accounting associations, it requires that all of these quali

characteristics of accounting information must be met but, at the same time, it ignore
possible conflicts between them. For example, it does not mention the principle
'Substance over Form' and the consideration of the balance between qualitative
requirements of accounting information121. Concepts of capital and capital maintenance
are not mentioned
The 9 other standards that have been issued so far as the result of the first two
phrases of the Project also have some differences in comparison with their IAS
counterparts.
It is obvious that the standard dealing with tangible fixed assets reflects an
influence of the financial policy for SOEs122 as well as the lack of thorough
understanding of accounting standard setters. Tangible fixed assets are defined as

"assets with physical substance that are held by an enterprise for use in the producti

or business which satisfy the recognition criteria of tangible fixed assets" (Standard

03 Tangible Fixed Assets, (VAS 2002). This definition mixes up the definition of asset
with their recognition, and it might suggest that there is confusion among accounting

standard setters in differentiating the definition of asset from it recognition. Anoth

example is the recognition of tangible fixed assets. The standard states: "A fixed ass

should be recognised as a tangible fixed asset when it meets all of the following four
criteria:

Such requirement results from Vietaamese practice in issuing legal and government regulations. The
government applies very tight controls over enterprises. A s a legal document, it stresses the compliance
with regulation over substance.
122

It evidently suggests a bias of accounting standard setters towards enterprises of other sectors of the
Vietnamese economy. Accounting standards must be applied in all types of enterprises but these
standards are treated as if they are just for S O E s since it uses the financial policy for S O E s which is not
compulsory for other enterprises and m a y b e m u c h different from the other enterprises' financial policy. In
addition, there is no accountant from private and foreign-invested enterprises selected as an accounting
standard setter in the project.
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(a) It is probable that future economic benefits associated with the asset will
follow to the enterprise;
(b) The cost of the asset to the enterprise can be measured reliably;
(c) The estimated useful life is greater than one year;
(d) It meets the value criteria under the prevailing regulations" (Standard No 03
Tangible Fixed Assets, (VAS 2002).

It is clear that the last two criteria are actually taken from the financial policy
The influence of government regulations can be also seen in the requirements of the

standard. It stipulates that the result of asset revaluation must be accounted based

government regulations; it also states that land is not accounted as a tangible fix

but as an intangible asset under the name 'right to use land'. The standard 'Revenue
Other Income' has the same characteristics. It is developed based on the standard

'Revenue' of the IAS but it also includes other incomes as in Part 3 of the financia
policy 'Revenue and other incomes'. Other incomes are merely listed without giving
definition and recognition criteria for all items.
The comparison shows that Vietnamese accounting standards, as a product of a
forced coordination of international accounting standards and the Vietnamese

accounting system, are influenced by the current regulatory system of the government
and a lack of a thorough understanding of international accounting standards. So if

looks at these standards from the perspective of market accounting there is a concer
that Vietnamese accounting standards would provide different information about the
financial position of enterprises in comparison with the sort information that IAS
provide.
It is very interesting to see that after the promulgation of Vietnamese accounting

standards the MOF still insists in using the accounting policy for enterprises. Thus
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D A P has issued 'Guidelines for the First Four Accounting Standards' (Decision
149/2001/QD-BTC 31/12/2001) as an amendment of the Vietaamese Accounting
Policy. The whole system of regulations in accounting is presented in Figure 9-4.
Figure 9-4 Vietnamese system of accounting regulations

Financial Policy
for S O E s

Accounting
Law

V

Accounting
> and Auditing
Standards
^r

Accounting
Policy

Interviews and evidence from thefieldsuggested that this choice of the M O F and

DAP is very reasonable for two reasons. Firstly, in contrast to the accounting refor
done in 1995 to set up the new accounting policy, QD 1141, which gathered a vast

number of accountants of SOEs to participate, the Project has been carried out witho

their participation123. Interviews with accountants from 11 enterprises including SOE

private and foreign enterprises showed that the majority of these accountants did no
know about the Project. Some even did not know what accounting and auditing
standards mean. All their concern was to master the accounting policy issued by the
DAP and to follow tax laws and regulations. According to them the reason for doing

accounting was just because of the requirements of tax and other regulations from th

government. Secondly, after more than 40 years of applying socialist accounting what
Vietaamese accountants are keen on is not making professional judgements but
123

Only two big SOEs, the Tong cong ty xang dau and Tong cong ty xay dung song da, have been
participating in the Project.
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following the instructions of the accounting policy in bookkeeping. So, in the view

accounting standard setters and policy makers, without having detailed instructions

some legal documents like the accounting policy accountants will have trouble getti

their work done. This situation will last for at least a few years more when hopefu
accountants will be more familiar with accounting standards and will have got used
applying professional judgement in their practice.
However, the maintaining of the accounting policy in the accounting system has

reduced the importance of accounting standards, even neutralising them. The account
policy still provides detailed instructions for the bookkeeping of transactions so
accountants have no need to consult the accounting standards.
In addition, as shown in Figure 9.4, the accounting policy, as the lowest level of
the Vietaamese system of accounting regulations, is supposed to be developed based

Vietaamese accounting standards. However, some regulations in the accounting policy
are in conflict with accounting standards because they continue to comply with the

financial policy for SOEs. The way expenses incurred by tangible assets are dealt w

as discussed in 'Expenses', section 9.6.2.1, is a telling example. The Tangible Ass

Standard requires that all expenditures for maintenance of fixed asset must be reco
as expenses of the current accounting period but the accounting policy allows

enterprises to defer such expenses if they are too big and be accrued as an item in

Balance Sheet (that is, capitalisation of an expense in the Balance Sheet). It then

allocated to, and recorded as expenses in, the next accounting period. It may be d

to find out the real causes of such conflicts. They might result from misunderstand

of the IAS or they might indicate the irrelevance of accounting standards to curren

business practice in Vietnam where the stock market is in its infant stage with few
than 20 listed companies. The possibility of irrelevance is supported by the fact
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development of accounting standards is in response to the demands of international

financial institutions and foreign firms, a response that may have little to do wi

needs of Vietnam124. The Vietnamese accounting policy still seems to be the best way
meet Vietnam's accounting regulation needs, given the local environment and the
current economic development in Vietnam.

9.7 Conclusion
The Project of Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing Standard Development has
marked a further enhancement of accounting reform in Vietnam. Pressures from

international financial institutions, such as the WB, IMF and ADB, and from foreign

invested enterprises were shown as main factors for the implementation of the Proje
Appreciative of the contribution of foreign investment, loans, technology and

management skills, the government has flexibly softened its socialist ideology and

against market accounting and decided to develop Vietnamese accounting and auditing
standards. Up to date, Vietnam has promulgated 10 accounting standards and 27

auditing standards to be used in accounting and auditing practice. However, the fie

investigations of this study indicated that the process of the development of Viet
accounting and auditing standards have been more complicated than the government
expected.
Being more engaged in the process of internationalisation and regionalisation of
the economy, Vietnam has decided to join the process of globally harmonising
accounting practice. The IAS, therefore, has been selected as a benchmark for the

development of its standards. However, the process of setting accounting and auditi

Chit-chat with accounting standard setters and accounting policy makers indicated that all of them
firmly believe that Vietnamese accountants are not able to apply accounting standards.
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standards has been strongly influenced by the Vietnamese culture and socialist ideology.

Rather than import international standards as a wholesale package as some developin
countries have done, Vietnamese accounting standard setters have engaged in the

process of Vietnamising the IAS. The capacity to Vietnamise is a strong characteris
of the Vietaamese culture. Things from alien cultures are accepted and made more
appropriate and applicable to the Vietnamese environment, an environment of a less
developed socialist economy in transition towards a market economy with socialist
orientation.
Evidence from this researcher's fieldwork suggested that the Vietnamisation of
the IAS was quite complicated and a big challenge for Vietnamese accounting and

auditing setters. The accommodation of an alien accounting system (the IAS) into th
Vietaamese accounting system is facing a lot of problems resulting from language

obstacles, poor understanding of the IAS of Vietnamese standard setters and especia
from the ideological differences between the two systems. It is like a marriage of

people with opposite personalities. A marriage in which one partner aims at providi

information for decision making while the other focuses on controlling purposes see

to be problematic rather than an easy job. Because of their ideological paradox, it

very difficult if not impossible to accommodate international accounting standards

the Vietnamese accounting system unless the current regulatory structure is changed
As a result, Vietnamese accounting and auditing standards seem not to be as

useful as they should be and the regulatory system has been experiencing a number o

conflicts. The accounting regulatory system and accounting practice have a tendency
return to their previous state where accounting was based on the accounting policy
rather than on accounting standards.

CHAPTER 10

Conclusion

10.1 Introduction
The aim of this study has been to close the gap and enrich the literature on
accounting change in less developed former socialist countries such as Vietnam, Laos

and Cambodia. Vietnam has been the study's site of research. The selection of Vietnam

was initiated by its unique situation in the transition process from a centrally plan
economy towards a market economy. During the transition process, economic reform
has been gradually undertaken in the absence of political reform so that the country
still under the leadership of the Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV) which is still

pursuing its aim to build a socialist society. Vietnam was also chosen because of its

unique historical course and cultural characteristics, both of which reveal its stron
national identity and desire for freedom and independence. The contemporary

expression of these cultural characteristics is the way Vietnam is integrating with t
international economy thanks to its 'Doi Moi' program.
This study has explored the process of accounting change in Vietnam in detail,
taking into account the influence of past and present-day factors, in particular the
the government on accounting reform, the possible impacts of socialist ideology and
Vietaamese culture.
As a supporter of the alternative, sometimes called critical, social research
methodology, which assumes all knowledge to be "historically derived, culturally

determined, and acquired through language" (Gaffikin, 2000, p. 17), the author of thi

study has employed ethnography as a research method. As an effective tool in cultural
research, ethnography has helped to find the meanings and perceptions of the
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Vietnamese accounting experts involved in accounting changes in the Vietnamese
transition economy. Participant observation and in-depth interviews have been used as
the study's most important and effective data collection techniques. In terms of
participant observation, data came from the observation of the daily work of the D A P
and active participation in the Development of Vietaamese Accounting and Auditing
Standard Project ( D V A A S P ) . In terms of interviews, more than 40 in-depth interviews
were undertaken with the Vietnamese accounting setters of the D V A A S P , policy
makers, academics and accountants. Based on the data collected from the fieldwork and
the analysis of historical documentation, the study has discovered the following.

10.2 Major Findings
This study has found that Vietnamese accounting has very distinctive attributes in
comparison with those of other countries. The most notable phenomena of the historical
development of Vietnamese accounting are: the importation of accounting from
developed countries and the impact of Vietaamese culture and socialist ideology in the
shaping and determining its development.

10.2.1 Vietnamese Accounting - an Imported Product
The sketch of Vietaamese accounting history in chapter 6 shows that in contrast to
other countries, where accounting has very long histories, perhaps of several hundreds
of years, Vietnamese accounting experienced a very different path of development.
Rather than being self-developed, Vietnamese accounting was a product imported from
foreign countries which had political, ideological and economic influences on Vietnam.
The study has revealed that the French colonists were thefirstto bring western
accounting into Vietnam. However, what the French left for Vietnam in the accounting
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area after almost one hundred years of colonisation was very limited. There are two
possible explanations for this. The first reason is the policy employed by French

colonists in governing Vietnam, which aimed at exploiting rather than developing thei

colonies so that the education of local people including accountants was not given go

attention. Thus, only a few Vietnamese were qualified as accountants under the French
The ideological bias of the Vietnamese government against capitalist accounting and
accountants who worked for the French is the second possible reason. These
accountants were not employed by the government and what belonged to capitalist
accounting was totally abolished.
The CPV and its government, after liberating the country from French domination

in 1954, decided to join the socialist bloc and to build a socialist society. The so
economic model and its components, including planning, management, finance, tax,

statistics and accounting, was imported as a whole from socialist countries, especial
from Russia and China, and implemented in Vietnam. The study has observed that the
importation of accounting was undertaken in two ways: directly through the help of
Chinese and Russian economic and accounting experts and indirectly through the

education and training of Vietnamese cadres in socialist countries. The most importan
characteristics of the importation of accounting in this period were that, despite
accounting knowledge and concepts being imported into Vietnam in different ways
(directly or indirectly) and from different sources (different socialist countries),
originated from the same root, Soviet accounting, and therefore, they were virtually

same. In addition, the importation of accounting was undertaken from the top down and

through official channels so the government could control the process, contents and t

quality of the imported accounting system. Furthermore, as a part of a complete syste
— the socialist economic model — the accounting system was properly designed to
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support other parts of the system, especially thefinancialsystem, as a tool in financial
management.
In the transition economy, the m o d e of the importation of market economic
concepts and accounting into Vietnam was totally different from that of the importation
of the centrally planned economic system. O f importance is the fact that market
economic importation has not only resulted from the internal pressure of the transition
economy but also from external pressure from internationalfinancialinstitutions that
provide loans to Vietnam and from foreign enterprises doing business in Vietnam. A s
the study has found, it is not a wholesale package but a fragmented introduction through
a gradual process by multi-channels including both official (through government
agencies) and unofficial (enterprises). This introduction can actually be characterised as
a two-way traffic system, from the top d o w n as well as from the bottom up, with the
participation of m a n y players including government policy makers from different
departments of the M O F , Tax Offices, the National Council of Accountancy ( N C A ) , the
State Auditing Office (SAO), the Vietnamese Accounting Association ( V A A ) ,
academics and accountants from SOEs. Market accounting introduced in such a manner
does not seem to fit local systems well. There is evidence of a mismatch between
accounting and financial policy. The introduction of international accounting and
auditing standards into Vietnam as a basis for setting Vietnamese standards made the
mismatch even bigger.

10.2.2 Vietnamese Accounting under Socialism - a Product of Mechanical
Implementation of Socialist Accounting in a Less Developed Country
The study has discovered that Vietnamese accounting, like those in other former
socialist countries, was characterised by the clear separation of the development of
accounting methodology and regulations, and accounting practice. This means the
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theoretical system was developedfirstand then implemented in practice. O f importance
was the domination of government authorities in the development of accounting
methodology and regulation. However, in the Vietnamese case, the development of

accounting theory and regulations was based on the importation of socialist accountin
theory and system from other socialist countries. The study has noted that the
Vietnamese accounting mechanism, a carbon copy of the socialist accounting
mechanism, was comprehensively and tightly set up throughout the economic system,
from ministries to their enterprises and organisations, so that it could serve as an
effective tool for the centrally planned management and control of the economy.
The accounting system was in charge of several functions including providing

information for macro-management, the safeguarding of state assets, and the controll

of an enterprise's compliance with financial, accounting and tax regulations. All the
basic elements of the accounting system, including source documents, accounting

books, chart of accounts and detailed instructions for double entries of transaction

accounting reports, were uniformly and in detail regulated by the DAP of the MOF. All
accounting regulations issued by the DAP were compulsory and to be complied with by

enterprises. The work of accountants had characteristics of bookkeeping rather than o
accounting.
However, evidence from the field suggested that the imported socialist accounting
system did not function as well as expected in Vietnam. The accounting system of
enterprises did not provide reliable and punctual information for macro- and micromanagement. The study has learnt that the accounting system suffered an overload of
government requirements for accounting information; contained conflicts of interests
between the government and enterprises; and gave priority to the government over
SOEs in determining the functions of their accounting systems. The reason for these
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problems might c o m e from the nation's strong ideological commitment to socialism,
and its focus on the fight for independence and freedom. These preoccupations may

have prevented the authorities from seeing the inadequateness of imposing a central

planned economic model, suited to developed socialist countries, onto a less develo
agricultural country. This resulted in the centrally planned economic system being

rigorously implemented in Vietnam and little regard being given to the country's le
of development.

10.2.3 Factors Affecting Accounting Changes
The study has found that, even though Vietnamese accounting has experienced a

different pattern in economic and accounting reform in comparison to other transiti

countries in Central and Eastern Europe and Russia (that is, gradual reform vs. rad

reform), factors affecting accounting changes in Vietnam and these countries were t

same and consisted of both internal and external factors. In terms of internal fact
study has revealed that reforms of legal, economic, tax and financial systems were
main driving forces for accounting reforms. These reforms have changed the
environment and principles of doing business by Vietnamese enterprises so that
accounting must be changed accordingly to support them.
The most notable internal factors are the following:
• The centrally planned economic system was abolished so that the government
no longer directly regulates business activities of enterprises (SOEs) but
indirectly through newly introduced laws and regulations;
• A new set of laws has been introduced to regulate business activities of
enterprises in the transition economy (see chapter 7);
• In order to mobilise all the resources for the country's economic development,
the government has supported the diversification of enterprises. As a result,
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the transition economy has experienced a b o o m in family business, private
enterprises and foreign-invested enterprises;
• Reform of the SOEs has been gradually undertaken by the government
regarding their autonomy in management and finance;
• Enterprises have been more actively participating in, and contributing to, the
process of regulation development, including accounting policy, due to twoway communication between accounting policy makers and enterprises.

In terms of external factors, the study has pointed out that in the transition econo
Vietnamese government has suffered a lot of pressure from international financial
institutions and foreign investment enterprises for economic and legal reforms. The

government understands the importance of loans granted by the international financial
institutions such as the WB, the IMF and the ADB, highly values the contribution of
foreign investment, technology and management skills to the economic growth of

Vietnam, and is aware of the regionalising and globalising trend of economic systems.
For these reasons, the government has committed itself to legal, economic and
administrative reform. Accounting reform, especially the development of Vietnamese
accounting and auditing standards, was an important item on the menu of the reform
undertaken by the government.

10.2.4 Ideological Paradox
The study has revealed that socialist ideology has played a very important role in
Vietnam's transition economy. As discussed in chapter 7, the transition process in

Vietnam is vastly different from that of former socialist countries in Europe and R
because of the absence of political reform. While pursuing economic reform, the CPV
and the government have been determined to continue building socialism in Vietnam.
To flexibly respond to the dramatic changes in international political and economic
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affairs, including the collapse of the socialist bloc and the pressure for economic

globalisation, and to the internal failure of the Vietnamese economy and its crisis
CPV and the government have decided to abolish the centrally planned economic
system and have introduced a new economic model, the 'market economy with state

management according to socialist orientation' or, in short, the 'market economy wi
socialist orientation'.
This new economic model, whilst recognising the importance of the market

mechanism for economic development and the diversification of enterprises, stresses

need for government management and leadership of the SOEs and the collective sector

to keep the socialist orientation. However, the implementation of the market econom
with socialist orientation has resulted in a number of problems in undertaking

accounting reform due to an ideological clash between socialist and market economic
systems, each informed by a vastly different philosophy.
As shown in the comparison between the VAP and IAS in section 9.6.2.1, the
accounting structures that correspond to the two systems are very different. There
differences between users (government authority and management vs. outside users).

Different users have different information needs (for controlling the compliance wi
financial regulations and for macro-planning purposes vs. for decision making of

outside users when dealing with enterprise). Different users mean these two systems

have different objectives (used as regulations for financial management vs. used as

guidelines for the preparation of financial statements) and different regulatory b
(the DAP of the MOF vs. professional accounting associations). Consequently,
information contained in the two systems' sets of financial statements is totally

different. They are like images of the same subject taken from two different angles

image (that of the VAP) gives information about the position of assets, capital and
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funds, and operation results and profits of the enterprise after an accounting period; and

the other image (that of the IAS) gives information about the value of the enterprise

from perspectives of its future economic benefits and profitability. To join these tw

different systems together is not an easy job. Some vital issues are presented below.
The Effects of the Government Leadership
The study has revealed that, given the local context where the professional
accounting association is very weak and the socialist ideology is still strong,
Vietnamese accounting policy makers and accounting experts totally support the
leadership role of the government in conducting accounting reform through the DAP of
the MOF.
The study has observed that during accounting reform the government faces the
difficulties of joining two different philosophies. From the market perspective,
enterprises, including the SOEs, should be given total freedom and independence in
doing business in order to make the best possible contribution to economic growth.

Under the theory of the 'market economy with socialist orientation', the government h

to control, to a certain extent, the activities of the SOEs in order to keep the econ

line with its socialist orientation. The study has revealed that government official
to the socialist nature of the SOEs, have a bias against the SOEs' freedom and a

negative image of private enterprise, inherited from centrally planned economic theo

They have failed to find a balance between the autonomy of enterprises and control by

the government; they have acted in favour of government so that it has exercised very

tight control over not only the business activities of the SOEs but also other enter
through financial, accounting and tax regulations.
In addition, the study has shown that government accounting policy makers (the

DAP) still stick with the old way of setting accounting regulations. Lacking practica
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experience and neglecting to investigate the accounting practice of enterprises,
government accounting policy makers seemed to succumb to the subjectiveness of

Vietaamese culture in setting accounting policy. Furthermore, evidence collected in
study showed that government policy makers always set regulations in favour of

government interests while ignoring enterprises' difficulties in complying with them

Consequently, the Vietnamese accounting system has changed its appearance but not it
nature. It still has characteristics of an accounting system with strong government
control and dedicated to government information needs.
As the study has shown, such a way of setting regulations by the government

could have a bad impact on the business activities of enterprises. The regulations a
rigorous and impracticable for enterprises to abide by. Thus, the violation of
government regulations is a very common practice among enterprises, the motivation
for which is to protect their business and interests.

As in the cases of other transition countries in Eastern Europe described in chapter
4, the Vietnamese government could have made accounting reform happen faster but,
had it done so, the Vietnamese accounting system could have been changed in a
direction that favoured government information needs and ideological views, not
necessarily the best direction for the development of the transition economy.
Problems of the Regulatory Structure
The study has discovered that the introduction of market accounting, especially

that of international accounting and auditing standards, into the current Vietnamese

accounting system has been facing a lot of difficulties due to the regulatory struc
finance, accounting and tax.
Under socialist ideology, accounting is considered to be a tool for financial
management so that accounting regulation must be dependent on financial regulations
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and its development based on them. The financial regulations define the nature of
business transactions then accounting regulations determine how to record them in
accounting books through double entry. Thus, if Vietnamese accounting is looked at
from the view of market accounting theory, it resembles bookkeeping more than
accounting. Problems have occurred when types of market transactions have been
introduced into Vietnam's transition economy because financial and accounting

regulations are under the control of two different departments of the MOF, the DFP an
the DAP. For these new transactions, the DFP has to determine their nature and issue
financial regulations prescribing their financial management and accounting. The DAP
has to wait for the DFP to finish its work before it can determine the accounts and

prescribe double entries for them. The study has observed that such a relationship is
obstacle to accounting reform and puts the DAP into a passive position.
However, the study has noticed that the situation became worse when accounting
standards based on international accounting standards were introduced to the
Vietnamese accounting system. Accounting standards have created conflicts with other

parts of the regulatory system. As the body in charge of setting accounting standards
the DAP could not issue accounting standards which have contents or accounting

treatments different from those of the financial policy. Evidence from fieldwork show
that Vietnamese accounting standard setters, officials and accounting experts were
confused and did not know how to deal with this situation. The study has speculated

that they failed to see that the nature of the conflicts is caused by the philosophic
difference between the two accounting systems. Because of this ideological clash, it

very difficult if not impossible to incorporate international accounting standards i

Vietnamese accounting system unless the current regulatory structure and the nature o
Vietnamese accounting are changed.
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However, the regulatory structure has remained unchanged so that the study has
found a number of incompatibilities between accounting standards and accounting
policy (see chapter 9); although the point of the DVAASP is for the latter to be
developed based on the former. The reason is the influence of financial policy on
accounting policy. Accounting policy makers have always preferred following the

regulations of financial policy when financial policy and accounting standards con
Auditing standards, on the other hand, have been developed very quickly and
more smoothly because in comparison with accounting standards they are more
technical and independent of the legal and regulation systems. They are not much

different from international auditing standards and can be fitted into the regulato
structure.
Problem of Professional Development
The VAA came into existence in 1994. The study has revealed that the
establishment of the VAA was not caused by the urgent need or desire of Vietnamese

accountants but by a willingness to produce no more than an imitation of the market

accounting mechanism. Its existence is purely a formality. It is financially very w

and starved of human resources. Thus, it has not yet been delegated any function in
Vietnamese accounting mechanism and its contribution to accounting reform has been
very limited.

The study has disclosed that the ideological bias against professional associations

of both accountants and government policy makers inherited from the socialist perio

the main reason for the VAA's ineffectiveness. Evidence from fieldwork suggested th
Vietaamese accountants still see the VAA as a social association rather than a
professional association which acts on their behalf and consider the DAP to be the
organisation which has authority in regulating accounting. While recognising the
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importance of the development of the V A A

in a market economy, government

accounting policy makers are reluctant to transfer responsibility in regulating
accounting to the VAA because they do not want to lose power.
Problem of Education
The study has found that some problems Vietnamese accounting experts are
facing in the transition economy come from the Vietnamese education system. This is

because of the ideological bias against capitalism in the socialist education syste
majority of Vietaamese accounting experts who received their education in the past
have knowledge only of socialist accounting. What they have learned about market

accounting and its standards came mainly from short courses organised by internation
public accounting firms and the Euro-Tap Viet project or from the few accounting
textbooks and standards translated from English.
In addition, a review of the curricula and accounting textbooks of the two biggest

universities providing accounting education indicated that reform in education is s

behind reforms in other areas, especially the economy, and that the current educatio

system is heavily influenced by socialist ideology. The contents of accounting text
adhere to the concepts of socialist accounting and are influenced by the accounting
policy issued by the DAP; the new business transactions of the market economy are

merely mentioned in introductions. Their curricula still aim to train accountants fo

SOEs but not for other types of enterprises. As a result, newly graduated accountant
not have better knowledge of market accounting, especially of accounting standards,
than the older generation.
The ideological bias against western languages in the old education system has

given Vietnamese experts another obstacle to deal with in integrating Vietnam with t

global economy. The majority of them were educated under the old system so that they
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have a very limited ability, or none at all, in using these languages. It is, therefore, very
difficult for them to acquire knowledge of the market economy given the lack of

translated books and professional journals. The study has found that the majority of

Vietaamese accounting standard setters are not able to use the original English vers

of the international accounting and auditing standards and other accounting textbook
They have to depend on the translated version which unfortunately was not well

translated so that they often misunderstand the market terms and concepts used in th
standards.
Interviews and observation showed that, in general, Vietnamese accounting
experts do not have a thorough understanding of market accounting concepts and
standards, causing them difficulties in developing and implementing Vietnamese
accounting and auditing standards.

10.2.5 Cultural Influence
The Vietaamese culture, a wetland rice agricultural culture, as argued by

historians and cultural researchers, has played a vital role in the historical cours

building and defending the country. It is evident throughout Vietnamese history that

strength of the Vietnamese culture has helped Vietnam maintain its national identity
independence.
Currently, the Vietnamese culture has showed its strong impact, both positive and

negative, on the transition process. The study has shown that thanks to 'dialectical
synthetical' thinking the Vietnamese have been very 'flexible' and 'reconciliatory'

accepting and dealing with the transition process. To fulfill their socialist desti

Vietnamese and their leaders were willing to soften their long held socialist ideolo
and to integrate the Vietnamese economy with the regional and global economies.
However, the Vietnamese and their leaders have been very determined about
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Vietnamisation which stresses the notion that the introduction of institutional and
management systems from foreign countries must be done through a cautious and

flexible selection process taking into account the level of development of the legal,
economic and administrative systems and knowledge and skills of its people. Because
the Vietaamese economy has not reached the stage where the economic systems of

developed countries are, but it is in the early stage of such development, it still e
a lot of elements inherited from the centrally planned economic system as well as

elements from the philosophical ideology of 'market economy with socialist orientatio
In terms of accounting reform, the strict ideological view towards market
accounting as 'a tool of capitalists in exploiting workers' has been replaced by a

softened view according to which all accounting knowledge regardless of its origin is
human knowledge and should be utilised in Vietnam. The study has shown that
accounting reform in the beginning of the 1990s was undertaken quite well by adding
some market accounting concepts into the Vietnamese accounting policy to bring it

more inline with market accounting even though the Vietnamese accounting policy still
kept its socialist nature. Problems have occurred since. Because of pressure by the

international financial institutions and foreign-invested enterprises, Vietnam had to

engage in, willingly or not, more radical accounting reforms by developing Vietnamese
accounting and auditing standards based on international standards. Nevertheless,

Vietnamese accounting experts, under the strong 'reconciliatory' characteristic of th

Vietaamese culture, have insisted that to become Vietnamese standards the internation
standards must be carried out by Vietnamese, in Vietnamese ways and most importantly
they must be Vietnamised in order to fit with the local environment. The study,
however, has found that Vietnamisation has been facing a lot of difficulties and its
of success seems to be due to the ideological clashes between the two systems as
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mentioned in the previous section. Vietnamese standards have not fitted into the current
regulatory system well.
Other impacts of the Vietnamese culture on accounting change that has been

discovered by the study are the subjectiveness of government policy makers and their
'autonomous' culture in setting regulations and the passivity of accountants in the
transition economy. The study has revealed that government policy makers (the DAP

and DFP) have subjectively set up their regulations without carefully studying pract

so that their regulations were very strict and difficult for enterprises to comply w
Furthermore, due to a culture of autonomy, their cooperation in setting regulations

not so good so issued regulations were not completed and often conflicted each other

The study has also pointed out that Vietnamese accountants have still brought with t
a passive way of doing accounting (i.e. doing bookkeeping based on the Debit/Credit

prescription for each business transaction in the accounting policy) so it is imposs
for them to apply accounting standards at least in the near feature.

10.3 Recommendations
Based on the findings the study tries to offer some tentative recommendations as
following.
• One of the most important obstacles to accounting reform and the setting of
accounting standards is the relationship of financial to accounting policy in
the current regulatory structure. The dependence of accounting policy on
financial policy is no longer appropriate. However, to overcome it is not easy
because of the socialist ideology involved in it. But if the relation between
financial and accounting policies is unchanged then accounting standards
cannot be accommodated into the current regulatory system. It is suggested
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that the relation between accounting and finance must be redefined. Rather
than being dependent on the finance policy the accounting policy must be
allowed to stand on its own feet as market accounting does, and not be

reduced to bookkeeping as before. It means some parts of the financial polic

including the definitions and measurements of assets, liabilities, expenses,
revenues and incomes, must be transferred to the accounting policy. As a
result, the DAP could more easily set up Vietnamese accounting standards
and incorporate them into the current accounting system. However,
accounting information in Vietnam is still only useful for control by the
owner of enterprises over their assets and for macro-management of the
government but not for decision making of other stakeholders of the
enterprises (accounting information users). More radical change would be
heralded by the redefinition of all basic concepts of Vietnamese accounting
according to international accounting standards; this is not likely unless
Vietnamese accounting experts overcome or soften their socialist ideology
regarding the nature and function of accounting.
In the current situation of the Vietnamese economy where the stock exchange
market has been opened for just three years with only about 23 public
companies and where accountants have no knowledge of accounting standards
and are used to bookkeeping, the setting of accounting standards seems to
satisfy the demand of outsiders rather than the urgent need of the local
economy. However, the development of accounting and auditing standards
has been decided so that the following suggestions are made based on the

findings from fieldwork. Firstly, as suggested by the standard setters, for

accounting experts should be invited to take part in the Project in order to
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improve the knowledge of international accounting and auditing standards of
Vietaamese accounting experts and to provide consultancy during the
Project125. Secondly, standard setters must be detached from their daily work

in order to focus only on setting standards for a certain period. Thus they c
be more effective and establish more cooperative relationships. Thirdly, the
MOF should pay more attention to the Project by providing financial
resources and assigning more accounting experts.
In order to implement accounting standards in the future, the education of
accounting must be reformed. Market accounting concepts and accounting
standards must be included in the accounting textbooks and the curricula of
accounting training. Of importance is to make accounting students familiar
with making professional judgments and not only with the Debit/Credit
prescription of the accounting policy. Furthermore, the ideological bias

against private enterprises should be lifted so that accounting education can
include accounting not only for SOEs but also for private enterprises, which
are becoming an important sector of the transition economic system.
In order to strengthen the VAA, it must be given more power in regulating
accounting. The MOF should work out a detailed program to gradually

transfer its responsibilities in directing and regulating accounting and aud
to the VAA. The MOF should allow it to have direct contact with other
accounting professional associations for sharing and exchanging education

125

At the time of the binding of this thesis the M O F signed a joint examination scheme with the
Association of Chartered and Certified Accountants, a British accounting body, which has been operatmg
in Vietnam since 2000 and has successfully conducted a number of course-works and professional
examinations for Vietaamese accountants. However, such co-operation could be further developed. It is,
therefore, suggested that A C C A , given its current position in Vietnam, could be chosen as a partner of t
M O F and the V A A in undertaking other activities of Vietnamese accounting reform including the
development of Vietaamese accounting and auditing standards, the reform of the V A A and the training of
trainers who are working in universities.
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and experience, and to receive directly financial aid from international
programs and organisations.
• In terms of accounting policy for private enterprises (small and medium
private enterprises), to avoid the current practice where a simplified version of
the accounting policy of SOEs is applied to private enterprises, the DAP
should conduct a thorough investigation of the accounting system in order to
design a more appropriate accounting policy for them, taking into account not
only their accounting information needs but also the accounting skills and
knowledge of their accountants, the cost and benefit consideration in
designing functions and the level of the complexity of their accounting
system.
• In the transition economy, to make decision makers more confident in using
accounting information, independent auditing should be promoted more
extensively. The independent audit conducted by outsiders (public accounting
firms) could make financial statements of enterprises be more truthful and
fairer in presenting the financial position of enterprises, and reduce the impact
of the 'autonomous' culture of enterprises, the cause of information distortion.
In summary, the Vietnamese accounting system is moving towards what appears to be a

market accounting system by incorporating many concepts of market accounting into it.
However, the Vietnamese are still committed to building socialism and they are

following the same path that they have always done, that of changing things to suit t
culture and way of life through the process of Vietnamisation. As a result, the
Vietaamese are facing a lot of difficulties in undertaking accounting reform because

the ideological paradox between the two accounting systems, market and socialist, and
because of aspects of the Vietaamese culture. The major problems of Vietnamese
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accounting in the transition economy come from its regulatory structure, professional

development and education system, and the Vietnamising process of market accountin

Whether the end result will satisfy both the needs of the people and the requireme
the international community remains to be seen.

Appendix 1: Functions and Duties of the State Audit Office

The main functions of the State Audit Office are:
- To develop annual audit plans or programs;
- To organise the implementation of such plans or programs;
- To report the results of audits to the Prime Minister, National Assembly or its
Standing Committee as required;
- To make comments, assessments or judgments and certifications on compliance
with applicable financial and accounting policies, systems and regulations and
on correctness, probity and legality of accounting documents and figures and
financial statements of audits undertaken;
- To make recommendations on remedial measures to correct weaknesses or
irregularities that have been found during the course of the audit in order to
strengthen the control of financial resources;
- To take part in developing and promulgating Vietnamese Auditing Standards and
Approaches as well as related economic and financial policies and regulations of
the MOF;
- The State Audit Office of Vietnam is empowered to make submissions on the
misuse of public funds, involving irregularities under applicable financial and
accounting policies, by organisations or persons who are charged with the
responsibility for those funds;
- The State Audit Offices of Vietnam is authorised to provide the legal authorities
which are specified in related regulations with audit records, documentations
and results; and
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- The State Audit Office of Vietnam m a y employ certificated public accountants
and independent audit firms to help it in conducting audit tasks but it has to bear
full responsibility for the correctness of data, documents and conclusions made
by the employed certificated public accountants and organisations.
The following audit objectives are within the mandate of the State Audit Office of
Vietnam:
- The audit of financial statements of provinces and centrally managed cities. The
audits are conducted before they are submitted to the provincial People's
Councils for approval;

- The audit of financial statements of the national budget accounts. The audit is al
conducted before the accounts are presented to the National Assembly for
approval;

- The audit of financial statements of ministries, ministerial bodies, parliamentary
bodies, public services, people and social associations that receive budget grants
from the Government;
- The audit of financial statements of capital constructions, projects funded by
loans, credits or assistance from the Government; and
- The audit of financial statements of State-owned enterprises.
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Appendix 2: Functions of the Vietnamese Accounting Association
(Charter of V A A )
In accordance with its Charter, the functions of the VAA are the following:
- To advance opinions to the government and competent authorities in their work to
formulate policies and regulations, and guide and materialise efforts to achieve
national standards for the accountancy profession;
- To monitor the refreshing and upgrading of the professional qualifications for
accountancy practitioners, disseminating relevant policies and regulations, and
providing information on the latest technical achievements in terms of
accountancy and finance, both inside and outside the country;
- To undertake broad-ranging study in theories and standards on accountancy to
establish and maintain a basis for the profession and render a consulting service
on organisational, theoretical and practical matters concerning an accountancy
career;
- To research further applications of information technology in the profession;

- To exercise control over its members' professional ethics and practice, assisting
competent authorities in organising examinations and, as may be authorised by
the latter from time to time, grant practising certificates to accountants and
auditors;
- To gather and refer comments, recommendations and requests from its affiliated
units and members on the relevant policies and regulations to the competent
regulatory authorities for consideration of revisions or changes where
appropriate;
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- T o encourage its members to obey the legal requirements and maintain
professional ethic dignity;

- To cooperate with domestic associations and societies of scientists and technicia
and those accountants in the region and across the world in matters eligible
under the Vietaamese law; and

- To support the material and mental life of its members and to safeguard their leg
rights.
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Appendix 3: The Financial Policy of SOEs

The financial policy for SOEs is a set of financial regulations issued by the
government for controlling their SOEs financial management. The objective of the
financial policy is to ensure that SOEs' financial activities are healthy, effective
fair, in compliance with laws and government regulations, and to protect rights of
investors and other related parties (Phung, 1999 p.l). Since economic reforms began,
the financial policy has been adjusted several times. The present financial policy
stipulates a set of regulations concerning capital and funds management, revenue and
expense determination, and profit allocation of SOEs.
- Regulations on capital and funds management determine procedures in receiving
capital from the government and raising capital from other financial resources;
rights and responsibilities in using capital from the government including the
right to change the structure of their assets through selling and abolishing them,
which can serve their business activities better; the right to invest in other
enterprises; their responsibilities to maintain and expand their entrusted capital,
and comply with laws and government regulations on accounting and statistics.
Regulations are also set up for asset revaluation, responsibility for losses or
damages of assets.
- Regulations on income and expense determination give the definitions and
measurement of these elements of the income statement. These regulations aim
to control the effectiveness in using assets and controlling expenses of SOEs. In
terms of income, the financial policy, for example, stipulates the definitions of
revenues, their classification and the point of sale recognition. In terms of
expenses, it stipulates detailed items of operating and other activities' expenses.
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It determines which expenditures can be accounted as expenses and which
should be accounted as a deduction from the enterprise's funds, and structures

production cost and total cost. For each expense item the financial policy sets
a limit. If the amount of an expense item is above its specified limit, the

difference must be paid by the one who is responsible for the transactions or b
accounted as a reduction from the profit or the enterprise's funds (Financial
Reserve Fund). For example, the financial policy sets up a limit of 7% of the

total expenses for commission fee. If the enterprise actually spent more than t
amount, the gap must be recorded as a reduction of retained earning or other
funds of the enterprise.
- Regulations on allocation of profits determine how much of the enterprise's
must be allocated among three parties: the government, enterprise and
employees. The profit is allocated into the following parts:
+ Income tax (the government)
+ Fee for using the government's capital (the government)
+ Deduction for penalties and fines (enterprise)
+ Deduction for losses that are not allowed to be accounted as expenses
(enterprise)
+ The profit after the deduction of all items above is allocated to
Production Development Fund (50%), Financial Reserve Fund (10% and
no more than 25% of registered capital of enterprise), Reserve Fund for
Unemployment Subsidy (5%), the rest to Welfare Fund (but no more
than the equivalent of 3-months salary of employees). There are detailed
regulations for the use of these funds (Decree 59-CP 3/10/1996, Decree
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62/1999

TT-BTC

7/6/1999).
It is obvious from the review of the financial policy that, through its detailed
regulations, the government aims to both control of the resources granted to SOEs
support tax collection.
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Appendix 4: Curriculum of the Bachelor of Accounting Degree of the
Hanoi University of Finance and Accounting (Narayan and Godden
2000)

Part 1: (compulsory)
1. Marxist-Leninist Political Economy
2. Micro Economics
3.Macro Economics
4. Basic of Laws
5. Theory of Economics
6. History of Vietnam Communist Party
7. Socialism Science
8. Sociology
9. Economic Geography I
10. History of Economics of Vietnam and other countries
11. Marxist-Leninist Philosophy
12. Foreign Language BI + B 2 + B 3
13. Higher Mathematics CI + C 2
14.Essay
Part 2: (Compulsory)
1. Economics of Industries
2. Economic Mathematics
3.Foreign Language
4. Applied Informatics
5. Theory of Finance
6. Theory of Currency
7. Theory of Statistics
8. Principle of Accounting
9. Management of Money and Credit
10. Business Management
11. Economics Laws
12. Enterprise Statistics
13. State Taxation
14. Essay
15. Exercise
16. Substance Education
17. Defence Education
18. Science of Management
19. Economics of Environment
20. Marketing
21. Stock Exchange
For Selection:
1. International Economics
2. Economic of Investment
3. Insurance
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Part III: (Compulsory)
1. Financial Accounting
2. Management Accounting
3. Application of Accounting in Computer
4. Auditing (I+ H )
5. Financial Management of Enterprises
6. Analysis of Financial Enterprise
7. Three months in practice
8.Thesis or Final Examination
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Appendix 5: List of Issued Vietnamese Accounting and Auditing
Standards
Accounting standards:
- Standard No. 01
- Standard N o . 02
- Standard No. 03
- Standard No. 04
- Standard No. 06
- Standard N o . 10
- Standard No. 14
- Standard No. 15
- Standard No. 16
- Standard N o . 24

General Standard;
Inventories;
Tangible Fixed Assets;
Intangible Fixed Assets;
Leases;
Foreign Currency Translation;
Revenues and Other Incomes;
Construction Contracts;
Borrowing Costs
Cash Flow

Auditing standards:
- Standard No. 200 - Objective and General Principles governing an Audit of
Financial Statements;
- Standard N o . 210 - Audit Contract;
- Standard N o . 220 - Quality Control for Audit Work
- Standard N o . 230 - Documentation;
- Standard No. 240 - Fraud and Error;
- Standard N o . 250 - Consideration of Laws and Regulations in an Audit of
Financial Statements;
- Standard No. 300 - Audit Planning;
- Standard N o . 310 - Knowledge of the Business;
- Standard N o . 320 - Audit Materiality;
- Standard N o . 400 - Risk Assessments and Internal Control;
- Standard N o . 401 - Auditing in a Computer Information System Environment;
- Standard N o . 500 - Audit Evidence;
- Standard N o . 501 - Audit Evidences-Additional Considerations for Specific Items
- Standard No. 510 - Initial Engagements - Opening Balance;
- Standard N o . 520 - Analytical Procedures;
- Standard No. 530 - Audit Sampling and other methods;
- Standard N o . 540 - Audit of Accounting Estimates;
- Standard N o . 550 - Related Parties;
- Standard N o . 560 - Events after Closing Balance Date;
- Standard N o . 570 - Going Concern;
- Standard N o . 580 - Management Representations;
- Standard N o . 600 - Using the work of another Auditor;
- Standard No. 610 - Considering the work of the Internal Auditing
- Standard N o . 700 - The Auditor's Report;
- Standard No. 800 - The Auditor's Report on Special Purpose Audit;
- Standard N o . 910 - Engagements to Review Financial Statements;
- Standard No. 920 - Engagements to Perform Agree-Upon Procedures Regarding
Financial Information.
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Appendix 6: List of Interviewees

Number

1

Names
Nguyen Thi Dong

2

Doan Xuan Tien

3
4
5

Phung Thi Doan
Bui Van Mai
Ngo Tri Tue

6

Nguyen Van Cong

7
8

Nguyen Quang
Quynh
Pham Quang

9

Ngo The Chi

10

Nguyen Huu Ba

11

Truong Gia Luc

12
13

Ngo Tri Trung
Le Thanh Nghi

14
15

Do Mann Han
Truong Anh Hung

Occupation and Position
Lecturer - the Accounting Faculty of the National
Economics University Hanoi.
Lecturer - Dean of the Accounting Faculty of the
Hanoi University of Finance and Accountancy
(HUFA).
Deputy Director of the DAP.
Head of the Department of Accounting Policy (DAP).
Lecturer - the Accounting Faculty of the National
Economics University Hanoi.
Lecturer - the Accounting Faculty of the National
Economics University Hanoi.
Professor - Dean of the Accounting Faculty of the
National Economics University Hanoi.
Lecturer - the Accounting Faculty of the National
Economics University (NEU).
Lecturer - Vice Rector of the Hanoi University of
Finance and Accountancy (HUFA).
Lecturer - Head of the Accounting Department of the
Hanoi University of Finance and Accountancy
(HUFA).
Lecturer - the Accounting Faculty of the Hanoi
University of Finance and Accountancy (HUFA).
Auditor - the Arthur Andersen.
Auditor - the Accounting and Auditing Service
Company (AASC).
Expert - the State Auditing Office.
Auditor of the Vietnamese Auditing Company

(VACO).
16
17
18

Vu Thi Tho
TranVan Ta
Ngo Viet Trung

19
20

Ha Tuong Vi
Ngo Due Chin

Auditor - Director of the AFC.
Deputy Minister of the M O F
Expert - Sub-Department, Accounting for Foreigninvested Enterprises of the DAP.
Head of Banking Sub-Department of the D A P
Head of the Administrative Sub-Department of the

DAP.
21

Pham Xuan Luc

22
23

Ha Thu Ha
Trinh Due Vinh

24
25

Le Tuyet Nhung
Pham Van Dang
Names
Vu Due Chinh

Number

26

Head of the Accounting for Enterprises SubDepartment of the DAP.
Head of the Auditing Sub-Department of the DAP.
Expert - the Accounting for Enterprises SubDepartment, of the DAP.
Expert - the Auditing Sub-Department, of the DAP.
Deputy Director of the D A P
Occupation and Position
Expert - the Administrative Sub-Department of the
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Le Thi Hoa

28
29

Dang Van Thanh
Vuong Dinh Hue

30

Vu Huy Cam

31

VuLuc

32

Vu Huu Due

33

Dang Thai Hung

DAP
Head of the Accounting for Foreign-invested
Enterprises Sub-Department, of the D A P .
Director of the Financial Policy Department.
Associate Professor, Vice Rector of the Hanoi
University of Finance and Accountancy (HUFA).
Memb e r of the Steering Committee of the Vietnamese
Accounting Association (VAA).
M e m b e r of the Steering Committee of the Vietnamese
Accounting Association ( V A A ) and the National
Council for Accountancy (NCA).
Lecturer - the Accounting and Auditing Faculty of the
Economics University. H o Chi Minh City.
Deputy Director of the D A P .

List of Enterprises

State-owned Enterprise:
- Cong ty May Thang Long (Thanglong Garment Company)
- Cong ty Duoc Pham Trung uong 1 (Government Pharmacy Company I)
- Cong ty May 10-10 (10 - 10 Garment Company)
- Cong ty Duoc pham Trung uong 2 (Government Pharmacy Company II)
- Cong ty Tin hoc thuoc Thong tan xa Viet nam (Software Company of the
Vietaamese New Agency)
- Cong ty Hanel (Hanel Company)
Joint Venture Enterprise:
- Cong ty Lien doanh B. Braun (B. Braun Joint Venture Company)
Private Enterprise:
- Cong ty tu nhan Hong Thuy (Hong Thuy Ltd. Company)
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In each enterprise chief accountant and deputy chief accountant were interviewed.
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Appendix 7: List of Decisions and Decrees on Accounting Issued by the

MOF
Name
Date of Issue
Regulation on Revenues and Expenditures and
25/9/1948
the General Accounting of the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam
Establishment of the Department of Accounting
Decree no. 1076-(TTg 11/10/1956
Policy
11/10/1956)
Regulation on Organisation of State Accounting
28/10/1961
Decree no. 175/(CP
28/10/1961)
Accounting Policy for Inventory
Decision no. 529
23/8/1962
(TC/CDKT
23/8/1962)
22/11/1962
Provisional Policy for Accounting Control
Decision no. 714
(TC/CDKT
22/11/1962)
29/11/1962
Policy for Fixed Asset
Decision no. 730
(TC/CDKT
29/11/1962)
Decision 732
1/12/1962
Rules of Asset Inventorying
(TC/CDKT
1/12/1962)
Decision 07
21/12/1964
Accounting Policy for Source Documents and
(TC/CDKT
Accounting Books
21/12/1964)
Circular Document
21/12/1964
The accounting regulation on source
07/(CDKT
documentation
21/12/1964)
Decision 583- (LB
1/1/1967
Source Document Regulation
1/1/1967)
Decree no. 176/ (CP
10/9/1970
Amendment of Regulation on the Organisation
10/9/1970)
of State Accounting
Decision no. 425
14/10/1970
Uniform Chart of Accounts
(TC/CDKT
14/10/1970)
Decision no. 426
Accounting books of the Voucher-Journal
14/10/1970
(TC/CDKT
accounting system
14/10/1970)
Decree no. 233/(CP
Accounting reports for industrial enterprises
1/12/1970
1/12/1970)
Decree no. 583/
Regulation on source documents
1/12/1970
(LB/TC-TK
1/12/1970)
Decision no. 34/
Uniform Chart of Accounts
24/10/1975
(TC/CDKT
24/10/1975)
Accounting policy forfixedassets.
Decision no. 222
11/10/1980
(TC/CDKT

Regulation No.
Decree no. 1535
(VP/TQD 25/9/1948)
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J1/10/1980)
Decision 278/
(QD/CDKT
_10/3/19981)
Decision 200/
(TCTK-PPCP
24/3/1983)
Order no. 06/ (LCTH D N N 20/5/1980)
Decision 229/
(QD/CDKT
10/3/19981)
Decree no. 26/
( H D B T 18/3/1989)
Decree no. 25/
( H D B T 18/3/1989)
Decision 212/
(QD/CDKT
15/12/1989)
Decision 224/
(QD/CDKT
18/4/1990)
Decision 598/
( Q D / C D K T 12/1990)
Decree no. 52/
( H D B T 19/12/1992)
Decision 12/ (TTg
10/1/1994)
Decree no. 07/(CP
29/1/1994)
Decision no. 237/
(QD/CDKT
19/3/1994)
Decree no. 70/(CP
11/7/1994)
Decision 1205
(QD/CDKT
14/12/1994)
Decision no. 1141
(TC/QD/CDKT
1/11/1995)
Decree 59-(CP
3/10/1996)
Decision no.
999/QD/(QD/CDKT
2/11/1996)
Decision 832
(TC/QD/CDKT
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10/3/19981

Accounting Policy for Industrial and
Commercial Business Private Enterprises

24/3/1983

Amendment of regulation on source documents

20/5/1980

Accounting and Statistics

12/1988

Accounting Policy for Individual Business Units
and Private Business

18/3/1989

Regulation on Chief Accountant of SOEs

18/3/1989

Regulations on Organising of State Accounting

15/12/1989

N e w Uniform Chart of Accounts and
Accounting Reports

18/4/1990

N e w Uniform Chart of Accounts and
Accounting Reports

12/1990

Accounting Policy for Non-State Business
(applied to Individual Business Unit, Private
Enterprises)
Regulation on Penalty for Violation in
Accounting and Statistical Activities
Establishment of the Vietnamese Association of
Accountants
Regulation on Independent Auditing in National
Economy
Establishment of the National Committee for
Auditor's Examination

19/12/1992
10/1/1994
29/1/1994
19/3/1994

11/7/1994

Establishment of the State Audit Office

14/12/1994

First draft of N e w Accounting Policy

1/11/1995

Accounting Policy for Enterprises

3/10/1996

Regulations on Financial Management of SOEs

2/11/1996

Accounting Policy for Government Organisation

28/10/1997

Regulation of Internal Auditing of SOEs
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28/10/1997)
Decision
no. 1503/1998/
( Q D / B T C 10/1998)
Decision 19/1999/
( Q D / B T C 2/1999)
Decree 27/1999/(NDC P 20/4/1999)
Decision
no.
120/1999/(QD/BTC
27/9/1999)
Decision
no.
219/2000/(QD-BTC
29/12/2000)
Decision
no.
143/2001/(QD-BTC
21/12/2001)
Decision
no.
149/2001/(QD-BTC
31/12/2001)
Decision
no.
165/2002/(QD-BTC
31/12/2002)
Decision
no.
28/2003/(QD-BTC
14/3/2003)
Decision
no.
195/2003/(QD-BTC
28/11/2003)
Accounting L a w ( V A
1/1/2004)
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10/1998

The Steering Committee for the development of
Vietaamese Accounting Standards

2/1999

The Steering Committee for the development of
Vietnamese Auditing Standards
Revision of Regulations on Financial
Management of S O E s
Issuance and Promulgation of Four Vietnamese
Auditing Standards (Series 1)

20/4/1999
27/9/1999

29/12/2000

Issuance and Promulgation of Six Vietnamese
Auditing Standards (Series 2)

21/12/2001

Issuance and Promulgation of Six Vietnamese
Auditing Standards (Series 3)

31/12/2001

Issuance and Promulgation of Four Vietnamese
Accounting Standards (Series 1)

31/12/2002

Issuance and Promulgation of Four Vietnamese
Accounting Standards (Series 2)

14/3/2003

Issuance and Promulgation of Five Vietnamese
Auditing Standards (Series 4)

28/11/2003

Issuance and Promulgation of Six Vietnamese
Auditing Standards (Series 5)

1/1/2004

Accounting L a w
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